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This document is intended to identify, in a highly summarized way, data available from the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Most data are maintained as offline data sets (on
magnetic tape or as film/print products of various sizes, or as disks) gathered from individual
instruments carded on spacecraft; these comprise the Satellite Data Listing. Descriptive names,
time spans, data form, and quantity of these data sets are identified in the listing, which is sorted
alphabetically -- first by spacecraft name and then by the principal investigator's or team leader's
last name.
Several data sets held at the NSSDC, not associated with individual spaceflight instruments, are
identified in separate listings following the Satellite Data Listing. These data sets make up the
Supplementary Data Listings and include composite spacecraft data sets, ground-based data,
models, and computer routines. The identifiers used in the Supplementary Data Listings were
created by the NSSDC and are explained in the pages preceding the listings. Data set form codes
are listed in Appendix A.
While its suite of online data and services continues to grow, NSSDC offers primarily archival,
retrieval, replication, and dissemination services for most of the data sets discussed in the two
major listings identified above. It also provides documentation that enables the data recipient to use
the data received. NSSDC is working toward expanding capabilities and capacities for holding
data online and for data subsetting and for promotion of data tiles to online residence for user
downloading. Current data holdings span the range of scientific disciplines in which NASA is
involved, and include astrophysics, lunar and planetary science, solar physics, space plasma
physics, and Earth science.
In addition to the functions described above, NSSDC offers data via special services and systems
in a number of areas, including Astronomical Data Center (ADC), Coordinated Data Analysis
Workshops (CDAWs), NASA Climate Data System (NCDS), Pilot Land Data System (PLDS),
and Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). Furthermore, NSSDC has a no-
password account on its NASA Science Internet (NSI) - DECNET - accessible VAX through
which the NASA Master Directory and selected online data bases are accessible, and througi_
which any data described here may be ordered. Astrophysics data support by NSSDC is not
limited to the ADC. Each of these special services/systems is described briefly in the following
paragraphs.
ASTRO.NOMICAL DATA CENTER (ADC)
The ADC specializes in the acquisition, processing, documentation, archiving, and distribution of
machine-readable astronomical catalogs and other specialized data sets in various astronomical
disciplines. Computerized astronomical catalogs are widely used to support basic research,
telescope and spacecraft pointing and tracking, online data reduction, data retrieval and analysis of
new observations. Through a cooperative data exchange agreement with the Centre de Donnees
Astronomiques Strasbourg (CDS) in France, the ADC acquires all catalogs deposited with the CDS
and supplies all ADC acquired data to the CDS for dissemination from there. The CDS acts as a
central repository, established by the International Astronomical Union, of an international network
or centers for astronomical data, including the facilities at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), and in Moscow, Potsdam, Tokyo, Beijing, La Plata (Argentina), and Pune (India).
Astronomical data acquired from the scientific community are examined by NSSDC astronomers,
restructured and/or modified if necessary, usually in collaboration with the scientists who have
submitted the data. This analysis work is done to ensure that the data will be archived and
distributed in a form easily processed by a wide variety of computers, that formats are as simple as
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possible and conform to standard usage, that maximum storage efficiency is achieved, and that data
are well documented when redistributed to secondary users.
The ADC data sets (source catalogs) are identified in the listing referenced in the second paragraph
of this introduction. The ADC maintains a Status Report on Machine-Readable Astronomical
Catalogs. The report provides a more detailed listing of the catalogs than that given in this NSSDC
Data Listing. Updated reports are available upon request, and are also published in issues of the
Astronomical Data Center Bulletin. Several catalogs have been written to one CD-ROM.
The ADC also maintains an online information system and network request service that is
accessible via the NASA Science Internet (NSI-DECNET and Interact). Certain data sets
(depending upon size) can be transmitted to requesters via NSI and BITnet, and these catalogs are
indicated in an information packet distributed over the networks. Additional information about
accessing the ADC online information system is available in issues of the NSSDC News, or by
contacting NSSDC Coordinated Request and User Support Office at (301) 286-6695.
COORDINATED DATA ANALYSIS WORKSHOP (CDAW) PROGRAM
The CDAW program is an effort by NSSDC to further the conduct and development of tools and
techniques for the implementation of large-scale collaborative scientific research. Using
simultaneous data from many investigators, the program attacks significant physical problems of
global scale that may not be otherwise addressable. The concept originated in the solar-terrestrial
community with a need within the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS) program to analyze
simultaneous data from various sources. The goal is to understand better the structure and
dynamics of systems like the Earth's magnetosphere.
The CDAW program is distinguished by its combination of a traditional workshop format with
assembly of a digital data base where the data and relevant models have been cast into a common
format. Supporting software and graphics devices during the workshops allow participants direct
interactive graphic display and data analysis. NSSDC serves as a focus for the organization and
logistics of the workshops; the selection of scientific problems and overall planning are the
responsibility of the interested science community. Access to the data base between workshop
meetings is supported over electronic networks such as NSI/DECnet and NSI/TCP-IP. The
CDAW program serves as one model for the way in which some aspects of the collaborative work
to be included in the Inter-Agency Consultative Group (IACG) 1990s initiative in solar-terrestrial
science might be carried out. Additionally, CDAW serves as the model for the fulfillment of
significant parts of the global science objectives of the NASA Global Geospace Science (GGS) and
the overall International Solar Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) programs.
Over the past twelve years of the CDAW effort, there have been nine workshop series, all of which
to date have involved the solar-terrestrial and space physics communities. The currently important
CDAW data bases are those connected with:
CDAW-6: two events from March 1979, selected as unique combinations of interesting
mag. netospheric phenomena and simultaneous coverage by existing spacecraft and ground
stataons;
CDAW-7: two events from the period April-May 1979, selected to facilitate comparison of
specific differing models of magnetospheric substorms;
CDAW-8: eighteventsfrom theperiodJanuary-June1983,during thetime whenISEE-3
wastransitingthedeepmagnetotail,with onefocusasearchfor "plasmoid"signaturesand
includingDE-1 auroralimagingdata;
CDAW-9: five eventsfrom theperiodApril-May 1986duringthePROMIS(PolarRegions
OuterMagnetosphereInternationalStudy)observationalcampaignperiod,including
conjugateauroralimagingdatafrom bothDE-1andViking. During thePROMISperiod,
aninternationaleffortwasmadeto gathersimultaneousolar-terrestrialobservations
towardthegoalof an improvedunderstandingof therelationbetweenpolarphenomenand
physicalprocessesin themagnetosphereasa whole.
ThecurrentCDAW workshopseries(CDAW-9) wasinitiatedwith amajormeetingat NSSDCin
May 1989. TheCDAW-6 andCDAW-7 databasesremainaccessiblethroughNSSDCstaff.
Selectionsfromthesedatabasescanbeexportedonmagnetictape. Onlineaccessto theCDAW-8
andCDAW-9 databasesrequiresanaccounton theNSSDCcomputersystem.TheCDAW-9 data
basecurrentlyremainsproprietaryto theCDAW-9 workshopparticipants;accessto anduseof it
for theprimaryCDAW-9 analysisperiodis governedby asetof "Rulesof theRoad"thatestablish
therequirementsto beconsideredaCDAW-9 participantandfor useof suchdatain publications.
TheoverallCDAW-9 effort involvesover 100participatingscientistsfrom aroundtheworld anda
databaseincludingfourteenspacecraftandnumerousground-stationobservations.Some80
distinctdatasets(for eachof thefive CDAW-9 eventsin mostcases)plussatelliteephemerisdata
comprise the basic data base. CDAW-9 meetings have been held at Goddard (May 1989, June
1990, June 1991), Stanford University (December 1989), and the Solar-Terrestrial Environment
Laboratory (STELAB) of Nagoya University (August, 1990). The workshop in Japan was
supported by porting and reinstalling the data base on local facilities; the other workshops have
been supported by either direct or network access to the data base and software at NSSDC.
For information on access to CDAW 6, 7 or 8 data or information relating to participation in the
CDAW-9 analysis effort, please contact Dr. H. Kent Hills or Dr. Robert E. McGuire at the
respective telephone numbers and addresses as follows:
National Space Science Data Center Telephone: (301) 513-1670
Code 933.9 NSI/DECnet addr: NCF::HILLS
Goddard Space Flight Center Internet: hills@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 FAX: (301)513-1608
TELEMAII.dX.400:
(C:USA,ADMD:TELEMAIL,PRMD:GSFC,O:GSFCMAIL,UN:KHILLS)
National Space Science Data Center Telephone: (301)286-7794
Code 933 NSI/DECnet addr: NCF::MCGUIRE
Goddard Space Flight Center Internet: Mcguire@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 FAX: (301) 286-4952
TELEMAIIdX.400:
C:USA,ADMD:TELEMAIL,PRMD:GSFC,O:GSFCMAIL,UN:RMCGUIRE)
NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM (NCDS)
The NASA Climate Data System (NCDS) offers NASA-supported researchers in the atmospheric
and oceanographic sciences an advanced, interactive information system to locate, access,
manipulate, and display a variety of climate-related data. (Standard ordering and dissemination of
most of these data are available to researchers through the NSSDC.)
Dam sets supported by NCDS have been arbitrarily divided into four subdisciplines for ease in
locating data of interest within the listings in this document. These subdisciplincs are 1) Solar
Irradiancc, 2) Clouds and Radiation, 3) Global Climatologies and Oceanographies, and 4)
Atmospheric Constituents. Subsets of any supported data set can be reformatted into NSSDC's
Common Data Format (CDF) for interactive analysis or output as simple ASCII files for down-
loading to a remote site.
The data sets supported are listed in Table 3, page 96. NCDS will be integrated into the Goddard
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) during 1992, as part of EOSDIS. The goal of the
NCDS is to provide the most efficient methods to access and view data and make them available
and useful to researchers.
For further information, contact: Lola M. Olsen, (301) 286-9760, FTS 888-9760,
NSSDCA::OLSEN; or User Support Office, (301) 286-3209, FTS 888-3209, NCF::NCDSUSO.
PILOT LAND DATA SYSTEM (PLDS)
The Pilot Land Data System (PLDS) is an information and data management system built for use
by researchers in the NASA Land Science community. The data system provides a wide range of
services including: an on-line information system, a browse facility for analog data, CD-ROM
publication, user assistance, data distribution and tracking, science project support, and
documentation of data sets. The on-line information system was conceived and developed as a
distributed information system consisting of several sites with a common core of software. The
software is designed to support a wide spectrum of both digital and analog data. Archived data
ranges from images and point source data to maps, film, and geological samples collected from
satellite, aircraft, and ground based instruments. A complete listing of NSSDC- held PLDS data
sets and the range of temporal and spatial coverage is given in subsequent tables. The data system
includes four levels of reference material which describe the scientific data. These levels, the Data
Summaries, Detailed Description, System-wide Inventory, and Local Inventory, provide
increasingly detailed information about the scientific data, and are accessible without any
knowledge of the information's internal organization. In the PLDS, you can easily perform spatial
and temporal searches, and generate custom reports that can be saved for future reference or copied
to your local computer for printing. You can also place an order for scientific data or acquire it
real-time or in delayed mode, connect to other computer systems including other PLDS sites, and
lastly, transfer small amounts of data via long distance networks or phone lines.
The scientific data and related descriptive information managed by PLDS comes from several
sources. These include four large NASA land science projects: First ISLSCP Field Experiment
(FIFE), the Inter-Disciplinary Sciences-Land Surface Climatology (IDS-LSC) project, the
Sedimentary Basins Project (SBP), and the Oregon Transect Ecosystem Research Project
(O'ITER); several other data processing facilities, individual scientists and data systems. Today
there are three PLDS science support sites; the Ames Research Center (ARC), the Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). All three sites are accessible via
direct dial-in modems, DECnet and TCPfl_P via the NASA Science Network. GSFC is also
available via commercial Telenet lines. All sites have a generic account called PLDS that is open to
all users. If you wish to order data you must have an account or be an authorized user. For
details, call a PLDS user support office (see table for contacts).
CRUSTAL DYNAMICS DATA INFORMATION SYSTEM (CDDIS)
The CDDIS is the Crustal Dynamics Project's archive for laser, Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI), and Global Positioning System (GPS) data. Its holdings fall into four major categories:
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preprocessed,analyzed,ancillary,andprojectmanagementdata. TheCDDIS is operational on a
dedicated DEC MicroVAX II computer with over 3 gigabytes on-line and near-line disk storage.
All authorized Project investigators, staff, and cooperating institutions have access to the system
through the NSI (both DECnet and TCP/IP protocol) and the GTE SprintNET facilities as well as
dial-up telephone lines. The CDDIS section on page 113 of this document includes four tables.
The first, Table 4, shows preprocessed Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) data availability by satellite,
source, and dates. Catalogs of these data are accessible on line, but the actual data are available
only on magnetic tape. Table 5 lists the sources, type, and dates for the CDDIS VLBI data, which
are available off line through the CDDIS. Table 6 is a current listing of CDDIS GPS data holdings;
selected experiment data are available on line on rewfiteable optical disk. Table 7 is a complete
listing by data type, source, and dates of CDDIS Analyzed Data Base contents as of June 3, 1991.
NSSDC's ON LINE DATA AND INFORMATION SERVICE (NODIS)
Various NSSDC data and services judged to be of special interest are being made accessible on a
menu-based, no-password NODIS account on the NSSDC VAX cluster. This account is available
nearly 24 hours a day, seven days a week to anyone who can reach the NSSDC VAX via dial-up
or via network connections. At present the access to the information or limited amounts of data are
free. The data available via the NODIS account include International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)
extracted spectra data, Nimbus 7 Gridded Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) data,
Nimbus 7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS) data, and the OMNI data set of hourly solar wind
parameters. Information items include the (not yet fully populated) NASA Master Directory; the
Personnel Information Management System (PIMS), an interface to NSSDC's personnel data base;
the Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program (STEP) bulletin board; the Standards and Technology
Information System (STIS); and the American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
Canopus newsletter. Access to ionospheric (International Reference Ionosphere - IRI),
atmospheric (Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter - MSIS), magnetospheric magnetic field, and
magnetospheric energetic trapped particle (AE8 and AP8) models is available for downloading or
executing. Another option enables free form communication with the NSSDC, with which
requests for offline data services may be made, including orders for offline data. The
USERNAME for this account is NSSDC or NODIS (after a SET HOST NSSDCA from any NSI
DECnet node.) Additional systems are likely to be reachable from this account, although regular
user accounts will be required for computer-intensive activities. TELNET is another very widely
available command (on VMS plus UNIX systems) that gets to VAX prompt.
REQUESTS FOR DATA FROM NSSDC
The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, to provide data and information from space and Earth science investigations in
support of additional studies, beyond those performed by principal investigators. In addition to its
function of providing selected data and supporting information for further analysis of space science
flight experiments, NSSDC produces numerous publications. Among these are an NSSDC
newsletter, a Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments, the Data Catalog Series
for Space Science and Applications Flight Missions, and various data users guides.
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any researcher residing in the United States and
to researchers outside the United States through World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
(WDC-A-R&S). Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at NSSDC.
The Data Center staff will assist users with additional data searches and with the use of equipment.
Normally a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of processing requests and
reproducing data. The researcher will be notified of the charge, and payment must be received
prior to processing. However, as resources permit, the NSSDC director may waive charges for
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modest amounts of data, when they are to be used for scientific studies or specific educational
purposes, and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations,
NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U. S. government agencies, their contractors, or
the grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit
organizations.
Data Request Forms for ordering data from NSSDC are provided in Appendix B. A researcher
may also obtain data described in this catalog by a letter, a telephone request, an on-site visit, or
electronic mail. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scientific study should specify the
NSSDC ID and the time span (and/or location) of interest. A researcher should also specify why
and when the data are needed, the subject of the work, organizational affiliation, and any
government contracts used for performing the study. The Data Center staff is available to help
requesters identify data sets for use. A review of NSSDC's recently published Master Index
Volume to the Data Center's 10 volume DATA CATALOG SERIES FOR SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS FLIGHT MISSIONS (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 89-25) would also be useful in
selecting data sets, although this Data Listing identifies some recenty archived NSSDC-held data
not described in that catalog series. The NASA Master Directory can be used also for determining
data set availability.
NSSDC would appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting from studies in which data
supplied by the Data Center have been used. It is further requested that both NSSDC and the
original data provider be acknowledged as sources of the data.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that used here. For example, magnetic
tapes can be reformatted; computer printout can be reproduced from magnetic tape; enlarged paper
prints can be provided from data on photographic film and microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S
will provide the requester with an estimate of the response time and, when appropriate, the charge
for requests.
NSSDC's address to request information for U. S. researchers follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 933.4














Researchers outside the U. S. should direct requests for information to the following address:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 930.2
Goddard Space Flight Center














NSSDC is a node on NSI DECnet, and can be reached in two ways. Electronic mail can be
directed to NSSDC::REQUEST. For access to a menu of information, including the NASA Master
Directory, and to leave data requests, requesters may log onto the NSSDC node with
USERNAME=NSSDC. No password is required. Finally, NSSDC may be reached by Telenet;
with current procedures available from the NSSDC System Support Hotline (301-286- 9794).
CONTRIBUTIONS OF DATA TO NSSDC
NSSDC invites members of the scientific community involved in spaceflight investigations to
submit data to the Data Center, or to provide information about the data sets that they prefer to
make accessible themselves. The Data Center assigns a discipline specialist to work with each
investigator or project science team, to determine the forms of data that are likely to be most useful
to the community of users that obtain data from NSSDC. The pamphlet Guidelines for Submitting
Data to the National Space Science Data Center can be provided on request.
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DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
The Satellite Data Listing immediately follows this descriptive material. That listing is followed by
two Supplementary Data Listings: the NSSDC Supplementary Data File (NSDF) of astronomy
data, and the NSDF data excluding astronomy data. New data sets received at NSSDC before
June 10, 1991, are included in these listings. The NASA Climate Data System section is next,
followed in order by the Pilot Land Data System section and the Crustal Dynamics Data
Distribution Section. This publication concludes with two appendices: Appendix A is a fold-out
listing of form code definitions, and Appendix B contains NSSDC Data Request Forms to order
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73-101A-]38 MP B 1_/19/73 09/23/7_
73-101A-0]
73-]01A-DIA DD 62 1_/16/73 12/11/78
73-101A-01B MP 8 1_/19/73 09/_3175
73-101A-I1
73-101A-11A DO 62 12116/73 ]2/11/78
73-101A-1IB MP 8 1_/19/73 09123175
73-101A-0_
73-101A-O_A 0D 62 1_/16/73 1_/11/78
73-]01A-O2B MP 8 1_/19/73 09/23/75
73-10]A-03
73-101A-O3A DD 6_ 1_/16/73 1_/11/_8
73-101A-038 MP 8 12/19173 09/23/75
73-101A 04
73-101A-O4A DO 62 1_/]6/73 12111/78
73-101A-046 MP 8 1_/19/73 09/23175
73-101A-14
73-10IA-14A DO 6_ 1_/16/73 1_/11/78
73-101A 14B HP 8 1_/19/13 09/_3/7_
73-101A-05
73-I01A-O5A DO 6_ 12/16/73 12/11178
73-101A-OSB ER 1 03/14/74 11127/74
73-101A-05C FR ] 12/20/73 1_/3]/73
73-101A-06
73-]OIA-O6A DD 62 1_/16173 1_/11178
73-101A-068 DD 1 02/02/74 02/_B/74
73-101A-10
73-101A-10A DD 6_ 1_/16/73 1_111/78
73-101A-lOB HP 8 1_/19/73 09/23/75
73-]01A I_
73-I01A-1_A OD 6P 12/16/73 1_/11/78
73-I01A-128 MP 8 1_/19/73 09/23/75
73-101A-0/
73-101A-OZA DD 62 1_/16173 12/12178
73-101A 078 MP B 1_/19/Z3 09/23/75
73-101A OB
73-101A OBA DD 62 1_/16/73 1_/11/78
73-101A OBB MP B 12119173 09123175
73-101A 09
73-101A OgA DD 62 1P/16/13 12/11/78
73-101A OqB HP B 1#/19/73 09123175
7S-096A
75-096A 11
75.096A llA DD 4 10/06/ZS 01129/76
75-096A 01
75096A O]A OD 4 10/06/Z5 OIJ_Q/16
75-096A-02
7_-096A-O2A OD 4 10106//_ 0]/2q/76
]3
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
• SPACECRAF_ NAME LAUNCH DATE •
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AE-D PHOTOELECT .SPEC. (PES)
PES DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D RETARD POT'L ANALYZER (RPA)
RPA DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D VISIBLE AIR_LOW EXP. (VAE)
VISIBLE AIR_LO_ DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D NEUT.ATHOS.COHP.EXP. (RACE)
NE_JT ATHOS COHP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D NAO. ION MASS SPEC. (RIMS)
NAG ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D LOW ERECT EI-ECTRON EXP(LEE)
LE.E DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D OPEN SOURCE SPEC. (OSS)
OP SOURCE-NBJT H.S.DATA, UA TAPES
AE-D NI_JT .ATHOS. TEMP. EXP. (MATE)
ATHOS TEMP COMP, UA TAPES
III20175
AE-E,CEP-CYL ELECTROSTATIC PROSE
CEP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E,BBtNETT ION PASS SPEC.(BIRS)
BE]NN ION MASS SPEC DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, TRI-AX.ACC.SYS. (MESA)
ME_i,A DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, PES- PHOTOELECT SPECTROHETER
PES DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, RPA-R_AROINK_ POTENT ANAL
RPA DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, VISIBLE AIRGLOW EXP (VAE)
VAE DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, EXTRH SOLAR UV MONIT (ESUM)
ETaUM DATA ON UA TAPES
SOLAR FLUX MEASUREHE3qTS, FICHE
ASS. UV SOLAR FLUX, FICHE
AE-E,BACKSCATTER UV SPEC (BUY)
BC/V DATA ON UA TAPES
AE-E, NEUT .ATHOS.COMP.EXP. (NACE)
NE3JT ATHOS COHP DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E, SOLAR BJV SPEC. (ELIVS)
I_UVS DATA ON UA TAPES
ABSORPTION DATA, TAPE
E_JI/S SOI-AR-E_ DATA, TAPE
AE-E, ENB. ANALYZ. SPE. TEST (EAST)
EAST DATA ON UA TAPES
AE-E. OPEN SOURCE SPECTRDM. (OSS)
OSS DATA, UA TAPES
AE-E. NEI/I". ATHOS,TEHP. EXP. (HATE)
ATHOS TEHP EXP, UA TAPES
12/16/72
AEROS, SOLAR EIJV RADIATION
EI.N SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
AERDS, NEUTRAL DEN. AND TEHPERATURE
NEUT TENP "."DI3qSIT¥ DATA, HFILM
AERDSo RETARDING POTENT ANALYZER
RPA PLASHA NEASURHNT, TAPE
07/16/74
AEROS 2, IMPEDANCE PROBE.
ELECTRON DENSITY DATA, TAPE
AEROS 2, _JV SPECTROMETER
SPECTRA DATA. TAPE
AEROS 2, RETARDINC POT ANALYZER
RPA PLASHA MEASURMNT. TAPE
02/21/89
DE1-AKEBONO B-FLD RFQ CON/ 6X12 D
DEI-AKEBONO B-FLD NFSD CONJ 6X12
0912_/6_
TIME CHARTS, TAPE
EXTENDED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
TIME CHARTS, FICHE
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, TAPE
CRPL EXTENDED WORLD NAPS, MFILM
INDEX OF AVAILABLE DATA, FICHE
C*SFC ORBITAL EU_E_ITS, TAPE
ALOUETrE 1, RADIO ASTRO, I. S- 10_4Z
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-ACC LE_/. ,HFIL_
ALDUETTE I,ENERO_-[IC PART. DETECT
E CT 40-,P CT E_OKEV 10S AV,TAPE




RRS N(H) INT PROFILES. FICHE
DRTE N(H) SCALED PROFILES, FICHE
ARC N(H)*H S_IES, TAPE
ARC N(H).+H INT PROFILES, FICHE
ALDSYN-SCALED DATA, FICHE
CRC N(H) INT PROFILES, FICHE
NSSOC IONOCRAR INVENTORY.TAPE
UCLA N(H) INT PROFILES.TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
RSRS N(H) IN_I PROFILES, MFILM
SOUNDER ACC VS TIME PLOTS. MFILM
CRC N(H) DATA,SCALED POINTS,TAPE
CRC N(H) DATA, N * HGT COEF, TAPE
11/29/65
EXTENDED WORLD RAPS, TAPE





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
75-096A-03
75-O96A-O3A DiD 4 10/06/75 OI/Iq/7&
TS-Oq6A-04
75-096A-O4A DO 4 10/06/7B 01/29/76
75-096A-13
75-OgSA~13A DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
75-096A-08
75-096A~OOA DO 4 10106/75 01/29/76
7S-Og6A~10
75-Oq6A~lOA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
75-096A-12
75-Oq6A-12A DO 4 ]0/06/7_ 01/29/76
75-Og6A-Ol
75-096A-O7A DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
76-096A-09
75-096A~OqA DO 4 10/06/75 01/29/76
75-107A
75-107A-01
75-107A-OIA DO 6B i1/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-10
75-107A-10A DO 66 11/21/7_ 06/07/81
75-107A-02
75-107A-OIA DO 6B 11/21/7_ 06/07/81
75-107A-03
75-107A-O3A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-10_A-04
75-107A~O4A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-11
75-107A-11A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-05
75-107A-OSA DO 68 11/21/7S 12/30/79
75-107A-OSB FR 5 12/03/75 09/24/76
75-107A-05C FR 1 I_/20/73 i2/31/73
76-107A-16
75-I07A-16A DO 68 11/21/76 06/07/81
75-107A-08
75-107A-OBA IX) 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
75-107A-06
75-107A-O6A DO 60 11/21/75 I2/30/79
75-107A-068 DO 1 12/27/76 12/30/79
75-107A-06C DO 1 06/03/77 09/25/80
75-]07A-]9
75-107A-1qA DO 68 11/21/76 OS/OT/BI
75-107A-07
76-107A-O7A DO 68 11/21/75 06/07181
76-IOTA-DO
7_-107A-OOA DO 68 11/21/75 06/07/81
7_-IDOA
72-100A-04
72-100A-04A DO 1 12/23/72 08/05/73
72-]00A-05
7_-IDOA-OSA MP 1S 12/26/72 00/09/73
72 - 100A - 02
72- IOOA -02A DO I 01/04/73 O8/03/73
74 -055A
74-0_-03
74-055A-O3A DO 2 07/23/74 0g/25/TS
74-0.5SA-04
74-05_A-O4A DO 1 07/21/74 07/03175
74-05.5A-02
74-05_A-O2A DO 5 07/20/74 0q/04/75
89-01_A
Bg-O16A-O00 FR 1 03/01/89 09/27/89
8q-O16A-OOE FR 1 03/01/B9 0g/27/89
62-049A
62-049A-OOD DO 2 09/29/62 12/16/66
62-049A-OOE DO 67 12/03/67 02/28/72
62-049A-OOF FR 39 00/29/62 I2/31/65
6_-049A-00C DO 2 01/01/66 12/31/67
62-D49A-OOH MP 17 09/29/62 06/30/64
62-049A-00I FR 5 01/01/66 12/31/68
62-049A-OOJ DO 1 10/07/62 02/]3/72
6_-049A-04
62-049A-O4A RO 5067 09/29/6_ 11/30/70
62-049A-0"2
62-049A-O2A DO 2 09/29/6_ 03/26/64
62-049A-01
67-04qA-O1A NO 5067 Og/2q/62 11/30/70
62-049A-OIB RO 9 0g/_9/6_ 08/31/64
62-049A-01C DO 6 09/29/6_ 06/30/67
62-049A-DIE FR _ 11/26/62 07/31/63
6_-049A-O1F FR 73 09/30/62 07/28/68
62-04qa-01I DD 1 10/31/62 01/_7/64
62-049A-O1J FR 71 11/01/62 01/28/64
62-04qA-O1K FR 311 09/29/62 12/31/68
6_-049A-OIL ER 47 09/30/62 OT/_B/6B
6_-049A-010 DO 6 og/Ig/6_ 11/30/70
62-04gA-OIP DO 2 09/30/62 05/02/64
62-049A-01_ DO l 12/01/62 12/31/68
62-049A-OIR MP 7 10/03/62 09/04/66
6_-049A-01S HT 51 01/_1163 06/_7/64
6_-04qA-OIT IX) 2 0_/2q/62 03/30/66
62-049A-OIU DD 1 11/lg/62 11/06/71
66-098A
65-09BA-O00 DD 91 08/06/67 03/31/73
65-098A-DOE DO I 11/29/8S 1_/31/66
14
• SPACECRAF1 NAHE LAUNCH DATE •
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APIJl l [) l 1 I H/[ A._3{ P
AlllY
CRC INDEX OF DATA AVAILABLE,FICHE
CSFC ORBITAL ELEMENIS, TAPE
ALOUE-FrE 2,VLF RECEIVER
KASHIMA VLF DAIA, BOOK
ALOUEI_E 2,LANCMUIR PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY + TEHP, 1APE
ELECTRON DENSITY + TEHP, MFILM
ELECT DENSITY 4 TENP PLOTS, MFILM
ALDUEI_FE 2,RADIO NOISE,.2 ]3.SMHZ
COSNIC RADIO NOISE-AGC LUV..MFILM
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-SUMMARY, MFILM
COSMIC RADIO NO]SE, HC ROLLS
ALOUETTE 2,ENERGETIC PART. DEIECT
COUNT RATE DATA, TAPE
PARTICLE BOUNDARY DATA, 1APE
ALOUETTE 2, SWEEP FREq SOUNDER
SWEEP-FREQUENCY IDNDCRAMS, MFILH
RRL N(H)*H IN[ PROFILES, FICHE
E]_C INDEX OF D_E]) ECHOES, TAPE
ERC DUG'TED ECHCES,BXIO-IN. PRINTS
CRR N(H) IN/ PROFILES. MFICHE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES. MFICHE
NSSDC IONOCRAM INVENTDRY,TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES,PACKED TAPE
ARC N(H) IN/ PROFILES, MFILM
NSSDC STD FORMAl FROM 68-OgBA-O1J
CRC INDEX OF DOCTED ECHOES, TAPE
CRC NCH) DATA, N _ HC1 COEF, TAPE
RSRS N(H) IN/ PROFILES, MFILM
08/16184
MAC CDNJ W/VIK-SWED 3XIBOBNS FICH
MAC CNJ W/VIK SWED 6X12 BNS FICH
AMPTE/CCE,CHAROE E-HASS SPECTRDM
COLOR SPECTROGRAMS,SLIDES
CHARGE ENERGY-MASS SPECTRUM SN)U
AMPTE/CCE,MED. ENERGY PART ANALYZ
COLOR SPECTROGRAMS,SLIDES
6 4-MIN,MASS-ENERGy SPECIRA, POOL
AMP]E/CCE.CCE MACNETDMF_ER
SURVEY PLOTS, NICROFICHE
MACNETIC FIELD VECTOR SEDU
AMPTE/CCE,PLASMA WAVE EXPFRIME3_
SURVEY PLOTS, MICROFICHE





ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRDMIS PERIOD
IRM. PLASMA WAVE INSTRUMENT
5-S AVER PLASMAWAVE AMPLITUOFS,TP
IRM,SUPRATHERMAL TONIC CHARC ANAl
S S AVER SUPRATHRMAL IONS. TAPE
IRM, MACNETONETER
5-S AVER MAC.FIB-I) VECTORS, TAPE
IRM, PLASMA INSTRUHENT
S-S AVER PLASMA P_ANFTERS. TAPE
08116/84
REGION BNI)Ry TIMES, DATA FORMAT
0O/30/74
ANS. HARD(2-40 KEV) X RAY EXP.
HXX OBSERVING CAIALOC
ANS, 1500-3300A ULTRAVIOLET EXP.
UV PD]N/SOURCES CA1
12121/68




PHOTOS B/W LOCETRONIC PDS.70MM
MICROFICHE 4X6 B/W POS
MICROFICHE 4X6 COLOR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA BY LAC ARFA
05/18/69
APOllO 1O,PHOTOS 70MM _ 16HH
PHOrOS COLOR MASIf_ PDS 7OMM
PHOIOS COLOR'B'WlND M.POS 16MM
PHOTOS BIW PHOTOMETRIC PDS IOMM
PHOIDS B1 W LOC_TRDNIC POS IOMM
MICRDFICHE 4X6 01 w POS
MICROFICHE 4X6 COlOR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA BY [AC AREA
07/16/69
APOLLO II,PHOTOS 70,16 * 35HH
PHOTOS C0t OR MASTER POS 7OHM
MA_ER IS-MM MOVIE FILM, COLOR
PHOFOS COLOR STEREO POS 35MM
PH010S B/W PHOTOMFIRIC PDS 7OHM
PHOTOS L OC/E (NSSDC ONI Y)
MICROFICHE 4X6 BIW POS
MICROFICHE 4X6 COl mR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DAIA BY LAC ARI_.
KINESCOPE I6 MM MOVIE FILMS
01/16/69
APO[tO 11, lASER RE_tEC[0R




































































































FORM QUAN/ITY OF DATA
ER 7 [I/29/65 i2/31/68
DO 1 12105165 03/21173
BI 1 02/25171 09/26171
DO 1 02/21/66 11/13/67
MO ] 0"2/21/66 I]/13/67
NO 1 02121/66 03101/67
N0 2188 11/29165 06/00173
MP 1 06/30166 07/01/69
ST 162S 06130166 07/01/69
DO 8 11129/65 06118169
DO [ 11/2Q/65 06/18/69
MO 2571 11/29/65 01/31/7S
ER 22 I0/12f66 17/27/68
DO 2 12101/65 04/21/69
WI 245] 12/01/6S 04/21/69
FR 6 12115165 03/09/70
ER 1O 12/15165 03/09170
DD 3 11/29/6S 04/23/73
DO 2 1112q168 06108172
MP 8 11129165 03111/70
DB l 11/29/66 03/11/70
DO 1 11/29/65 10/30/71
DO 3 1211616S 07110172
MP S 12/12165 08/11168
FR 2 03/01/86 06130186
FR 2 03101186 06/30186
RO 2S722 ol/oI/87 06/29/88
DO 16 08/27184 06/27/88
Re _5722 OIlOIIe7 06/29188
DO 12 09/01/84 04/10/86
ER 325 08/27154 09127188
DO I2 08/18/84 08126188
ER 326 08127184 09/27/88
DO 12 09/01/84 08/26/88
RO 2572"2 01101187 06129188
DO 35 08116184 07117/88
ER 3 03/29186 06/16/86
DD 67 09101/84 04/10/86
DO 61 09/01/84 04/10/86
DO 67 09/01/84 04/10/86
DO 67 O9101184 04110186
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LURE 2 EPHI_IB_IS DATA
APOLLO 11, SEI_APH, EASEP
SEISNOC_PH RECORDS, EASEP
APOLLO IIC, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL NECH PUB. REP. ON N/FICHE
APOLLO 11,GEOLOGIC SANPLE_
35HH B/t/ PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
70_g_f O/t/ PHOTOC, RAPHY (FRAMES)
4X5 B/d PHOTOCRAPHY (FRAMES)
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR PDS
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG. M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, H/FIIJ4
11114169
APOLLO 12,PHOTOS,NULT]SP'TRL 5158
PHOTOS. B/W NULTISPECTRAL 7OHM
APOLLO 12,PHOTOS 70,16 _" 3SMM
PHOTOS COLOR 'O' WIND 14 POS. 16HH
PHOTOS COLOR STEREO POS 3._
PHOTOS CQLDR MASTER POS 701_
PHOTOS B/_t PHOTOV_=TRIC P0S 70HM
PHOTOS B/t/ LOCETRONIC POS. 70#4H
MICROFICHE 4X6 a_ P0S
MICROFICHE 4X6 COLOR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA BY LAG AREA
PANORAMIC 140SAICS, BXlO
KINESCOPE COLOR I6-NM HOVIE FILM
APOL12, S-BAND TRANSPONDER (S- 164 )
CSM ACCELERATIONS,PLOTS ON MFILM
11/14169
A_ 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO I2C. SUPRATHERHAL ION
SUPRAT I0N COUNTS VS _ERGY PLOTS
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS E'_IERGY LIST
MASS ANALYZER ION DATA ON TAPE
ENCINE/_INC PARAN FOR SIDE EXP-F
]0N SPECTROGRAHS ON FILM
IOTAL I0N DETECTOR DATA ON TAPE
APOLLO 12C, PASSIVE SEISHIC
SEISMIC EVI_NT TAPES
C_PRESSED SCALE PLAY0_S
EVENT TAPE COMPRESS SCALE PLAYOUT
EXPANDED SCALE P_YO_S
CONTI_0US DATA TAPES
TAPES OF ARTIFICIAL IMPACTS
EVENT LOG AS CARD I_CES ON TAPE
SEISHIC EV_ CATALOG
METEOR 1MPCT E_/NT COMPR SCALE P/O
METEOROID IMPACT EXPND SCALE P/O
HF TELF-SEISHIC EVNT E_P SCALE P/D
HI= TELESEISM]C C014PR SCALE P/O
MOONQUAKE _/1_ COMPR SCALE P/O
HOON_IUAKE EXPA/_ SCALE PLAYOLrTS
ARTIFICIAL INPACT EXP SCALE P/O
ARTIFICIAL IMPACT COMI_ SCALE P/O
SELECTED SEISMIc EVENT CATALOG
LARQE METEOROID IHPACTS ON TAPE
HIGH FRE_IUBqCy TELESEISNS ON TAPE
SELECTED MOON_E EVENTS ON TAPE
LUNAR STRUCTURE. MFICHE
APOLLO 12C, SOIL MECHANICS
PUB.RPT.OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
APOLLO 12_, OEOLOGIC SAMPLES
35MR B/W PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
70MR B/W PHOTOGRAPHY (FRAMES)
70HM COLOR PHOTOQRAPHY (FRAMES)
4x5 e/w PHOTOC_APHY (FRAMES)
4X5 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY (ERAHES)
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAHPLE CATALOG, 14/FICHE
LUNAR SA14PLE INDEX, M/FILM
GRAWINCS OF ROCK CUTTING SAMPLES
APOLLO 12C,S-BAND TRANSPOR(S-164)
LH ACCELERATIONS,PLOTS ON N/FILM
APOLLO 12C, SOLAR t/IND SPECTROM.
pLASMA PARAR FINE RESOL ON NAG TP
FIR AVG PLASMA PARAH ON NAG TAPE
HR. AVG. PLOTS-PLASHA PARAR-14FILM
APOLLO 12C, LUNAR .SURFACE NAGNLL-T,
B HAGNTDE. COMPNTS, MFILM PLOTS




PHOTOS COLOR 'B't/IND M.POS, 16MR
PHOTOS COLOR HASTE_ PDS 7014H
PHOTOS, B/t/ PHOT014ETRIC P0S 70HM
PHOTOS, O/W LOCFTRONIC PDS 7014M
MICROFICHF 4X6 COLOR POS
PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA BY LAC AREA
KINESCOPE COLOR 16-MR MOVIE FILM
01/31/71
APOLLO 14A. PHOIOC_APHY
PHOTOS, COLOR STEREO P0S 35MM
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PHOTOS B/W PHOTOMETRIC POS 70HM
PHOTOS COLOR 'O' WIND M POS 16MH
PHOTOS COLOR MASTER POS 70MM
PHOTOMETRIC S-INCH HYCON B/W
LOGETRONIC S INCH HYCON B/W
MICROFICHE, COLOR POSITIVE 4X6
PHOTOS, PANORAMAS 8X10 B/W POS
PHOTOS, PANORAMAS 8X10 CDLDR POS
MICROFICHE, B/W POSITIVE 4X6
LUNSORT SUPPORT DATA BY LAC AREA
KINESCOPE COLOR I6-MM MOVIE FILM
APOLLO ]4A, BISTATIC RADAR
13-CH BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR DOS.
116-CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR DBS.
COMBINED BISTATIC RADAR OBS.
APOLLO 14A, S-BAND TRANSPONDER
CSN ACCFIERATION TAPES
CSN ACCELERATIONS.PLOTS ON M/FILM
Ol/31/71
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO I4Co LUNAR DUST DETECTOR
DUST DETECTOR DAYTIME DATA M/FILM
DUST DETECTOR ECLIPSE DATA M/FILM
APOLLO I4C, PORTABLE HAC, NETOMETER
RE)IANENT MAC FLD MACNTDE,COMPNTS
APOLLO 140, LASER RE-FR0 REFLECTOR
PHOTON DET TAPE(FILTD • UNFLTD)
LUNAR LIBRATION TAPE
LURE 2 E_°HEHERIS DATA
APOLLO 14C,SUPRATHERMAL ION
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERGY PLOTS
SUPRAT ION COUNTS VS ENERCY LIS1
MASS ANALYZER DATA ON TAPE
E]WCINEERINC PARAM. FOR SIDE EXP.F
IDN SPECTROGRAMS ON FILM
TOTAL ION DETECTOR DAIA ON TAPE
APOLLO 14C,COLD CATHODE ION OAUCF
LUNAR ATM PRESS MEAS PLOTS ON FLM
APOLLO 140, ACTIVE SEISMIC
ACTIVE SEISMIC EVEN1 TAPES





EVB,,iT TAPE COMPRESS SCALE PLAYOUI
TAPES OF ARTIFICIA| IMPACTS
E_E_T LOG AS CARD IMAGES ON TAPE
SEISMIC EVE_/T CATALOO
METEOR IMPACT COMPR SCALE P/O
METEOROID IMPACT EXP SCALE P/O
HF TELESEISMIC EVNI EXP SCALE P/O
HF TELESEISMIC COMPRES SCALE P/O
MOONQUAKE EVE]_T COHPRES SCALE P/O
MOONQUAKE EXPANDED SCALE PLAYOUTS
ARTIFICIAL IMPACT EXP SCALE P/O
ARTIFICIAL IMPACT COHPR SCALE P/O
SELECTED SEISMIC EVENT CATALOO
LARGE METEOROID IMPACTS ON TAPE
HIGH FRE_UBWCy TELESEISHS ON TAPE
SELECTED MOONQUAKE EVE_wTS ON TAPE
LUNAR STRUCTURE. MFICHE
APOLLO 14C. SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL MECHANICS RESULTS
APOLLO 140, CHARCED PARTICLE
COUNT RATE DATA ON MAC TAPE
EXPER POSN,ORIOWTATN INFO ON TAPE
200 EV FJ._ECTR_ICOUNT RATEO,MFILM
APOLLO 14C.S-BAND TRANSPOR(S-164)
LM ACCELBRATION PLOTS ON MFILM
APOLLO 140, FIB3 OEDLOOY
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 8XlO B/W POS
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 70P_ 8/W POS
GEDLODIC SAMPLES 4X5 B/W POS
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 35HM B/q# POS
OEDLOOIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR POS
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 8XlO COLOR POS
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOC, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
DRAWINGS DF ROCK SAMPLE CUTTINCS
o7/26/71
APOLLO 15A,X-RAY FLUORESCBWCE
LUNAR ORBIT X-RAY DATA
TRANSEARTH COAST X-RAY DATA
APOLLO 15A,GAHMA-RAY SPECTROMETER
MERGED DATA TAPES, OAMMA RAY SPEC
MAPPINC DATA ON MICROFILM
APOLLO 1SA,HANOHELD PHOTOGRAPHy
_IOTOS, B/W LOCEIRONIC 70MH POS
PHOTOS, B/W PHOTOMETRIC 7OHM PDS
PHOTOS, COLOR MASTER POS IOMM
B-WIND COLOR ]6MH (MAURER)
PHOTOS, MOSAICS, COLOR POS, 4XS
PHOTOS, MOSAICS, O/W POS, 4X5















71-O08A-OIM DO 2 0_/04/71 02'/07/71
71-O08A-OIN LP 24397 02/03/71 0"2/06/71
71-008A-04
71-O08A-O4A DO I 02/06/71 02/06/71
71-O08A-O4B DD 1 02106/71 02/06/71
71-008A-040 DD 1 02/06/71 02/06/71
71-00BA-03
71-OOBA-O3A DO 1 02/04/71 02/05/7]
71-O08A-03B MP I 02/04/71 02/07/71
7I 0080
71-0080-000 IX) 1486 0]/01/76 12/14/77
71-0080-12
71-0080-12A MP 19 05/05/71 02/24/76
71-0080-128 MP ] 01/30/72 01/30/72
71-0080-]0
71-0080-10A ER I 02/06/71 02/06/71
71-0080-09




71-0080-06A MP 168 08/26/72 08/26/74
71-0080-068 MP 181 10/0S/71 08/26/74
7]-OOBC-O6C DD 14 02/06/71 04/11/73
71-0080-06D MP 4 08/26/72 08/26/74
71-0080-06E MO 3 02/06/71 09/09/74
71-OOBC O6F DD 14 02/06/71 04/11/73
71-0080-07
71-0080-07A MO 3 02/09/71 12/3]/73
71-0080-05
71-0080-05A DO 1 02/15/71 02/15/71
71-0080-04
71-0080-04A DO 30 07/14/73 08/13/73
71-0080-048 DD 310 02/06/7I 09/30/77
71-008C-040 MT 11 02/0S/7] 03/01/76
71-0080-04D MO 2 02/07/71 08/08/72
71-OO80-O4E HT 3 02/06/71 ]0/04/77
71-OOBC-04F DD ] 02/07/71 ]2/16/7]
71-0080-040 DD 1 02/07/71 12/31/75
71-0080-04H FR 11 02/07/71 07/09/75
71-0080-04I MP ] 04/13/71 05/04/7S
71000C-O4J MP I 04/]3/71 05/04/75
71-0080-04K MP 1 04/13/71 05/04/75
71-0080-04L MP 1 04/13/71 05/04/7S
71-0080-04M MP 1 08/04/71 04/23/75
71-008C-04N MP 1 08/04/71 04/23/75
71-008C-040 MP 1 02/07/71 12/lS/72
71-0080-04P MP 1 03/01/76 04104176
71-0080-04g FR 1 04/13/7] 05/2Z/7S
71-0080-04R DD 6 04/13/71 05/04/75
71-008C-04S DO 1 04/17/71 01/I3/7S





71-OOBC-08A DO 56 02/0S/71 03/0"2/73
71-0080-08B DO 1 02/0S/71 12/31/73
7I-OOBC-08C MO 1 02/06/7I 03/12/71
71-0080 ]1














71-063A-OgA DO 1 07130171 08/04/71
71-063A-OgB DO 1 08/04/7] 08/07/71
7]-063A-08
71-063A-OBA DO 4Z 07/28/71 08/06/71




71 063A=01C tH 1117
71-063A O]D LP 1600




• SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMB_IT NAME

















HASSELBL),D INDEX ON N/FILM
I_URI_ INDEX ON H/FILM
CALTECH _SSELBL_ 70 MM FICHE
HASSFJ_BL_ MICROFILM CATALOC
IIASSKLBL_ PHOTO MICRDFICHE-NSSDC
HASSKLBLAD MOSAIC MIROFICHE CAT
3S-MR NIKON DIMLICHT PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX TO 351_ NIKON DIHLICH_ PHOT
F_SSELBLAD PHOTO INDEX MICROFICHE
INDEX TO TV 16MN KINESCOPE PHOTOS
INDEX TO 70HH SURFACE MOSAICS
KINESCOPE COLOR I6-MN MOVIE FILM
APOLLO 1SA,PANOR/_4IC PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS, B/W PHOTOMETRIC POS 5X48
PHOTOS, PANORAHA LDO/E 5X48 8/W
PAIN TERMINATOR 5X48 B/W NEC
PAN CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
INDEX TO PANORAMIC CAMEtRA M/FILM
NSSDC CATALOO OF PAN FILM ON M/FM
PANORAMIC CAHITRA RECTIFIED PHOTOS
PAN CANE]_A INDEX ON MICROFICHE
SIMBAY PAN PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTOGRAPH EVALUATION DATA BOOK
APDLL_O ISA.METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOS. S-INCII @/W LOC/E POS
PHOTOS. S-INCH B/'d PHOTO M. P0S
PHOTOS, HE'rRIC TE_HINATOR 5XS B/W
MAPPIt_ CAMBRA SUPPORT DATA
INDEX TO METRIC CAMERA M/FIB
CALTECH METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY FIC_
METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY CATALDC
NSSI)C HAPPINC PHOTO MICROFICHE
METRIE CAMERA INDEX ON MICROFICHE
SELEROCE_n-RIC GEODETIC RF_FERE_ICE
SIMBAY METRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA




SIHBAY STELLAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 15A,ALPHA PART.SPECTR,S162
256 CHAN PULSE-hW_T ANALYZKR, TAPE
APOLLO 15A, HA5S SPECTROMKTER
MASS SPECTROM DATA ON TAPE
MASS 5PECTROH. DATA ON FILM
APOLLO 15A,BISTATIC RADAR
13 CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR 08S.
116-CM BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR DOS.
COMBINED BISTATIC RADAR OBS.
APOLLO 1SA, LASER ALTIMETER
LASER ALTIMETER INCIDENCE DATA
SEI-BOCEt_TRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMBAY LAS ALT PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 1SA, S-BAND TRANSPONDER
CSM ACCELERATION TAPES
ACCELERATIONS PLOTS ON M/FILM
07/26/71
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO 15C,LUNAR DUST DFT.o 14515
DUST DETECTOR DAYTIME DATA M/FILM
APOLLO 150, LUNAR SURFACE MACNET.
B MACNTDE, COMPNTS, MFILM PLOTS
B MAQNTDE, COMPNISo MAC TAPE
SAMPLE DECIMATED TAPE
APOLLO 150,LASER RETRD-REFLECTOR
PHOTON DEI TAPE(FILTD * UNFILTD)
LUNAR LIBRATION TAPE
LURE 2 EPHEMBIS DATA
APOLLO ]SC, SUPRATHERMAL ION
SUPRAT I0N COUNTS VS E_ERGY PLOTS
SUPRA] 10N COUNTS VS ENERCY LIST
BSS ANALYZER DATA ON TAPE
ENCINEKI_INC PARAH. FOR SIDE EXP.F
ION SPECTRDCRAMS DN FILM
TOTAL ION DETECTOR DATA DN IAPE
APOLLO 150, COLD CATHODE ION
LON ATMOS PRESS MKAS PLOTS FILM
APDLLO 150, HEAT FLOW
HEAT FL{_t. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY




COMPR_SKD SCA( E P|AYOLFFS
1APES OF AR1]FICIAL IMPACTS
EVI]_I 1APE COMPRESS SCALE pLAYOUI
EVENT LOC AS CARD IMACLS ON TAPE
SFISMIC FVFNI CAIAIOC
MKIEORO]D IMPACT EV(NT COHPRESSED
MFIEDROID IMPACT EXPANDLD SCALE
HF TELKSEISM]C EVEN| EXPANDED
HF TELES[ISMIC COMPRLSSLD SCAII
MOON_UAKE EVI_Nff COMPRESSED SCALE
MOONQUAKf EXPANO[D SCALE P[AYOUIS



























71-063A-0"2I FR 3 07/29/7] 08/04/71











71-063A-O3J FR 2 07130/71 12115/72
71-063A-O3K FR 3 07/29/71 08/04/71
71 063A-O3L FR 4 07/26/71 08/09/ll
71-063A-04
71-063A-O4A TM 3350
71-063A-04B ER 2 07/30/71 12/15/7_
71-063A-040 FR 3 07/29/71 08/04/11
71-063A-10
71-063A-lOA DO 2 07/29/71 0_/05/72
71-063A-13
71-063A-13A DO 3 07/30/71 08/07/71
71 063A-138 MP 6 07/30/71 08/07/71
71-063A-14
71-063A-14A DD 2 08/01/71 08/01/71
71-063A-14B DO 1 08/01/71 08/01/71
71-063A-140 DO 1 08/01/71 08/01]71
71-D63A-D5
71-063A-OSA DD 1 07/30/71 07/30/71
71-063A-0S8 ER 2 07/30/7I 12/1S/72
71-063A-OSC ER 3 07/29/71 08/04/71
71-063A-11
71-063A-11A DD 2 03/30/71 03/31/71
71-063A-11B MP 2 07/30/71 08/04/71
71-0630
71-0630-000 DO 1486 D1/01/76 12/14/77
71-0630-09
71-0630-09A MP 19 07/31/71 02/_2/16
71-0630-03
71-063C-03A MP 8 07/31/71 09/20/72
71-0630-038 DO 138 07/31/71 O9/20/7_
71-0630-030 DO ] 07/31/71 08/IS/71
71-0630-08




71-0630-05A MP 278 08/24/72 09/09/74
71-063C-058 MP 303 08/26/72 09/09/74
71-0630-0SC DO 10 08/03/71 06/02/73
71-0630-05D MP B 08/24/72 08/_5/74
71-063C-O5E MO 2 08/20/71 12/18/75
71-0630-05F DD 1_ 08/03/7] 04/19/73
71-0630-07
71-063C-DTA HO 3 07/31/71 12/09/73
71-0630 D6
71-063C-06A DD 2 07/31/71 12/28/74
71-063C-01
71-0630-DIA DD 31 07/13/73 08/13/73
71 0630 O]B DO 297 08/02/71 09/30/77
7]-0630 010 MO 2 08/04/71 08/08/72
71-0630 OID HI IO 09/02/71 03/01/76
7]-0630-01I DO 1 08/03/71 12/16/71
71-0630 OlF MP 2 08/01/71 10/04/77
?I-0630 DIC DE) 1 08/02/71 12/31/7S
71 063C-O1H FR 10 07/31/71 07/09/75
71 0630-01I MP 1 ]0/20/71 0S/04/75
71 0630 O]J MP 1 10/20/71 05/04/7S
71 0630 O]K MP 1 O1/O2/72 06/27/75
71-063C 011 MP 1 01/0_/72 01/13/75
7] 0630 OlM MP 1 09/_3/71 04/23/75
71 0630 O]N HP 1 09/15/71 04/23/75
71 0630 010 HP ] 04/lg/72 12/]5f72
11063C O1P MP 1 03/01/76 04/0S/77
]8
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMB_T NAME .





















SELECTED SEISMIC EVENT CATALOC
LARGE METEOROID IMPACTS ON TAPE
HIGH FREQUI3HCY TELESEISMS ON TAPE
SELECTED MOONqUAKE EVENTS ON TAPE
LUNAR STRUCTURE, MEIQtE
APOLLO ISC, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL STRESS, PC]NITRATION
APOLLO 150, SOLAR WIND SPECTHTR
PLASHA PARAH FINE R_OL ON MAC TP
HR. AVG. pLASMA P/RAM ON HAD TAPE
HR. AVG. PLOTS-PLASHA P/RAN MFILH
APOLLO 15C, FIELD GEOLOGY
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES, B/W BX]O POS
GEOLOOIC SAMPLES. COLOR 8XIO POS
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES. 4XS B/W POS
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 70-NH COLOR
GEOLOGIC SANPLES 4X5 COLOR
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
DRAWINGS OF ROCK SAMPLE CUTTINCS
oe/o4/71
APOLLO 15D,PART,SHAD01d LAyB,sI73
IOMIN AND _ AVE COUNT RATE,TAPE
24SEC AND IOMIN AVE COUNT RATE,MF
_HR.AVE.CNT RATES(ORB.SUMRY),MFLM
APDLLD 150,MACNETDMETER, $174
24-S VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD TAPES
192-S VECTOR B-FIELD PLOTS, MFILM
102-5 VECTOR B FIELD LSINCS, MFLM
APOLLO ISO,S-BAND TRANSPONDER
JSC RAW DOPPLER FREQ.DATA TAPES
SUB-SATELLITE ACCELERATION TAPLS
SUB-SAT ACCEL P! OTS+LIST]NCS,MF[H
04116172
APOLLO 16A.HANDHEIJ) PtIOTOCRA_fY
PHOTOS, IOMM BIW POSITIW
NIKON 35MH D]ML]CHI PHOIOCRAPHY
A-WIND COLOR 16HM (MAURER)
PHOTOS, ON BOARD, BIW POS, IOMH
PHOTOS, ON BOARD O/W i6HM MAURER
70MM HASSELBLAD COLOR MASTERS
TV KINESCOPE DATA 16-HH
CALTECH HASSELBLAD FICHE CATAI DO
HASSELBLAD MICROFILM CATALOG
NSSOC HASSELBLAD MICROFICHE CA1
HASSEIBLAD PHOTO INDE]_ M/FILM
HAURE}_ PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
HASSELBLAD MICROFICHE INDEX
NIKON PHOTO INDEX ON NIF]IM
INDEX TO TV KINESCOPE PHOTOGRAPHy
KINESCOPE COLOR 16-HH MOVIE FILM
APOLLO 16A, PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY MASTER POS
PANORAMIC PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
PANORAMIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY CATALOG
RECTIFIED PAN 9XBO B/W M. POS
PANORAMIC MICROFICHE INDEX
SIMBAY PAN PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 16A, METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY
HAPPING CAMERA MASTER POS
INDEX TO METRIC PHOTOGRAPHy
METRIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
CALTECH METRIC MICROFICHE
METRIC MICROFILM CATALOG
NSSOC HAPPING PHOTO MICROFICHE
METRIC NIROFICHE INDEX
SELENOCENTRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMBAY METRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO IRA, STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY
STELLAR PHOTOCRARfY
SELENOCENTRIC GEODETIC REFERE_W_E
SIMBAY STELLAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO 16A, CONTAM.PHOTO
DIOITIZED PHOTOS ON TAPE
CONIANINAIION FILM/VARIOUS SIZES
APOLLD 16A,ALPHA-PART.SPECTR,S]62
256 CHAN PULSE-HE1 ANALYZER, TAPE
APOLLO ]6A, MASS SPECTROMETER
HASS SPECTROH. DATA ON TAPE
MASS SPECTROM.DATA ON FILM
APOLLO 16, BISTATIC RADAR
I3-CN BISTATIC RADAR LUNAR OBS.
116-CH BISTATIC RADAR I UNAR OBS.
COMBINE BISTATIC RADAR DOS.
APOLLO 16A, LASER ALTIMETER
SELBOCENIRIC GEODETIC REFERENCE
SIMBAY LAS ALT PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOLLO ]6A, S BAND TRANSPONDER
ACCEIERA1 ION IAPE
CSM ACCELERATION PLOTS ON M/FILM
APOLLO 16A, X-RAY FLUORF_CFNCE
LUNAR ORBIT X-RAY DATA
04116/12





























































































































































































































































* SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
I INVEST]GATOR NAME EXPE_IMI_4T NAME *
















APOLLO I6C, FAR UV CAMERA/SPEC7
FAR UV PHOTOS/SPECIRA-FILH
DIGITIZED IMAGES ON MAC- TAPE
CATALOG MISSION FRAME INFORMATION
REVISED $201 CAIALDG
APOLLO 16C, LUNAR SURFACE NA_ET.
B MACNTDE.COHPONENTS, MFLM PLOTS
B MAGNTDE. COMPNTS, MAC lAPE
APOLLO IEC, PORTABLE MAONE_DME-rE_
TOTAL MAC FLD MAGNTDE,CDMPNTS
APOLLO 16C,COSMIC RAY DE-FCTR,S152
PUBLISHE_) REPORT
APOLLO 16C, ACTIVE SEISMIC
ACTIVE SEISMIC _VE_T TAPES
ACTIVE SEISMIC EVENT PLOTS





TAPES OF ARTIFICIAL IMPACTS
EVI_W'T TAPE COMPRESS SCALE PLAYOUT
BENT L00 AS CARD IMAOES ON TAPE
SEISMIC EVE_4'T CATALOC
METEOROID IMPACT EVENT CDMPRESSED
METEDROID IMPACT EXPANDED SCALE
HF TBESEISMIC EvE_rT EXPANDED
HF TELESEISMIC COMPRESSED SCALE
HQONQUAKE EVENT COHPRESSED SCALE
MOONQUAKE EXPANDED SCALE pLAYOLFIS
ART IMPACT EXPANDED SCALE P/O
ART IMPACT COMPRESSED SCALE P/O
SELECTED SEISMIC EVENT CATALOG
LARGE METEOROID IMPACTS ON TAPE
HIGH FRE_U_Y IELESEISMS ON TAPE
SELECTED MOON_UAKE EVI:]h[IS ON TAPE
LUNAR STRUCTURE, MFICHE
APOLLO 16C, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL STRESS, PENEIRATION
APOLLO 16C, FIEIJ) GEOLOGY
CEDLOOIC SAMPLES 4X5 COLOR
REVISED LUIMU_R SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
CEDL0OIC SAMPLES 3S-MM B/W
CEDLDGIC SAMPLES 4X5 B/W
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, M/FILM
04/24/72
APOLLO 16D.PAR1.SHADDW LAYER,S173
IOHIN AND 2HR AVE COUNT RATE,TAPE
245EC AND IOMIN AVE COUNT RATE,MF
2HR.AVE.CNT RATES(0RB.SUMRY),MFLM
APOLLO 16D,MAGNETOMETfIR, $174
24-S VECTOR MAGNETIC TAPES
192-S VECTOR B-FIELD PL01S, MFILM
192-S VECTOR B-FIE.LD LSTNCS, H.FLH
APOLLO 160, S-BAND TRANSPONDI_




APOLLO I7A, HANDHELD PHOTOORAPHY
PHOTOS COLOR 'B' WIND M P0S 16-141'I
PHOTOS B/W 70-MM TONE REPRO M PDS
PHOTOS, COLOR MASTER POS. 70-MH
NIKON PHOTOC.,RAPHY 3.._ B/W M. POS
CAL TECH HASSELBLAD MICROFICHE
hb_SSELBL_D PHOTO INDE_X M/FIU_
TV KINESCOPE 16M_ B/W POS
HASSELBLAD CATALOG ON MICROFIt-H
HASSELBLAD CATALOG ON MICROFICHE
NIKON INDEX ON MICROFILM
KINESCOPE INDEX ON MICROFILM
MAURER INDEX ON MICROFILM
HASSELBLAD PHOTO INDEX M/FICHE
PANORAMA MOSAICS 4X5 COLOR
KINESCOPE COLOR ]6-MM MOVIE FILM
APOLLO 17A, PANURAM]C PHOTOGRAPHY
PHDTDS, TONE REPRO. 5X48-INCH B/W
PANORAMIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
PAN CAMERA PHOTO INDEX ON M/FILM
NSSDC CAT OF PAN PHOTOS ON M/FILM
PAN CAMERA PH010 INDF_X 0N M/FICHE
RECTIFIED PANORAMA PHDTOC, RAPHS
SIMBAY PAN PH0[O SUPPORT DATA
APOtL0 IlA, MFTRIC PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOIOS, S INCH IONE REPRO HC POS
PHOTOS, S INCH 1 ONE REPRO L C P0S
MF_RIC CAMERA SUPPORT DATA
CAL TECH H_RIC MICROF]CHE
MEFRIC CAMIRA PHOTO INDEX M/FILM
METRIC CAMERA _010 IND[_ M/FICHE
M[_RIC CA]A10C ON MICROFILM
MEERIC CATA{OC UN MICROFICHE
S]MHAY MIIRIC I_i010 SUPPORT DAIA
SELE_DC[NIRIC CEODIIIC REFFRENCE




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
72-031C-10
72-031C-10A IM 209 09/06/74 12/09/75
72-031C-10B DO 26 04/21/72 04/23/7_
72-031C-10C MP 1 04/21/72 04/23/7_
72-031C-100 DD 1
72-031C-03
72-031C-03A MP 12 04/_1/72 03/03/75
72-031C-03B DD 293 04/_4/72 03/03/75
72-031C-08
72-031C-08A k_ 1 04/21/72 04/23/72
72-031C-07
72-031C-07A FR 1 04/16/72 04/23/72
72-031C-02
72-031C-02A DO 4 04/21/72 D5/23/_2
72-031C-0_B MP I
72-031C-01
72-031C-01A DD 29 07/14/73 08/13/73
7_-031C-01B DD 248 04/21/72 09/30/77
7_-081C O1C MO 2 04/21/72 08/08/72
72-081C-010 HT 11 04/21/72 08/01/76
72-D31C-01E DD 1 12/10/72 12/15/72
72-031C-D1F MP 2 04/21/72 10/04/81
72-031C-01G DO 1 04/21/72 12/31/7S
72-031C-01H ER 9 04/22/72 07/0_/75
72-031C-01I MP 1 0S/11/72 05/04/7S
72-031C-01J MP 1 05/11/72 0S/04/7S
7_-031C-O1K HP I 04/17/71 05/27/75
72-031C-01L MP 1 09/17/72 0S/27/7S
72-031C-OIM MP I 05/27/72 04/23/75
72-031C-01N MP 1 05/27/72 04/23/74
72-031C-010 MP 1 12/10/72 ]2/1S/72
72-031C-01P MP 1 03/01/76 04/0S/77
72-031C-0IQ FR 1 04/16/72 0S/27/75
72-031C-01R DO 5 0S/11/7_ 05/04/75
72-031C-01S DD 1 09/17/72 01/13/7S













72-0310-01A DD | 04/2S/72 05/29/72
72-031D-010 MO 4 04/25/72 05/29/72
72-031D-01C MO ] 04/25/72 0S/29/72
72-031D-02
72-0310-0_A DO 10 04/25/72 05/29/72
72-031D-02B MP I 04/25/72 0S/29/7_
7_-031D-02C MP 1 04/_5/72 05/29/72
72-031D-03
72-031D-03A DO 83 04/27/72 0S/28/72
72-0310-03B DO 1 04/20/72 04/21/72





















72 096A-06C MP I
72-096A_060 NO ]
72-096A-06E FR 3
72 096A-O6F TX 1574
72-096A_06C _ 3 12/10/72 12/17/72
77-O96A-O7
7_-O96A-07A 1V 1412




7P-O96A 07C FR 3
12-096A_O7H MP 1
72 096A-071 FR 60
7_ O96A O7J F_ 3




_00e, eoe,b*,_oeo,88*oot, ee, ooooo*eooe•***•oo•e_*o••eooooooooooooooeo ooeeooeeeoo•_
,,, INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME •




































SIMBAY STELLAR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
APOllO IIA, FAR UV SPECTROMETER
UV SPECTROMETER DAIA ON TAPE
UV SPECTRA PLOTS ON MICROFILM
APOLLO 17A, LASER ALTIMETER
LASER ALTIMETER INCIDENCE DATA
SIMBAY LASER ALTIMETER SUP. DATA
SELI_IOCBkrI'RIC OEODEIIC REFERENCE
APOLLO 17, LUNAR SOUNDER
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS VHF
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS HE2
LUNAR SOUNDER DATA PLOTS HFI
LUNAR SOUNDER SUPPORTINC DATA
APOLLO 17A, S-BAND TRANSPONDER
ACCELERATION TAPE
CSM ACCFIERATION PLOTS ON M/FILM
12/O7/72
ALSEP 24 HOUR WORK TAPES
APOLLO 17C,NE]UTRON PROBE
PUBLISHED REPORT
APOLLO 170, ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITN
MASS PEAK ._y DATA ON TAPE
TABLES OF PEAKS ON MICROFILM
HASS PEAK DATA ON TAPE
MASS PEAK SUMMARY DATA ON MFILM
APOLLO l/C, SEISMIC PROFILING
SEISM]C PROFILING IAPES
SEISMIC PROFILE ACTIVE MODE
TIME HISTORY PLOTS
APOLLO 17C, HEAl FLOW W/DRILL
HEAT FLOW, TIll CONDUCTIVITY
HEAT FLOW E_ROR ANALYSIS
APOLLO I/C, SOIL MECHANICS
SOIL MECHANICS PUBII_IEDREPORT
APOLLO 170, S/ELECIRICAL PROPERTY
D_IULTIPLEXEI) DATA ON TAPE
DATA PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
APOLLO 17C,S-BAND TRANSP.(S 164)
LM ACCELERATION TAPES
LM ACCELERATION PLOTS ON M/FICHE
APOLLO 17C, LUNAR QEOL0CY
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 4XS COLOR
REVISED LUNAR SAMPLE DATA BASE
LUNAR SAMPLE CATALOG, M/FICHE
LUNAR SAMPLE INDEX, N/FILM
GEOLOGIC SAMPLES 4XS B/W
APOLLO 17C, GRAVITY TRAVERSE
TRAVERSE ORAVIHETER FINAL REPORT
APOLLO 17C,LUNAR SURF.COSMIC RAYS
PUBLISHED REPORT
APOLLO 170, SURFACE GRAVIHETER
COMB. 10 DAY COIN. ANA. DATA, TP
APOLLO SERIES, HANDHELD PHOTOS
APOLLO SERIES, 70-MM LOO/E
04126162
ARIEL 1,COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
CERENKOV, DEICER CR DATA, TAPE




ORB. ELEJ4ENTS, 3 DAY INT., FICHE
ARIEL 3,VLF FF RECEIVB_S
VLF RECEIVER DATA, MFILM
VLF SIGNAL STRENTH AT 3 FRE_,TAPE
ARIEL 3,H.F. THUNDERSTORM NOISE
THUNDERSTORM NOISE, TAPE
PLOTS TSTM NOISE VS• LAT, MFILM
ARIEL 3,LAN_IR PROBE
ELECTRON TB'_ERATURES, TAPE
ELECTRON TB4P PLOTS, MFILM
ELECT DB_SITY • TOP PLOTS, MFILM
FIECT DENSITy + TEHP LISTS, HFILH
ARIE± 3° RF CAPACITANCE PROBE
PLASMA FREQUENCY VALUE_, TAPE
PLASHA FREQ PLOTS, NFILM
ARIEL 3,MOLECULAR OXYGEN
MOL OXY VOLT OUTPUT, TAPE
MOL OXY DEN PROFI[_ES, NFILM
12/11/7!
ARIEL 4•LOW ENERCY CHARCED PART.
LOW ER. CHARC. PART, DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,VLF/ELF PROPACA1]DN
VLF/ELF PROPAO. DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,H HI 0AND RADIO NOISE(E-F)
MHZ RADIO NOISE DATA, TAPE
ARIEL 4,lANG.,MUIR PROBE
LANC, HUIR PROBE DATA, TAPE
07/15/7S







FORH QUANTITY OF DATA
72-096A-OSA TM 3300 05124173 09103173
72-096A-OSB FR 2 07130171 12115172
72-096A-08C PR 1 12/10/72 12/17/72
72-096A-02
72-096A-O2A DO 5 12/]0/72 12/19/72
72-096A-O2B MP S 12/10/72 12/19/72
72-096A-09
72-096A-OgA DO 1 12/15/72 12/1S/72
72-096A-OgB FR 3 12/10/72 12/17/72







72-096A-OIA DO _ 12/12/72 12/12/72
72-096A-OIB HP 1 12/I1/72 12/12/72
72-0960
72-096C-000 DO 1486 01/01/76 12/14/77
72-096C-13
72-096C-13A FR 1 12/12/72 12/13/72
72-096C-08
72-096C-08A DO 2 0S/04/73 09/03/73
72-096C-08B PIP 51 01/0"2/73 10/04/73
72-096C-08C DO 10 01/02/73 10104/73
72-096C-08D _ I 01/02/73 0910"2/73
72-096C-06
72-096C-06A DO 212 08/12/72 12/I7/74
72-096C-08B DO 3 12/14/72 12/18/72
72-0960-060 MP I
72-096C-DI
72-0960-01A DD 2 12/12172 12/2B/74




72-096C-07B DO ] 12/11/72 12/13/72
72-096C-07C ER 29
72-096C-14
72-0960-14A DO 1 12/1S/72 12/lS/72


















62-015A-O3A DO ] 04/27/62 07/12/62
62-015A-01
62-015A-OIA IX) 1 04/27/62 07/08/62
62-01SA-OIB MO 1 04/27/62 07/08/62
67-042A
6/-042A-OOD FR 2 0S/06/67 12/13/Z0
67-042A-0S
67-042A-OSA MP 4 OS/05/6I 09/30/67
67-O42A-OSB DO 29 0S/0S/67 04/14/68
67-042A-04
67-042A-O4A DO 5.3 05/05/67 04/14/68
67 042A-O4B MO 11 0S/0S/67 04/14/68
67-042A-01
67-042A-O1A DO 1 05/05/67 10/12/67
67-042A-OIB NO 11 05/05/67 04/14/68
67-042A-010 M0 12 05/05167 04/15/68
67-042A-OID HO 3 05/06/67 12/31/67
67-042A-06
67 O42A-O6A DO 53 05/05/67 04114168
67-042A-O6B MO 11 05/05/67 04/14/68
67-042A-03
67-042A-O3A DO 2 05/0S/67 01112/68
67-O42A-O3B MO 1 05/05/67 11/21/67
71-109A
71-109A-D4
71-IO9A-O4A DO 416 12/01/71 12/09/73
71-109A-03
71 109A-O3A DO 476 12/01/73 1_/09/73
71 109A-02
71-109A-O_A DO 476 12/01/71 12/09/73
71-109A O]
71-109A 01A DO 476 12/01171 12/09/73
/S-066A
7S-066A-OOD LO 75
lS 066A-OOE LP lO00
75 066A OOF DO 222 07/15/75 07/2417S
75-066A-0OC DD ]
21
SPACECRAFT NAHE LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR NANE EXPERIRN N *






































I_IS DATA ON NAG. TAPE
ASTP, ZONE FI_II¢ FUICI (HA-147)
ZONE F0_qINC PJNCI, 35m COLm_
ASTP, BN SURVEY (NA-O83)
E31V DATA ON HACTAPE
ASTPo HELIUM GLIN (MA-068)
BJV DATA ON TAPE
ASTP, BIOSTACK (HA-lOT)
BIOSTACK, 3SMH COLOR
ASTP, EARTH OBS ¢ PHOTOS (HA-136)
EARTH OBS 4 PHOTOS. 35HMCOLOR
70MMCOLOR FILM
ASTP, CRYSTAL 0RoW'rH (HA-D28)
SECOND GEN. POS. ON35MM (COLOR)
CRYSTAL GROM_H, FINAL REPORT
ASTP, STRATOSPH ABROSOLS (NA-O07)
SECONDOSME]qCATIONPOS. 7ONN FILM
PHOTOMETER INTENSITIES VS TIME,TP
ASTP.KILLIFISH HATCH+ORNT(MA-161)
K]LLIFISH PHOTOCRAPHY. 16HH COLOR




ASTP, USSR NAT_RIAL MB-T (_-150)
SAHPLERBROVAL ON 161_q COLOR FILM
ASTP, MICROBIAL EXCHANCE (AR-O02)
MICROBIAL EXCHANCE, 16Pe4 COL M_)VIE
12107166
ATS 1,PARTICLE TELESCOPE
BLT PART.TELE.CNT RATE PLOTS,MFLM
ATS 1,BIAX FLXCTEI4ACNTHTR
2.5 HIN AVC VECT. HAO. FIELD-FILM
2.5 NIN AVG VECT NAG FIELD-TAPE
]S SEC VECT HAO FIELD CORR. -FILH
15 SEC VECT HAC FIELD CDF_. -TAPE
S/C C_ LOO LISTINO, HFILJN
DCTAL C01_4AND LOCS ON TAPE
ATS 1.RADIO BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTB_T PLOTS
TECo PLOTS * TABULATIONS M/FICHE
TOTAL ELECI'RON CONTENT DATA
ATS I,SUPRATH_AL ION DE-TECTOR
].8SHIN INTE3_VAL,O-SO EV ION DATA
ATS 1,0HNI SOLID STATE PART.SPEC
PROTON& FJ_ECTRONFLUX DATA TAPE_S
REFORMATTED PROTN*EJ-ECT FLUX,TAPE
SCD POLSHD HRLY A¥C PROTON FLUXES
AlS ]. SPIN SCAN CLOUD CANERA
ATS METED DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS I,ELEC SPEC 3CH.,.OS-.]5-.S-I
6-MIN.AVE.COUNT RATE ON MAC.TAPE
6 MIN AVE COUNT RATES ON HFILM
04/06167
ATS 2,0HNI PROT-REC DETECTORS
RBDUCED ELECT*PROT CNT RATES,1APE
ATS 2,RADIO ASTRO,7 STEJ:>.S-_4C
7 STEP .5-3 _ HAO TAPE
7STFJ _ .5-IHHZ PRINTOUT (35HM)
7STEP .5-3N_Z ]FREg PLOTS (35MH)
6CHAN .5-IRHZ HULTIFRE_ PLTS.MFLM
11105167
ATS 3,IHAQE DISSECTOR CAME}_A
ATS HE-I-E_ DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS S,IDNS PROPAOATION EXPER,
TEC,PLOTS 4 1ABULATIDNS
TEC FOR STORHS (68-72)
TOTAL ELECT C01_TI_-AFCRL MIDIANS
ATS 3,SPIN SCAN CLOUD CANE_A
HErEOROLOCICAL DATA CATALOC
08/12169
ATS 5, LOW ENRC PRDT, ELECTRONS
FIECTRON/PROTON SPF-C_ROCRAHS
PLASHA SPECrC_S WHILE S/C CHARCNC
GFJ)SYN PLASHA E_NIRON. PICT ATLAS
ATS 5o ERR0. PART. E * P CT 5KEV
40-120 KV EL,60-165 KV PROTN,TAPE
40-120 KV EL,60-165 KV PROTN,NFLH
ATS S, HACNETIC FIELD MONITOR
B-FIFJ-D COHPONB_ITS,M/F]LM PLOTS
HR AVC HAC FIELD DAILY VAR-PUBL1C
B-FLD COMP.ON PARTICLE PLOTS-FILM
05/30/74
ATS 6,LOW ENERGY PRTN-ELECTRON
_J-ECT.+P_OTON SPECTROCRAHS, MFILH
ATS 6,HACNETBMETER.3AX]S FLUXOTE
64-SEC AVC B IN DIPOLE COORDINATE
64-SEC AVC PC-1 BAND ULF INDEX
ATS 6oRADI0 BEACON
OBL]QU_ TOTAL*PLASPH ELEC CON_E_rr
ATS 6.L01# I_NE]_CY PROTONS
]-MIN AVCD 10N FLUX SUM PLOTSoFLH
HI-RES PROTON*ION FLUX PLOIS,MFLM
AIS 6,AURORAL PRTCLS. EXPERIMEH_
pLASMA SPECICMS WHILE S/C CHARCNC





































































































FORM _UANTITY OF DATA
DO 2"22 07/15/7S 07/24175
LO 75
DO 1 07116/75 07/24/75





FR 1 07119175 07124/75
UH 141






HO 7 ;2109166 0310;167
HP 2 11/17/67 12129/68
DO 3 12/07/66 12/29/68
NO 4 ]2110168 12129188
DO 22 12/07/66 12/29/68
HP ] ]2/07/66 12130/68
DO ] ;2/07166 12131/68
BT 4 01/01/67 12131/70
FR ]4 01/01/71 12/31/7]
Do ; o;/o;/7o ;_/_o/7]
DD 5.5 12/10/66 0"2118167
DO 49 12/17/66 12/05/68
DO 10 12/17166 12/05/68
B_ 32 01/01/70 08/31/72
FR 42 01/01/67 0S/25/70
DO ] ]2/]9/66 12/30/67
MO I 12/19/66 12/30/67
DO 31 04107/67 10123167
DD 34 04106/67 10/22/67
HO 3 04/07/67 10/23/67
HO 8 04/09/67 ]0123/67
MO 1 04/07/67 10/23/67
FR 42 III07167 07131169
FR ]0 ;210;167 0;102172
FR S 11130/67 12/]9/72
FR 5 11/01167 03/31/74
BI 5 11105/67 05125110
M0 8 08118169 12/31/_2
M0 2 O2125175 04101/78
DO 1 11108169 11/24/F0
DO 319 09/]6169 04109/11
NO 3 09/17/69 10/01/I0
NO ] 12/04/69 0S/09/70
FR ] 09/01/69 09/30/_1
MO 8 08/18/69 12/31/12
HO 1 06130177 02/21/_9
HP 1 05/31/74 09/09/75
NP ] 05/31/74 09/08/r5
BI ] 07/01/74 05/31/_5
MP 16 06111/74 09108115
MP 150 06/11/74 08/27/75
MO 3 07/18174 04/09/r7
DO 1 07/OS/74 0_/17/_6
22
SPACEC.RAFI lq_4E LJ.UN_H DATE
_••eeso_•e•e*oteoeeooo_oe_oeooooo_oooooeo_oolooeoooooooooo•eo.ej_oee•o_•_
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMBWI NAME •













































ATS 6,VB_Y HICH RES. RAD. (VHRR)
B/W VISUAL IMAGES ON FIB
8/I# INFRARED IHACB ON FIB
O1/I-IR$_ IR DIGITAL IMAGE DATA,TAPE
ATS 6,PRTCL. ACCB. MEA_I_q_
R ECTR-PROT PLOTS VS TIRE. MIFII.JH
10110164
BE-B,US NAVY DOPPLER
US NAVY DOPPLER DATA ON TAPE
BE-B,RF BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTI_T (MFILM)
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTE_ (BOOKS)




SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
04129165
BE-C,NAVY DOPPLER
US NAVY DDPPLIBR DATA ON TAPE
BE-C,LASER REFLECTOR
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
REFORHAI_ED NASA LASER DATA TAPES
REF0_I_} SA0 LASER DATA TAPES












SCALAR MAO FIELD LIST., FICHE
()2108/67
DIADERE I,LASER REFLECTOR
SAO _ER DATA 0N TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
02115/67
DIADERE 2, LASI_ REFLECTOR
SAO LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASI_R DATA ON ]APE
06116161
DISCOVERER 25,AEROSPACE DENSITY
DENSITY CAUCF DATA, MEILM
11129165
DHE-A,THERMAL ION PROBE
THEI_HAL ION PROBE DATA, NFILM
TA6UU_T_ MEJ_URE_ENTS, MFIIN
PARTIALLY ROOD MEASUREPIENTS.MFILM
ONE-A, THERI4AL ELECTRON PROBE
THB_4AL ELECTRON PROBE DATA.MFILM
TABULATED MEASURERENTS, MFILM
PARTIALLY RDCD HEASUREHENTS,MFILM
DME-A,NACNETIC ION I_S SPECT
ION COMP. * DENSITY PLOTS. NFILM
ION COMP. + DENSITY MEAS.. TAPE
INDEX OF ION DENSITY DATA, MFILM
[_I4E-A.ER_E_]C ELECTRON CURR NON
RE'TARO. POT. ANAL. DATA, HFILM
03/24172
























DeISP-SD,OPER LINESCAN SYS (DES)
AURORAL IMAGERY ON MICROFILM
DMSP 5D,HULTCHAN FILT RAITHTR(MFR)




FORN _ITY OF DATA
74-039A-07
74-039A-O/A DO 4 06114//4 121311_
74-039A-08
74-039A-OSA IM 7SO 06/07/74 08115174
74-039A-080 IN 7S0 06/07174 08/15/74
74-039A-080 DD 1176 06/17/74 08/20/74
74-039A-04
74-039A-O4A MO 4 06/14/74 03/31/75
64-064A
64-064A-04
64-064A-O4A DO 1 11/11/64 03130/65
64-064A-0]
64-064A-OIA HP 4 10/13164 04/17/69
64-064A-OIB BT 21 10116164 12/31167
64-064A-010 FR 4 10/21/64 03/17/6S
64-064A-0_
64-064A-O2A MO 1 10110/64 05/31/6S
64-064A-03
64-064A-O3A DO ] 03/10/66 06/26/67
64-064A-O3B DO 1 05112167 07/14/71
65-032A
65-032A-04
65-032A-O4A DO I 0S/02/6S 0"2/24/66
65-032A-03
65-032A-O3A DO I 01/25/66 06124167
65-032A-O3B DO 1 04/03/67 05/0"2/70
65-032A-030 DO 99 04/01/15 06/30/82
65-032A-038 DO 36 01/01/75 05/31/82
65-032A-O3E DO 2 07/24/78 10/08/81
65-032A-01
65-032A-O1A HP 1 05/03/65 02/10/68
67-0836
67-083B-000 MO 1 09/07/67 09/11/67
67-083B-00E NO l] 09/07167 09/11/67
64-069A
64-069A 01
64-069A-OlA NO 1 10/_4/64 11103/64
64-069A-01D DD 1 10/24164 11103164
70-006A
70 O06A-01
70-DO6A-OIA FR S O'21O817O 03/13/70
67-011A
67-OIIA-Ol
67-011A-OIA DO 1 02117167 06/29167
67-011A-OIB DO 1 04123167 D6126171
67-014A
67-014A 01
67-014A-O]A DO ] 03/09/67 06/02/67
67-014A-0]B DD 1 05/10/67 07/23/11
61-014A
61-014A-03
6]-O14A-O3A HP 1 06/18/6) 06/18/61
65-0986
65-0988-01
6_-0988-01A MP _ 12/14/6S 06/0_/69
65-0986-016 MP 3 01/01166 06/09/69
65-098B-010 Ml 1179 12/25/85 08/31/67
6S-098B-06
65-0980 O6B MP 2 12/14/65 06/02169
6S-0980-060 NP 3 01106166 06/09169
65-098B-06D HT 1179 12/14165 06109169
65-098B-05
65-0986-05A NO 66 12/01165 03/03168
65-0988-050 DO 100 12/01/65 03/03/68
65-098B-050 MP 1 12/01/65 03/03/68
65-0988-07
65-098B-O7A NO 42 12/0"2/65 03/06/66
7_-018A
72-018A-01
72-018A-OIA MO 16 06/16/72 02/23/74
7_-OlOA-OlO MO 16 06/16/72 04/30/7S
72-O89A
72-089A-01
72-O89A-OIA MO 3 O"2/01/73 05131175
72-O89A-OIB MO 3 02/01/73 05/31/75
73-054A
73-054A-01
73-054A-OIA NO 50 09/21/73 04/30177
73-0.54A-016 MP 50 09/21173 04/3017Z
74-015A
74-01SA-01
74-OlSA-O1A MO 36 03/23/74 05/07/76
74-015A-01B MO 31 03/23174 04/30//5
74-063A
74-063A-01
74-063A-O1A MO S 1D/01//4 1]/28/74
74-063A OIB NO 4 10/01/74 11/28/74
75-043A
75-043A-0I
75-043A-OIA M0 34 05130175 07/31/11
7S-043A-01B NO 34 05/30/75 07/31/77
76-091A
76-091A-01
76-091A-OIA MO 43 0_/01/77 09130179
76-091A-02
76-091A-O2A DO 13 03/25/77 07/23/77
23
SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR _ EXP_INE]_D" NANE •





































MFR TOTAL DZO_ CRID POIN[ DATA
061o5177
DMSP-SD,OPER LINESCAN SYS (DLS)
AURORAL INAOBY ON MIOROFILM
DMSP-SD,MULTCHAN FILT RAD_TR(NFR)
TOTAL OZONE * CALIBRATED RADIANCE
NFR TOTAL OZONE GRID POINT DATA
05101/78
DNSP-SD,DPER LINESCAN SYS (OLS)
AURORAL IHAOBY ON MICROFILM
OMSP-50,MULTCHAN FILl RAI)MTR(HFR)
TOTAL OZONE + CALIBRATED RADIANCE
HFR TOTAL OZONE (_ID POINT DATA
061O6179
DNSp-So,OPBR LINESCAN SYS (DLS)
AURORAL IHAO_Y ON NI_OFIU'I
_P-_,RULT_ FILT R_(_}
TOTAL OZONE + CALI_ATI_) RADIANCE
MER TOTAL OZONE ¢ID POINT DATA
11118183
DMSP-FT, SPACE RAD DOSIMETI_,SSJ•
4-SEC Je FLUX CNTS,EOOSE CNTS,TAPE
00/03181
DAILY ORBIT PLOTS, FICHE
MACNETIC CONJUNCTIONS,FICHE
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PI_IOD
OPER. T]MES--DVE_JRLAY ON AE PLOTS
MAC CONJ W/VIK-SWED 3X1BOBNS FICH
MAC CONJ W/VIK-SWED 3X80 _ FICH
DEI-AKEBONO 8-FLD HFq CONJ 6X12 O
DE1-AKEBONO B-FLD HFSD CONJ 6X12
DE-A,RE-IARD.ION MASS SPEC.(RIHS)
DE-I RINS DATA ON OPTICAL DISK
DE-A,PLASHA WAVE INSTRUME_IT (PWI)
PLASMA WAVE (PWI) DATA ON OD
DE-A,E_ERCE_. ION COHP.SPEC(EICS) .
EICS SOURCE A EXECUIABLE CODE,TPE
SATF FILES-FLUXES,DENSITIES-DISK
08/03/81
DAIRY ORBIT PLOTS, FICHE
MAGNETIC CONJUNCTIONS,FICHE
OPB. TIMES--OVE]_LAY ON AE PLOTS
DATA ACQUISITION TIMES, FICHE






NEUT. CONC. O,N2,HE,N * AR
DE-B,RETAROINC POTEN.ANALYZ.(BPA)
DE RPA/IDH DATA ON OPTICAL DISK
DE-B, ION DRIFT HETE_ (IOH)
DE IDH/RPA DATA ON OPTICAL DISK
DE-O, MAGNETIC FIELD OBS.(MAC-B)




ECHO 2,ATMOSPHERIC DRAO DENSITY
ATMOS DRAC DENSITY IABLES
OB/I6/71
EOLE 1,UPPER ATHOS WEA RELAY SYS
RAW 'STATE' AND IOC. DATA TAPE
08/I6/61
EPE-A,3-AXIS FLUX. MAC, NFT.
1D-SIC AVOD MAC FLD COHPS ON ZAPE
IO-SEC AVO HAG FLD COHPS PLOTS HF
10-S AVO B-FIELD COHP*EPHER, TAPE
EPE-A.O.I-IOMEV EROT*F_EC SCINT
REDUCED ELECI+PROT CN_ RATES,TAPE
ORBIT PLOTS OF PEAK RATES, NFILM
?E-A,C.R. SCIN[+DBL _INT TEE
CH*SCINT _ _ DATA,ENCYCL TAPES
CM,SCINI" I-HR C_ DATA LOO_TAPE
(_+SCINT CR CI_ DATA,E]qCYCL HFILM
C_SCINT 1-HR CNT DATA LOCB_,HFLH
F-PE-A,CHARCED PARTICLE EXP.
PARTICLE CDUNI RATE • EPflER, TAPE
CHARGED PART+DECT. (MICROFILM)
L-ORDERED ELECTRN COUN1 RATE,TAPE
10/o_/62
7094 BINARY ORBIT TAPES
EPE-B,FLUX-CATE MAC
B-FLD CDHP, IO SIC AVO _V_Y S HIN
EPE-B,O.I-IOMEV P_OT_ELEC SCINI
TRAPPED RAD REDU_ DATA, 69 TAPES
EPE-O,CmR.SCIN_+DOL SCINT T_E
OM_SCINT CR CNX DATA,BCYCL TAPES
CM_SCINI I-HR CNI DATA LOOBK TAPE
CM*SCINI CR CNT DATA,ENCYCL MFILM
OM*SCINT ]-HR CNT DATA LOCB_,MFLM
EPE-O,TRAPPE_ PARTICLES
ANION 213, 30"2 C,M COUNllNG RATES
ANION 213, 30_CH COUN[ RAIE*EPHEH




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
76-091A-O2B DO 2 03/25/77 07/23/77
77-044A
T7-O44A-01
77-044A-OIA NO 37 08/01/77 06/05/78
77-044A-0_
77-044A-OZA DO 97 07/13/77 02/16/80
77-044A-02B DD 2 07/13/77 02/I6/80
78-042A
78-042A-01
7B-O4£A-O1A MO _B 05/20/78 09/30/79
78-04_A-03
78-04£A-O_A DO 56 07/23/78 0_/0S/80
78-04_A-02B DD 2 07/23/78 02/05/80
79-OSOA
79-050A-01
79-050A-O1A MD 9 07/01/79 09/30/79
79-050A-02
79-050A-OZA DO 21 06/17/79 02/06/80
79-050A-02B DO 2 06/17/79 02106/B0
83-113A
83-113A-07
83-113A-OTA DO 53 11/26/83 04/26/88
OI-070A
81-070A-OOD FR 10 09/01/81 02/28/83
81-070A-OOE FR 2 09/20/81 02/19183
81-070A-OOF FR 3 03/29186 06/16/86
8]-OlOA-OOC UI 26 08/04/81 02/18/83
81-070A-OCH FR 4 03/01/86 06/30/86
81-070A-OOI FR 3 03101186 06130186
01-070A-00J FR I 03/01189 09127/89
81-070A-OOK FR 1 03/01/89 09/27/89
81-070A-04
81-070A-04B KV 2 10/07/01 12/31/83
81-070A-02
81-070A-O2A KV 1 09/16/81 12/_8/B1
81-070A-06
31-070A-06C DO 1
81-070A-06D KV 1 09/1S101 09/13/84
81-070B
81-0708-000 FR 10 09/01/81 02J28183
81-070B-OOE FR 2 09/20/8I 0_/19/83
81-070B-OOF UI 26 08/04/81 02/18/83
81-0708-000 FR 2 0810318I 0_/18/83
81-0708-09




81-0708-03A D1 1 0810018] 02/00/83
81-070B-030 DO 7 08/08/81 02/15/83
81-070B-07
8I-OIOB-OTA KV 1 08/06/81 11/11/81
OI-070B-06
BI-OTOB-06A KV 1 08/06/81 11/11/81
81-0708-01
81-0708-018 KF J 08/06/81 11/I1/81
81-0700-04
81-070B-04A DT 1 08/00/81 02/00/83
64-004A
64-004A-03
64-O04A-O3A FR 6 01/31/64 06/05169
71-071A
71-07]A-01
71-071A-OIA DO I 08/27/71 07/04/72
61-020A
61-020A 02
61-020A 02A DD 3 08/16/61 12/05/61
6]-O20A-O2B HO 1 08/16/61 12/05/6I
61-020A-02C DO I 08/16/61 12/05/61
61-020A-05
61-O_OA-O5A DD 20 08/16/61 12/06/_1
61-020A-058 HP 1 08/16/61 12/06/6I
61-020A-04
61-020A-O4A DO 7 08/16/61 12/06/61
61-020A-O4B DO 1 08/16/61 12/06/6I
61-020A-04C HP 10 00/]6/8I 12/06/61
61-020A-O4D NP 2 03/16/61 12/06/61
61-020A-03
610_OA-O3A DD 3 08116161 12106161
61-020A O3B MO 1 08/16161 12106/6I




62-0SIA 02A DD 6 0}101/63 0_130/63
62-051A-05
6_ 051A-OSA DO 69 10/02t62 08/10/63
62-061A-04
62-051A-O4A DO 17 10/02/62 08/11/63
62-051A-048 DD 3 10/02/6_ 08111/63
62-051A-040 HP _7 10/02/62 08/11/63
62-051A 04D HP 5 10/02/62 08/11/63
62-051A-03
6P-OSIA-O3A DD 10 10/02/6_ 08/11163
62-051A-030 DD 8 10/02/6_ 08/11/63
62-051A-030 DO 2 10/02/62 08/11/63
24
• SPACECRAFTNAME LAUNCH DATE •
• e_oooooIsoloolooesmoosseeoooeoo_oeooBoe••o•io• Joooooooo•lols• o_•ssBoeo•e••
• INVESTI_TOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME •







































L-0ROEI_E]) ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
10/27/62
7094 BINARy ORBIT TAPE
F-PE-C,ELECTRON I_IERCY DISTR
L-ORDERED PROTN,_ ECTN COUNT TAPE
EPE-C,O.I-IOMEV.PROT+ELEC SCINT
TRAPPED RAD RED¢IC DATA, 19 TAPES
EPE-C,OMNI+DIR(E/S,.5 P 40-110
TIME-ORDERED PARTICLE COUN1 RATES
12121164
7094 BINARY ORBIT TAPES
EPE-D,CHARCED PARTICLE
0.3 - 3.5 MEV ELECT ChIT RATE,TAPE
E>I,7MEV ELECTRON COUNT RATE,TAPE
E>O.45HEV ELECTRON COUNT RATE,TAP
L-ORDERED ELECTRON CNT RATE TAPES
EPE-D,MAGNETIC FIELD
MAGNETIC FIELD VCTRS, MFILM PLOTS
EPE-D,ELECTRON PROTON
L-DRDERED PARTICLE CNT RATE TAPES
TIME-ORDERED PARTICLE COUNT RATES
10105184
ERBS,EARTH RADN BUOCET EXP/ERBE
RAW ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) IMACES ON OP DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PAI) INACES ON OP DK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
SOLAR INCIDBWCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
CRIDOED EARTH RAD BUDCET OD (S-4)
SCAN EARTH(SO)BAD EXITANCE+ALBEDO
N S EARTH(SIO)RAD EXITANCE+ALBEDO
CRID EARTH RAD BIX_ ERBS*NDAAO,S4
SCAN EARTH RAD BDC ERBS_NOAAO,S 9
N-S EARTH RAD BDC ERBS+NOAAO,S IO
ERBS,STRAT AROSOIJ_AS EXP/SACEII
MET,EPHEH,RAW ARCH TAPE(ME]_DAT)
OZONE NO. DI_4STY+MIX RATIO PROFIL
SACE II AEROSOL PROFIL ARCH. TAPE
NITROCB DIOXIDE (SUNSETS ONLY)
07/z7/64
ERS 13,CHARCED PARTICLE DETECTORS
ELECTRON*PROTON COUNT RATES. TAPE
ELECTRONS ABOVE 700 KEY,L-ORDERED
07/20/65
CSFC MASTER ORBIT MAC. TAPE
ORBIT PARAHETERS PLOTTED VS LT.
HOUSE_CEEPINC DATA PLOl_ED VS TIME
ERS 17,CHARCI_) PARTICLE DETECTORS
MERGED,4.5 SEC AVC,.O5 SEE TAPE
COUNTINC RATES PLOTTED VS TIME
L-ORDERED ELEC*PROT CNT RATES,TAP
ERS 17, X-RAY DETECTORS
MEROED,4.S SEC AVC, .OS SEC TAPE
ERS 17,CAMMA RAY DETECTORS
MERCED, 4.S SEC AVC, .OS SEC TAPE
04/28/67




WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLOTS
ESCED|,LOW ERERCY ION COMP.SS03
LOW-ERERCY ION COMPOSITION PLOTS
ESCEO1, EH WAVE FIELDS S3OO
MACNETIC WAVE FIELD DATA SUt4 PLTS
ESCEOI,E*P(2-2OKEV)PITCH ANC.
LOW-ESqERCY ELECTRON_PROT PTCH ANC
ESCEO1,TRIAX_FLUXO.MAC.,S331
DC MAQNETIC FIELD COMPONENT PLOTS
ESCEDI, DC FIELDS
DC FIELD BY DOUBLE PRDBE PLOTS
ESCEOI,ELEC.WAVE FLDS.S300
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOIS
ESCEO1,E(3O-200KEV)P(.04 1.4M)
ELECTRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PLOTS
ESCEOI,THE]RMAL PLASMAoESA,S3O2
THERMAl_ PLASMA FLOW PLOTS
07/14/7B
PREDICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, MFILM
ESCEO2,WAVE FLD.IMPED.S300
WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLDTS
ESCEO2,E)4 WAVE FIELDS,S300
MAGNETIC WAVE FIELD SUHMARY PLOTS
ESCED2,E+P(2-2OMEV) PITCH ANC.
LDW-ENERCY ELECTRON PRflT PTCH ANC
ESCEO2,TRIAX.FLUX0.MAC ,$331
DC MACNETIC FIELD COMPONE_(1 PLOTS
ESCED2,DC FIE_LDS,S300
DC FIELD BY DOUBLE PROBE PLOTS
ESCEO2,V[F IHERMAL PLASMA $300
VLF PLASMA RESONANCF SLEHMARY PLTS
ESCEO2,ELEC.WAVE FLDS.,S30O
ELECTRIC WAVE FIU-D PLOTS
ESCEO2,E(3O-200KEV)P(.04 1.4M)
FJECTRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PLOTS





FORM QUANTITY OF DATA




62-OSOA-OIA DO 1 10/_7/62 01/01/63
62-OSgA-OS
62-OSOA-OSA DO 18 10/28/62 01127/63
62-059A-02




64-086A-OIA DO 68 12/21/64 0S/1S/67
64-OB6A-OIB DD 68 12/21/64 0S/15/67
64-086A-010 DD 66 1_/21/64 0S/15/67
64-086A-DID DO 6 12/21/64 05/1S/67
64-086A-03
64-086A-O3A MO 1 02/01/6S 06/30/65
64-086A-C_2
64-086A-O2A DO 2 12/21/64 02/28/66
64-086A-026 DD 42 12/21/64 05/21/67
84-108B
84-108B-01
84-IOBB-01A DO 149 11/04/84 02/01/86
84-1086-016 KA 29 10/25/84 12/31/B8
S4-1O8B-OIC KA 32 11/01/84 08/31/88
84-108B-0]D HI 3 10/25/84 01/21/86
84-108B-01E KA 28 11/01/84 08/31/88
84-IOBB-OIF KA S 11/01/84 01/31/68
84-1086 OlC KA S 13/01/64 01/31/88
84-I086-01H KA S 11/01/84 01/31/88
B4-IOBB-OlI KA 16 03/01/85 10/3]/86
84-108B-01J KA 16 03/01/85 10/31/86
84-1046B-01K KA 16 03/01/85 10/31/86
84-108B-02
84-106B 02A DO 142 11/01/84 03/31/91
84-1080-026 DO 6 11/01/84 11/30/90
84-1086-020 DD 6 ]0/0S/84 11/30/90
84-108B-02D DD 6 1]/01/84 11/30/90
64-0400
64-0400-01
64-0400-01A DO 1 07/17/64 11/29/64
64-0400-016 DD 1 07/18/64 11/29/64
65-0580
6S-OSBC-OO0 DD lO 07/20/65 12/04/6S
65-0580-00E HP ] 07/20/85 ]1/03/6S
65-058C-00F MP I 07/20/65 11/04/6S
65-0580-01
65-0580-01A DD 32 07/20/65 ]1/03/6S
65-0580-01B MP l 07/20/65 31/03/6S
6S-0580-01D DO 1 07/20/65 10/31/6S
6S-OSqBC-O2
6S-OS8C-O2A DO 32 07/20/6S 11/03/65
6S-0580-03




77-029A-000 MP 2 05/01/77 01/13/79
77-D29A-1!
77-029A-1]A MP l 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-03
77-D29A-O3A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-D29A-06
77-029A_O6A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-04
77-020A-O4A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-09
77-029A O9A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-07
77-029A-O7A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-I0
77-029A-lOA MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-0I
77-029A-OIA MP ] 08/17/77 06/23/78
77-029A-02
77-029A-O2A MP 1 08/17/77 06/23/78
78-07IA
78-071A-OOD MP 1 03/1S/79 02/17/8i
78-071A 1i
78-071A llA MP 3 08/1S/78 07/01/82
78-071A 06
78-07IA-O6A MP 3 08/15/78 O1/Ol/B2
78-071A-04
78-071A-O4A MP 3 08/1S/78 07/01/82
70-071A-09
78-071A-OQA MP 3 OB/1S/1B 07/01/82
78-07]A-07
78-071A-OlA MP 3 08/1S/78 07/01/82
78 071A-Ob
78-071A-OSA MP 3 08/15/78 07/0]/92
76-071A-]0
78-071A IOA MP 3 08/]5/78 07/0]/82
78 071AO]
78-07]A OlA MP 3 08/IS//8 07/01/82
78-071A-02
2S
• SP/_'IF::C:IFZkFY NAME L/MJNICH DATE •
oooooeooooooeo•o_•ts•moemoooemmmeeooeomoooBeeooe•it o_o mmm mwo el• e•o ooeo•emo•
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THERMAL IM_ASMA FL6_# PLOTS
11/22/_,2
E_ 4,POSIIIVE-ION SPECT_,S4S
_S. IS DATA, TAPE
011_167
ESSA 4,Auro. P]_ TRANS, (APT')
APT CLOUDCOVBR M(]_ITAGES OF EUROPE
I111o167
ESSA 6,AUTO. PICTURE TRANS. (AFTI )
APT CLOU[X:OVI_ MONTAGES OF EUROPE
05126183
EXOSAT OeSERVATZ0N L0C (z_87)
o21o1158
EXPLORER I, ATHOS DRAC DI_SITY
ATHOS DRAG D_H TABLES, FICHE
FXPLORER 1, MICRO$_TEORITE
TRANSDUCBR DATA, FICHE
WIRE _ID DATA, FICHE
EXPL I, I_B_CETIC PARTICLES EXP
ANTON 314 OM cOUNTS, FICHE
TAB OF ANTON 314 (_4 COUNTS, HFILH
07126158
EXPL 4,ownED PARTICLE DETEC'rOR
ST. _ED UCSO COUNT RATE, TAPE
TINE _ COUNT PATES. TAPE
COUNT RATES-RECAL. B AND L, TAPE
O_/07/5Q
ERI-I'IRS. PDSN. VEL, B HDDEL
NULTI-EXPT TO-B4. LISTINCS*I_°HE_
_HOCB4.DIST VS CEONAC LATITUDE
RAC ,C,JE'_D_TES I_JN POSIT I 0N,_, MFi_
EXPL 6,TRI_ COIK PIq_OP C0_B
PLOTS TRIP.+SI_ DATA VS TIME
TIME-OIqE)_D TRIPLE COINC. COUNTS
EXPL 6,SCINTILLATION COUNTE_




L-01q_B_BD CQUNT RATE VS TIME,TAPE
EXPL E,SEARCH C0IL H_CNETOH





COUNTS,PULSES * _ LSTNC,NFILN
_+ION-CHAMB CNT RATES VS T,HEILM
FIE OKI RATE]'ION PULSE RATE PLTS
L-ORDERED COUNT RATE TAPES
10/]3/_9
EXPL 7,HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC HAY
ION CI-IAMOB COUNTS, TAPE
EXP 7,THBq_AL RADIATION
WHITE SENSOR TERP(NIOHT), TAPE
ALL S_ TE]4P, TAPE
EXFgL 7,_IAIION*SOLAR _OTDN
_IATION*S0_ PROTON DATA, TAPE
11103/60
EXPLORBR 8,ATHOS [_tAC DENSITY
ATNOS DR3kC D_N TABLES, FICHE
o211616'm
EXP 9o AID$OSPH_IC DRAO
ATHOS DRAC DEN TABLES, FICHE
12106165
FR loVLF RECEIVB






CA_4INI S,ZOOIACAL LI(_H PHOTO
ZOI_IACAL LICIT PHOTDI_APHY
os/o3/66
OE_INI Q,ZODIACAL LI(_T Plt0T0
ZOD]ACAL LIOHT PHOTI_0RAPHY
07118166
CBMINI lO.ZOOZACAL LIOHT PHOTO
ZOOIACAL LICHT PHOTOORAPHY
O9112166




USN DOPPLI_I DATA ON TAPE
DOPPLER DATA INPUT
U_N DOPPLER PASS _IES
CEOS 1.NASA RA, N_E AND RATE
NASA R*RR DATA ON TAPE
NASA R+RR DATA ON TAPE
NASA R'+_ PASS SUMN_JRIES
NASA R*RR X_Y ANC. DA3A ON TAPE
NASA R_R_ X-Y AN_. DATA INPUT





FDR_4 _ITY OF DATA
78-071A-O2A MP 8 0811.5178 07101/8"2
72-092A
72-092A-01
72-092A-OIA IX) 3 11122172 04114174
67-00_A
67-006A-01
67-O06A-OIA B1 1 01/2)8/67 03131/67
67-114A
67-114A-01
67-114A-O1A BI .5 11/22/67 09130/68
83-081A
83-,051A-OOD DO I O_(Ig183 04108/86
58-001A
_-001A-03
f_8-OOIk-O3A ER 4 0"2/01/`5,0 0312II70
58-001A-O'2
S8-OOIA-O2A FR 1 02101/58 02/I2/58
58-001A-028 FR 1 02/01/58 04/01/58
58-001A-01
58-O01A-OIA FR 20 02101158 03/16/58
`58-001A-018 HP 1 02/01158 03/15158
`58-005A
58-005A-01
,58-O05A-OZA IX) 2 o712_158 o9121158
ss-oosA...ols Do z 07126188 o_12]lSe
58-005A-01C IX) 1 07/_6/58 09121158
59 -O04A
I;9 -O04A -000 DO, ] 08/07/$9 08/09/$9
59-O04A-OOE liP 3 08/07/.5.9 OqlO4/Sg
S9-O04A-OOF 140 I 08107/59 10/07/.59
5q -O04A-OOC MO 2 08/17/59 10/11/.59
5Q-OO4A-01
S9-O04A-OIA MO 1 08107/69 10/06/59
59-004A-018 140 I 08/07159 10/0"2/59
59-004A-02
`SQ-OO4A-O_A H0 1 o81o81s_ og/IOlS_
S_,-DO4A-O2O _ 3 oe/07/5_ 10/o2/5_
5V-OO4A-020 MO 29 08108159 10103159
59-_A-_ MD 13 08106/59 09120159
59 -O04A-O'-ZF DO 1 08106159 091041S9
•59 -004A-04
59-(X)4A-O4A HO 1 08108/59 09/10/.59
59-004A-04B NO _ 0e/06/59 10/03/59
`59-004A-04C HO 13 08108/59 09/20/5Q
$9 -O04A-O4D MP 3 06/07/59 10/0"2/59
89 -004A-03
5q-OO4A-O3A HO 2 08/07159 10106159
5V-OO4A-030 MO 2 08107159 IO/02/5g
5Q-OO4A-O3C 140 2 08107159 10/06/$9
59 -O04A-O3D DO 1 O8107159 10106159
$9-009A
59-009A-03
S9-OOQA-O3A DO 1 10/13/$9 05131/60
59-009A-01
S9-DOgA-OIA DD 1 11115/69 0S124160
Sg-O09A-OIB DO 2 1011q/59 06/04/60
59-00qA-04
5q -O09A-O4A DO 14 10113/$9 0"2/28/61
60-014A
EO-O14A-07
_OmOl4A-OTA ER 4 11/07/60 03/20/70
61-004A
61-004A-01
61 -O04A-OIA FR 3 (Y2/17/6I 04/09/64
6S-101A
65-101A-01




8g -084B~ 10_ ZG 10
65 -O68A
65-068A-01
65-0_8A -OIA YO I 08/21/65 08/2Q/65
66-047A
66-047A-0I
66-047A-OIA YO 1 06/03/66 06/06/66
66-066A
66-066A-01






66-089A-O3A DO 7 11114/65, 12117/E7
66-089A ~03_ DO _5 11/14/65 12/17/67
6S-08QA~03C DO 4 11/14/65 12/06167
65-OO9A -05
65-08qA -OSA DO 2 11/17/6.5 11/20/66
65-089A~OSD DO 4 1111716.5 11/28/_6
6.5 -089A-05C DO 2 1111716.5 11/28/66
65 -ODgA_-OSO DO "2 11117/6.5 11/_1B/66
6S-OegA~OSE DO 3 11/17/6S 11/28166




• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
ool•moo_ooooooo,De, omo,le_omo_moeoooomoeooooo0ooooooe•oeoQoeooeoeooooeoIooooo
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NASA MINITRACK DATA ON TAPE
NASA MINITRACK DATA INPUT
NASA MINITRACK PASS SUNMARIES
OEOS I,SECOR (US ARMY)
AMSDATA ON TAPE
AHSSPEC. I_L°ROC. DATA ON TAPE
AHS DATA INPUT
AHS SPEC. PRFJ_ROC. DATA INPUl
AMS PASS SUI44ARIES
AMS SPEC. PREPROC. PASS SUMM.
CEBS I,LASER CORN_ REFLECTOR
SAD LASE_ DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASI3R DATA ON TAPE
SAD LAB DATA INPUT
NASA LASER DATA INPUT
SAD LASER PASS SUMMARIES
NASA LASER PASS SUMMARIES
REFO_4ATTED NASA LASE_ DATA TAPES
REFORMATTED SAD LASE_ DATA TAPES
OE_E_AN LASER WETTZEI STA. DATA
METSAHOVI LASER DATA
OERS I,0PTICAL BEACON SYSTER
OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
MOTS OPTICAL DATA ON 1APE
U_AF OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
USC_CS DATA ON TAPE
INTB_hrr_L OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE
USAF OPTICAL DATA ON TAPE-R
SAD OPTICAL DATA INPUI
SAO OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
NOTS OPTICAL DATA INPUT
MOTS OPTICAL PASS SUMHARIES
USAF OPIlCAL PASS SAJNHARIES
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUHI4AR]E_S--R
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUT
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUI-- R
USC_CS DATA INPUT
USC+_S PASS SUHMARIES
INIERNT'L OPIICAL DATA INPUT
INIERNI'L 0PIICAI PASS SUMMARIES
USAF SPEC. PROCESSED DATA ON TAPE
USAF SPEC. PROCESSI3D DATA INPUT
USAF SPEC. PROCESSED PASS SUNN.
OI/II/68
GEOS 2, NAVY DOPPLER SYSTEH
US NAVY DOPPLER DATA DN TAPE
DEOS 2, DODOARD RANDRR SYSTE]4
C0DDARD RANGE AND RANCE RATE DATA
OEOS 2, US ARMY SECOR SYSTE)4
US ARMY SECOR DATA ON TAPE
AHS SECOR PASS Sl_qHARIES
OEOS 2, LASER CORNER REFLECTOR
SAO LASER DATA ON TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
REFOF_ED NASA LASER DATA TAPES
REFORHATrED SAO LASER DATA TAPES





SAD OPTICAL DATA INPU_
SAO OPTICAL PASS SUMMARIES
MOTS DATA INPUT
NOTS PASS SU_RIES
USAF OPTICAl NEWMST (RA+D)
USAF DATA INPUT (RA+D)
USAF DATA INPUT (AZ+EL)
USAF PASS SUMHARIES (RA+D)
USAF PASS SUHHARIES (AZ-EI_)
INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL DATA INPUT
INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL PASS SUH
USAF OPTICAL NEWHST (AZ-D_) I7
USAF OPTICAL DATA INPUT(AZ+EL)17
USAF OPTICAL DATA ]NF>UT (RA+D) 17
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUHMARIES AZ+EI
USAF OPTICAL PASS SUHHARIES RA+D
USAF 0PIICAL NEWMSI
04/09/75
OEOS 3, US NAVY DOPPLER SYSTE)4
DOPPLER DATA ON TAPE
CEOS 3,SATELLITE TO SATELLITE TK.
SAT TO SAT TRACKINC DATA ON TAPE
OEOS 3, C BAND SYSTEH
C-BAND RADAR DATA ON IAPE
CEOS 3, S-BN_) TRACKINC SYSTER
NASA S-BAND TRANSPONDER SYS. DATA
CEOS 3, LASER CUBE SYSIEH
NASA LASER DATA ON TAPE
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
NERCED NASA LASER DAIA ON TAPE









































































































FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
IX) 1 111O6165 01114167
DO IO 111O6165 01114167
DO 1 IIIO6165 01114167
DO l 03126166 0"2108167
DO I 01/zii66 04125166
DO IO 03125166 0"2108167
DO 5 01/11166 05105166
DO 1 05/24166 02/08/67
DO 1 01111166 01108167
DO 1 01127166 06/24/67
DO 2 04/11/66 11/04/70
DO 1 01127/66 06124/67
DO S 04111166 09103171
DO I 01127166 11121166
DO 1 o4111166 05130169
DO 82 04117175 1I/3O/8o
DO 32 01/01/75 ]2/30/8]
DO I o4107178 11/11/8o
Do 5 o8/I8/8o 11/18/84
DO 1 Ill•e/so 11129166
DO I 11/18/65 11/24/66
DO 2 121_0165 ]1/20/66
DO I 11/28166 07/27166
DO 1 12/08/65 01/03173
DO 2 11126166 11130166
DO Z II/Oe/65 1I/_/66
DO 1 11/08166 111_9/66
DO l II/Z8/6s 11124166
DO I II/18/65 11/24166
DO 2 12120165 11120166
DO 2 IIl2Sl6S 1113o166
DO 2 12/20/6S 11120166
DO 2 I1125165 1113o166
DO 1 11128/66 07127166
DO 1 11/28/6S 07127166
DO 1 I2/O8/65 ]I/21/66
DO I 12108166 11121/66
DO 2 11/25/65 0"2/02167
DO 2 II12516S 1113O166
DO 2 11/2S/6S 11130166
DO 2 01/1]/GB 12/30/68
DO 3 0"2121168 06129168
DO I 04101168 06129/68
DO I 04101168 06129168
IX) 1 09102169 o1/3I/7O
DO 2 0"2/07/68 08114171
DO 38 04101176 06110177
DO 6 02/07168 06/18/77
DO 2 02120/68 01131170
DO 2 0_120168 I2/12/69
DO 4 03128/68 01/08/69
DO 2 0"2/20/68 03/27/73
DO I 02124168 06106169
DD ] 02120168 01131170
DD 1 0"2121168 12112169
DO 1 02/_0/68 12112/69
DO I 10107/68 12107168
DO I I0/07/68 12/07/68
DO 1 10107168 12107168
DO I 10107168 12107168
DO I 10107168 12107168
DO 1 O212O168 01/IO/70
DO I 02120168 Ol/Io/70
DO I 03128168 01108169
DO I 03128168 01108169
DO 1 o3128168 01/08/69
DO l 03128168 0i/os/69
DD 1 O3128168 01108169
DO 1 10107168 12107168
DO S 04/21/7S 06117176
DO 1 04109/75 12/23/76
DO I8 _IOI/75 II130176
DO 9 0610"2175 06/30/77
DO 82 04119175 11130180
DO 34 04109175 12/26181
DO 2 04119176 12129176
DO 3 04/07/78 1010818]
DO I 041oi179 10131180
DO 5 08/]8180 11118184
27
• SPACE.AFT NAME LA_ DATE
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PROTON AND 10N _S
PROTON • LIGHT ION HOM_S
ZOliEITS
GOES 1,V/IR SPIN-SCAN RAD (VISSR)
- VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBIF IHAGI3Ry,701_ FILM
VISSR IR IHAGERY,7OHH FILM
VISSR IR/VlS AOI_ IMAGE TAPES
IDA/_S VISIBLE • IR IMAGE DATA,TP
06116177
GOES 2,SPIN-SCAN RAOIOMETER-VISSR
AOI_ IR .e VISIBIF IMAGE DATA
VI_ VIS INLAG_Y 08 70_t4 FIIJM
VI.._ IR IMAGERY ON 70MH FILN
06/16/78
GOES 3,SPIN-SCAN RADIOHETBR-VISSR
VISSR IR IHAC_Y ON 70HH FIUt
VISSR VIS IMAG_Y ON 70MH FIU4
AOI_ IR * VISIBLE IMAGE DATA
os/22/81
GOES 5, SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
X-RAY MONITOR DATA
o4/28/_




PARTICLE COUNT RATES. TAPE
ORS-A, PROTON-ELECTRON DET. o EI93
pARTICLE COUNT RATF_, TAPE
ORS-A, PROTON TEIJ_. O. 2-20. HEV, EIQ2
PROTON + ALPHA COUNT RATES, TAPE
COUNT RATE,FLUX,ONBIT PLOTS,MFILH
P,A COUNT RATEoP FLUXES, HFILH
PROTON,ALPIIA CT RATE.pFLUX, NFILH
CRS-A,2 FLX-GT HACNETOME¥BS,EI15





RADIOMETER DATA ON FILM
IHAGE DATA ON lilAC TAPE
DAYINIOHT RECISTE_ DATA ON FILH
DAY/NIGHT REGISTERED DATA
08/12/77
HEA0 1, COSMIC X-RAY EXp.
PULSE F__IGItT DATA ON MAC. TAPE
DISCOVERY SCALER ON HAG. TAPE
STATUS INFO_TION DATA ON TAPE
NEk" HARD X-RAY SOURCES
EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCE CATALC
A-2 LED SOFT X-RAY SKY CATALOG
SOURCE TARGET LIST,TIM_A _
PHA DATA BASE
XRATES DATA BASE
HEAD 1,LARGE AREA X-RAY SURVEY
H_O A-I X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
ONE-DAY SCAN _TIONS OATA
HF_O A-1 X-RAY SOURCE CAT (1984)
HEAO 1, HE_ RANGE _A RAY TELES
DATA PLOTS AND TABLES
SKYMAP DISPLAY FILES
RB_L/CED DATA BASE, .NH -* .FB FILE
SKYMAP VISUAL DISPLAY ON FILM
HIGH-E)4ERCY X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG
HEAD I,SCANNINC MODULATION COLL.
REDUCED X-RAY COUNT DATA
X-RAY REt)UCED SCANNING DATA
11/13/78
HEAO 2, HONITOR PROPORTIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE
CATALOG OF OBSERVE]) TAROETS-FICHE
HEA0 2, HIGH-RESOLUTION IHAO_
CATALOG OF O_V_ TA_E'TS-TAPE
CATAL_ OF OBSERVE]) T_S-F]CHE
X-RAY DATA DF JOVIAN A_AE
HEAl] 2. CRYSTAL XRAY SPEORO_
CATALOG OF D_I3RVE_) T_E'TS-TAPE
CATALOG DF OBS_V_ TAR_(_ETS-FI_E
F_ REDUCED DATA TAPES
HEA0 2, IMAOINC PROPORTIONAL CNTR
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TANGETS-TAPE
CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE
HFAO 2, SOLID-STATE SPECTRH (SSS)
CATALOC OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE
CATALOG OF 00SERVED TARGETS-FICHE
09/20/7(_
HEAD 3, HEAVY NUCLEI
HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COLD
HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COBALT
H_O C-3 VERIFY PROGRAH
I-(F_O 3, CAHNA-RAY LINE SPECTRHTR.
FIRST 28 DAY DATA FROM HE_O 3-A





FORM _UANTITY OF DATA
85-O.58A-O3A DO 1 03/13/86 03/14/88
BS-056A-038 DO I 03/13/88 03/14/86
75-100A
75-100A-01
7S-100A-OIA DO 285 04/16/76 OS/29/77
75-100A-01B YM 1483 04/11/76 10/28/78
75-100A-010 YH 1890 04/]1/76 10/28/78
78-100A-OlD DO 4602 07/19/78 06/11/78
75-100A-O1E DO 4 01/26/76 02/0"2/76
77-048A
77-04BA-01
77-04RA-OIA DO 2912 12/07/77 03/05/78
77-048A-010 YH 23_ 01/03/79 02/03/79
77-048A-0]C YN 131 01/03/79 01/03/79
78-062A
78-062A-01
78-062A-OlA YN 265 05/02/79 06/06/79
78-062A-010 YH 296 05/_0/79 06/08/79
78-062A-010 DO 618 06/11/78 05/0"2/79
81-049A
81-049A-03
81-04@A-O3A DO 14 08/01/83 07/31/84
83-041A
83-041A-03
83-041A-O3A DO $6 06/01/83 03/31/89
69-097A
69-097A-02
69-097A-O2A DO 14 11/16/69 03/15/70
69-097A-04
69-097A-O4A DO 14 11/25/69 03/15170
69-097A-03
69-097A-O3A DO 2 11/10/69 06/28/70
69-097A-03B 14P 1 11/09/69 06/28/70
69-097A-030 H0 1 11/10/69 06/26/70
69-097A-O3D HP 1 11/08/69 08/'28/70
69-097A-01
69-097A-OIA DO 30 11/08/69 06/28/70
74-040A
74-040A-OOD HP 3 01/01/76 12/31/79
78-041A
76-041A-D1
78-041A-OIA YN 41200 06/06/78 09/07/80
78-041A-018 DO 304 05/11/78 12/06/79
7B-O4]A-OlC 1N 7800 07/11/78 09/16/79
78-041A-OID DO 310 05/11/78 06/17/79
71-076A
77-07_A-02
77-07_A-O2A DD 11 09/14/77 10/04/78
7_-076A-O2D DO 6 08/17/77 01/04/79
77-075A-0_C DO l 08/17/77 02/17/78
77-075A-020 O0 I 09/01/77 03/09/78
77-075A-O2E DO 1 09/05/77 09/]1/76
77-075A-O2F DO 1
77-07SA-020 DO 1 11/15/77 12/29/78
7?-OlSA-O_H DO 26 06/16/77 01/09/79
77-O78A-O21 DO 26 0_/15/77 01/09/79
77-076A-01
77-07.SA-OIA FR 4




77-075A-048 DO 2 0_/21/77 01/08/79
77-075A-040 DD 4 08/21/77 01/08/79
77-073A-04D YC 95 08/22/77 12/30/70






78-103A-OIA DO 1 11/16/78 04/28/81
76-103A-018 ER 4 11/16/78 04/25/81
78-103A-02
7B-103A-O2A DO 1 11/16/70 04/25/81
7B-lO3A-O_B FR 4 11/16/7B 04/26/81
78-I03A-020 DO 1
78-103A-03
78 103A-O3A DO 1 11/16/70 04/25/81
78-103A-038 F_ 4 11/16/78 04/25/81
78-103A-03C DO 17
78-103A-04
73-103A-O4A DO 1 11/16/78 04/25/81
78-I03A-048 FR 4 11/16/78 04/25/81
78-103A-05
78-103A-OSA DO 1 11/16/78 04/25/61











• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
e*•e*•*oeooeoeo_o*_•oo•oo•ooeo•oeIe*oo_eooo_o*ooe*oeolsoaosooo•eo•_o.eeo_._
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPNIMENI NAME •






































SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. MFILH
HELIOS-A,FINE WAVE SPECTRUM ANALS
SURVEY PLDTS,IHZ T0 207KHZ, MFILM
HELIOS-A,27-KHZ - 3-HHZ RADIO WVE
LDC ANT TI3HP VS TIME,24 HR PLOTS
L0C Alert TE3MP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOC ANT TE_4P,MONTI-g_Y PLOTS
HELIOS-A, ENRCTC ELECT + PROT DET
HOURLY AVERACED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-A,1ME_/-1C_/ CR PROT.+ALPHA
HOURLY AVE COUNT RATE DATA
HELIOS-A,ZODIACAL LT. PHOTOMETER
REDUCED DATA TAPE
ZODIACAL L]CH] DATA ON TAPE
HELIOS-A,TRIAX.FLUXCATE MACNETMTR
HOURLY AVERAGED NA_IC FIELD
HEL]OS-A,_IAX. FLUX_TE NA_NTR
8 SEE AVD NAO FIRn VECTOR DATA
HOURLY AVO MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
MERCE]) HOURLY AV_ FIELD * PLASHA
1-H AVE PLOT, pLASMA + MAC MERCI3)
HELIOS-A,TRIAX SRCH COIL MACNTNTR
8-5 AVC SPECT DE_ 8 CHAN 6.8-1470
HELIOS-A.PLASHA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVE. PLASMA DATA
ME]_Of_) HOURLY AVCD FIELD _ PLASHA
1-H AVE PLOT, pLASMA * MAC MERCEt)
HFI IOS-A,COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS, MFILH
HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF PROTONS
01/lS/76
ORBIT ATTITUDE DATA ON MAC TAPE
TRAJECTORY PLOTS
SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE
24-_ SURVEY PLOTS, MFI_
HELIOS-B,FINE WAG SPECTRUM _ALS
SURVEY PLOTS, 1_ TO _7_,MF]_
HELIOS-B,27-KHZ - 3-HHZ RADIO WE
L0C ANT T_ YS TIME,24 HR PLOTS
LOG ANT TE_IP VS TIME ON TAPE
LOC ANT TEHP,MONTHLY PLOTS
HELIOS-B, ENRCTC ELECT + PROT DET
HOURLY AVERACED ELECTRON-PROTON
HELIOS-B,1MEV-1CEV CR PROT.+ALPHA





HOURLY AVBRACED MAONETIC FIELD
HELIOS-B,TRIAX F_TE _NTR
HOURLY AVO _0 FInn VECTOR DATA
8 SEE AVG MAC FIELD VECTOR DATA
M_ED HOURLY AV_ FIELD + P_
I-H AVE PLOT, PLASMA + MAC _ED
_IOS-B,TRIAX )_COIL _R
B-S AVE S_ DER 8 _ 6.8-I47_
HELIOS-B, PLASMA DETECTORS
HOURLY AVOI PLASMA DATA
MEROED HOURLY AV_ FIELD + PLA)
I-H AVE PLOT. PLASMA + HAD NBqtCED
HE/-IOS-B, COSHIC RAY DETECTORS
SECTORED X-RAY PLOTS, HFIL/4




HEOS 1,CR PARTICLE FLUX, $72
PROTON FLUX PLOTS, HC
PROTON COUNTS ON MACNETIC TAPE
27 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PLBTS,M FILH
HFJ]S 1,INTERPLAN.MAQ.FIELD, $24A
HR-AVCO INTPL B-FIELD VECTS,IAPE
HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VFJCT PLTS,HFLH
1-D PLOTS B-VECT,STIP PERIOD,HFLH
REFORHTD HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VECTS
SINCLE POINT MAC FIELD DATA. TP
01/31/72
HEOS 2.FLUXGATE MACI_-TOHETER,S201
HR-AVCO INTPL B-FIELD VECTS, TAPE
HR-AVC, D INTPL B-FIFJ_O VECTS,MFILM
REFORMTD HR-AV INPL B-FIELD VECTS
SINCLE POINT MAC FIELD DATA
REEORHATTED SINCLE POINT MAC FLD
HEOS 2,ELCSTAT.AN.SOLAR WIND,S210
] HR AVCS SOLAR WIND PROTON DATA
04125190
ST. H]OH-RESOLUTION SPECTRDCRAPH
EARLY RELEASE HRS OBSERVATIONS
ST, FAINT-0BJECT SPECTROCRAPH




FO_ gU_ITY OF DATA
74-•97A-ODE DD 1 12/10/74 OS/33/78
74-097A-OOF BI 1 01/01/78 01/01/90
74-097A-12
74-097A-12A DO I 12/19/74 01/0"2/80
74-097A-04
74-097A-O4A HO 3 12/10/74 12/31/77
74-097A-0S
74-097A-OSA MD 3.5 12/10/74 12/31/77
74-097A-06
74-097A-O6A MP 3 12/10/74 04130/76
74-097A-06B DO 1 12/13/74 04/25/76
74-097A-060 HP 1 12110/74 04/30/76
74-097A-10
74-OqTA-10A DD 4 ]2/10/74 ]2/31/80
74-097A-07
74-097A-OTA DO 4 12/]1/74 12/31/83
74-097A-11
74-097A-JIA DO 72 12/11/74 02118/85
74-097A-118 DO 72 12/11/74 0"2/18/85
74-097A 0"2
74-097A-O2A DO 1 12/14/74 12/31/77
74-097A-0]
74-097A-OIA DD 4 12/10174 04/30/76
74-097A-010 DO 2 12110/74 06/30/79
74-097A-01C DD 1 12/10/74 12/29180
74-097A-OlD RO 14 12/10/74 12129/80
74-097A-03
74-097A-O3A DO 9 12/10/74 09/20/78
74-097A-09
74-097A-OgA DD 1 12/12/74 12/31/80
74-097A-09B DD 1 12/10/74 12129/80
74-097A-090 RO 14 12/10/74 12/_9/80
74-097A-08
74-O97A-OBA MO 18 12/17/74 02/12184
74-097A-08B DO 2 12115/74 0"2/12/84
76-003A
76-O03A-OOD DO 1 01/]5176 03/31/78
76-O03A-OOE BI 1 02/01/76 05118/80
76-003A-04
76-O03A-O4A MO S 01/19/76 03/08/80
76-003A-08
76-003A-OSA M0 20 01/15/78 12/31/77
76-003A-06
76-O03A-O6A HP 3 01/23/78 10/31/77
76-003A-068 DO 1 0"2/02/76 10/31/77
76-003A-06C HP ] ]1/01/76 12/31/77
76-003A-10
76-O03A-lOA DO 3 01/15/76 03/08/80
76-003A-07
76-O03A-O7A DO 2 01/16178 03/08/80
76-003A-11
76-O03A-11A DO 37 01/17/76 12/2"2/79
76-003A-110 DO 37 01/01/76 12/23/79
76-003A-02
76-O03A-O2A DD 1 01/17/78 12/31/77
76-003A-0]
76-O03A-OZA DO 1 01118/76 06/26/79
76-003A-010 DO 1 01/15/78 04/30/76
76-003A-01C DO 1 01/15/78 03/04180
76-O03A-OID RO 14 01115/78 03/04/80
78-003A-03
76-DO3A-O3A DO 9 01/15/76 11/21/76
76-003A-09
76-O03A-OqA DO ] 01/17/76 03/08/80
76-003A-098 DO 1 01/15/76 03/04/80
76-003A-09C RO 14 01/15/76 03/04/80
78-003A-08
76-DO3A-OSA M0 8 01/19178 12/23179
76-003A-088 DO 1 01/18/76 03/07/80
68-109A
68-109A-OOD DO 1 12/05/68 09/06/70
68-I09A-OOE MP 1 12/05/68 09/06/70
68-109A-06
68-109A-O6A HI< 3 01/01/69 11106/71
88-109A-06B DO 1 01/01/69 12/24/72
68-109A-06C HP 1 01/04/69 12/19/72
68-109A-02
68-109A-02A DO 4 12/11/68 10/27/75
68-109A-028 MO 2 12/1]/68 10/27/78
68-109A-02C MO 1 0g/08/75 09/25/75
68-109A-O2D DO 1 12110188 10/25/78
68-109A-O2E DO 8 12/11/68 12131/78
72-005A
72-00SA-01
72-DO5A-OIA DO 3 01/31172 08101174
72-005A-018 HO 2 0]/31172 10/27/75
72-DOSA-O]C DO 1 01/3]/72 10/28/78
72-OOSA-OJD DO 8 02/05/72 08/02/74
72-OOSA-OJE DO 2 02/05/72 08/02/74
72-00SA-06








....... :" _;;_;;R'_ ........... _;_4B_I_ "_4_ ...................... :


























EARLY RELEASE FOE OBSERVATIONS
ST, WIDE-FIELD CAMERA (WFC)




FF IONI)CRN4_, SQP ANDVNK, HFILM
NSSOC FF IONOO_AM INVENTORY,TAPE
11/27/63
HULT-COORD SYS El=HEN&B-MODEL TAPE
HOURLY CSE EPHEHERIS LISTINC,HFLH
INP-A,BdERC, E_IC PARTICLE EXP
G_ TUBE • ]_.CHAHB_ COUNTS,TAPE
TIME-SORTED O_EION.OAAM CNTS,TAPE
GRAPHS OF ON+ION.CHAMBER DATA
(:H&ION.CHAHB. 4-H RATE PLOTS,MFLH
L-ORDERED ELECTRON CNT RATE TAPE
IMP-A,FARADAY CUP
3-ER AVGS. OF PLASMA PARAMS.,TAPE
PLASMA PARAMETB_S,IRREC. INTERVAL
Pt.ASHA CURRENT VS LOOK DIR. PLOTS
pART. FLUXES VS E &TIME,TAPE
IMP-A,COSHIC RAYS (E VS DE/DX
1-H AVG C.R. IBM&ELECT RATES,TAPE
ERLY C.R. IE_I•ELEC RATE LIST,MFLN
T>HIN C.R. ]DN&ELEC RATE LIST,HFLN
C.R. SCINT DE/DX-EMATRICES,MFILH
IHP-A,FLUXC, ATE RACNETOHETER
5.46HIN AVERAGE OF MAGNETIC FIELD
MERGED HAG_IETOMETER * EPHBERIS
5.46MIN AV BLCKO BIN VRSN OF -02A
INTPLAN B FIELD HOURLy AV(_D TAPE
INTPLAN B-FIELD HOURLY AVCD,MFILM
BSPHERIC 8-FIELD HOt_LY A¥CD,TAPE
MSPI_ERIC B-FIEJ.D HOURLY AVCD,MFLM
IMP-A,RETARO POTB ANAL,E+P
PLOTS OF I VS VOLT(11/27/63 ONLY)
IHP-A,C.R.PROTONS(R YS DE/DX
RATESJkP.H. R_J_ED C.R. DATA,TAPE
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
REDUCD E.R. COUNT ACCUHLATNS,TAPE
C.R. P.H.ANAL. EVI_'T SUNMAHY,TAPE
5-MIN AVO C.R.CNT RATE SUHRY TAPE
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES OF -03(:
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF 03D
IMP-A,ELECTROSTAT]C ANALYZ
PLOTS OF ]ON FLUX VS T]ME,R,CYCLE
10/04/64
NULT-COORD SYS EPHB*JLB-HODEL TAPE
HOURLY CSE EPHEMERIS LISTINC,14FLM
IMP-B,TOTAL IONIZATION EXP
OR TUBE • ION.CHAMBER COUNTS,TAPE
TIME-SORTED OH&ION.C HAM CNTS,TAPE
GRAPHS OF GM+ION. CHAMBER DATA
IMP-B,FARADAY CUP
CHCO PAR1. FLUXES VS E •TIME,TAPE
IMP-B,FLUXO, ATE MAGNETOMETER
5.46MIN AVBACE OF HACNL_"IC FIELD
5.46MIN AV BLCKD BED VRSN OF -02A
MEROED HAON_-rOME'[ER • EPH_IS
5.46MIN AV BLCKD BIN YRSN OF -O2A




RAT_P.H. REDUCED C.R. DATA,TAPE
TIME CAPS(GE.1HR)* QUALITY CHECKS
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS, 4 E INTYALS
RI_JCD C.R. COUNT ACCUMLATNS,TAPE
C.R. P.H.ANAL. EVENT SUMHARY,TAPE
S-MIN AVE C.R.CNT RATE SUNRY TAPE
IMP-B, ELECTRBSTAT IC ANALYZ
POS ION I VS TIHE&R,MFIU4 PLOTS
05/29/65
S.ECLPTIC AND MSPHERIC EPHMS TAPE
HOURLY SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH, LISTNO
IMP-C,TOTAL IONIZATION EXP
ORIG. CH&ION. CHAMBER COUNTS,1APE
GRAPHS OF CM_ION.CHAHBER DATA
REORDERED (_kION.CHAM COUNTS,TAPE
IMP-C,MACNETBMETERS
5.46 NIN AVE VECTOR MAC FIELD





MAC, N_IOSPHERIC B FIELD,HREY AVGS
MICRDFILM DF 6S 042A-02C
HULT]-SIC HR AVE INPL B VRS, TAPE
NSSDC STANDARD DATA SET OF 020
IHPC,R_ARD POT_3_ ANAL,E+P
ELECTRON I°N,V, PLUS ORBIT
IMP C,C.R.PROTONS(R VS DEIDX)









• 0-037B-07A DO 1
64-051A
84-051A-01
64-051A-O1A NO 1017 08/25/64 12/29/65
64-051A-01C MO 110 08/27/64 12/22/65
64-051A-OlD DO 1 08/25/64 12/22/6S
63-046A
63-046A-000 DO 1 I2/21/63 12/30/64
63-046A-OOH MP 1 12/21/63 03/28/64
63-046A-05
63-046A-O.SA DO 2 11/28/63 03/26/65
63-046A-05B DO I 11/'28/63 03/26/65
63-046A-0_C NO l 11/27/63 12/28/64
63-046A-050 HP I 11/27/63 02/28/64
63-046A-0SE DO 1 11/27/63 0S/27/64
63-046A-07
63-046A-OTA DO 1 11/27/63 12/16/64
63-046A-OTB DO 1 11/27/63 12/16/64
63-046A-070 _ 2 11/27/63 12/28/64
63-046A-OTD DO 5 11/27/63 01/13/65
63-046A-04
63-046A-O4A DO 1 11/27/63 05/26/64
63-046A-046 MP 1 11/27/63 03/18/64
63-046A-040 PIP l 11/27/63 03/18/64
63-046A-O4D MP I 11/27/63 03/14/64
63-046A-02
63-046A-O2A DO 2 11/27/63 05/30/64
63-046A-O2B DD 1 11/27/63 05/30/64
63-046A-020 DD 1 11/27/63 05/30/64
63-046A-O_D DD 1 11/27/03 02/15/64
63-046A-02E MO 1 11/27/63 02/1S/64
63-046A-O_F DO 1 02/26/64 05/26/64
63-046A-020 M0 1 02/28/64 05126/64
63-046A-01
63-046A-01A NO 1 11/27/63 11/27/63
63-046A-03
63-046A-O3A DO 6 11/27/63 06/07/64
63-046A-038 NO 1 11/27/63 05/30/64
63-046A-030 DO 1 11/27/63 06/08/64
63-046A-O3D DO 1 11/27/63 06/07/64
63-046A-03E DO 1 11/27/63 05/31/64
63-046A-O3F DB 1 11/27/63 06/06/64
63-046A-030 06 1 I1/27/63 06/08/64
63-046A-06
63-046A-O6A MP 1 ]1/27/63 04/03/64
64-060A
64-060A-000 DO 1 10/05/64 09/30/65
64-060A-OOH MP 1 10/04/64 04/0S/65
64-060A-05
64-060A-OSA DO 1 10/05/64 04/05/65
64-060A-05B DO 1 10/05/64 04/05/65
64-060A-050 MB 1 10/04/64 09/23/65
64-060A-07
64-060A-OTA IX) 4 10/04/64 09/24/65
64-060A-02
64-060A-O2A DD 5 10/04/64 04/0S/65
64-060A-0"_C DO 1 10/04/64 04/05/65
64-060A-020 DO 1 10/04/64 04/0S/85
64-060A-021 DO 2 10/04/64 04/05/6S
64-060A-O2F DO 2 10/04/64 04/05/65
64-060A-OI
64-060A-O1A DO 1 10/04/64 04/05165
64-060A-03
64-060A-O3A OD 3 10/04/64 04/09/65
64-060A-036 MP 1 10/04/64 04/0g/65
64-060A-030 NO I 10/04/64 04/07/65
64-060A-O3D DO 1 10/04/64 04/02/65
64-060A-03E DO 1 10/04/64 03/27/65
64-060A-O3F DO 1 10/05/64 04/02/65
64 060A-06
64-060A-O6A MO 1 10/05/64 12/23/64
65-042A
65-04_A-000 DO 4 05/29165 05/11/67
65-042A-OOH NP 1 05/29/65 05/11/67
6S-042A-05
65-042A-OSA DD 6 05/29/65 01/03/67
65-04_A-OSB MO 1 05/29/65 01/01/66
65-042A-050 DD 6 05/29165 01/03/67
65-042A-02
65-042A-O2A DO 9 05/_9/65 05/11/67
65-04_A-026 DO 9 05/29/65 05/11/67
65-042A-02C DO 3 05/29/65 05/11/67
65-04_A-O2D DD 3 05/29/6S 05/11/67
65-042A-02E DO 2 06/01/65 01/_9/67
65-O4_A-O2F NO ] 06/01165 01/29/67
65-04_A-020 DO 1 05/29/6S 05/10/67
65-042A-O2H MO ] 05129/65 05/10/67
65-04_A-021 DO 1 06/01165 05/06/67
65 042A-O2J OB 1 05129165 051II167
6S-042A-01
65 042A-OIA DD 1 05/29/6S 05/05/67
65-042A-03
6S-042A 036 HO 1 05129165 05/02/67
30
• SPACECRAF1 NAME LAUNCH DATE •
eeoeteeoee_eolsae_oe_oseeo_oeeoeos_eeeeseoooo_•e_oeeoeeeeooeeee•e•ee•eJo•
• INVESTIGATOR NAHE EXPERIMEN_ NAME •




















REDUCED PHA (PHAEST) DATA. TAPE
COLONIC RAY COUNT DAIA. TAPE
RATE SUMRYS (5 MIN AVE)
07/01/66
SOL ECLPT,SOL HACSPHRC EPHM PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEN PLOTS MFICHE
MULTI-COORD SYS EPHEHE]_IS TAPES
12-HR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH, LISTINC
COHPACT VE_SION OF DATA SE1 -(}OF
IMP-D,ION CHAMB_*CIECR CNTR
ORIO C_ION.CHAMBE_ COUNTS. TAPE
IMP D,FARADAY CUP
FIR AVE IN_ PLASMA PARAM-BLDCK BCD
3-MIN INT PLASMA PARAM-BLOCK BED
HR.AVC.PLASMA PARAH. FICHE PLOTS
I-HR IP PLASMA DATA W/O O_S.TAPE
HR AVG INT PLASMA PARAM LIST-FILM
IMP-D, MACNEIOMETE]_
5.12 SEC VECTOR MAC FIELD DATA
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES. OF OIA
62 SEC VR MAC; FLD DATA ON TAPE
MULTI-S/C FIR AVC; INPL B VRS0 TAPE
82 SEC MAC; VCTR PLOTS ON MFILM
MERCED NESS/SONET_ 8_ SEE AVE;
IMP-D,3 AXIS FLUXC;ATE HAG
PLOT OF B.1 SIENA B,LAT,LONC
HOUR AVE B-FIELD VECTORS ON TAPE
82 _ AV(_) VECTORS. DSC TAPES
5.12 SEE MAC; VECTORS ON MAC TAPE
NE]_CED NESS/SONETF 82 SEE AVC
82 SEE AVE VECTORS, (REBLOCKED)
INP-D,C_H CNTR*SLD STATE DETR
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY. MAC TAPES
HICROFIIJM OF 66 058A-05B
SOFT X-RAY BURST LISTINC;. ON TAPE
SOFT X-RAY BURS1 LISTINC M/FILM
SOFT X-RAY COVERACE PLOTS. MFILM
PLOTS OF ALL 5UI DE1ECTORS
HALF HOUR S_ED DATA ON MAC TAPE
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEM PLOTSoMFICHE
MULTI-COORD SYS F-PHBqE_IS TAPES
COMPACT VBSION OF DAIA SET -_E
IMP-E, _BIC PART. FL_
_I0 C_ION.C_AMBB COUNTS, TAPE
IMP- E, FARADAY CUP
HR AVC; IN3 PLA) PARAM-BLOCK BCD
3-MIN INT PLASMA-PARAM-BLDCK BCD
HR AVO PLASMA PARAM MFICHE PLOTS
1-HR IP PLASMA DATA W/O O'S. TAPE
HR AVE; INT PLASMA PARAM-LIST FILM
IMP- E, MACNETOMETBR
5.12 SEC VR MAC FLD OAIA ON 1APE
82 SEE _ MAC; FLD DATA ON TAPE
HULTI-S/C HR AVE INPL B VRS, TAPE
5.12-S VECTOR B-FIELD PLOTS,MFILM
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOTS ON MFIIJ4
S SEC AND 82 SEC LISTINCS. N/FILM
NB_,ED NESS/SONETT 82 SEC DATA,TP
INP-E,3AXIS FLUXGATE NAG.
PLOT OF B,] SIGHA B,LAToLONG,ORO
HOUR A_C B FIF-LD VECTORS ON TAPE
82 SEC AVOD VECTORS, DES TAPES
5.12 SEC NAC; VECTORS ON HAG TAPE
NESS/SONETT 82 SEE DATA,TP
82 S_ AVERAGED VECTORS RE.LOCK
IMP-Eo_ _R+SO_.STATE D_.
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOF_ X-RAY,MAC TAPES
MI_OFILM OF 67-070A-018
SoFT X-RAY _1 LISTI_
SOFT X-RAY BJRST-LISTINC-M/FILM
SOFT X-RAY COVE]RACE PLOTS. MFILH
PLOTS OF ALL SUI DETECTORS
HALF HOUR SUMMED DATA ON MAC TAPE
SOL EEL 4 SOL MA_ ORBIT PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC _EN PLOTS MFIC_
CHIC_O0 _LTI-CO0_ F-_ TAPES
I_BP_. TIMES BY • • - SECTORS
INTBRPLAN T IRES, T- ORDE]_D, W/SECT OR
STD TAPES OF EPH PART OF D.S. OIA
IMP-F. ION CHAMBB
ION Ck+M_.+(_I TUBE COL_ RATES,MFH
IMP-FoSOI-AR PROTON MONITOR
DAILY AVBACED PROTON COUNT RATES
S(_ PBLSH_ HRLY AVCD PROTON FLUXS
COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAC;ED COUNT RATES. TAPE
IMP-F.LOW ENE_C;Y TELESCOPE
RE'I)UCED cOUNT RATES ON TAPE
STD TAPES OF E)(P DATA PART OF 01A
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFIL_
DATA SET _OIA IN IBM 7094 FORMAT
IMP-F,COSMIC RAY ANISOTRDPY
65-042A-030 DD 1 0S129/65 04/28167
6S-042A-030 DD 1 05129165 04128161
6S-042A-O3E DO 2 05/29/6S 04/29/67
66-058A
66-058A-000 MO 1 07/01/66 10/29/7]
66-058A-OOE FR 2 07/01/66 0_/_8/70
66-OSOA-OOF DO 49 07/01/66 03/01/70
66-OS8A-OOC MP ] 07/01/66 02/28/70
66 058A-OOH DE) 5 07/0]/66 12/3]/70
66-O58A-O4
66-DSOA-D4A DO 7 D7/O1/66 06/09/67
66-0SJBA-06
66-058A-O6A DO 1 07101/66 09/30/69
66-05,B,A 066 DO 2 07106166 10/14/71
66-058A- OSC FR I 07/06/66 04/_0/7I
66-058A-06D DO ] 07/06/66 09/23/69
66-058A-O6F MP ] 07/06/66 09/_3/69
66-058A-01
66-O58A-OlA DO 59 07/01/66 10/05/68
66-058A-016 DB 47 07/01/66 10/0S/68
66-058A-010 DO 1S 07/01/66 10/05/68
66-058A-01D DO 1 07/01/66 10/05/68
66-OS8A-OIE MO 3 07/01/66 10/28/68
66-056A-OIF DD 3 07/01/66 08/03/68
66-058A-03
66-058A-O3A HT 4 07/01/66 09/13/70
66-058A-036 DO 1 01/01/67 12/31/69
66-058A-030 DO 2_D 07/01/66 09/14/70
66-058A-030 DO 195 07/0]/66 09/14/70
66-058A-O3E DO 3 07/01/66 08/03/66
66-058A-O3F DO _D 07/01/66 09/14/70
66-OS8A-OS
66-058A OSA MO 2 07/02/66 09/_6/68
66-O.T>BA-OSB DO 2 07/02/66 09/26/68
66-058A-050 NO 8 07/02/66 09/26/68
66 OSOA-OSD DD 1 07/03/66 07/25/67
66-O58A-OSE NO I O7103/66 01/25167
66-058A-OSF MO 1 07/0_/66 07/26/67
66 OSOA-OSC MO 18 07/01/66 12/31/68
66-OSOA-OSH DO 3 06/30/66 11/0"2/71
67-070A
67-070A-OOD FR 3 07/19/67 12/31/72
67-070A-OOE DO 17 12/01/68 08/31/70
67-OlOA-OOF DD 2 11/30/68 09/01/70
67-070A-02
67-070A-O2A DO 8 07/19/67 07/24/68
67-07OA-06
67-070A-06A DO 1 O7114167 07/25/68
67-O70A-066 DO ] 07/25/67 07/03/68
67-070A-060 FR 1 07/2S/67 07/03J68
67-070A-060 DO ] 07/25/67 07/03/68
67-070A-O6F MP 1 07/25/67 07/D3/68
67-O70A-O4
67-070A-04A DO 77 07119167 02/23/72
67-070A-O4B DO 21 07/19/67 0_/23/72
67-070A-04C DO 1 07/19/67 12/27/60
67-O70A-040 MP 57 07/19/67 02/23/72
67-070A-O4E RP 5 07/19/67 02/23/72
67-070A-04F MP $7 07/19/67 02/23/72
67-070A-040 DO 6 I0/01/67 04/30/70
67-070A-03
67-070A-03A NT 5 07/19167 12/30/71
67-070A-030 DO 1 07/23J67 12131/69
67-070A-03C DO _=0 07/19/67 12/30/71
67-070A-030 DO 210 07/19/67 12/30/71
67-070A-O3E DO 6 10/01/67 04/30/70
67-070A-O3F DO _0 07/19/67 12/30/71
67-070A-01
67-070A-OIA M0 3 07/26/67 05/27/70
67-070A-01B DO S 07/26/67 05/28/70
67-070A-01C NO 10 07/26/67 05/28/70
67-070A-010 DO 1 07/28/67 08/13/69
67-070A-O|E 140 1 07/26/67 08/13/69
67-070A-OIF MO 1 07/26/67 09/18/68
67-070A-OIC; NO 10 07/19/67 12/31/68
67-070A-OIH DO 3 07118/67 06/23/73
67-0SIA
67-051A-000 NO 1 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-OSIA-OOE FR 1 05/24/67 03/00/69
67-051A-OOF DO 5 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-051A-OOG MP I 05/25/67 12/24/67
67-OSIA-OOH MP 1 05/25/67 12/24/67
67-OSIA-OOI DB 1 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-051A-02
67-O51A-O2A MO 1 05/24/67 09/16/67
67-051A-07
67-OSIA-O7A MP 1 05/24/67 0S/02/69
67-0SIA-076 BT 17 0S/24/67 05/02/69
67-0SIA-070 DO _ 05/_4/67 D5/03/69
67-0SIA-070 DO 1 05/24/67 0S/03/69
67-0SIA-01
67-051A-OIA DD 33 05/24/67 0S/03/69
67-OSIA-01B DO 17 05/24/67 0S/03/69
67 051A-O1E MO go 0S/24/67 0S/03/69
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HOURLY AViD cOUNT RATES ON TAPE
IMP-F,LOW ENBR.PROTON*ALPHA BET
SOLAR C.R. Lc'VI_IT CATALOG. NFILN
2.73-HIM COUNT RATES ON TAPE
6-HR AVOD PROTON FLUXES, MFILM
IMP-F,CO._MIC RAYS(E VS OE/DX)
SOLAR C.R. EVENT CATALOG, MEILH
2.73-MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
6-HR AVCD PROTON FLUXES, NFILH
IRP-F,NAONETIC FIELD EXPFR.
2O-SEC HAG FLD VECTORS, HAG TAPES
20-SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILM
MULTI-S/C FIR AVO IHF VECTORS,TAPE
2.5 SEC MAC FLD VECTRS, MAC TAPES
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES. OF -1]A
INP-F,ELECT ANALYZ+V SELECT
I_fl_Y SPECTRA • PLASHA P/_JM4S
3-MIN PLASHA PN_AHE'fERS, MAG TAPE
HOURLY AVBRACI3D PLASHA DATA
IHP-F,C.R. PROTON(R VS DE/DX
RATES FOR ALL NONOVERLAP SE_.
PHA bENT _IES (NONOVERLAP)
5-MIN AVE COUNT RATES(NONOVENLAP)
CNT BATE PLTS,SOLAR ROTATIBN,HFLH
DATASET-O3A IN IBM 7094 FORHAT
DATA SET-03C ZN IBI4 7094 FORMAT
N_SDC STANOA_ TAPES, OF 03A
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES, OF O_C
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES, OF 030
IMP-F,LEPEDA,L_d ENERGY PARTICLES
LEP_DEA FLUX ¥S _. MOVIE FILM
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON HAG TAPE
06121169
SOL ECL • SOL MACNSPH ORBIT PLOTS
CHICAGO HqJLTI-CBORD EPHEH TAPES
STD TAPES OF _ PART OF D.S. 01A
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PLOTS MFICHE
IMP-C,ION CHAMBFR
ION CHAMBI_ + OH COUNTS, NAG.TAPE
40-S AVC COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM
IMP-C,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
SCO PBLSHD HRLY AVCD PROTON FLUXS
COUNT BATES ON ENCYCLBPBIA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAGE_ COUNT RATES, 1APE
INP-C,LOW ENFRCY TELESCOPE
REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
STD TAPES OF EXP DATA PART OF 01A
DATA SET -01A IN IBM 7004 FBRHAT
IMP-G,LOW E_CY PROT_ALPHA OCT
SOLAR C.B. EVENT CATALOC. NFILM
2.73 MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
INP-C,COSHIC RAYS(E VS DE/DX)
SOLAR C.R. EVE_N_ CATALOC, NFILM
2.73 MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
IMP-C,NAON_-TIC FIELD OPEN.
20 SEC NAG FLD VECTORS, MFILM
2.5 SEC MAC FED VECTRS, HAG TAPES
INP-C,C.B.PROTS(R ¥S DE/DX)
RATES FOR ALL NONOVE_LAP SEQUB_CE
PHA EVB_T SUHHJU_IES (NONOVFRLAP)
5-NIN AVE COUNT RATES(NONOYFRLAP)
CNT RATE PLTSoSOLAR ROTATION,HFLM
IMP-G,LEPE_)A,LO I_R PROT+FIECT
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ON MAD TAPE
09/23/72
SOLAR ECLIPTIC FJ>HB PLOTS NFICHE
SOLAR ORIENTATION I_.RORS, HFILM




H,J HOURLY AVCO SOLAR PLASP_,TAPE
SOD PBLSHD HRLY AVOD PLASMA PARAH
IMP-H, LEPEDE_ 256V-50KEV
COLOR E-T SPECTROGRAMS, SLIDES
IMP-H,SOLR IONS_ELEC,IOOK_V
I0 MIN, 120 KEV P_OT CT RTES,MFILM
ALL COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLO. TAPES
S4.1NHARY DATA ON HAG TAPE
IMP-H.PLASMA ELECTRO. ANALYZ
MERGED IMP I,H,J 3 HR PLASHA PARH
H,J MENQE]_ HRLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
2-MIN PROT,ALPHA SOLAR rIND HHTS
IMP-H,PART.TELE.*C,H TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL DETECTORS
MASTER SCIENCE TAPES,5.5 MIN AVE.
X-RAY DATA(IO-MIN 24-HR AVC)MFILM
DAILY AVERAGED FLUXES
24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS,ALL DET-FILH
2-HOUR SURVEY PLDT_.ALL DE'].,FILM
12-DAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
HR AVG 1-2,14-25 M_V PROT FLX,TPE
MOO HR AVC 1-2,14-25 HEV FLX PL_
DAILY AVC, D PRO FLX CT ]0,30,80 NV
HOUR P_OT FLX 1,2,4,10.30,60 MEV




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
67mD51A-OSA DD | 05/24/67 05/02/69
67-051A-09
67-051A-OgA HO 1 05/25/67 05/02/69
67-051A-096 DD 6 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-051A-DgC MP 1 05/24/67 04/30/69
67-051A-10
67-051A-lOA NO 1 05/25/67 OS/02/69
67-051A-10B DO 6 05/24/67 05/03/69
67-051A-10C NP I 05/24/67 04/30/69
67-051A-11
67-051A-11A DD 13 05/24/67 12/06/68
67-051A-110 NO 3 05/24/67 03/07/69
67-051A-11C DO 1 05/24/67 12/27/68
67-051A-11D DO 136 05/24/67 0_/10/69
67-051A-116 DB 6 05124/67 12/06/68
67-051A-08
67-051A-OOA HT 5 05/27/67 01/30/68
67-OSIA-OSB DD 6 05/24/67 0_/06/68
67-051A-08C DD 1 06/03/67 12/02/67
67-051A-03
67-051A-O3A DO 6 05/24/67 05/02/69
67-051A-03C DO 9 05124167 05/02/69
67-051A-O3D DO 2 05/24/67 05/0"2/69
67-051A-03E MO 1 05/24/67 04/25/69
67-051A-O3F DO 11 05/24/67 05/02/69
67-051A-03C DO 17 05/24/87 05/02/69
67-051A-O3H DB 7 05/24/67 05/0"2/69
67-051A-031 DB 6 05/24/67 05/02/69
67-051A-O3J DB 1 05/24/67 05/02/69
67-05IA-04
67-051A-O4A UP 40O 06/30/67 07/04/67
67-051A-04B DO 35 05/26/67 06/17/68
69-053A
69-053A-000 NO 1 06/21/69 08/25/70
69-O_3A-OOE DO 9 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-OS3A-OOF DB 1 06121/69 07/30/70
69-053A-00C FR 1 0_/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-02
69-053A-O2A DO 54 06121/69 02/18/72
69-053A_02B NO 5 06/21/69 08/31/72
69-053A-07
69-053A-O7A 8T 28 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-O7B DO 37 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-07C DO 1 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-OS3A-OJ
69-053A-OIA DO _3 06/21/69 D3/23/72
69-053A-01B DB 10 06/21/69 08/15/70
69-053A-01C DO 23 06/2]/69 08/15/70
69-053A-09
69-053A-OgA MO 1 09/09/69 11129/72
69-053A-OgB DD 12 06/21/69 11/29/72
69-053A-10
69-053A-lOA MO l 09/09/69 11/29/72
69-053A-10B DO 12 06/21/69 11/29/72
69-053A-11
69-053A-11A HT 8 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-116 DO 367 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-03
69-053A-O3A DO 13 06/21/69 10/14/72
69-053A-036 DO _0 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-03C DO 4 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-030 MO 1 06/21/69 12/23/72
69-053A-04
69-053A-O4A DO 32 06/28/69 08/19/70
72-073A
72-073A-OOD FR ] 09/26/72 D4/06/73
72-073A-DOE MP 4 09/28/72 11/04/74
72-073A-OOF DO ]3 09/28/72 11/04/74
72-073A-DOG HP 4 09/25/72 12/31/78
72-073A-OOH FR 7 09/26/72 09/25/78
72-073A-0"2
72-073A-O_A DO 1 01/03/76 01/24/77
72-073A-02B HI 26 08/03/76 10/31/78
72~073A-04
72-073A-O4A RO 1372 10/13/72 09/17/78
72-073A-03
72-073A-O3A MO 2 09/27/72 11/01/14
72-073A-038 DO 32 09/25/72 05/09/74
72-073A-03C DD 11 09/25/72 06/06/18
72-073A-10
72-073A-lOA DO 1 09/23/72 12/31/14
72-073A-108 DD 4 01/01/75 12/31//8
72-073A-10C DD 1 10/06/72 10/17/_8
72-073A-08
72-073A-OBA DO 230 09/28/72 08/20/r5
7_-073A-OBB DD 1 09/26/7_ 10/19/72
72-073A-00C MP 16 06/1_/73 01/22//5
72-073A-080 DD 65 09/26/72 1_/31/73
72-073A-08C MP 5 09/26/72 03/11/76
7_-073A-OOH MP "20 09/_6/72 02/13/13
72 073A-08I NP _ 09/26/72 12/31/T3
72-073A-OBJ GO 2 08/01/75 05/07/78
72-073A OOK DO 2 08/01/76 08/31/78
72-073A-OOL DO 1 09/26/72 05/02/82
72 073A-OBM DD 1 00/26/72 12/31/73
72-073A-OBN FR 1 09/26/72 10/30/73
32
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15 SEE AVOD MAGNETIC VECTORS,TAPE
1.3 SEE AVCJ) MAC FLD PLOTS, MFILM
15 SEE AVCD MAC FLD PLOTS, MFILM
320 MSEC MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS
IMP-H,PLASMAWAVE EXP.
B-SPECTRAL DENS ABOUT 10 HZ
LOW B WAVE AMPLITUDES(LISTINGS)
IMP-H,COS.RAY NCLR COMP.
SOL. ROT. COUNT-RATE PLOTS, HFILM
S.46-MIN AVE COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SECTORED RATE AND PHA TAPES(HOST)
IMP-H,ELEE.+H_HE SLD
HALF FIR RES ChiT RYE PLOTS, HFILM
HOURLY AVERAGE COUNT RATES, TAPE
IHP-H,ELEC._PROT TELEGR.5OKEV
30-HIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES, TAPE




SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHI_ PLOTS MFICHE
IMP-I,OC ELECTRIC FIELDS




HR. AVE. ION PLASMA PARAM.-FILM
HR. AVC. ION PLASMA PARAM.-TAPE
MERGED IMP I,H,J 3 HR PLASMA PARM
2-MIN PROT, ALPHA SOLAR WIND HMTS
IMP-I,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
COUNT RATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES
SC_ PBLSHD HRLY AVGD PROTON FLUXS
IMP-I,UHD/CSFC RADIO ASTRONOMY
S4JMHARY SPECTRA ON MICROFILM
StJMI4ARY SPECTRA ON MACTAPE
IMP-I,IDWA AC ELECT+MAC FLDS
E * B SUt4MARY PLOTS ON FILM
E * B SONOCRAMS ON 70-MH FILM
HIGH TIME RES PLOTS ON FILM
E AND B SPIN PLANE FIELD DIST.FLN
POWER SPECTROGRAMS, SPECIAL TIMES
IMP-I,MICH.RADIO ASTRONOMY
MULTIPRE_. INT. VS TIME,PLOTS,FLM
IMP-I,MINN AC ELEC*MAC FIELDS
30 SEC AVG ELEC+MAG FLD PLOTS,FLM
IMP-I,1HREE AXIS MAGNETOMETR
15 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILM
lS SEE B VECTORS ON TAPE
1.28 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS, MFILH
DETAIl DATA (80 MS) 1-28 AVE VECT
IMP-I,COSMIC RAYS NUCLEAR COMP
COUNT RATES * PHA (SST), MAC.TAPE
8-MIN AVE COUNT RATES, MAC. TAPE




ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROHIS PERIOD
IHP-J,K ELECTRIC FIELDS
DC E-FIELD AND RMS ELF NOISE-FILM
HIGH TIME RES. E-FIELD EVENrIS-FLM
IMP-J,ELEC*PROT,2SEV-5OKL_I
COLOR E-T SPECTROGNAMS, SLIDES
IMP- J, PLASMA, ELECTRO -ANALYZER
MERGED IMP I,H,J 3 HR PLASMA PARM
MERGED HOURLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
5-MIN HTAIL PARAH PLOT*LIST,MFILM
HR-AVG SW DE)W, V, PROT TOP, TAPE
HIGH RESOLUTION PLASHA,PROHIS PRO
2-MIN PROT,ALPHA SOLAR WIND MHIS
IMP-J,AC ELECTRIC,MAC.FIELDS
24-HR ELEC+MAO SURVEY PLOTS,MFILM
IMP-J,SOL.IONS_ELECT,]OOKEV
10 MIN,'220 KE-V PROT CT RTES,MFILM
ALL COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLO. 1APES
IMP-J SUMMARY DATA TAPES
LOW ENERGY PROTONS (.16 .22 MEV)
IMP-J,PART.TELE.+CH TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL DETECTORS
HR AVG 1-2,14-2S MEV PROT FL-X,TPE
SURVEY PLOTS OF ALL DETECTORS
HOD FIR AVG 1-2,14-25 MEV FLX PLT
DAILY AVC PRO FLX Cl 10,30,60 MEV
HOUR PROT FLX ],_,4,10,30,60 MEV
DAILY AVERAGED FLUX PLOTS, MEICHE
DAILY AV_ACED FLUXE_
20.48 SEC RATES ON MERGE TAPES
IMP-J,SOLAR PLASHA,FARACUP
INTERPLANETARY HOURLY AVERAGES
SCD POLSHD HRLY AVCD PLASMA PARAM
5 HIN R|_OLUTIDN PLASMA PARAMETER
5 MIN IMF • pLASMA FOR IMS, IAPE




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
72-073A-080 DO 1 09/26/72 12/31/73
72-073A-01
72-073A-O1A IX) 13 09/26/72 04/03/73
72-073A-01B MP 4 09/25/72 04/02/73
72-073A-010 RP 2 09/25/72 04/02/73
72-073A-OlD DO 49 10/27/72 03/26/73
72-073A-11
72-073A-11A WI 69 10/26/72 08/03/77
72-073A-110 HP 2 01/01/76 04/15/76
72-073A-07
72-073A-OTA NO 6 09/_6/72 09/25/78
72-073A-07B DO 10 09/27/72 09/25/78
72-073A-070 DO 301 09/25/72 09/25/78
72-073A-06
72-073A-O6A MO 1 09/29/72 06/_4/7S
72-073A-06B DO 7 09/28/72 07/31/78
72-073A-05
72-073A-OSA DO 4 09/27/72 09/25/78
72-073A-053 DO 13 10/01/73 1]/30/77
72-073A-0SC NO 12 12/23/75 07/06/76
72-0/3A-050 NO 12 09/26/72 06/07//7
71-019A
71-019A-OOD FR 1 03/13/71 12/31/72
71-019A-02
71-019A-O2A DO 3 03/14/71 11/25/72
71-019A-06
71-019A-06B HO 11 03/18/71 10/0"2/74
71-019A-11
71-019A-11A NO 2 03/18/71 07/26/73
71-019A-113 DO 2 03/18/71 07/27/73
71-01qA-11C DO 1 03/18/71 12/31/74
71-O19A-11D DO 1 03/13/7] 08/30/74
71-019A-07
71-O19A-O7A DO 110 03/14/71 06/11/72
71-019A-07B B1 11 11/D1/71 05/31/73
71-019A lS
71-OlgA-lSA MP 2 04/_0/71 09/26/72
71-019A-lSC DD 1 04/20/71 09/26/72
71-019A-03
71-019A-O3A MO 19 03/13/7] 10/01/74
71-019A-033 IM 1700 0"2/03/72 05/31/73
71-019A-030 MO 16 03/17/71 07/23/74
71-O19A-O3D MO S 03/29/71 03/16/74
71-OlqA-O3E MO 9 03/17/71 06/20/72
71-019A-13
71-019A-13A MO 40 03/14/7] 06/30/74
71-019A-12
7]-019A-12A NP 2] 03/13/71 09/28/74
71-019A-0]
71-019A-OIA MP 8 03/13/7] 09/28/74
71-019A-013 DO 27 03/13/71 08/30/74
71-019A-010 MP 33 03/13/71 10/01/74
71-010A-OlD 58 0"2/08/73 10/02/74
71-019A-09
71-OIgA-OgA DO 79 03/13/71 10/0"2/74
71-019A-093 DO 4 03/13/71 10/02/74
71-019A-090 H• 3 03/]4/71 10/0"2/74
73-078A
73-078A-000 NP S 10/29/73 12/31/79
73-078A-OOE PR 16 10/30/73 01/11/88
73-O78A-OOF FR 1 03/29/86 06/16/86
73-078A-11
73-078A-11A MP 5 12/18/73 10/25/74
73-078A lIB MP 13 12/18/73 10/:70/74
73-078A-04
73-078A-040 RO 4844 ]1/1S/73 12/31/88
73-078A-1D
73-078A-]OA DO 1 10/26/73 12/31/74
73-078A-IOB DO 4 01/01/75 12/31/78
73-078A-100 MO $4 11/01/73 08/11/80
73-078A-100 DO 1 01/12/79 12/31/85
73-078A-lOE DO 1 03/lS/86 06/17/86
73-078A-IOF DO 2 ]1/04/73 12/24/88
73-078A-12
73-078A-12A MO 9 10/31/73 12/08/81
73-078A-03
73-078A-O3A M• 1 10/31/73 0S/01/74
73-078A-033 DO 15 10/30/73 05/02/74
73-078A-030 DO 46 10/30/73 01/12/89
73-078A-O3D DD 2 02/01/76 07/31188
73-078A-08
73-078A OBA DO 39 10/30/73 04/19/74
73-078A--083 DO 5 08/01/75 1_/31/88
73-078A-080 MP 4 10/30/73 03/]5/76
73-078A-OBD DO 2 08/0]/75 08/31/78
73-078A-O8E DO ] 09/26/72 05/0_/82
73 OIBA 080 DD P 01/01/74 10/29/88
73 078A 0OH FR ] 10/30/73 10/28/88
73-078A-08I DD ] 01/10/74 10/_9/88
73 078A-OBJ DD 25_ ]0/30/73 10/08/85
73-078A-02
73-078A-O2A DD 6 01/01/76 11/30/88
73 078A 023 tti 90 08/01/75 11/29/88
73 078A-O2D DD 6 10/31/73 08/08/80
73-078A-O2E DD ] 04/11/77 05/23/80
73-078A 02F FR 52 04/12/77 12/31/79
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1-2 MINUTE RESOLUTION PLASMA PARA
5-MIN 1MF + pLASMA FROM UCLA
N,V,T FULL RES'N PLOTS ON HFICHE
S._/. PRESSURE PLOTS ON HFICHE
1-2 MIN PLASMA ON ME_GE TAPES
IMP- J,TRI-AXIS MAGNETOMETB_
15 SEC AVCD MAGNETIC VECTORS,TAPE
HR AVO NAC VECTORS ON TAPE
15 SEE AVCD NAG FLD PLOTS, MFILM
15 SEC PLOTS, IS SPECL PERS,MFILM
24-HR MAC FLD SUMNARY PLOTS,FICHE
5-MIN IMF • PLASMA FOR IHS TAPE
B-MIN IMF _, PLASMA FOR IHS. FICHE
.32 SEC CSE MAGNETIC FIFJ_D DATA
DECOM DATA ON MAC TAPE
5-MIN IMF • PLASMA FROM UCLA
15-20 SEE HAG VRS ON MEROE TAPES
IMP-J,COSMIE RAYS(E VS DE/DX)
1-HR AVE=D,20-40 HEY PROTON FLUX
1-HR AVE, D,40-80 HEY PROTON FLUX
IMP-J,COSH1C RAY NUCLEAR COMP
RATE AND PHA DATA TAPES
S.46-NIN AVE COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SOL. ROT. COUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVGD ALPHA PART(ll-90 ME'V)
IMP-J,ELEC+H+HE SOLID ST.TELE
HALF HR RESCNT RTE PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVB_AOE COUNT RATES, TAPE
HOURLY AVBAOED ELECTRON 1-5
HOURLY AVCD PROTONS 4-12.5 HEY
IMP- J, R _+PROT, TELE. CR
30-MIN AVC COUNT RATES, ALL MODES
3-DIMENSIONAL CONTOUR LIST,RFILM
HISTOORAM PLOTS, MFILM
20.48-8EC RATES ON NB_OE TAPES
06129161
INJUN 1-CREB 3, SILICON PN JUNT.
P-N COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 1-CREB 3, CEIGER COUNTE_
TAB. OF 014 COUNTS, FICHE
G14 COUNTS, TAPE
INJUN 1-OREB 3, COS DETECTOR
DETECTOR COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN 1-GREB3,2_20A X-RAY DET.
8-20A FLUXES, FICHE
INJUN 1-GREB 3, CH SPECTROMETER
ELECTRON COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUR 1-CREB 3,PHOT AURORA,AIRCLO
MASTE]_ TAPE, PHOTONETR COUNT




VLF REC SIG STRBN_TH, TAPE
INJUN 3, ATHOS I_AO D_SITY
ATHOS DRAG DENSITY TABLES, FICHE
INJUN 3,PROTON-EtECTRON DETECTORS
SOLAR SOFT X-RAY, FICHE
G_ COUNTS, TAPE
PN_TICLE FLUX PLOTS, MFIt.H
INJUN 3. PULSE SCINTILLATOR
SCINT. cOUNTs, TAPE
INJUN 3, MAC. DIFFRNT IAL-EI_E-C. SPEC.
ELECTRON COUNT, TAPE
DETECTOR FLUX PLOTS, MFILM
INJUN 3, INTEGRAL HAO ELECTN SPECT
ELEC COUNT(STARFI,_q), TAPE
INJUN 3, D.C. SCINTILLATOR
D.C. SCINT. cOUNTS, TAPE
1NJUN 3, ELECTRON HULTIPLIBR
ELECTRN HULTIP Couwr, TAPE
INJUR 3, PROTON SPECTRONErER
P-N COUNTS, TAPE





INJUN 4,GH DETECTORS (7")
OR COUNTS, TAPE
1NJUN 4,P-N JUNCTION DETECTOR
P-N COUNTS, TAPE






INJUN 5,L EN_R PR._EL DIFFEANAL
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES, TAPE
INJUN 5,VLF RECEIVE_,_OCPS-16KC
VLF SICNAL STRB_IOTH, TAPE
INJUR 5, SPHERIC. RET. POT. ANAL
RET. POT. AN. DATA, TAPE
INJUN 5, S. S. DET. (PROTON, ELEC. )
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IS-S AVO COUNT RATES. TAPE
10114170
INTE_COSMOS 4, X-RAY POLARIMETER
SOLAR X-RAY POLARIZATION DATA
o1125183
IRAS, IB TELESCOPE
SKYPLAIE IMAGES 3RD HCON, COLOR
SKYPLATE IMAGES 3RD HCON. 81 w
SKYPLATE OVERLAYS
POINT SOURCE CAT VER 2.0
POINT SOURCE CATALOG ON TAPE
WSOB ANCILLARy DATA
HICH SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOG
ZODIACAL HISTORY FILE VERSION 3.1
WORKINC SURVEY DATA BASE (WSDB)
PRESS RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS
SKY PLATE (HCON 3) DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY HAPS DATA ON TAPE
ALL SKY IMAOES 1,2,3 HCON, B/W
ALL SKY IMAGES 1.2,3 HCON, COLOR
ALL SKY OVERLAYS
SKYPLATE IMAGOS 1ST HCON, B/W
SKY PLATE (HCBN 1) DATA ON TAPE
GALACTIC PLANE IMGES IS] HCON,BIW
GALACTIC PLANE OVERLAY
GALACTIC PLANE DATA ON HAG TAPE
SHALL SCALE STRUCTURE (SSS) CAT.
POINTED OBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY
POINTED OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE
SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE CAT, MFICHE
SKYPLATE IMAGES 2ND HCON, BIW
SKY PLATE (HCDN 2) DATA ON TAPE
GALACTIC pLANE IMCES 2NO HCON.R/W
GALACTIC PLANE IMCES 3RD HCON,B/W
ASTEROID AND COMET SURVEY
SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY CAT.
SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY CATALOG
SURF BRIGHT MAPS OF LARGE OPT GAL
SKYPLATE IMAGES, BEST OF THREE
GALAXIES AND QUASARS, VERSION 2
FAINT SOURCES VIJ_SION 2.0
SKYPLATE IHACES, BEST OF 3 (TAPE)
2 ARCMIN ZODIACAL HISTORY FILE
IRAS,LOW RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER




PREDICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, NFII_
AltITUDE-ORBIT LISTINGS. MFICHE
EPHERERIS, DATA POOL TAPE
CND MAC FLD LINE INTERCEPT PLOTS
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
MULTI-COORD EPHEHIRIS (MCE)
ISE 1,ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
FIECTRON+PROTON DPOOL PLQTS,MFILH
8-_)OKEV ELEC+PROT FLUX POOL DAIA
32-SEC AVCO SURVEY PLOTS. MFILH
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM
32 SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON MFICHE
4-SECOND AVC ELECTRON*PROTON FLUX
ISEE I,HOT PLASMA
ION • ELECTRON DB_SITY DPOOL,TAPE
E-T SPECTCMS CHAN 4P • 4[,SLIDES
E-T SPECT(_CS,CHAN ]P,1F_IL6P,SLIDES
HOT PLASMA DATA POOL PLOTS. MFILM
LEPEDEA 3-D DISTN FUNC 1281512 S
ISEE I.FASI PLASMA 4 SOL WIND ION
FAST PLASMA*SOLAR WIND DPOOL.MFLH
PLASMA VEL.,DEN.&TE_P. DPOOLoTAPE
PROTON FLUID PARAM 6RE-BOW SHOCK
5-MIN AVO, D SOLAR WIN_) ION DATA
HR-AVC SW DEN, V, PROI TEHP, TAPE
HR-AVC SW N, V. T PLT&LIST, FICHE
SW ION MOMENTs X-FAN ANAL. 24-SEC
ISEE 1,PLASMA WAVES
562 HZ WAVE E • B FIELD POOL DAIA
24-HR ELEC SPEC ANALYZER PLTS,FLM
24-HR MAC SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS,FLM
PLASMA WAVE DATA POOL PLOTS,MFILH
ISEE I,PI_SHA DENSITY
PLASMA DEN PROPAGATN ON-OFF,DPOOL
SUt4HARY SPECTROGRAMS, MFICHE
PLASMA DEN.ON OFF DPOOI P|TS.HFLH
ISE 1,VtF WAVE PROPAGATION
SELECTED SPECIROCRAHS, 35MM FILM
ISEE I,DC ELECTRIC FIELDS-CSFC
3-S AVCD PLASMASPHERIC _EC FILLD
ISEE I.LO ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
LO-E COSMIC RAY CNI.RTE.DATA POOl
! O-E COSMIC RAY DPDOL PLDTS.MFILM
COUNT RATES. SUMHARY 1APES
]SEE_ I.ION COMPOSITION
PLASMA DATA POOL PLOTS.MFILM





FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
68-066B-035 DD 17 08129168 05130170
70-084A
70-OB4A-OI













83-004A OlK DO 24
83-O04A-OIL DO ]
83-O04A-OIM YV 24










83 OO4A-O1X FR 3
83-004A O1Y YV 217
83-004A 012 DD 27
83 O04A Ola YV 24
83-DO4A-OIb YV 24
B3-O04A-Olc DO ]
83 OO4A-Old FR IO
83-O04A-Ole DO ]
83 O04A-OIf DD ]
83 O04A Dig ZC 212
83-004A-O1h DO ]






77-102A-00D NT 2 10/22/77 12/31/78
77-102A-OOE FR 190 10/22/77 09/26/87
77 102A-OOF MP 1 03/15/79 02/17/81
77-102A-00C FR 781 I0/22/71 09/26/87
77-I02A-OOH DO 21 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-102A-00I FR 22 I0/24/77 09/14/87
77 102A-OOJ FR 3 03/29/86 06/16/86
77-I02A-OOK DO 42
77-102A lO
77-102A 10A MO 109 10/22/77 09/26187
77-I02A-100 DO 21 10/2"2/77 ]1/12/86
77-1D2A-1DO NP S 10/23/77 07/31/76
77-102A IOE MO 2 ]0/23/77 06/30/78
77-102A-lOF FR 84 01/02/79 06/30/80
77-102A-10tt DD I4 03/29/86 06/17/86
77-1(Y2A-03
77-102A-03B DD 21 10/_2/77 09/26/87
77-102A-03C RO 2747 11/01/17 ]2/30/81
77 102A-O3D RO 3206 01/0]/82 09/26/81
77-I02A-O3E MO 109 10/2"2/77 09/26/87
77-102A-030 DO 30 11/01177 10/20/7g
77 IO2A-O]
77-I02A-01C MO 109 10/22177 09126/87
77-I02A DID DO 21 10/22/77 0q/26/87
77-]02A 013 DO ] 10/29/77 01/19/79
77-I02A-OIK DO ] 10/30/77 OI/OB/7B
77-]02A-OIL DO ] ]0/30/77 12/31/79
77-IO2A-OIM ER 4 ]0/30/77 12/3]/79
77-102A-OIN DD 1
77-102A 01
77-10_A O/C DD 21 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-102A OlD MO 10 10/22/77 12/3]/87
17-I02A-071 MO 10 10/22/77 12/31/87
77-102A OlJ MO 109 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-102A-08
17-I02A-OBC DO 21 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-102A-ORF FR 272 10/22/77 12/31/82
77-102A 080 MD 109 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-]02A 13
77-102A-13B MD 2 07/12/83 07/31/83
77-I02A 11
77-102A 11D DO I ]2/0P/77 11/30/78
77-I02A-0S
77-102A OSB DD 21 10/22/77 09/26/87
77 I02A OSC NO 109 10/22/77 09126187
77-102A-OSE DD 164 04/01/79 06/24/86
77-102A 12
77-102A 12A MO 109 10/22/71 09/26/8/
77-I02A 12B DD 21 10/2_/77 09/P6/B7
77-102A 120 FR 77 ]]/]I/ll 11/22/75
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THERHAL ION HF_ASURBtI_rTS DATA
THE]_IAL 10N DATA PLOTS. HFICHE
SUHHARY: R-FILE_ (FORNAT4)
PARM PLTS (SUPPL TO DATA SET 12F)
ISEE 1.QUASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FILD
E-FIELD ELECTRON GUN ON-OFF.DPOOL
SPIN-PI3RIOO AYERAOED DATA
ELECTRN GUN ON-OFF DPOOL PLT,HFLM
ISEE 1,FAST ELECTRONS
5 MIN AVC ELECTRON PARAHETERS
12-SEC ELECTRON PARAHETERS
ISEE I,FLUXCATE HACNETOMETE_
HAONETIC FIELD DPOOL PLOTS.HFIIJ4
3-COHP. MACNETIC FIELD DATA POOL
64 SEC HAG FLD DPOOL PLOTS.HFICHE
24-HR HAC FLD SUtIHARy PLOTS.FICH_
MA(_4ETOPAUSE XINC, B VS T, HFICHE
BOW SHOCK CROSSING,B VS TIHE.FICH
4-SEC NACNETIC FIELD PLOTS,MFICHE
ONE-MINUTE AVERAGED MACNETIC FLD
24-HR DETRENDE]) SUMMARY PLOTS,FCH
4-S RESOL-B-FLD DATA (12-S AVQ)
HAC;NETOSPH O-FLD WITH IMF • N.V,T
4-S RESOL FLD DATA, OPTICAL DISK
ISEE 1, BdRTC ELEC AND PRTNS
BdERO ELECT*PROT DPOOL PLOTS,HFLM
EI_ECTRON + F_OTON DATA POOL TAPE




OND MAC FLD LINE INXBRCEPT PLOTS
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRONIS PERIOD
HULTI-COORDINATE EPHI3HERIS, TAPE
ISEE 2,ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS,. HFIIJ4
32 SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS DN HFICHE
PROTN • ELECTRN FLUX • CNT RATE
4-SEC AVC ELECTRON 4 PROION FLUX
ISEE 2,HOT PLASHA
COLOR E-T SPECTROORANS, SLIDES
ISE_ 2.PLASHA WAVES
24-HR SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS, 14FILM
ISEE 2,FAST PLASJP, A
SPECTROORANS ON MFILM
PROTON FLUID PARAM 6 RE-8Ot/ SHOCK
SW-FPE-2-D-ION-HOH-(N,V,T)-35/12S
ISEE 2,FLUXCATE HACNETOMETER
24-HR MAC FLD SL/MHARY PLOTS.FICHE
HAGNETOPAUSE XINC, B VS T, NFICHE
BOW SHOCK CROSSING.B VS TIHE,FICH
4-SEC AVGD NAG FIELD PLOTS.HF]CHE
1-HIN AVCD HAG. FLD (INCLD PROHIS
24-HR D_ZrR[3hlDE]) SUHHARY PLOTS.FCH
4-S RESOL B-FLD DATA (12-S AVC)
MACNETOSPH O-FLD WITH IMF• N,V,T
4-S RESOL B FLD DATA, OPTICAL DSK
ISEE 2.ENROTC ELECTRONS AND PRTNS
SURVEY PLOTS ON HFILH
08/12/78
EPHEMERIS, DATA POOL TAPE
JPL TRAJ COMET O-Z B,K::OUNTER
ISEE 3,INTPLAN * SOLAR ELECTRONS
8-HR ELECTRON SUMHN_Y PLOTS.HFIUM
I.P.• SOLAR ELECTRONS DPOOL TAPES
I.P,IL_OLAR ELECT DPOOL PLOTS,HFIJ_
IS _F 3, X- A_ P.JUqNA-RAY BURSTS
32-SEC AVGD WBLY PLOTS,NFIC_
32-SEC AVCD W_LY LISTINC.HFICHE
X- • C,/_-RAY BURST OPOOL TAPES
X- • C,/_-RAY DPOOL PLOTS, HFILM
ISEE 3,SOLAR WIND PLASMA
PLASNA+SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOTS.FLM
5-HIN PLASHA+SOLAR WIND,DATA POOl
SOLAR @IND DATA, 5-NIN, NAC TAPE
SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOTS, NFICHE
PLASHA PARAHETER DPOOL PLOTS,FICH
SOLAR WIND PARANETBR LISTING,FIEH
DIST CHTAIL ELECTRONS, COLOR SPEC
HRLY S.W. PARHS BASS ON ELECTNS
84-SECOND ELECTRON HOH OEOTAIL
24/168-S SW(8/78-2/80),GZ(9/85)
SOL. WZND ELECTRON P_:_. (Z6a-SEC)
SW PROTONS BULK FLOW LATITUDE,S-M
ISEE 3,PLASNA WAVES
24-H PLASMA WAVE SUt4Ry PLTS,FICH
PLASHA WAVES, DATA POOL TAPE
PLASHA WAVE DATA POOL PLOTS,HFILH
ISFF 3,LOW-ENBGY COSMIC RAYS
LOW ENERGY C.R. DPOOL PLOTS,HF1LH
15-HIN LOW ENEROY C.R.,DATA POOL
512 S RATES H, HE, AND Z)2, TAPE
COUNT RATES, SUMMARY TAPES, (CZ)
ISF_E 3,ENERQEIIC PROTONS
3-CH PROTN FLUX,2S6-S OHNI&SECTOR
E_ERGETIC PROTON DATA POOL TAPES
77-102A-120 DO 29 11129/77 12125/79
77-102A-12E FR 15 11129/77 11/30/77
77-10"2A-12F DO 13 12/30/77 12/30/79
77-102A-12C FR 143 03/03/78 12/29/79
77-102A-06
77-10"2A-06B DO 21 10/2"2/77 09/26/87
77-1(Y2A-060 DO 146 10/25177 05105184
77-102A-060 HO 109 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-10"2A-02
77-10"2A-020 OD 2 10/30/77 10/08178
77-10"2A-O2D DD 40 10128177 12130178
77-10"2A-04
77-102A-04B RO 109 10/22/77 09/26/87
77-10'2A-040 DO 21 10/2"2/77 09/26/87
77-10"2A-O4F PR 49 10/22/77 02/02/84
77-10_A-04C PR 168 10/2"2/77 0g/26/87
77-102A-O4H PR 4 10/24/77 12/29/78
77-102A-O4K FR 12 07/03/78 01/05/80
77-102A-O4N ER 695 10/22177 07/01/86
77-1_A-040 DO 71 01/13/80 01/10/34
77-102A-O4R PR 30 01/12/80 12/17/83
77-10_A-O4T DO S 08/26/82 07/06/86
77-tO*2A-O4U DO 1 10/24/77 12/28/81
77-102A-O4V KV 1 10/22177 03/01/S0
77-102A-09
77-10'2A-093 HO 28 10/22177 08/15/79
77-1(Y2A-09C DD 17 10/2:2177 08/15/79
77-102A-OgE MO 5 11/01/77 01/19/79
77-10"23
77-1020-00D FR 184 10/22/77 0g/26187
77-1020-00E FR 760 1012"2/77 09/26/87
77-102B-000 PR 23 10124177 0g/14/87
77-1023-00H PR 3 03129/86 06/16/36
77-102B-00I DO 145
77-102B-08
77-102B-080 MO 2 10/23/77 06/30/78
77-1023-08D PR 109 01102/79 12/31/80
77-]02B-08E DO 1 0]/28/33 06/28/83
77-1023-08F DD 16 0"2/21/83 06/17/06
77-1028-03
77-1023-033 RO 140 11/01/77 01/10/78
77-102B-05
77-1(Y23-050 NO 10 10/2"2/77 12131/87
77-1023-01
77-102B-01E MO 2 10/26/77 09/20/78
77-1028-01F DO 1 10/27/77 01/19/79
77-1020-011 DO 7 10/26/77 03/01/80
77-1023-04
77-1023-04D FiR 1S2 10122177 09128107
77-102B-04E FR 4 11/17/77 11/]1/78
77-1023-O4F FR 8 1012S/77 12/31181
77-1023-04K PR 827 10/2"2/77 12/31/83
77-102B-04H DD 63 10/2"2177 09/26187
77-1_B-04N PR 40 02/0"2/84 0"2106/87
77-102B-04P DO 5 08/26/82 07/06/06
77-1023-040 DO 1 10/24/77 12/28/81
77-1023-04R KV 1 10/2'2/77 03/01/80
77-102B-07
77-1023-070 MO 5 11/01177 01119/79
78-079A
78-079A-000 DO 10 08/12/78 01/10/87
78-079A-OOE OD 1 09/10185 09/12/85
78-079A-09
78-079A-OgA MO 4 08/18178 11/22/79
70-079A-09B DO 8 08/12/78 10/03/86
70-079A-090 NO 72 08112/78 02107/87
78-079A-14
7S-079A-14A FR 407 08112/78 02/07/87
7S-079A-143 PR 2080 08/12/78 02/07/87
7@-079A-140 DO 8 08/12/78 10/25/86
70-079A-14D NO 69 08/12/78 0"2/07/87
70-079A-01
78-079A-OIA HO 72 08/12/70 _/D7/S7
78-079A-013 DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-OID DO 1 08/16/78 0'2119/80
70-079A-OIF PR 50 0_/12/78 04/30/85
7S-079A-010 FR 43 08112/78 03/02/84
78-079A-OIH FR 7 08/16178 02/19/80
78-079A-01J RO 278 10117182 04/20/83
78-079A-OIK DO 1 08/16/70 10/16/82
78-079A-OIH DO 1 10/17/82 12/26/83
78-079A-OIN DO 2 08/16/78 09/12/05
78-079A-010 DO 2 02/27/80 04/30/86
78-079A-OIP DO ] 08/13/78 02/17/80
78-079A-07
78-079A-O7A PR 73 08/12/78 12/31/80
78-079A-073 DO 10 08/12178 01/10/07
78-079A-070 MO 76 00/12/78 02/07/87
78-079A-03
78-079A-O3A M0 72 08/1_/78 02/07/87
78-079A-033 DO I0 08/12/70 O2/07/87
78-079A-030 DO 2 01/01/80 12/31/81
70-079A-03E DO 1 09/08/85 09/12/8S
78-079A-0S
78-079A-OBA DD ] 08/15/78 12/31/78
70-079A-080 DD 8 08/12/78 10/03/36
36
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ENERCETIC PROTON DPO0| PLOTS,MFLM
ISEE 3,CSMC RAY ELTRNS,NCW2LEI
C.R.ELECTI_tJCLEI DPOOL PLOTS,MFLM
C.R_ELECT*NUCLEI DATA POOL TAPE
C.R.ELECT&PROTN CNI RTE PLTS,MFLM
ISFF 3,SOLAR VIND ION COMPOSITION
HELIUM IONS, N,V,T; HOURLY AVGS
ISEE 3,MAGNETIC FIELDS
MACNETIC FIELD,DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
64-S AVG B-FIELD, DATA POOL TAPES
64 SEC MAC FLD DPOOL PLOTS,MFICHE
1-MIN,1-H &I-D AVGD MACNETOM DATA
HI-RES. REDUCED B-FIELD DATA(RDR)
64-SEC CSM MAC FLD D.P. PLOT,FICH
ANCLES * E-FIELD DPOOL PLOTS,FICH
] BIN. AVB_ACED FIEU) WITH SPEED
1-H •I-D B-FIELD AVGS (FROM -020)
S-HIN AVC S.WIND MAC. FIELD, TAPF
0.33 SEC B-FIELD DATA, C Z ENCNTR
3-5 • 1-M B FLD AVERACES, CFJ]TAIL
ISFF 3,RADIO MAPPING
RADIO MAPPINC DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
RADIO MAPPINC, DATA POOL TAPE
QO-MIN * 24-HR SURVEY PLOTS,FICHE
ISEE 3,HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
I5-MIN AVC FLUX: H, HE • Z>2;TAPE
)-FIR AVG FLUX: H, HE • Z>2; TAPE
ISFF 3, GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
CAMHA-RAY BURST SPECTROMETER DATA
ISEE 3,RED ENERCy COSMIC RAYS
ME:D-ENERGY C.R. DPOOL PLOTS,MFILH
MEDIUM ENERGY C.R. DATA POOL,TAPE
I5-M * 2 FIR COSMIC RAY FLUXES
OIl3o/6Q
EXTEM)ED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
CSFC ORBITAL ELEHE]_TS, TAPE
ISIS 1, VLF EXPE_IME_IT
KASHIMA AND SYOWA VLF DATA. BOOK
ISIS 1,CYL. ELECTROSTATIC PROBE
ELECTRON DENSITY 4 TE3MP, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY _ TERP, FICHE
ELECT DBw_SITY * TEHP PLOTS, FICHE
ISIS 1,FIXED FREQ SOUNDER
FIXED-FREq IONOORAMS, MFILM
ISIS I,COSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-ACC LEV.,MFILM
ISIS 1.SOF1 PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
SOFT PARIICLE SPECTROCRAMS, MFILM
ISIS I,ENERCE-TIC PART.DETECTORS
ELECTRON * PROTON DATA, TAPE
ISIS 1, SWEEP FREq SOUNDER
SWEEP-FREQUE]WCy IONOCRAMS, MFILM
NSSDC IONOGRAM INV_ORY, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTED ECHOES, TAPE
CRC N(H) SCALED PROFILES, TAPE
ISIS 1,SPHER. ELECTRO. ANALYZER
ION DENSITY, MFILM
ION TB4P AND DENSITY, TAPE
04/01/11
EXTI_IDED WORLD MAPS, TAPE
CSFC ORBITAL ELEHENTS, TAPE
EXP OPERATION LOG, TAPE
EXP OPERATION LOC, HFILM
EXP OPERATION LOG (PLOTS), NFILM
COCRD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, 3914 5577 A PHOTOMETER
3914-A AND $577-A DATA, TAPE
POLAR ERISSION PLOTS, RFILM
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, VLF EXPFRIMENT
KASHIMA AND SYBWA VLF DATA, BOOK
CDORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,CYLIND. ELECTROSTATIC PROB
ELECTRON DENSITY * TEMP, TAPE
ELECTRON DENSITY * TERP, MFIEN
COORD ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2, FIXED FREQUENCY SOUNDER
FIXED-FRF_ IONOQRAMS, RFILM
ISIS 2,COSMIC RADIO NOISE
COSMIC RADIO NOISE-ACC LEV, HFILM
ISIS 2,SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROGRAMS. MFILH
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,1ON-BASS SPECTROMETER
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, MFILM
ION MASS SPECTROMETER DATA, TAPE
COORD ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ISIS 2,RE_ARD. POTEN_ ANALYZER
D_,H_,HE_,AND TERP PLOTS,MFILM
O_,H_,HE+,AND TEHP LISTINCS,MEILM
CDORD ISIS 2 OBSERVATIONS, BOOK
ION TENP, CDNC DF H,HE,O
ISIS 2,ERERCET]C PARTICIF DFTECT.
EtECTRON * PROION OAIA, IAPE

































































































MO 72 08/12/78 02/07/87
MO 72 08/12178 0"2/07/87
DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
MP 1 08/15/1B 12/21/8.5
DO 1 08117178 12/29/83
MO 12 08/12/78 02/07/87
DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
FR 50 08/12/78 04/30/8S
DO 42 08/I3/78 12/31/87
DO 1 Ol/OI/BI O1/O4181
FR 43 08/12178 03/0"2/84
FR 43 08/12/78 03/0"2/84
DD 2 oe/13118 0612817g
DD 2 08113/78 12/31/83
DO 1 06129179 12131/83
DO 1 og/IO/8S 09/I4/85
DO S 10/16/82 12124183
MO 72 08/12/78 0"2/07/87
DO 10 08/12/78 02/07/87
FR 2902 08/13/78 02/07/87
DO I 08/I3/78 12/01/78
DO 4 12/01/78 01/03/82
DO ] )I/04/78 12105180
MO 72 08/12/78 02/07/81
DO 10 08/I2/78 02/07/87
DO 1 08/15/78 02/07/87
DO IDO 06106/69 10/19173
DD 1 02/07/69 01/23/7S
OI 14 11/21/72 08/27/84
DO 1 01130169 06101171
FR 32 01/30/69 06101/71
ER 3 01/30/69 06/05/70
MO 24"_ 01/30/69 ]0/12/73
MO I196 0113o/69 10/I2173
MO 32 02/03/69 10/27/69
DO 35 02/02/69 12/29/69
MO 24_2 03/16/69 12/30/8]
DO 1 01/30/6q 10/12/73
DO 1 02/13/69 06/07/72
DO 1 0"2101/69 I212717I
DO 6 02101169 O_I3OlBO
MO 10 01131/69 11/20/6Q
DO 4 01/31/6g 11/3o/6g
DO 57 04/01/71 10/24/73
DO 1 04/08/71 01/23/7S
DO I 12/01/71 12/31/74
MP ] 01/01/81 12/31182
MP 1 12/01/7I 06130176
BI 4 10/22/7I O81O2172
DO I 04/23/71 I2/31/71
H0 1 01/06/73 01/29/74
BI 4 10/17/71 12/13/7S
BI 14 Ili08/72 06123183
BI 4 05/I517I 01/01/74
DO B 04/14/71 03/31/73
MP 8 04/14/71 03/31/73
BI 4 05/15/7I 12/13/75
M0 2083 04/08/71 07/09/7S
NO 1137 04/08/71 11/30/73
MO 10"2 04/21/7I 04/0"2/73
81 4 07/02/71 10/12/72
MP 83 04/21/7] 1]/1S/7_
DO 18 04/2I/7I I2/3]/72
BI 4 10/]9/71 06/18/73
MP 2 04/28111 12/22112
MP 2 04/28/71 12/2_/7_
BI 4 05115171 07104173
DD 2 01/23/73 11/30177
DD ]16 04/19/71 03130178
MP 1 04/19/71 04124114
37
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l UNAR ORBITE_ 1
CURTLER
KOSOFSKY
COORD. ISIS 2 OBSB_VATION_, BOOK
ISIS 2, 6300 A PHOTOHErBR
8300-A INTENSITY MAPS, TAPE
POLAR E3MISSION PLOTS, HFILM
CDORD. ISIS 20BSERVATIONSo BOOK
ISIS 2,SWEEP FREQU_3_CY SOUNDB_
S14EEP-FREI_UENCY IOHOCRAHS, NFILM
NSSOC IDNOORAM INVBWTORY, TAPE
ARC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC INDEX OF DUCTE]) EC_ES, TAPE
CRC N(H) INT PROFILES, TAPE
CRC N(H) SCALE]) PROFILES, FICHE
CDORO. ISIS 2 OBSBRVATIONS, BOOK
0"2116178
ISS-B.SWEPT-FREq TOPSDE SOUNDE_
FOF2 MODES FOR 6 4-140NTItS PE_RIOD
TOPSIDE IDNO(_AMS, MICROFICHE
SU_RY PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
ISS-D,ffiEt_ ION MASS SPECTR_
FIEC DI_'tTE, ION TE+CONP+NASS FICH
SU0q4ARY PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
ISS-B,RADI0 NOISE BE_EIVE]_
RADIO NOISE DATA ON MICROFICHE
NAPS OF THUNDBRST_ ACTIVITY FIC
ISS-B,SPHERICAL RET POTBMT TRAP
ELE_ DB_TE, I0N TE+CONP+MASS FICH
01126178
IUE, ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROORAPH
IUE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA, FLM
SPECTROSCOPIC INACE DATA ON TAPE
_UROPEAN sPELT. IMAGE DATA
EXTRACTED SPECTRA ON TAPE
IUE (NASAIVILSPA) M_ED OBS LOG
IUE (NASAIVILSPA) MERGED DBS 100
VI LSPA PHOTOWRITES
UJ _r_'_oJe_ _pec_rml a_Jms (1991)
LOW DISPERSION ATLAS VILSPA 1984
ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE/ROSAT COORD. ALL SKY SURVEY
09116178
JIKIKEN, PROPAGATION OF VLF,NP_f-2
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA, HFICHE
JIKIKEN0 E_Y SPEC OF PARTICLES
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA. NFICHE
JIKIKE_, STIM PLASMA WAVE (SPW)
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA, NFICHE
JIKIKI_,NATURAL PLAS WAVES,NPW-I
VLF WAVE-PARTICLE DATA, MFICHE
02104/78
KYOKKO, I0N HASS SPECTROHETER
ION COMPOSITION PLOTS. MFILM
KYOKKO, R ECTRON _E3_CY /ghlALYZB
ELECTRON FLUX SPE_OCRAMSo MFILM
KYOKKO,U_ GLOW SP_L'TROf(ET_







SAO LASER DATA ON HA( TAPE
NASA LASER DATA ON MAC TAPE




LOOACS I, ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY SYS
PLOTS, 140-240 KM, NAY 67, FICE
ACCELERONETER PLOTS, NAY 67,FIC_
LOOACS 1, WIND ANALYSIS
WIND COMP BELOW 200 KM,MICROFICHE
I0/O4/$9
LUNA 3, LUNAR PHOTOCRAPHY
PHOTOS OF FARSIDE OF MOON
ATLAS OF FARSIDE PHOTOS
01131166
LUNA 9,CLOSE-UP LUNAR SLRF PHOTOG
PANORAMA PHOTOS OF LUNAR SURFACE
FIRST PANORAMAS OF LUNAR SURFACE
12121166
LUNA 13,CLOSE-UP LUNAR SURF PHOTO
FIRST pANORAMAS OF LUNAR SURFACE
01/08/73




LUNAR ORBITER 1, METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEDROID PENETRATION DATA










































































































FORM _NTITY OF DATA
81 4 07/0"2/71 12/13/7S
DO 1 04/23/71 12/31171
140 1 01106178 01129174
BI 4 11/23/71 12/13175
140 2427 05/28/71 06/17183
DO 1 04108171 11130173
DO 1 04/09/71 06/07172
DO i o41oe17I o6p'_172
DO 7 DA/08/7I 081261T9
FR 8 04/08/7I 10113172
BI 4 10/I3/71 12/13/75
DO z Oe/IZ/TB 12113179
FR 392 03124178 OT/02/BI
FR 18 06118178 03131180
ER 2 08111178 04103180
ER 1S 08/I6/78 o3131180
ER 875 02125178 OSlZOlS2
FR 2 06101178 05131180
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ORIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPDRI DATA ON TAPE
REVISE]) PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHE NSSDC
NSSOC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROCRAH
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHE CALTECH






LUNAR ORB ] 5 SERIES,LUNAR PHOTOS
LUNAR ORBITER 1-5 SERIES I-RE PIX
NSSOC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
CALTECH MICROFICHE
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA ON M/FICHE
11/o6/66
LUNAR ORBITER 2, METEORDID DET5.
MICROMEIEOROID PENETRATION DATA




NSSOC (M ICROFI LH)
ERAMELETS
0RIG PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CORR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHE NSSDC
NSSOC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROORAH
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHE CALTECH







LUNAR ORBITER 3, METEOROID DETS.
HICROMETEDROID PENETRATION DATA






ORIO PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CDRR PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISEO PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON HFICHE NSSDC
NSSDC L.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PRO(_AH
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE CALTECH







LUNAR ORBITER 4, METEOROID DETS.
MICROMETEOROID PENETRATION DATA
LUNAR ORBITER 4,LUNAR PHOTOS
PIX
LRC PIX
NSSDC (M ICROF ILM)
FRAHELETS
DRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
CO_ PHOTO SUPPORT DATA ON TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE
LUNAR PHOTOS ON NFICHE NSSOC
NSSOC I.O. PHOTO SUPPORT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PRO_AH
LUNAR PHOTOS ON MFICHE CALTECH
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA DN M/FICHE






LUNAR ORBITER 5, METEOROID DEIS.
MICROHETEOROID PENETRATION DATA





DRIC PHOTO SUPPORT DATA DN TAPE
CORR PH[IIO SUPPORT DAIA DN TAPE
REVISED PHOTO SUPORT DATA ON TAPE





FORM QUANTITY 0E DATA
66-073A-OIF DO 1 08118166 08129166
66-073A-01C DO 1 08118166 08127166
66-073A-OIH DO 1 08/18166 08129166
66-073A-011 FR 14
66-073A O]J MP I 08/18/66 08/29/66
66-073A-OIK HP 9
66-073A-OIL FIR 15
66-073A-DIM FR 2 08/18/66 08/29/66
66-073A-02
66-073A-O2A DO 5 08110166 10128166
66-073A-0_O DO 7 08110/68 10/28/66
66-073A-020 DO 1 08/10/66 10/28/66
66-073A O2D DO 1 08/10/66 10/28/66
66-073Z
66-073Z-01
66-073Z-DID YL 3102 08118166 08118167
66-073Z-OIH MP 1 08118/66 08/18/67
66-073Z 01J FR 75 08/18/66 08/18/67










66-lOOA-OiF DO 1 11118166 11125166
66-100A-010 DO 1 11118168 11125166
66-100A-OlH DO 1 11/18/66 1]/25/66
66-100A-011 FR 15
66-IOOA-OIJ HP 1 11/18/66 11/25166
66-100A-OIK MP 12
66-100A-OIL FR 15
66-100A-OIM FR 3 11118166 11125166
66-100A-02
66-lOOA-O2A DO 7 11106166 10/11167
66-100A-02B DO 10 11106166 10/11/67
66-100A-020 DO l 11/06/66 10/11167
66-100A-0_0 DO ] 11106/66 10111167
67-OOBA
67-008A-03
67-O08A-O3A FR 1 03120167 09124167
67-008A-01
67-O08A-OIA YL 630
67-O(NBA OIB YN 603
67-008A 01C YL 626
67-O08A-OID H0 1 02115/67 02/23/67
67-OOBA-OIE 10 19050
67-O08A-O]F CO 1 02/15167 02123167
67-OOBA 010 DO 1 0"2/15/67 0"2/23/67
67-O08A-OIH DD 1 02/15/67 02/23/67
67-(X)SA-011 FR 15
67-008A-OIJ HP l 02115167 0"2/23167
67-O08A-O]K HP 15
67-OOBA-OIL FR 15
67-008A-DIM FR 3 0"2/15/67 02/23/67
67-008A-0_
67-O08A-O2A DO 6 02105167 10109167
67-008A-02B DO 11 02/0.5167 10/09/67
67-008A-02C DD 1 0*2105167 10/09167
67-O08A-O2D DO 1 02105167 10109167
67-041A
67-041A-03






67-041A-01E DO 1 05/11167 05126167
67-041A-OIF DO 1 05111167 05126167
67-041A-01C DO 1 05111167 05126167
67-041A-O]H FR 14
67-041A-01I MP 1 05/11/67 05/26167
67-041A-OIJ MP 6
67-041A-OIK FR 15
67-041A-OIL FR 2 05/11/67 05126/67
67-041A 02
67-04IA-O2A DO 5 05104167 07111/67
67-041A-O2D DO 8 05104167 07111167
67-041A-02C DO I O51O4167 0711]167








67-075A OlD I0 33320
67-076A O]E DO 1 08/06/67 08/18167
67-075A O]F DO 1 08/06/67 08/18/67
67-075A-0]C DD 1 08/06/67 08/18167
67-O75A-OIH FR 15
39
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NSSDC L.O. PHOTO SUPPDRT DATA
PHOTO SITE ACCURACY ANAL PROGRAM
LUNAR PHOTOS ON NFICH CALTECH
CALTECH SUPPORT DATA ON M/FICHE










ORBIT PDSITION LISTING, FICHE
HACSAT o SCALAR NAC-N_:-TOHETER
CHRONINT(CHRONICLE INTI_EI)) ,TAPE
CHRONSC (CHRONICLE SPACECRAFT)TAPE
MAOSAT ORBIT RE'T. SUBROUT., TAPE
PURDUE HAG. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE
USB PROCRAHS. TAPE
CHRORFIN (CHRONICLE FINE). TAPE
INV-B (INVESTICATOR-B) DATA, TAPE
CONDI_ ORBIT/ATTITUDE, TAPE
SELECT DAIA FOR MODEL W/ADJ, TAPE
SF_LECT DATA FOR FIELD MODEL. TAPE
INVESTIC.-B QUIET TIME DATA. TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT A'FF, NFILH
LOW-LATITUDE SCALAR ANOHALV, TAPE
LOW-LAT SCALAR ANOHALY DATA,HFILH
ANOMALY MAPS, BXIO-IN. NEGATIVES
EIIUIV SOURCE DIPOL SOL, SCAL, TAP
MACSAT, VECTOR MA(_N_-TOI_-TER
CHRONINT (CHRONICLE I_fERHED) , TAPE
CHRONSC (CHRONICLE SPACECRAFT)TAPE
MACSAT ORBIT Rb-l. SUOROUT_, TAPE
PURDUE MAC. FLD. ROUTINES, TAPE
LATITUDE PLOTS-INT AT-[, HFII-H
USER PRO•RAMS, TAPE
CHRONFIN (CHRONICLE FINE), TAPE
INV-B (INVESTIGATOR-B) DATA, TAPE
C_ED ORBIT/ATTITUDE, TAPE
LATITUOE PLOTS-FINE ATT, MFILM
SELECT DATA FOR MODE W/ADJ, TAPE
SELECT DATA FOR FIELD MODEL, TAPE
INVESTIO.-B QUIET TIME DATA, TAPE
WHOLE-0RB PLT DET F,X,YoZ, NFILM
WHOLE-0RB PLT DET F,X,Y,/, FICHE
ANONALY NAPS, 8XIO-IN. COLOR NEC
653-65N VECTOR ANDHALY PLTS,MFILN
653-65N VECTOR ANOMALY COMPS, TP
EQUIV SOURCE DIPOL SOL, VECTOR TP
08127162
HULTI C00RD SYS
MARINER 2,COSHIC RAY IONIZATION
QUARTER AND DAY AVO I0N DATA LIST
I_U_INER 2,3 AXIS FLUXGATE MAc.
FIELD CORPONE]qTS ON HAG TAPE
PLOTS OF FIELD CONPONI_NTS,2qtR




PLASHA PARAMFTERS T, V,
HOUR AVERAGES OF VELOCITY
3-HR AVC OF PLASMA PANAH_B_'S
3HR AVCS OF PLASMA PARAM OR M/FLM
11128/64





PHOTOS CALIBRATE]) + CORRECT_) 4X5
PHOTOS OF HARS, JPL REPORT 32-884
TR EVISION PICTURES ON MICROFILM
MARINE_ 4, COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
RAW COUNT RATE(CONTAIN OVRFLOW)
PHA DATA(RF_-T JPL HI QUAL.LVL)
D(1)RATE(1.4 HR. AVE) +DIS. _JM.
O (1)D(2)RATE(4.24 HR.AVE)*D_S.
MARINER 4, MAONETORETER
INTRPLNTRY. MAc. FIELD-3 H AVOS.
INTRPLNTRY.NAG.FIELD-50.4 S AVCS,
INTRPLNTRY_ MAC. FIELD-2.3 HIN AVO3
INTRPLNTRY. MAG. F IELD- 4.2 S AVOS.
INTRPLNTRY .MAC. FIELD- 16. B S AVGS.
06114/67
NARINE}I S, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS NAG,TAPES
MARINER 5, FARADAY CUP
ONE HOUR AVC. PLASMA PARAM. -FILM
ONE HOUR AVC PLASMA PARAM .ON TAPE
LISTINCS OF COUNTS/FRAME-FINE RES
pLASMA PARAM WITH B FINE TIME TAP
MARINFR S, TVO FREQUENCY BEACON
67-O73A-Oli NP 1 08/06/67 O8/18/67
67-075A-OIJ MP 8
67-075A-OIK PR 15
67-07_A-OIL FR 3 08/06/67 08/18/67
67-075A-02
67-O75A-02A DO 7 O8/01/67 02128168
67-075A-O2B DO 9 O8/01/67 O1/31/68
87-07_-O20 DO 1 O8/01/67 01/31/68






79-Og4A-OOD PR 1 11/02/79 06/08/80
7g-O94A-01
79-094A-OIA DO 34 11/02/79 06/10/80




70-O94A-OIF DD 29 11/01/79 05/19/80
79-094A-010 DO S 11/0"2/79 06/10/80
7q-O94A-OIH DO 7 11/09/79 05/01/80
7q-O94A-01I DO 1 11/05/79 04/2)0/80
79-094A-OIJ DO 1 11/05/79 04/20/80
79-094A-OIK DO 3 11/02/79 05/20/80
79-094A-OIL NT 5 11/0"2/79 06/09/80
79-094A-OIN DO 1 11/0"2/79 05/16/80




70-094A-O2A DO 34 11/02/79 06/10/80
79-OQ4A-O_O DO 2Q 11/02/79 06/09/80
79-094A-020 DD 1
79-094A-O2D DO 1
79-094A-O2E HT 5 11/02/79 06/09/80
79-094A-O2H DO 1
79-094A-02I DO 29 11/01/79 05/19/80
79-094A-O2J DO S 11/(Y2/70 06/10/80
79-094A-O2K DO 7 11/02/79 05/01/8o
79-O_4A-O2L PIP 3 11/O'2/7g OS/Iq/80
79-094A-O2H DO 1 11/05/79 04/20/80
79-094A-O_N OD 1 11/05/79 04120/80
79-094A-020 DO 3 11/02/79 OS/20/80
79-094A-O2P NO 4 11/(T2/7_ 04115180






62-041A-000 DO 1 08/27/62 01/04/63
62-041A-04
62-041A-O4A MO 1 08/28/82 12/30/62
6_-041A-03
62-041A-O3A DO 1 08/29/62 11/I5/62
62-041A-O3D NO _ O.8/2_/62 10131/62
62-041A-02
62-041A-O2A ER 7 12/14/62 12/14/62
62-041A-06
62-041A-O6A DO 1 08129/62 12/30/62
62-041A-068 DO 1 08/29/6_ 12/29/62
62-041A-060 DO 1 08/29/62 12/30/62
62-041A-O6D DO 1 08/29/62 12/29/62
62-041A-O6E MP 1 08/29/62 12/20/62
64-077A
64-077A-OOD DO I 11/28/64 10/01/65
64-077A-09
64-077A-OgA DO 2 11/28/64 12/08/67






64-077A-O4A DO 1 11/28/64 10/O1/65
64-077A-04B DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/63
64-077A-040 DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/63
64-077A-O4D DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/63
64-077A-02
64-077A-O2A DO 1 11/28/64 10/01/65
64-D77A-O_B DO 3 11/28/64 10/01/65
64-077A-0_*C M0 1 11/29/64 10/01/65
64-077A-O2D MO 1 11/29/64 01/03/65
64-077A-O_E MO 1 01/O3/65 10/Ol/65
67-060A
67-06OA-07
67-060A OTA DD 2 O6/14/67 11/20/67
67-060A-03
67-060A-O3A MP 1 O6/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-O3B DO 1 06/14/6/ 11/21/67
6/-O6OA-O3C MP 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
67-060A-O3D DO 1 O6/14/67 11/21/57
67-O6OA-0_
4O
• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
* INVF-_TIQATOR MANE EXPERIMI_4T NAME =






















TOTAL ELECT CONTE]qT.HRLY VAL (CO)
TOTAL ELECT COEqENT,HRLY (MO)
CDRRECTE]D ELECTRON DENSITY, TAPE
HARINB_ 5,HELIUH HAGNETOMETB_
TRIAX. MAGNETIC FIELD ON TAPE
TRIAX HR. AVG. MAGNETIC FLD. TAPE
B-FIELD AVCS. 1 DAY, 3 HR, I FIR
_IAX MAC. F_, V_ E_K_OUNTER
B WITH PLASMA PARAM PLAS ,SCAL.E TP
02/24169
MARINER 6, CELESTIAL MECHANICS
2 WAY DOPPLER RADIO TRACKING,TAPE
MARINER 6,LrV SPECTROMETER EXPER
UPPER ATHOS. UV SPECTRA, HAG.TAPE
HARINER 6,S-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATA, MAC TAPE
MARINER 6,MARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG NEAR B',ICOUNTER
PHOTOS,MAW ANALOG FAR ENCOUNTER
PHOTOS, BWHANCED NEAR E]WCDUNTER
PHOTOS, E]_ED FAR E]WCOUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR ENCOUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR B_COUNTER
MAX DISCRIH CONTRAST B_I-IANCED NE
MAX DISCRIM CONTRAST ENHANCED FE




MARINPR 6,CHAN IR RADIOMETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA





_AY DOPPLER RADIO TRKINC ON TAPE
MARINER 7,UV SPECTROMETER EXP,_.
UPPER ATHOS. UV SPECTRA, MAC.TAPE
MARINER 7,S-BAND OCCULTATION
S-BAND OCCULTATION DATA, HAG TAPE
MARINER 7,MARS SURFACE TV CAMERA
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOG NEAR B_CDUNTER
PHOTOS,RAW ANALOC FAR E]qCOUNTER
PHOTOS, ENHANCED NEAR E_ICOUN1-ER
PHOTOS, ENHANCED FAR E]_COUNTER
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB NEAR _OUNTR
PHOTOMETRIC DECALIB FAR B_ICOUNTER
MAX DIS CONTRAST BWHANCED NE
MAX DIS CONTRAST ENHANCED FE




PRESS RELEASE PHOT_A_ 4XS
MARINER 7,2 CHAN IR RADIOHETER
2 CHANNEL IR RADIOMETER DATA
HARINBR 7,IR SPELl 1.5-15 MICRON
IR SPECTROMETER DATA
POS HR61HR7-M- IRS-3-VZ. O
O5/30/71
MARINER 9 ORBIT DATA TAPES
MARINER 9,UV SPECTROMETER
LOWER ATMOSPHERE DATA ON FICHE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE-AIRCLOW, FICHE
1216, I304 A LIMB/DISC DATA,FICHE
STELLAR DATA ON MICROFICHE
LOCAL TOPOCRAPHY-ATLAS
PRESSURE ALTITUDE MEASURPREJ_TS
MARINER 9,INPRA INTERF SPECT
HARINER 9 IR INTB. SPECT. (IRIS)
MARINER 9,S-BAND OCCULTATION
OCCULTATION DATA,PLOT*TABLES,FILH




IPL 0RTHDCRAPHIC CONTRAST ENHANCE
IPL DRTHOGRPHIC MAX DISCRIM.
_VS PHOTOS W/SUP DATA, ON MFICHE
BLACK • WHITE PANORAMIC MOSAICS
SEDR SUPPORT DATA 16-HM M/FILM
TELEVISION INDICES 16-HH M/FILM
IPL/RDR MICROFICHE CATALOG
SEDR FINAL DATA TAPE
CATALOC OF _VS PHOTOS ON HFILM
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
MOSAIC CATALOG * INDEX ON MFILH
LIMB INDEX W/SUPPORT DATA, MFICHE
LIMB MICROFICHE CATALDC
CAL TECH SFIFCTD MTVS*IPL PHOTOS
PICTURE + ENHANCE]4E.N'I DATA TAPE








































































































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
DD I 06/14167 11/21/67
H0 1 O6/14/67 11/21167
DO 1 09/01/67 10/26/67
DO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
DO 1 06/I4167 11/21/67
NO 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
DO 1 10110167 10/19/67
DD 1 06/14/67 11/21/67
DD 2 03105169 09102169











DO 2 07/31/69 07/31/69
DO 2 07/31/69 07/31/69
DO 4 07/29/69 07/29/69
DO 1 07/31/69 07/31/69
FR 6 07/31169 07/31169
DO l 07/31/69 08/05/69
DD 2 04112169 09107169











DO 3 08105169 08105169
DO 3 08105169 08/05/69
DO 7 08102169 08/04/69
VG 1
DO I O8105169 O8105169
PR 14 08/05/69 08/05/69
DO 1 07/31/69 08/05169
DD 8 05/30/71 10/25/72
PR 7 11/27/71 01/21/7_
FR 8 11/14/71 02/08/72
FR 2 11112/71 12/06/71
FR 2 11/14/71 O1/16/72
FR 13 01/2"2/72 02/26/72
FR ] 01/23/72 03/01/72
DD 5 11/14/71 10/16/72
























SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE *
• INVESTIGATI_ NAHE EXPERIMENT NAME •























MARS GLOBE PHOTOMOSAIC INDEX
INDEX OF IMAGES BY 10 DEGREE BOX
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
PDS MRg-N-ISS/VIS-5-CLOUD-VI.O
NARINE]_ 9,INFRAREDRAD.
10 AND 20HICRON BRIQHT TEMP-NTAPE
11103173
MARINER lO,SCAN.ELCTOSTAT ANALYZR
HYH PLAS_ DETAIL TAPE
HARINER 10, ElM SPECTROSCOPY
INTERPLANETARY EMIS H-HE, ON TAPE
MARINER IO, IR RADIOMETRY
IR RAD. DATA OF I_CURY ON TAPE
IR RADIOHETRIC DATA OF VB_US
IR RADIOMETRIC DATA OF MERCURY
MARINER I0o RADIO SCIBWCE
VBNUS OCCULT-FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFLM
RED TELE SIONAL DATA, VENUS OCCLT
VBNUS OCCULTATION, INTERMED. DATA
MERC.OCCULT - RE]).TM SIGNALS,TAPE
MARINER lO,TELE. PHOTO.
EARTH/HOON CALIBRATION SF_.[I 7O-MH
EARTH/MOON CALIBRATION SF-.D,, FICHE
vENUS ENCOUNTER PHOTOS, 70-141'1
Mf3RCURY IST BNCOUNTE3R 7O-MM
PR PHOTOS OF MBRC AND VE_
MERCURY 2NO E_OUI_ER 7O-HH
VENUS ENCOUNTBR MICROFICHE
HERCURY IST B_COUNTER MICROFICHE
MERCURY 2NO E]WCOUNTER MICROFICHE
INDEXES OF DATA
MERCURY 3RD ENCOUNTER 70-1414
HTCF SEDR SUPPORTING DATA M/FILH
IPL SE])R SUPPORTING DATA, M/FILH
MERCURY I_ICDUNTERS IPL/RDR 70-MM
IPL MERCURY STERJED 7O-HM
SE])R SUBSET SUp. DATA FOB ALL PHO
MERCURY IPL CALTECH MICROFICHE
MERCURY _'_D E_COUNTER MICROFICHE
PHOTOGRAPHY FROM ATLAS OF MERCURy
IHAGINC DATA ON HAGNETIC TAPE
HARINER 10, FLUXGATE HAGNETOMETER
J.2 SEC PLOTS, SEll COORDS, HFILM
HR AVG INPL MAC VECTOR PLOTS
HR AVG INPL NAG VECTORS ON TAPE
42 SEC DATA, SF--.QC00RDS, TAPE
42 SEC DATA, VENUS COORDS, TAPE
6 SEC LISTS, SF_ COORDS, MFILH
6-SEC NCAR-VI3NUS FIELD PLOTS
1.2 SEC PLOTS, VENUS COORDS, MFLM
1.2 SEC PLOTS, Hl_'C. COORDS, HFLM
6 SEC LISTS, VENUS COORDS, I_ILM
6 SEC LISTS, MERC. C00RDS. HFILH
1.2 SEC PLOTS, _SE COORDS, HFILM
6 SEC LISTS, CSE CO0_S, MFIL_
HVH pLASMA DETAIL TAPE
NAG FLD+TRAJ DATA PLOTS+LISTINK_S
HRLY-AVG FLD-STND IMF/SOLAR WIND
I HOUR AVERACI_)PIOTS
1.2,6,&42 SEC RBRCURY ENCTR TAPE
MAGNETIC FIELD DECOM TAPES
HARINBR 10, BNE_CETIC PARTICLES
PULSE HEIGHT DATA DN TAPE









NIMBUS HRIR HET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIB PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR FILM STRIP CAT ON MICROFICH_
HRIR RA_. TAPE CAT ON MICROFICHE
05115/66
DATA CATALOG OF EXPE_ OPBATNS
NIHBUS 2,HRIR
NIMBUS HRIR HET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTOFACSIRILE FILM STRIPS
HRIR WORLD MONTAGE CATALOG
NIMBUS 2,MRIR
NIMBUS MR IR MET. RADIATION TAPES
HRIR PHOTO DISPLAY
HRIR PICTORIAL DATA CATALOG
NIMBUS 2,AVCS
WORLD MONTAGE CAT, ON M/FICHE
04114169
DATA CAT EXPE]_ OPERATNS, FICHE
NIMBUS 3,1MACE DISSECTOR CAMERA
IDCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3,H/OH RES. IR RADIOMETER
NIGHTTIME PHOIOFACSIMILE FILMS
DAYTIME PHOTOFACSIMILE FILM















































































































































































































































































































• SPACECRAFT MANE LAUNCH DATE •
• o ode •• •.l,•••,l,•••¢,•m,• e_l,•om,••,m,•• eeoo• •e e•• B• o •0_•• •ee eoe••a • •o e.•• i•• • • To••••
• INVESTIGATOR NAHE EXPERIMBqT NAME •































HIGH RESIR DATA CAT, MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 3,IN INTE_FEROMErERSPECI.
NIE IRIS ARCHIVAL TAPES
NIMBU_ 3,MED.RES. IR RADIOMETER
MRIR PHOIOFACSIMILE FILMS
MRIR METEOR. RADIATION TAPES
MBRES IR DATA CATALOGS. FICHE
NIMBUS 3,SAT. IR SPECT. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
o41o8170
DATA CATALOG OF EXPI_i_qNT OPERATNS
NIMBUS 4,IMAGE DISSECTOR CAI_RA
IDCS WORLD MONTAGE CAT,MICROFICHE
NIMBUS 4,IR INTER. SPELT. (IRIS)
IRIS RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS 4,BACRSCATTER LW SPEC(BUV)
BUV RADIANCE VALUES (U-TAPE)
PRIMARY DATA BASE TAPES (POB)
BUV DARK CtJRRE_Nrt * STUDY NSTR DATA
BUV DARK CURRE]WT STUDY WORK DATA
ZONAL MEANS TAPE (ZMT)
COMPRESSI_) OZONE PROFILE TP(CPOZ)
TOTAL * PROFILE 03 TP (HDBUV)





NIMBUS 4 THIR DATA CATALODS.FICHE
11.5 MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 4,SAT. IR SPECT. (SIRS)
SIRS RADIANCE TAPES
i2/11/72
DATA CATALOG OF EXPERM_FI OPERATNS
NIMBUS 5, SF_ECTIVE CHOPPER RAD.
SCR RADIANCE TAPES
NIMBUS 5,SFC COMP MAPPING RAD
SFC COMPOSITION MAPPING RAD TAPES
NIMBUS S,TEHP-FIJMIOITY IR RAD
11.5-MICRON CLOUD MONTACE,FILH
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAQES.FILH
11.S-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADAINCE TAPE
NIMBUS 5,IR TERP PROFILE RAD.
RADIANCE OBSERVATIGNS ON TAPE
NIMBUS S,MICROVAVE SPECTROMETER
NEHS OUIPUT TAPES (ND4SOT)
NEHS OUTPUT TP(NE_SOT)ON M/FICHE
NEHS BRICHTNESS T84P - MICROFICHE
NIMBUS S,ELEC SCAN MICROWAVE RAD
ESMR CALIB BRCHI" TERP (CBT) TAPES
SELECTED F-SMR COLOR IMAGES
ESHR 70 _ PHOTBFACSIMILE FILM
SATELLITE-DERIVED OCEANIC RAINFAL
BRIOrfTNESS TE_P 4 SEA ICE CONCErti
06/12/75
NIMBUS 6.LIMB RAD INVER RAD,LR]R
INVR TMP&OZONE PRFL ARCH TP(IPAT)
NIMBUS 6, TEMP-HUHIDITY IRRAD
11.5-MICRDN CLOUD MOWfACE,FILM
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAOE,FILM
11.S-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD RADIANCE TAPE
NIMBUS 6, HIGH RESIR SNDER(HIRS)
HIRS ORICHTbESSTE]qP ON 70-MMFILM
HIRS/SCAHS RADN, TNP*HUMIDITY TP
NIMBLrS 6,SCANNING MICROWAVE SPECT
SCARS OUTPU'r TP OF H'20+TMP(SOTA)
SCAldS RADN, H20+TMP ON 70-1414 FILH
HIRS/SCAMS RADN,TMP*HUMIDITY TP
NIMBUS 6,ELEC SCAN MICRO RAD,ESHR
ESMR BRIGHTNESS TERPERATURE, TAPE
•RIGHTNESS TMP ON 7D-MR FILM
10/24/78
NIMBUS 7,SMMR-SCNNC MICROWAVE RAD
ANTENNA TEMPERATURE TAPE (TAT)
HOR+VER POLRIZ BRCH TMP(CELL-ALL)
SEA ICE,PARR 3/-GHZ CHAN(PARM-30)
PARAM OF LAND AND OCEAN (PARM-LO)
PARAM SEA ICE,SNOW+ICE (PARM-SS)
MAPPED PARM SEA ICE*SNOV(MAP-SS)
MAPPED PARM, 37-CHZ CHAN(MAP-30)




SEA ICE AN{) OCEAN SURFACE TEMP
SEA SURFACE WIND SPEED
LIQUID WATER OVER OCEANS
PERCENT POLARIZATION OVER TERRAIN
WATER VAPOR OVER OCEANS
8RIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
SEA SURFACE TEMP OVER OCEANS
SEA ICE HUITI-YEAR ICE FRACTION
CARP (FCCE/SMMR-LO) SEA SURF TEHP
69-037A-0"20 FR 55 04/14/69 08/31/70
69-037A-03
69-037A-O3A DO 102 04/18169 07/01/89
69-037A-05
69-037A-OSA IM 3962 04/14/69 02/06/70
69-037A-05B DO 368 04/18/6g 0"2/04/70
69-037A-OSC ER 6_ 04/14/67 OS/31/70
69-037A-O4
69-037A-O4A DO 6D 04/14/69 06/1Q/70
70-025A
70-025A-000 ER 48 04/18/70 04/30/72
70-025A-06
7O-02SA-O6A FR 48 04/16/70 04/08/71
70-0"25A-03
70-025A-O3A DO 218 04/09/70 01130/7I
70-0"25A-05
70-025A-05B DO 43 04/10/10 05/06/71
70 025A-OSE DO 1B8 04/09/70 05/06/77
70 (Y25A-O_ DO 3 04/10/70 12/16/71
70-025A-051 DO 3 04/10/70 12/16/71
70-025A-050 DO 1 04/10170 08102177
70-025A-OSP CO 4 04/10/70 05106/77
70-026A-OSQ DO 15 04/10/70 05106/77
70-O2SA-IO
70-025A-IOA CO 51 07/27/70 01/30/73
70-026A-02
70-028A-O2A IM 8049 04118/70 04108171
70-026A-02B IM 4419 04/1B/lO 04/08/71
70-025A-02C FR 48 04/18/10 O4/OO/1]
/O-02SA-O2D DO 1293 04/10/70 (Y2/13/71
70-025A-O2E DO 1032 04/14/70 03/25/71
70-025A-04
70-02SA 04A DO 20 04/08}70 04108171
72-097A
72-097A-000 ER 70 12/19/72 07/31/74
72 OgTA 02
72-Og7A-O2A DO 7O 12/13/72 12/26/74
72-097A-05
72-O97A-OSa DO 45 12/11/72 12/30/72
72-097A-08
72-097A-O8A IN 18554 12/I9/72 03/12/75
72-097A-086 IM 19213 12/19/72 03/12/75
72-097A-O8C DD 1866 12/19/72 G'2/07/74
72-097A-OBD DO 1030 I2/19/72 02/07/74
72-OQ7A-01
72-097A-OIA DO 1 02/I4/75 09/30/76
72-097A-03
72-097A-O3A DO 31 12/18/72 10/31/73
72-097A 03B ER 168 12/18/72 12/31/73
72-097A-03C FR 93 12/I7/72 12/3]/73
72-097A-04
72-Og7A-O4A DO 103 12/11/72 05/16/77
72 Og7A-O4B Z] 43 12/15/72 02/10/73
72-097A-04C IM 9094 12/11/72 05114/75
72-Og7A-O4D FR 6 12/11/72 0"2/28/75
72-OQ7A-O4E DO S 01/01/73 12/31/76
75-0S2A
75-0S2A-04
76-O52A-O4A DO 7 0612017S 01/D6176
75-052A-12
75-052A-12A IN 21893 07/14175 02/13177
75-OS2A-12B IN 21923 07/14/75 02/13/77
75-052A-1_C DO 242 06/18/75 09/14/76
75-OS2A-I2D DO 111 06/18/75 05/06/77
75-052A-02
75-052A-O2A IM 1_)OO 06/13/75 05/26/76
7S-052A-O2B DO 268 O8/17/75 03/04/76
7S-OS2A-]O
75-052A-IOA DO 87 06/15/75 05/29/75
75-OS2A-]OB IN 1500 06/15/75 03/0"2/76
75-052A-10C DD 268 08/17/75 03/04176
75-052A-03
75-052A-O3A DO 75 06/17/75 08/10/77
75-052A-036 IM 2000 06/22/75 08/11/77
78-098A
78-098A-08
78-098A-OOA DD 746 10/25/78 06/29/88
78-098A-086 DD 528 10/29/78 08/25/87
78-098A-08C DD 394 10/29/78 10/29/86
78-098A-OBD DO 243 I0/29/78 10/29/86
78-O98A-OBE DD 243 10/29/78 10/29/86
IB-Og8A-OBF DD 59 10/30/78 ]0/25/83
78-098A-O8C DD 60 I0/30/78 10/30/83
78-O98A-OOH DO 60 10/30/78 ]0/26/83
78-098A-08I VC 175 10/30/78 10/31/82
78 OgBA-OBJ VG 176 10/30/78 10/31/82
78 09BA 08K VC 45 10/30/7B 10/31/82
78-098A-08[ VC 45 I0/30/78 10/31/82
78-098A-OBM VC 242 10/30/78 10/31/82
78-098A OBN VG 287 10/30/78 10/31/82
78 09BA 080 VC I73 10/30/78 10/31/02
78-098A-OOP VO 289 10130/78 10/31/82
78 OqBA OBQ VC 186 10/30/78 10/31/82
76 09BA-OOR VC _qO 10/30/78 ]0/31/8_
78 09BA-0OS VC 174 10/30/78 10/31/82
78 09BA-OB_ DO 1 12/01/78 11/30/79
43
,, SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
eeoeeeeeeeeee.eeeeeeee.eeso*oeoe*eeooeeeee_ee*eee*ee*e*eeeo*eoeoeee*e_e_e**
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME *















GARP (FOOE/SMMR-LO)ATMOS H20 VAPR
CARP(FOOE/SMMR-30)SEA ICE CONCERT
CALIBRATED TB4PBRATURE TAPE (TCT)
MIZEN BRIGHTNESS TB_PB_ATURE DATA
0.5-DEC CAL. TENP NAP (TOT) TAPE
O.ZS-DEG CAL. TI_4P NAP (TOT) TAPE
SMMR pARMAP DATA ON TAPE
MIZE)(-W SEA ICE CONCENTRATION
COLORADO R SNOW pARH ATLAS DISK
ANTBqNA TEIMP TP,(TAT),DPTICAL DSK
2 X 2 DEC CRIDO_ MONTHLY SST
NIMBUS 7,BUV/TDNS-BACKSC UV/OZDNE
TOHS NEAR REALTIHE SYSTEM
HDTONS TOTAL OZONE DATA rAPE
SBUV TOTAL*PROFIL OZON TP(HOSBUV)
RAW UNITS TAPE-TONS (RUT--T)
RAW UNITS TAPE-SBUV DATA (RUT-S)
SBUV ZONAL MEANS OZONE TP(ZNT-S)
SBUV CMPRES PROFIL OZONE TP(CPOZ)
DAILY GRID TONS 03 TP(GRIDTOMS)
CARP (FC_E/SBUV)10TAL OZONE PROF.
SBUV COW[ SCAN EARTH RAD TP,EARTH
SBUV COW[ SCAN SOLAR FLUX TPoSUNC
SBLWTOTAL 0_PFL CONTOUR(PSC)TP
TIME-LAPSE TONS OZONE ATLAS
PAL, lIME-LAPSE TONS OZONE ATLAS
TONS ORIDDED OZONE DATA CD-ROM
NIMBUS 7,CZCS-COASl ZONE COl SCAN
INACE FILE AND BROWSE SOFTWARE
NIMBUS 7,E_B-EARTH RADIATN BUDCET
RADN BUOC_ MAST_ ARCH TP,MAT
SOLAR * EARTH FLUX DATA TP(SEFDT)
MAPPED RADN DATA MATRIX TP
ZONAL MEANS RADN TAPE (ZNT)
SUB-TARCE_ RADIANCE 1APE (STRT)
POST MA1 CALIBRATION TP (DELMAT)
SEASONAL AVC RAI)N BCJ_E-T(SAVE_)
CARP(FCCE/_B-M) RADN BUDCET PARM
CARP (FCCE/BB-Z) ZONAL AVC INSOL
ERB SOLAR ANALYSIS TAPE (ESAT)
MATRIX MONTHLY AVC SUNNY TP(B_ST)
B*IW)D AVC WFOV ALBED0,0LR+NFT RAD
IZYR CHIDC DAILY AVO SOL CONSTANT
SCENE RADIANCE TAPE (SRT)
NFOV MAX LIKELIHOOD CLD EST (MLCE
NFOV SORT INT0 ANGULAR BIN (SAB)
ERB NFOV MATRIX TAPE
NIMBUS 7,SAM II,STRAT AI_OSOL MEA
RADIANCE DATA ARCHIVE TAPE (MOAT)
BETA-AEROSOL NO DEN ARCH (BANAT)
NIMBUS 7,liMB XR NON STRATO(LIMS)
TB_P÷MIX RATIO PROFIL TP(LAIPAT)
RADIANCE ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
TENP,MIX RATI0,HT. MAPS (L_J4AT)
RADIANCE PROFIL TAPE(PROFILE-R)
90-D TENP,NIX RAT,W[ MAPS(LASHAT)
NIMBUS 7,TE)4P-HUMID IR RAD (THIR)
11.S-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE
6.7-MICRON CLOUD MONTAGE
CALIB.-LBCATED PAD DATA TP(CLDT)
CLOUD DATA ERB FORMAT (NCLE)
CLOUD DATA TONS FORMAT (BCLT)
CLOUD DATA (C-MATRIX)
NIMBUS 7,SAHS-STRAT + HESO SNDR
RADIANCE ARCHIVE TAPE (RAT)
GRIDOEDTENPERATURE TAPE (GRID-T)
ZONAL MEANS N'20, CH4 TAPE (ZNT-O)
12112184
EARTH RADN BLIDCET EXP (ERBE)
RAW ARCHIVAL TAPE (RAT)
RAW ARCH TP(RAT) INAOES ON 0P DSK
PROC ARCH TP(PAT)INAOES ON 0P DSK
TOTAL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
SOLAR INCIDENCE (S-2) ON OP DISK
ORIDDED EARTH RAD BUOGET O0 (S-4)
SCAN EARTH(Sg)RAD EXITAN_E*ALOEDO
N S EARTH(S10)RAD EXITANCE*ALBED0
CRID EARTH RAD BDC ERBS+NOAAg,S-4
SCAN EARTH RAD BDC ERBS+NOAAg,S-g
N-S EARTH RAD BOG ERBS_NOAA9, $10
Oq/17/O6
NOAA ]O,EARTH RAD BUOOET EXP(ERB)
RAW ARCHIVE (RAT) IMAGES ON OD
I2/07/68
0AO 2, STELLAR PHOTOM 900-3000A
REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA NACTAPE
REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA,MICROFILH
INDEX TO 68-110A-OZA,020
]NDEX TO 68-110A-OZA (NACIAPE)
OA0-2, ARCHIVE MAPS, NICROFILH
ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
ULTRAVIOLET FILTER PHOTOMETRY
OAO 2, 4 HI-RESOLUTION TELESCOPES
CELF_COPE CAIALOCUE MAC IAPE





FORH QUANTITY OF DATA
78-098A-OOU DO 6 12/01/78 11/30/79
78-098A-O8V DO 18 12/01/78 11/30179
78-090A-OOW DO 536 10/25/78 08/20187
78-09BA-OOX DO 6 11/27/83 04/29/84
78-098A-OOY DO 129 10/25/78 08/20/87
78-OgOA-OOZ DO 36 10125/18 08/20187
78-098A-OOD DO 10 ]1/03/83 10/31/86
78-098A-OOb DO 1 02/01/83 0"2/28/83
78-098A-08c KF I5 12/05/78 04/21/86
78-OgOA-OOd KA 1 10125/78 04109/88
76-098A-086 DO I 12/01/78 08/31/87
78-098A-09
78-OgBA-OgA DO 11 03101181 0SllS181
78-OgOA-OqC DO 197 10/31/76 01107190
78-098A-O9D DO 57 10/31178 03101188
78-098A-O9E DO 8SS 10/31178 01114/90
78-Og8A-OgF DO 579 I0/31/78 03117190
78-OgOA-O9K DO 11 10131/78 02/29188
78-098A-O9Q DO 12 10/31/78 12/31/87
78-098A-DgR DO ]7 I0/31/78 12131/89
78-098A-09S DO 6 12/01/78 11/30179
78-098A-OgU DO 8 11/04/78 10/28/86
78-098A-OgV DO 8 11104/78 10/28/88
78-098A-OgW DD 7 11/07178 09/30/86
78-090A-OgX DT 1 10/01170 03130/88
78-098A-OgY DT 1 10101178 03/30/88




78-098A-O7A DD 1209 11116/70 11/0"2187
78-098A-078 DD I35 11/01/78 12/31/89
78-098A-070 DO 104 11116178 11/01/87
78-098A-O7E DO 8 1210218I 11/30/85
78-098A-070 DO 47 11116/78 01/30/80
78-098A-OZH DO 106 11/01/78 11/05187
78-090A-071 DO 17 1210"2181 12101/78
78-098A-OlJ DO 1 12/0"2/78 11/29/79
78-098A-OTK DO 1 12101178 11/30/79
78-098A-O7L DO 1 11/16/78 03/31/86
78-098A-O7D DO 2 11116/78 10131/86
78-098A-O7P DO 1 07/0]/83 07/0"2/84
78-098A-O7Q KF 1 11/16178 08/31/90
78-098A-OTR DO 39 05/01/79 05/31/80
78-098A-07S DD S 0S101/79 0S/30/80
78-098A-OTT DO I 05/01/79 05/31180
78-098A-O7U DD 1 11/16/78 06/20180
78-098A-06
78-098A-O6A DD 84 11/01/78 10/31/85
78-098A-068 DD 137 11/01/78 10/31/90
78-098A-01
78-098A-OIA DO 36 10/25/78 0S/29/79
78-09BA-OlB DO 205 1012S178 05130/79
78-098A-01C DO 9 10125/78 0S/29/79
78-09BA-O1F DO 8 10/2S/78 051_0179
78-098A-OIL DO 1 I0/2S/78 05129179
78-098A-10
78-098A-lOA 1N 433SS 06123179 05/07185
78-098A-10B IN 4335S 06/23/79 05/07/85
78-098A-10C DD 4478 10/30178 OS/Oq/8S
78-098A-1DO DD 1036 04/01/79 03/31/85
7B-098A-10E DO 893 04/01/79 11/04/84
78-098A-1OF DO 7 04/01/79 03/31/85
78-098A-02
78-098A-O2A DO I96 10/23/78 06/13/83
70-090A-028 DO 4 12124178 06/09183
78-098A-02C DD 1 01/01179 12/30/8I
84-123A
84-123A-05
84-123A-OSA DD 120 04/01/8S 02/01/86
84-123A-05B KA 17 03/01185 07/31/87
84-123A-05C KA 13 03/01/8S 01/31/87
84-123A-OSD HI 3 01/23185 01/31/87
84-I23A-OSE KA 9 03106/85 01/31/87
84-123A-OSF KA 2 04101185 10131186
84-123A-05C KA 3 0410118-5 10/31186
84-123A-OSH KA 2 04101185 10/31186
84-123A-05I KA 16 03/01/85 10/31/86
84-123A-OSJ KA 16 03101/85 10/31186
84-123A-O,SK KA 16 03/0118S 10/31/86
86-073A
86-073A-05
86-073A-OSA KA 6 11/01/86 07/31/87
68-110A
68-110A-02
68-1]OA-O2A DO 414 12111/68 02/08/73
68-110A-020 MP g9 12/11/60 02/08/73
68-l]0A-02C RP 1 12/11168 1211Si72
68-110A-02C DO 3 12111/68 02/08/73
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CDC UTILITY PRINT PROGRAM ON TAPE
3,STELLAR X RAY 13MISS. I-IOOA
REDUCED DATA TAPES
QUICK LOOK PLOTS FLUX VS TIME
UCL OBSERVING CATALOG
OAO 3, REFL. TELESCOPE, 8OO-3(X)OA
ULTRAVIOLET DATA
TAU SCORPII UV SPECTRAL ATLAS.TPE
IOTA HERCULIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS
UV PLOTS ON MICROFILM
CDPII_NICUS UV OBSERVATION DIRECT
STAR DATA SORTED BY TARGET STAR
FAR Ug SPECTRA COPERNICUS
BETA ORIONIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS TP
UV EXPERIHENT 0BSERVINC HISTORY
GAMMA PEGASI UV ATLAS
COPERNICUS UV ATLAS OF SIRIUS
UV ATLAS OF VEGA
PITCH ANGLE,LOCAL T,& l VS R,NFIJ4
ORBIT PAR, ] MIN AVG (PI_rTOUT)NFLH
PITCH ANCLE, LCL TIME VS L HICRFLH
CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR EXPEl. 16
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
OCO 1, SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSHIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
OGO 1, RADIO PROPAGATION
IONOSP + EXOSPH ELEC CONT, FICHE
OCO 1, VLF RECEIVB_
LO-RES VLF SPECTROCF_S,35HM PAPER
SELECTED HI-RES VLF SPECT(_4S,NFLM
VLF SICNAL STRE]WCTH VS PRE_(CINE)
0CO 1,0.1-]0HEY PROT_ELEC SCINT.
PROT&ELEC RTES,ALL TM E_IV 1 KBS
PROT*ELEC,HI-RATE DATA 0NLY,TAPES
OCO 1, C.R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCED COUNT RATES ON HAD. TAPE
SELECTED 30-M AVC RATE PLOTS,MFL.H
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
LOG OF CNT. RATE TAPE 64-054A-IBA
PHA TAPE LOG FOR 64-054A-180
ODD 1.TRIAX SEARCH COILNACNTHTR
37-S SEARCH COIL MAC. DATA, TAPE
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIME ORDERED
PHASE-AMPLITUDE B-FIELD PLTS,MFLH
INDEX T0 64-054A-O1A
000 I, ION CHAMBER
]-MIN AVG RATE VS T(1/3 ORB)PLOTS
RI_)UCED PULSE RATE.CONDEmN. TAPES
IO-50KEV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS
ION CHAMBER RATES VS L, HFILH
HOURLY AVCD RATES (PRINTOUT) MFLH
1-HIN AVCD RATES (PRINTOUT) MFLH
2-MIN AVCD RATE VS R (PLOTS) MFLH
2-NIN AVC RATE VS T(I/2 ORB)PLOTS
2-MIN AVOD RATE VS T(I ORB) PLOTS
1-HIN AVCO RATE VS T(PLOT)PERIGEE
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES OF -020B
000 1, ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
2-MIN AVQD RATE VS T (PLOTS) NFI-H
15-MIN AVQD RATE VS R (PLOTS)MEI-H
RE]IUCE]) COUNT DATA, CORDER TAPES
S-HIN AVCD RATE (PRINTOUT) HFILH
2_L5 MIN AVQD RATE VS L PLOTS.MFLM
DISCRETE L VALUE RATE LISTS.MFILM
5HIN AV ELECT RTE VS T PLT,PERICE
RATE VS DAY,INNER Z0E (PLOT)HFLM
L INTERPOLATED COUNT RATES
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES OF -210
2, COSMIC RAY IONIZATION
IONIZATION RATES VS INV LAT,HFILH
ODD 2,RUBIDIUH VAPOR HACNETOMETER
O.5-SEC NAG FLD AVRC, TAPE
B FLD,DATA + CSFC 12/66 HDL.MFILH
COMPRESSED MAC FLD AVO DATA, TAPE
B FLD,DATA + POCO 10/60 MDL°HFILM
COHPRESSED HALF SEC MAC FLD, TAPE
IO-SEC MAC FLD AVRCo TAPE
000 2,VLF RECEIVERS(O12-100KHZ)
VLF SPECTROCRAHS, 35-NN PAPER
OOO 2,SOLAR X-RAYS
SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS, MFILH
000 2.RICROHETEORITES
MICROMEIEORITE DATA, BOOK
OCO 2,ERERCETIC PARTICLE SURVEY
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, TAPE
COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, MFILH
000 2,GALACTIC • SOLAR COSMIC RAY
PARTICLE COUNT RATE, TAPE
PARTICLE COUNT-RATE PLDTS, MFILH
NSSDC STD TAPE OF PHA PART OF OSA
PIICH ANGLE,LOCAL l,& L VS R,HFLM
ORBIT PAR IMIN AVC (Pf_OUT) MFLH
6B-11OA-OIF DO 1 ]2108168 04/30/70
72-065A
72-065A-02
72-06SA-O2A DO 28 08/25/72 12/14/80
72-065A-O2B MP 2
72-065A-020 MP 1 08/26/72 12/14/80
72-065A-01
72-085A-O1A DO 10 08/27/72 07/29/79
72-065A-OIB DO 1
72-065A-010 DO 1










64-O..54A-OOD MP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-054A-OOE HP S 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-054A-OOF NP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-054A-000 DD 1 09/07/84 12/0"2/64
64-054A-OOH HO 2 09/07/64 06/03/67
64-054A-12
64-054A-12A DO l 09/30/65 05/03/66
64-054A-05
64-054A-OSA PR 2 12/12/64 05/20/67
64-054A-08
64-OS4A-OSA SO 39 11/10/64 12/15/65
64-O.54A-OBB M0 16 03/21/65 11/24/65
64-OE>4A-080 UP 46 09/07/64 12/29/65
64-054A-16
64-OE>4A-16A DO 4 09/D7/84 11/16/65
64-054A-16B DD 7 09/07/64 12/02/64
64-054A-18
64-054A-1BA DO 35 09/06/64 11/25/67
64-OS4A-IBB NO 1 09/07/64 11/25/67
64-054A-180 DO 3 09/04/66 11/2,5/67
64-OS4A-1DO HP 1 09/05/64 11/25/67
64-O.54A-18E MP I 09104/66 11/25/67
64-054A-01
64-054A-OIA DO 29 09/23/64 ]1/17/67
64-OS4A-OIB MO 1 09/23/64 06/05/67
64-054A-010 NO 1 09/05/64 09/29/66
64-054A-O1D NP 1 09/_3/64 11/17/67
64-054A-2'0
64-054A-20A HP 1 09112164 06/05/67
64-OS4A-20B DO 17 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-054A-200 MD 1 05/02/65 OS/28/67
64-054A-_ HP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-05,4A-20E MP 1 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-OS4A-20F MP 4 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-054A-200 MP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-054A-20H MP 1 09/10/64 06/05/67
64-054A-201 HP 1 09/07/64 06/05/67
64-054A-20J NP 1 09/15/64 05/27/66
64-054A-20K DB 7 09/05/64 12/06/67
64-0.54A-21
64-054A-21A HP 1 09/]5/64 OS/27/66
64-054A-21B _P 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-054A-210 DO 11 09/07/64 |2/06/67
64-OS4A-21D MP 6 09/07/64 06/05/67
64-054A-21E MP 1 09/07/64 06/04/67
64-OE>4A-21F PIP 1 09/15/64 12/05/65
64-054A-210 NP 1 09/07/64 06/05/67
64-054A-2IH MO 1 09/2]/64 12/05J65
64-OS4A-21I DO ] 09/15/64 07/07/67
64-OE>4A-21J DB S 09/07/64 12/06/67
65-081A
65-081A-06
65-ORIA-OEA HO 5 10/14/65 04/0"2/66
65-081A-05
65-081A-058 DD 10 10/14/65 12/30/66
6S-081A-OSC NO 1 ]0/14/65 01/2"2/66
65-081A-OSE DO 4 ]0/14/65 12/2"2/66
65-081A-OSF NO 2 10/14/65 10/0"2/67
6S-081A-O5C DO 4 10/14/65 10/0"2/67
65-081A-OSH DO I 10/14/65 10/0"2/67
65-081A-02
65-081A-O2B SO 226 10/17/65 09/0"2/66
65-081A-16
65-081A-16A H0 1 10/14/85 10/23/65
65-08IA-14
65-081A-14A EFT 1 10/16/65 04/08/66
65-081A-07
65-081A-O7A DO 2"2 10/14165 11/03/65
65-08]A-O7B NO 6 10/]5/65 12/13/66
6S-081A-OB
6S-OBIA-OBA DO 1 ]0/]5/65 10124/65
6S-ORIA-OBB HP 1 10115165 10124/65
65-081A-080 DB 1 10/15/65 10/24/65
66-049A
66-049A-OOD MP 2 06109/66 04/02/68
66-049A-OOE MP 5 06/07/66 04/23/68
45
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PITCH ANGLE,LOCAL TIME VS L MFILM
CONDE]_SB) ORBIT TAPE FOR EXP.lO
HULTICOORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
000 3,SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR CDSHIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
[]_0 3,LDV E_B_GY ELECTRON4PROTON
L01#-E PRDT&ELIBCT FLUX VS E, MOVIE
OCO 3,4-2 NHZ SOLAR BURSTS
4-2 HHZ SOLAR BURST TABLES, NFILN
4-2 RHZ RADIO NOISE,NICROFItJ4
DATA SET CATALOG FOR 66-049A-18B
OGO 3,RUBIDIUM * FLUXCATE MAQNET.
M'FLM PLTS SCALAR B FIELD VS TIME
30-S AV TRIAX. FLUXOATE MAD. ,MFLM
ODD 3,0.1-10H_/ PROT+ELECT SCINT.
PROTA_=-LEC RTES,ALL TM E_UIV I KBS
PROT-*ELEC,HI-RATE DATA ONLY,TAPES
OGO 3. C .R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCE]) C .R. COUNT RATES, TAPE
I/2-HR AVD COUNT RATE PLOTS, HFLM
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE PHA DATA
OE¢_VATN TIME LOG OF 66-049A-OIA
OBSERVATN TIME LO0 DF $6-049A-03C
000 3, TRIAX SEARCH COIl MAONET
SEARCH COIL NAG. BCD DATA TAPES
SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIHE ORDERED
INDEX TO 66-049A-12A
OGO 3,ATR MASS SPECT
ION CONCENTRATIONS VS L-SX8 FILM
OOO 3, ELEC SPECS _.05-4NEV
2-NIN AVOD RAD BELT RATES (PLOTS)
1514IN-AV SPECXROH RATE VS R PLOTS
F-LECT SPECTRHTR C]_'TS. COM)t_ TAPES
S-NIN AV SPECTROR RATE LISTS,RFLM
2&.5-MIN AVGD RATE VS L PLOTSoNFLM
SPECTR RTE LIST,OISCRETE L'S,NFLM
5-MIN AVCD RATE VS T PLOTS, MFILM
RATE VS PITCH ANCLE (INNER ZONE)
DL¥ AV_O RATE VS T (DISCRETE L)
AVG RATE VS DAY (INNIE_ ZONE),MFLM
L INTERPOLATE]) COUNT PATES
N_SOC STANDARD TAPES 0F -_C
000 3,ION CHAHBE_(E=O.7,P,=,IIHEV)
1 HIN AVOD RATES VS T, I"IIFILM
ION CHAHBER CONDO.PULSE RTE,TAPE
1-MIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS LoMELM
lO-50KEV SDLAR FLARE X-RAYS,HFILH
2-MIN ION CHAHBBR RATES VS R,MFU4
1-H AV ION CHAHBER RATE LIST,RFLM
2-HIM AVC RATE VS T(1/2 gRB)PLOTS
I-NIN AVC I0N CHAR RATE LIST,NFLH
1 MIN AVCD PERIGFF RATE VS T MFLM
2 MIN AVOD RATE ¥S T MICROFILM
NSSOC STANDARD TAPES OF -238
ORBIT ATTITUDE, TAPE
4,COSHIC RAY+POLAR REGION ION
IONIZATION RATES VS INV LAT,NFILM
4, UY AIRCLOV SPECTRONETI_R
OZONE PROFILES, TAPE
4,MAGNETIC FIELD SURVEY
RAONETIC FIELD DATA, TAPE
4, LOW BNBOY AURORAL PART.
AURORAL pARTICLE COUNT RATES,TAPE
DATA ACQUISITION TIME]5, MFILM
SUMMARY PLOTS (FINAL), NFILM
DATA ACQSTN LOCATION PLOTS, NFILM
OOO 4, SOLAR X-RAY
SOLAR X-RAY PLOTS, MFILM
HOURLY AVCD SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,TAPE
HOURLY AUG SOLAR X-RAY FLUX,HFILM
X-RAY FLUX DURING FLARES, NFILM
SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES-4 BANDS, TAPE
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES, OF 21E
4 BAND SOLAR X-RAY O.5-SA,MFILM
000 4,GFJ] LYMAN ALPHA * UV AIRCLO
AIRGLOW PLOTS, NFILM
000 4,AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER
AIRGLOW DATA MAPS, TRANSPARE]qCIES
AIRGLOW DATA MAPS, NEGATIVES
AIRGLOW E_41SSION INTB_SITIES,TAPE
AIRGLOW DATA MAPS BY ORBIT, MFILM
SEC. BY SEC. AIROLOW DATA, NFILM
CALIBRATION DATA, MFILM
DIRECTORY PLOTS, MFILM
SYNOPTIC POLAR PLOTS, MFILM
LAIITUDE-LONOITUDE PLOTS, MFILM





SEE. BY SEC. AIRGLOW DATA, TAPE
SYNOPTIC AIRCLD_ DATA, TAPE
OCO 4,E]_ERGETIC PARTICLES SURVEY





FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
66-DAgA-OOF I_P 2 06110166 0410216a
66-049A-0OC IX) 1 06107156 OI/2_/S7
66-DAgA-OOH HO 3 06107166 04/0'2168
66-DAQA-01
66-049A-OIA DO ,30 06/24/66 02/27/67
66-DAgA-08
66-049A-OeA TP 400 07/14/66 07/16/66
66-049A-I8
66-049A-18A NO 1 O6/13/66 09/29/67
66-049A-laB MO 86 06109166 08/16/$8
66-DAgA-18C MP ] 06/09/66 IO/03/67
66-O49A-11
66-049A-IIA MO 32 06/09/66 08/14/68
66-049A-I10 MO 3 06/09/66 07/21/66
66-049A-10
66-049A-IOA DO 14 06/09/66 01/26/67
66-049A-lOB DO 9 06/09/66 01/16/67
66-DAgA-03
66-049A-D3A DO 65 06/0_/66 12/01/69
66-049A-O3B HT 2 06/09/66 12/01/69
66-049A-030 DO 27 06/09/66 08/16/6S
66-049A-030 HP 1 06/09/66 12/01/69
66-049A-03E HP 1 06/09166 08/16/68
66-049A-12
66-DAgA-12A DO 41 06109/66 04/27/68
66-049A-12B NO 1 06109166 02/12168
66-049A-120 MP 1 06/09/66 04/27/68
66-049A-1S
66-DAQA-15A US 167 07/24/66 10/17/67
66-049A-22
66-04QA-22A MP 2 06/11/66 04/27/60
66-049A-22B MP 2 06/09/66 04/0"2/60
66-049A-2"20 DO 18 06/09/66 05/03/60
66-049A~IPID NP 7 06/09/86 05/01/68
66-049A~226 MP 2 06/11/66 04/02/6S
66-DAgA-22F PIP 1 06/11/66 12/27/67
66-049A~220 RP 2 06/09/66 04/30/68
66-04gA-22H NO 1 01/00/67 12/OO/67
66-049A-221 MO 1 12/00/66 06/00/67
66-049A-22J MQ 1 06/00/66 02/00168
66-DAgA-22K DO 1 06/11/66 12/27/67
66-049A-22L DB 6 06/09/66 05/03/68
66-049A~23
66-049A-23A HI > 3 06/08/66 0e/11/68
66-049A-230 DO 31 06/09/66 08/12/68
66-049A~230 NP 2 06/11/86 04/0"2/68
66-049A~230 NO I 06/25/66 12/29/67
66-049A~23E MP 2 06109/66 04/02168
66-049A-23F MP I 06/09166 08/10/68
66-049A_230 NP 2 06/09/66 08/10/68
66-049A-23H MP S 06/09/66 08/10/60
66-049A-23J NP 2 06/11/66 08/10/68
66-049A-23K MP 2 06/09/66 08/10/58
66-049A~23L DO 11 06/09/66 08/10/68
67-073A
67-073A-000 DO 2 07/28/67 0S/08/68
67-073A-07
67-073A-O7A M0 I 07/30/67 O8/11/67
67-073A-14
67-073A-14A DO 1 08/30/67 02/29168
67-O73A-O6
67~073A-O6A DO I1 07/_/67 O1/)9/69
67-073A-11
67-073A-IrA DO 77 07/30/67 01/2S/69
67-073A~116 MP 1 07/30/67 01/25/69
67-073A-IIF HT 5 07/30/67 01/14/69
67-073A-I10 NP 3 07/30/67 01/25/69
87-073A-21
67-073A~21A NO 19 07/29/67 07/16/68
67-073A-210 DO 1 07/29/67 07/15/68
67-073A-210 MP 1 07/29/67 07/15/68
67-073A~21D MO 1 07/30/67 12/20/67
67-073A-21E DO 4 1D/0'2/67 07/lS/68
67-073A-21F DB 1 10102/67 07/15/68
67-073A-210 HP 1 07/30/67 12/20/76
67~073A-13
67-073A-13A RP 2 07/29/67 02/12/68
67-073A-12
67-073A-IIA Vl 19 08/30/67 01/10/68
67-073A-120 ZC 19 08/30167 01/10/68
67-073A-120 DO g 08/19/67 01/19/65
67-073A-120 MP 11 08/19/67 01/29/68
67-073A-126 MP 40 07/29/67 12/21/68
67-073A-12F MP 6 07/28/87 12/30/68
67-073A-120 MP 1 07/29167 07/19/69
67-073A-12H MP 18 07/29/67 01/31/68
67-073A-121 MP 19 08/19/67 01/29/68
67-073A-12J MO 16 08/30/67 0]/16/68
67-073A-12K DO I 07/29/67 12/_1/8S
67-073A-12t4 DD 4 07128167 12/30/68
67-073A-12N DD 9 07129/67 11/24/68
67-073A-120 DO 11 08/19/67 01/29/68
67-D73A-12P DO 46 D7129/67 I0/0_/60
67-073A129 DO 6 08/01/67 D1/31/68
67-073A-08
67-073A-OBA DD 291 07/20/67 02/0"2/69
46
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COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATES, HFIL_
OGO 4,GALACTIC,SOLAR coSMIC RAYS
PARTICLE COUNT RATES, TAPE
PARTICLE COUNT RATES. MFILH
NSSDC STD TAPE OF PHA PAR'[ OF 09A
EPHHRS PLOTS,HULTICOORD SYSTEMS
LAbl_NCE RAD LAB EPHEHERIS LISTNC
HULTI-COORD EPH_ERIS TAPES
S,XRAY+PAWI.DET,SOLAR FLARE
1475 AV ELECT&X-RAY CNT RTES,TAPE
40 SEC AVC X-RAY COUNT RATE, TAPE
PROTON+ALPHA COUNT RATS,RAG.TAPES
OGO 5.UV AIRGLOW,I304A AND 1216A
AIRGLOW INTE]_SITIES (I304A,1216A)
UV AIRGLOW PLOTS(1216AA1304A)MFLM
000 5,CFJ)CORONAL LYId/¢4 ALPHA
LYHAN ALPHA GF-OCORONA DATA, HTAPE
DCO 5,ELECTRON PITCH ANGLE DIST
ELECTRON FLUX (6DIR) .05-1.2 MEV
PLAYBACK ELECTRON FLUX .OS-1.2HEV
DCO 5,TRIAX.FLUXGATE HACNE_OMETER
I-MIN B-FIELD ROADNAP PLOTS,MFILM
I-MIN AVC B-FIELDoS/C COORDS,TAPE
4.6-S AVC B-FIELD,S/C COORDS,TAPE
4.6-S AV B FLD PLT,S/C COORD,MFLH
1-MIN AVC B-FIELD,CSE COORD.,TAPE
I-MIN AVC B-FIELD,CSM C00RD. oTAPE
MAGNEXOSPHERIC-B,MODEL-B,L,DIPOLE
8&B4KBS B-FLD FOR SPECTRUH ANALYS
0GO S. PLASHA WAVES,ELEC+MAG ANT
0-30 KHZ E-FIELD SONOCRAHS, MFILH
3-MIN AVC E*B DICIIAL CHAN, MFILM
3-MIN AVC E+B DIGITAL CHAN, TAPE
MSPH PLASPH BNI)RY SDNOCRAMS,MFILM
0CO 5, RADIO ASTRO, 50KH/-3.SMHZ
PLOTS OF RADIO FLUX VS TIME,MFILH
OCO S, TRIAX.FLUXG÷RUBID V. MAC
SCALAR B-FIELD VS TIME PLOTS,MFLM
36.9-S AVC B-FIELD VECTORS, MFILM
INDEX TO RUBIDIUH EXP. MAC. TAPES
OOO S, SOLAR XRAY,_TO20KEV,PRO.CT
SOLAR X-RAY VARIATION ON MFILH
000 5, PART.TELL., CR ELECTRONS
PROTDN÷ ELECTRON FLUX PLOTS,HFLH
IMIN CHARGED PART ACCUHS+PHA.TAPE
OCO S, MAC.ION MASS SPECTROMETER
Do HE, • H ION GONGS • EPHEH,IAPE
OCO S,HI-Z,LO E PART.,SS TELE.
HI-Z,LO-E,C-R COUNT RTES&PHA DATA
HI-ZoLO-E,C-R CNI RATL PLOTS,MFLM
OCO S,TRIAX.SRCH.COIL MACNEXOHTR
SEARCH COIL PLOTS .03-IO00HZ,MFLM
SEARCH COIL DATA .03-1000 HZ TAPE
INDEX TO 68-014A-168
O-IKHZ SEARCH COIL SONOCRAHS.MFLH
INDEX TO 68-014A-I6D
OCOS. 3EV TO 16KEV PLASHA ANALYZ
I-HR AVC PLASMA pARAME_ERS,HF]CHE
HR. AVG PLASMA PARAH ON TAPE
PLASMA PARAM LISTING ON MICROFILM
HI-RES PLASHA SPECTRA*PARAH, TAPE
FINE TIME PLASMA PARAM PLOTS,HFLH
I-HR AVC SW pLASHA PARAM LISTINGS
OGO S,CNTR.TELE.,CR ELECTRONS
O.S-IO GEV ELCTRN CINF[ RATE, TAPE
0.5 10 CE-V ELCTRN CN_ RATE, HFILM
OOO 5,ELECTRON SPECT*PROTON TEJ-E.
COUN_ RATES VS TIME, 20 MIN PLOTS
C0UN_ RATES VS TIME, 2 HR PLOTS
CNT RATE,E_HEMId]-FIEI-D DATA, TAPE
L-SORTED ELECT FLUX.CHAN 1-5,TAPE
6,UV PHOTOHTR.I304A*l_I6A
AIRGLOW DATA (1304A,1216A), TAPE
CALCOMP PLOTS UV AIRGLOW, HFILM
OOO 6,LYMAN-ALPHA PHOTOMETER
DET. CURRENT,AI-rITUOE,ORBIT, TAPE
OCO 6,PLANAR ION TRAP
ION DER,CDMP,TEHP*F1 FLUX, MFILM
COMPOSITE ION/EL PLOTS, MFILM
ION DENSITY, FLUX • TOP, TAPE
• CO 6,VLF RECEIVER,50HZ-540KHZ
VLF NOISE INTENSITY, MFILH
VLF DATA (JAPAN)° 8XIO-IN. PRINTS
000 6.NEIJXRON MONITOR
I-MIN AVERAGED cOUNT RATES. TAPE
0C0 6,LOW ERE_C COSMIC RAY ME.AS.
SOLAR EVENT SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
TIME AND SPECTRAL PLOTS, MFIL_
OCO 6.NEUT. ATM.COMP,I_JADRUP ANA
DATA-COMPOSITION, TEHP, FICHE
NEUIRAL ATMOS. COMPOSITION, TAPE
DOG 6,MICROPHONE ATM DFN CAGE
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DATA, TAPE




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
67-073A-088 MO 1S 07129/67 I2/07/68
67-073A 09
67-073A-OgA DO 2 07/30/67 08/27/67
67-073A-098 MP 1 07/30/67 08/27/67
67-073A-090 DB 1 07/30/67 08/27/67
68-014A
68-014A 000 HP S 03/04/68 I0/04/7]
68-014A-00E MD 12 03/04/68 04/26/70
68-OI4A-OOF DO 30 03/04/68 03/27/69
68-014A-04
60-014A-O4A DO 3 05/31/68 I0/04/69
68 O]4A O4B DO 10 03/08/68 ]0/04/69
68-014A O4C DO 2 03/08/68 11/17/69
68-014A _]
68-014A-2]A DO 4S6 03/04/68 06/28/72
68-014A-2]B MO 1 03/_7/68 0S/_0/69
68-014A-2'2
68-014A-_'2A DO 32 03/05/68 12/31/69
68-014A-13
68-O14A-13A DO 89 03/0S/68 04/20/70
68-014A-138 DO 6 03/30168 0"2114/71
68-014A 14
68-014A-14A M0 16 03/0_/68 11/I8/69
68-014A-148 DO 14 03/0S/68 09/01/60
68-014A-14C DD S 03/0S/68 Ol/IO/6g
68-014A-14D MO 40 03/0S/68 08106/69
68-014A-146 DO 14 03/05/68 09/01/68
68-014A-14F DO 1S 03/0S/68 0S/05/70
68-014A-]4H HP 4 03106/68 08/30/7]
68-014A 141 DD IS 03/07/60 03121/68
68-D14A 24
68-O]4A-_4A MO 40 03/11/68 01/03/71
68-014A-240 MO S 03/1]/68 01/11/7]
68-014A-_4D DD S
68-014A-24E NO 14 03/]4/68 05/1_/69
68-014A-_0
68-014A _OA MO 50 03/05/68 09/30/7!
68-014A-15
68-014A-15A MO 7] 03/05/68 0S/13/70
68-014A-ISB MP 141 03/1S/68 03/08/70
68-014A 1SC MP I 03/07/68 I0/03/12
68-014A-_3
68-014A-_3A HP 1 03/08/68 12/27/69
68-014A-09
68-OI4A-OgA H• I 03/0S/68 07/13172
68-014A-098 DO 106 03/0S/6D 07/]4172
68-014A 18
68-014A ]8A DD ]4 03/07/68 05/31/69
68 Ol4A _Z
68-DI4A 27A DD 6 03/05/68 07/]4/72
68-014A 27B MO ] 03/0S/68 O1/I31l;
68-014A-I6
68-014A I6A MO 6 03/07/68 03/07/11
68-014A-168 DD 4S 03/07/68 01/0I/7I
68-014A-160 HO 1 03/07/68 02/19/71
68-014A-I6D M• _7 03/06/68 10/27/68
68-014A-166 MP 1 03/06/68 04/2S/68
68-014A-I7
68-014A-I7A F_ _ 03105/68 04/30/7]
68-014A-178 DO _ 03/06/68 04/30171
68-014A-170 NP _ 05/08/68 04/30/71
68-014A 17D DO 12 03105168 04/30/7I
68-014A-I7E RO S 03/0S/68 04/30/71
68-OI4A-17F RP 1 03/05/68 04130/7I
68-014A-12
60-OI4A-I_A DO 1 03/05/68 08/3]/7I
68-014A-1_B MP ] 03/0S/68 08/31/71
68-014A 06
68-014A-O6A M• 30 03/04/68 06113168
68-014A-068 MO 93 03/06/68 11/06/7I




69-OSIA-13A DO 110 06/09/69 07/_4170
69-051A-138 NO l 06/09/69 11/05/70
69-061A-12
69 051A 12A DO 1 06/08/69 06/08/69
69-0SIA-03
69-051A-O3A MO 9 06/07/69 04/23/7I
69-051A-038 MO 13 06/07/69 04/23/71
69-051A-030 DO 30 06/07/69 04/23/71
69-0SIA-25
69-051A-25B MP 8 12/30/69 12/31/70
69-OSIA-_SD WI 45 10/06/71 01/11/7_
69-0SIA-I8
69-051A 18A DO 2 06/07/69 I_/31/69
69-05]A-I9
69-051A-IqA MO ] 06/07/69 08/26/70
69 051A-198 MO 38 06/07/69 08/_6/70
69 051A-04
69-051A O4A FR ] 06/27169 05113/71
6_ OSIA-O4B DD 6 06/06/69 06/26/71
69 051A 01
69 051A OlA DD B 06/1]/69 01/31/70
69-051A-_2
47
• SPACECRAFT _ LAUNCH DATE
eeooeeo_e_ooeeee_eeooeeeoooo_ooooeooe•ee•eoooooeeeeeoooooeo•oeeeeweeeeoeoso
• INVESTIGATOR NAME _PERI_ NAME •
• DATA SET NAHE •
SEARCH COIL DATA 10-1000 HZ,HFIU4
STONE OGO 6oCOSMIC RAY EXPE_II_3_[
COUNT RATES * PULSE HEIGHT, TAPE
COUNT RATE PLOTS, HFII-H
TAYLOR, JR. OCO 8,81_ ION MASS SPECTRDHET
BBNlt_I-[ ION HASS SPECTROHTER,TAPE
ION MASS SPECTROMETER PLOTSoMFIU4
011ZORA 02114184
ORBITAL F_S ON MICROFICHE
DOKE OHZORA, HICH ENERGy PART. HOt4ITOR
OHZORA PROTN * ELECT. RATE:S, TAPE
OSOI 03/07162
FAZIO OSO 1, HIGH _EROY
HIC_ _Y _ 50
FROST OSO 1,20-100KEV SCINTILLATION DET
X-RAY COUNT RATE VS UT,LAT,LONC
TABULATE]D VALUES OF 62-O06A-O2A
FROST OSO 1, CANNA RAY MONITOR
O_ EV_ AVERAGE _ CHANNEL NO
HALLAH OSO 1,SOLAR FLUX MONITOR
3800-4800A SOLAR FLUX MONITOR
HALLAH OSO 1, SOLAR LYMAN ALPHA ION CH
LYI_U4 -ALPHA
HESS OSO 1, BF3 PROP CNTR NBJTRON DET.
CNTS VS TINE,L,SUN ELEV./NICROFLH
NE]JPERT OSO 1, 10-400A UV SPECTROHETBR
SOLAR UV, 170-340 A, COUNT RATE
PETB_SON OSO 1, 50-10/ 3-MY •ARRAY
CANNA-RAY FLUX IN COUNTS PB_ SQ C
SC_ER OSO 1, INNER VAN A_ BELT EXP
PMOTONS , ELECTRONS , CLEAN TAPES
PROTON FI FCTRON, MICROFILH
WHITE OSO 1,1-8A ION CHAHBER
X-MAY FLUX PLOT VS UT, LAT , LONG
OSO 2 02/03/65
CHUBB OSO 2,SDL_ X-RAY _T
SOLAR X-RAY (2-8-20A, 44-60)
050 3 03/08/67
ORBIT-A1-[ ITUDE TAPE
CLARK OS0 3,CFI ESTIAL _-RAY DETECT
REAL*ARTIFICIAL EVBqTS, AT-r ITUOE
NEIJPERT 060 3, 1-400A SOLAR SPECTRONETE_
RI_)UCED SPECTROMETE3R DATA-TAPE
PETERS_ OSO 3, HARD X--I_Y SPECTROMETER
SO+ST EVBMTS VS TIRE * E.CH.NO.
TESKE OSO 3•SOLAR X-RAY DETECTDRS
CORRECTBD 8-12A X-RAY FLUX VS T
67-O_A-O6A IN STANDARD NSSDC FMIT
060 4 10/18/67
FRIEDMAN OSO 4,SOLAR X-RAY SPEET,1-SA
LIF BRACC CRYSTAL SPECT. 1-4A
E])DT ONACC CRYSTAL SPECT. 1-8A
CIACCONI OSO 4,SOLAR X-RAY TELESCOPE
COUNTS/FRAME VS RASTER P, UT
AVE BK(_I) COUNTS/FRAHE VS RASTER
COLDBB_'C OSO 4, 300-1400 BUN SPECTROMETER
E3JV RASTER
300-1400A POINT R) SPECTRAL SCANS
ATLAS _ RAST_q_ SCANS
300-1400A Q'UIET SUN SPECTRUM
WAOOONIE_ OSO 4,PROTON-ELECTRON TELESCOPE
ELECTRON,PROTON CI_INT RATES,TAPES
OSOS 0112"2160
CHUBB OSO 5, SOLAR X-RAY, O.5-60A
X-RAY PLOTS, 4 CHNNNELS,HICROFILM
FROST OSO S,SOLAR C,ANRA RAYS S-150KEV
SOLAR C,AMHA-RAY SPECT. (5-150KEV)
NBUPE_rT OSO 5,SOLAR UV_X-RAY SPECT.
RE])UCI_) SPECTROt4E'TER DATA-TAPE
050 5, ZODIACAL LCT*T_S. AIRCJ_
ZODIACAL LOT + AI_LOW, PLOTS
ZOOIACAL LOT "+ AI_LOW, TABLES
ZOOIACAL LOT ,, AZROL_, HAD TAPE
RE]MSE OSO 5, SOLAR, UV, 280-1030A
REDUCE]),NEROED 3-CH.UV DATA TAPES
OSO 6 08109/69
ARCO OSO 6,SOLAR X-RAYS, 16-40A
COUNT RATES,6 CHANNELS, MAC. TAPE
BOYD OSO 6,i_E RESONANCE RAD.584+304A
EXPE]RIME]N_ ASPECT TAPES
FLUX VS TIME, FINE TIHE RES TAPE
2 MINUTE AVI_ACES (MACTAPE)
OOLDBBC DSO 6,SPECTRO HELIOHTR,300-I400A
BJV RASTE_ SCANS
300-1400A POINTED SPECTRAL SCANS
COHHAND LOC5
MARCH 7, 1970 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA
COI'_ANO LOG SEARCH PROONAM
CALIBRATION FACTOR COMPUTATION
KREPLIN DSO 6,SOLAR X-RAY,SPEC+(_+SCINT.
KAP _AGC CRYSTAL SPEC5PLTSHIFI_
_T BRA_ CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER
LIF BRACC CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER






FORM qUANTII'Y OF DATA
69-051A-22A NP 5 06/I0/69 10/13/70
69-051A-20
69-051A-20A DO 34q 06107/69 05125170
69-051A-206 HO 37 06/07169 03/17/71
69-051A-06
69-OSIA-OSA DO 1D 06/11/69 12/31/70
69-051A-05B HP 13 06/11/69 I2/31/70
84-015A
84-015A-OOD FR 1 04/19/84 10/24/85
84-016A-08
84-015A-OSA DO 1 02/21/84 01/08/87
62-006A
62-006A-09
62-O06A-OOA RP 13 03/17/62 09/22/62
62-006A-02
62-O06A-O2A MO 4 03/07/62 05/15/62
62-006A-028 MO 3 03/07/62 OS/16/82
62-006A-03
62-006A-O3A MD 9 03/07/62 05/16/62
62-006A-06
62-O06A-O6A MO q 03/D7/62 D5/I5/62
62-006A-07
62-O06A-OTA MO q 03/07/62 05115/62
62-006A-10
62-O06A-lOA NO 21 03/07/62 D7/14/63
62-006A-01
62-O06A-OIA MO 12 03/07/62 05/15/62
62-006A-08
62-O06A-OSA DO 3 03/07/82 05/I5/62
62-006A-11
62-006A-118 DD 4 03/07/62 D7/08/62
62-006A-110 flO 21 03/07/62 07/14/66
62-OO6A-04
62-OO6A-O4A MO 1 03/07/62 05/]5/62
65-007A
65-007A-02
6S-OOTA-O2A MD 2 02/04/65 03/08165
67-020A
67-020A-000 DO 60 03/08J67 04129/68
67-020A-01
67-02OA-OIA DO 19 03/08/67 06/28/68
67-020A-05
67-O_OA-OSA CO 82 03/08/67 08/06/68
67-020A-07
67-020A-O7A DO 100 03/09/67 04/08/68
67-020A-06
67-020A-DSA DO _0 D3/09/67 07/I6/68
67-020A-D68 DB 12 03/09/67 D7/15/68
67-1DOA
67-100A-09
67-IOOA-OOA MP 2 10/25/67 02/15/68
67-100A-09B MP 3 10/25/67 05/12/68
67-100A-08
67-100A-08A DO 7 1D/20/67 05/12/68
67-100A-08B DO 2 10/26/67 06/12/68
67-100A-07
67-IOOA-O7A DO 6 10/26/67 11/29/67
67-100A-07B DO 1 10/25/67 11/27/87
67-IOOA-07C DO 1 10/25/67 11/29/67
67-100A-O7D DO 1 10/26/67 10/27/87
67-100A-04
67-100A-O4A DO 11 10/23/67 12/30/67
6q-OO6A
69-DO6A-O4




69-006A-08A DO 393 01/_8/69 D1/12/73
69-006A-07
69-OO6A-O7A MP 400 01127169 03115171
69-006A-O78 MP 300 OI127169 03115171
69-006A-07C DD 78 01126/69 07/12/70
69-006A-08
69-OO6A-08A DD 28 02/05/69 07/I9/71
69-068A
69-068A-04
69-068A-O4A DD 1 08/14/69 01/20/70
69-068A-06
69-068A-DSA DO 3 08/11/69 08/08/70
69-068A-068 DO 9 08/14/69 10/03/70
69-068A-060 DD 1 08/16/69 09/29/70
69-068A-0I
69-068A-OIA IX) 51 08/12/69 05/12/70
69-068A-018 DO 15 08/11/69 05/11/70
69-068A-010 DO 1 08/12/6q 05/12/70




69-068A-O_A HP 3 08117/69 07/24/71
69-068A-028 MP 3 08/17/69 07/24/71
69-068A-020 MP 3 08/17/69 D7/24/71
69-068A-0_ MP 1 02/11/70 12/I2/70
69-068A-026 MP ] 12/16/69 07/24/71
69-068A-O2F MP 1 08/17/69 05/14/71
48
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SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
_eeooooeeeeooelesltoQ_*olteo*oeeeoi***t*oeeeo***e*ololeoooela*****I.I**oo_
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIHENT NAME


































PROP CTR SPEC X-RAY DATA, P,_ILH
X-RAY PULSE HEICI'fI" COUNTS, HFILH




OSO 7, GAHHA RAY SPECT.O.S-IOHEV
X-RAY (7.5-1_EV) DATA
OAIHI,_-RAY EXP. RESPONSE FUNCTION
_-RAY (O.3-9.1MEV) DATA
[]SO 7, X-RAY SOURCES, 1.5-9A
1-60KEV CELESTIAL )(RAY DATA TAPES
MICROFILM PLOTS 1-60KEV XRAY DATA
OSO 7, X-RAY SKY SURVEY,lO-SSOKEV
UCSO, COSMIc X-RAY SKYHAP
OSO 7, SOLAR X RAYS, 2-323 KEY
SOLAR X-RAY CATALOG
o6/21/78
SKY HAPS OF SPACECRAFT POSITIONS
OSO 8, NAPPING X-RAY HELIOHETER
DALLY SOLAR X-RAY DATA
DSO 8,HIGH-RESOLUTION UV SPECTROH
SPECTROHELIOCRAN ON MAD. TAPE
LIHB ERZCHTENZNG ON MAC. TAPE
VELOCI_rY STUDY ON HAO, TAPE
SPECTRUM SCAN ON HAG TAPE
SPECTRUM RANGE SCAN ON HAG. TAPE
SINGLE WAVELB¢CTH MONITORING DATA
MISCELLANEOUS, DATA ON MAD, TAPE
CAT. OF SORTED FINAL DATA TAPES
DATA RI_JCTION PROGRAMS ON TAPE
0S0 8,HICH I_N_Y CELESTIAL X RAY
CELESTIAL X-RAY SOURCES OBS
X-RAY SPECTROMETER (20-500 KEV)
OSO 8,SOFT X-RAY BKOND RADIATION
RE])IJCE]) DATA TAPES
COHPRESSE]) NIOHTIHE DATA
OSO 8,STELL_SOL X-TAL SPECTROSCOP
M_CEO X-RAY DATA
OSO 8, COSMIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
SPIN AXIS POINTING MAPS
SAHPLE DATA BASE + ANALYSIS
OSO 8,I_N FR_ EARTH t. SPACE EXP.
COLOR DATA PLOTS ON UV B4ISSZON




EI._ROH, PROTON FLUXES, TAPE
ELECTRON PTCH ANCL DISTR8, HFILM
ELECTRON, PROTON FLUXES, TAPE
PROTON PITCH ANGLE DESTRIB, HFILM




0Vl-13. HAONE-rzc ANAL, ELECTRONS
HI TIHE RES ELCTRN ChIT RTES, TAPE
COUNT RATES, TAPE
0V1-13, 1-101_'V, EL SCINT SPED.




ATHOS DEN PLOTS, FICHE
OVI-IS, RAH ATI_S DI_NSITY
ATHOS DIE_ISITY,250-400 KM, FICHE
O3118169
OV]-IO,E]CHT OHNI PROT/ELECT DET.
OHNI PROT/ELECT SPECTROHETR, TAPE
0VI-19, PROTON-AL_ TELESCOPE
PROTON-AL_ TELESCOPE DATA, 1APE
0vi-19, HIGH RESOL_ION TELE_SCOPE
HI-E]N_RGY PROTOHS,DE/DX TEL. ,TAPE
0V1-19, VLF PLASYL_ YAVE CHARACT.
VLF PLASMA WAVE HF-ASURDqE_ITS,TAPE
0V]-19o D]R PROTON SPECT .2-3HEV
D]RECTZOHAL PROTON SPECTROM. ,TAPE
0V1-19, DIST. OF ELECT 53KE-V÷SHEY
ELECTRON SPECTROMErBR DATA, TAP[
08104166
DV 3-3, ATHOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS DENSETY TABLES, F]CH'E
OV3-3,HAC. ELECT SPECT
ELECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
PERP ELECTRON FLUXES, TAPE
PERP ELECTRONS AT L .LT. ]O, "TAPE
EDUA'IORIAt ELECTRON FLUXES, 1APE
STANDARD TAP_ V_ ), OF OSA
7094 V_S]0H OF DATA SET OSA
REFORHA'FTED (7094) VERSION Of" 05(:
REFORt4ATrED (7094) VE];_ION OF 05D
REFORtIATrEO (7094) YE]RSION OF 058
NSSDC STANDARD TAPES V3, OF OSA





FORM QUANTITY DF DATA
69-068A-020 HP 1 08125169 11/15/70
69-068A-0"81 _ 1 06/14170 06114170
89-068A-021 _ I 11/02/89 11102169
69-068A-OEJ HP 1 11/02/69 11/0"2/$9
So-0r_A-O'a( HP 1 111o2169 11102169
71-083A
71-083A-O6
7I-Oe3A-O6A DO 19 09130/71 12/27/72
71-083A-O6B DO I
71-083A-060 DO 48 10/03/71 12/26/72
71-083A-04
71-083A-O4A DO 66 10/02/71 05/24/73
71-083A-O4B HI 115 03/27/72 01/11/74
71-083A-03
71-083A-OSA FIR 57 09/29/71 05/18/73
7]-083A-05




75-057A-O4A FR 101 06124175 09/30/78
75-0S7A-01
75-057A-OIA O0 38 06/28/75 09/30/78
75-057A-OIB DO 15 09/28/75 09/30/78
7S-057A-01C DO 16 06125175 09130178
7S-057A-OID DO 18 06/23/75 09130/78
75-057A-01E BID 7 06/23/75 06/24/78
75-OS7A-OIF DO 5 06/23/7S 09118178




75-OS7A-O7A HI 1 06/21/7S 09/30/78
7S-057A-O7B DO 1433
75-0S7A-05
75-057A-OSA DO 150 06/25/75 09/30178
75-057A-OSB DO 23
75-057A-03
7S-057A-O3A DO 370 07124/75 09/15/78
75-057A-06






65-078A-OOD DO 6 10/05/65 12/01/6S
65-078A-02
65-07RA-O2A DO 79 10/05/65 12/01/85
65-078A-O2B RP 1 10/05/65 11/00/65
65-078A-020 DO 3 10/05/65 12/01/65
65-078A-020 HP 1 11/01/6S 11/30/6S
6S-078A-03
6S-O70A-O3A FR 1 10/05/65 12/01/65
65-07RA-038 DO 79 10/05/65 12/01/65
68-026A
68-026A-0_
68-026A-OEA DO 12 0S/13/68 07/11/68
68-0_A-028 DO 3 05/13/68 07/11/68
68-0"2_A-04
Se-O'J'6A-O4A DO 12 05/13/68 07/11/88
68-026A-O4B DO 3 05/13/68 07/11/$8
68-059A
68-059A-01
68-OSOA-OIA FR l 07/14/68 09/28/68
68-0S9A-0S
68-OSOA-O,_ FR 1 07/13/68 07/14/68
69-0"2SC
69-025(2-01
69-0250-01A DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/10
69-02SC-11
69-0250-11A DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
69-0"2,5,(2-04
69-02SC-04A DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
89-02SC-06
69-02SC-06A DO 34 03/18/89 07/27/69
69-0_50-02
69-02SC-02A DD 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
69-025,C-05
69-0250-OSA DO 34 03/18/69 01/25/70
66-070A
66-070A-09
66-070A-OOA FR 1 01/01/69 01/14/70
66-070A-05
66-070A-OSA DO 17 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-O7OA-0S8 DO 8 08/04/66 09/06/67
66~070A-050 DD 1 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-O?OA-OSD DO 1 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-07OA-061 DB 6 08/04/66 09/06/6/
66-070A-OSf DO 17 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-05C DO ] 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-OZOA-O.SH DO ] 08/04/66 09/06/67
66-070A-05] DO 8 08/04/66 09/06/67




• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
i INVESTICATOR NAHE EXP_IMENT NAME •





























P 11-AS, VLF ELECTRIC FIELDS
VLF ELECTRIC FIELD
03/25161
P 14, FARADAY CUP PLASHA PROBE




U_C._ OPTICAL DATA INPUT
tFr_+CS OPTICAL PASS S_ARIES
_+_ OPTICAL C_ECT_ N_T
I_C+CS OPTICAL CORRECTI_ PASS
USC+OS CORRECTED OPTICAL DATA
_AF OPTICAL _T
_AF OPTICAL DATA INPUT
I_AF OPTICAL PASS _IF_
_+GS OPTICAL DATA -- DF_NA_ICS
0"2116165
PECASUS Z.MEI-EOrOID DETECTORS
CARDS AND TAPE IHAGE_ OF CARDS
05125165
PEGASUS 2, NICROMETEOR ITE
CARDS AND TAPE INAC.ES OF CARDS
07/30/65
PECASUS 3, RICROHETEDRITE
CARDS AND 1APE INAOES OF CARDS
1o/11/58
PION_ Io IONIZATION CHAMBER
SANBORN 0_ILL_A_ AND CALIBRAT
IONIZINC RADIATION VS ALT PLOT
PIONEE_ I,SEARCH COIL NA(_NETOMETR
PLOTS OF B(PERP)AND PHASE VS TIME
SANBORN 0SCILLOCRAHS
03111160
PIONFJE_ 5, SEARCH COIL MAC
TABLES AND CRAPHS OF T, NAG AHP
CONPUT_ LISTINCS OF TELE)4ETRY
SANBORN OSCILLOCRAMS AND CALIBRAT
PIONEER 5,TRIP COINC PROP COUN_BR
PLOTS TRIP.*SINCLE DATA VS TIME
DICITAL TRIP.*SINOLE DATA(TIME)
PION S,ION CH*G_(E/1.55,2.86 P)
TABULATIONS RATES VS T NFLM
SANBORN OSCILLDCRAMS





CBROTATION OF_Y TIME LISTIP_
PIONEER 6.CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CELESTIAL MECHANICS HAC. TAPES
PIONEER 6, FARADAY CUP
PLOTS OF VEL, DEN, TEHP. VS TIME
HIT PLASMA PARAN I HR AV CEOPHYSB
NSSDC plASMA PUBLICATION-HIT DATA
HOUR AVC PLASHA PARAMETB_S ON TP
PIONEER 6.TWO FR_U_Y RECEIVER
TOTAL ELECT CONTE_IT,HRLY VAL (DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONIBWT,HRLY VAL(_)
C_ECTE_) ELECT D_ITY.TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35F_
PIONEER 6,SUP.CONJUNC.FARADAY ROT
S£_PERIOR CONJ.FARADAY ROTATION
PIONEER 6,COSHIC RAY DETECTOR
HOURLY COUNT RATES, NFII-N LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, NFILM PLOTS
PIONE_ 6,SINCLE AXIS HACNE'TOME_E
30 SEC VR MACNEIIC FIELD AVC,TAPE
HOURLY AVCD YR MAC FIELD, MFILM
HR AVO PION-6 * 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONB 6,COSHIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE * PULSE HEI(_T DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS,27 DAY EACH
SOD PBLSPI) CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEE_ 6, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS Or PLASMA PARAHET_
SOLAR CEDPHYS DATA POLSO SOLAR blD
AVC pLASMA PARAM ON HAC TAPE





COROTATION DELAY TIME LISTICS
PIONEER 7,FAR.AT CUP
PL01S OF VEL, 0EN, TEHP, VS TIHF
Nil PLASMA PAHAH / fIR AV CEOI_YS8
NSS[_ PIASHA PUB-HI1 DATA MFICHE
HOUR AVC PLASHA PARAHE_ERS ON IP
NACNEI0IAIL HI_ RES FLUXES-LIST
PION_J'_}_ 7, Tt/O FREQUENCY BEACON
T01AL ELECT CONIENI, HRLY VAL(DO)
TOI At ELECI CON1E]_],HRLY VAL (NO)
CORRECTE_ _ ECI D_NSITY, TAPE





F04_ g_IANT ITY OF DATA
64-0456-0_
64-0456-06A PIO I 08115164 09113/84
61-010A
61-010A-02
61-010A-O2A NO 3 03/25/61 03127/61
66-056A
66-056A-02
66-056A-OIA IX) 1 07/20/66 12/31167
66-056A-028 DO 3 07120/66 12131167
66-056A-020 DO 1 07120/66 12/31/67
66-OS6A-O2D DO 1 07/20/66 06/07167
66-056A-026 DO 1 07/20/66 06/07/67
66-056A-O_F DO 42 07/_0/66 11114170
66-056A-_ DO ] 09/_0/67 01110169
66-056A-OIH DO 1 09/_0/67 01/10/89
66-05.6A-02I DO ] 09/_0/67 01110/89
S6-056A-O2J DD 3 08/11/66 03/lS/67
65-009A
65-00_A-01
6S-OO9A-OIA DO 1 02117165 03129166
65-039A
6S-O_gA-01
65-039A-OIA DO 1 05/25/65 10131167
65-060A
65-060A-01
65-060A-O1A DO 1 07/30165 08115167
58-007A
58-007A-01
58-O07A-OIA NO 2 10/11/58 10/13/58
58-007A-010 FR 1 10111158 I0/11/58
$8-007A-02
58-O07A-O_A MO 1 10111158 10111158
58-007A-028 RO 2 10111/58 10113/58
60-001A
60-001A-02
60-O01A-O2A HP 1 03/11/60 05106160
60-OOIA-02B HI) 5 03111/60 07111160
60-001A-020 1t0 12 03/11160 07/05/60
60-O01A-01
60-O01A-O1A NO 1 03111/60 05/10/60
60-001A-01B NO 5 03/11160 05116160
60-001A-03
60-001A-O3A NO 1 03111/60 04/_160
60-001A-0_0 RD 12 03/11/60 07105/60
60-001A-030 140 2 03111150 05/17/60
65-105A
65-105A-OOD HI 1 12/16165 03111/70
65-105A-OOE DO 9 12/16/65 05116/72
65-105A-OOF DO 1 12/16/65 05/16/72
66~IO5A-0OC HP 1 12/16165 05101172
65-105A-07
65-105A-OTA DID 2 12/10/65 09124/67
65-106A-02
65-IOSA-OIA MO 1 12/18/65 04/03/69
65-105A-02B B_ 11 03101/69 02128170
65-105A-020 FR 8 12/16/65 06118/71
65-105A-020 DO 1 12/16/65 05/09/71
65-105A-04
6S-IOSA-O4A DO 1 12116165 07111/66
65-105A-046 NO 1 12116165 07111166
65-105_-O4D DO 1 01/09166 05125166
65-105A-046 NO 1 01/10/66 06101166
65-105A-08
65-105A-OBA DO 1 10/12/66 11/24/66
65-105A-05
6S-105A-OSA NO 1 12/16/65 02/06/67
65-106A-05B NO 1 12/16/65 01125167
65-105A-01
65-I05A-OIA DO 3 01/26/66 07/26/66
65-105A-010 NO 1 12/17/65 09/05/67
65-105A-010 DO 1 12115165 09115/67
65~105A-03
65-I05A-O3A DO 10 12/16/65 12/30/70
6S-IOSA-O3D HP ] 12/16/65 12/26/68
65-105A-036 BT 39 03/07/69 05/0.5/75
65-105A-06
65-105A-O6A PIT 2'2 12/16/65 03118/74
65-105A-066 BT 71 12/16/65 05/05/75
65-105A-060 DO 2 12116/65 03104/66
65-105A-O6D MP 1 12110/65 03104166
66-075A
66-075A-000 HI 1 08/17/66 07109/71
66.-075A-006 DO 9 08/17/66 01/02/72
66-075A-OOF DO 1 08117/66 01/02172
66-075A-000 MP ] 08/17/66 01100/72
66-075A-02
66-075A-O2A NO 1 0e118166 12102/68
66-075A-026 B] 5 06/02169 10/3_/69
66-075A-020 FR 8 08/18/66 12/02/68
66-075A-020 DO 1 08/19/66 11/29/68
66-075A-026 MP 1 09/19/66 09/30/66
66-075A-04
66-O75A-O4A DO 1 08/18166 11/_9/67
66-075A-046 NO 1 08/18/66 11/29/67
66-O/SA-O4D DO ] 08/17166 10126/67
66-075A-046 MO 1 09112/66 05120/69
50
• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• o_••ot, loooeoeeosm, eo_oooeee_oeeoe•o_•eoo_eoslsoot•teeleeIoot oelols• Jeo••
• INVESTICATOR NAME EXP_RIMBWI NAME •
























PIONEER 7,SUPERIOR CONJ FARADAY
SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION FARADAY ROT
PIONEIJ_ 7.COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURLY COUNT RATES. MFILM LISTINC
HOURLY COUNT RATES, HFILM PLOTS
PIONEJH_ 7,SINCLE AXIS HAONE'TOMETR
30 SEC VR MAGNETIC FIELD AVC,TAPE
HOURLY AVGO VR HAG FIELD, MFILM
HR AVC PION 6 4 7 VECTORS ON TAPE
PIONEHR /,COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE
COUNT RATE + PULSE HEIGHT DATA
COUNT RATE PLOTS,27 DAYS EACH
SOD PBLSHD CR PROTON COUNT RATES
PIONEE_ 7. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
PLOTS OF pLASMA PARAMETE]_S
SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WE.
HR AVC PLASMA PARAM ON NAG TAPE




COROTATIOM DELAY TIME LISTINCS
PIONEI_ 8,TWO FRF__OENCY BEACON
TOTAL ELECT COICIENT. HRLY VAL(DD)
TOTAL ELECT CONTENT,HRLY VAt_ (NO)
CORRECTED ELECT DBWISITY, TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35MM
PIONEER 8,COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
7 MIN AND I FIR COUNT RATES. TAPES
7 MIN AND I PIR COUNT RATES, FILM
PIONEER O,SINDLE AXIS NACNE_ONET
HOURLY AVERACED VECTORS, PLOTS
30 SIC VR MAO FIELD AVOS ON TAPE
HOURLY AVERACED VECTORS, MAC TAPE
PIONEER 8,ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
FINE lIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
SUMMARY PLOTS, ELECT FLD. DE-T.
PIONE_I_ 8,COSMIC RAY CRADIENI DET
20MIN AVC TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
8 HR AVC TELESCOPE RATE PLOTS
SOD PBLSHD PROTON COUNT RATES
DALLY AVC RATE, NFILM LISTING






COROTAT]ON DELAY TIME LISTINGS
PRE1 ]MINARY TRAJ CHARTS
P]ONEHR 9,1_0 FREQUENCY BEACON
TOIkl ELECT CDNTENq, HRLY VAt(DO)
TOTAL ELECT CONTEN],HRLY VAL (MO)
CORRECTED ELECT DENSITY• TAPE
CORRECTED ELECT DENS. PLOTS, 35MM
PUBLISHED BEACON SCINI ORS
BEACON SCII,,rlILLATION OBS ON 1APE
P]ONEE]_ 9, COSMIC RAY AN]SOTROPY
PRICE COUN3 RATES MFILM t ISIINCS
PIONEHR 9.E_ECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
E-FLD FIR kVO BROAD 8AND,4OOHZ,AP
FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD SPECTRUM
E-FIELD SUMHARY PLOTS ON M/FIlM
E FIELD (100,400,3.E4 HT) ON TAPE
PIONF-_ 9,3 AXIS FLUXOATE NAONE10
30 SEC AVC HAG FIELD VRS ON MfILM
PIONEHR 9,COSMIC-RAY CJRADIENT
SOD PBLSHO PROTON COUNT RATES
P]ON 9.DAII Y AVC RATE R/I IISIINC
DAILY AVCO RATES.MFIIM PLOIS




ATT]TUTD[ * HEC TRAJECIORY, 1APE
ATIIIUDE + HEC TRAJECTORY (VAX VR
PION[_r_ ]O.CHESTIAL MECHANICS
DOI'I'LH_ IRACKINC OAIA ON MAC TAPE
DOPPLER TRKINC / SOLAR OPPOSIIION
PIONfFN 10,2 gUAD'SPHERE ANAl Y/RS
l'10lS Of BULK SPEED VS T]ME-E]LM
SOl AR WIND PROTON BUIK SPELT) DAIA
FULl IIISTDRY, SOLAR WIND PROTONS
l_ AVC SOIAR WIND PROIONStMOMFNIS
DAII Y AVC S0I WIND PROIONoMOMFNIS
f UII iiISIONY S0L WIND PHOI PIOIS
$4 DAY S W PROTON T,N,V PLOIS
l ISI DAY AVC S W PROIIIN*MOMLNIS
lUll HISIORY SOLAR WIND (VAX VFR)
tlH AVC SOLAR WIND PROtHNI(VAX VLH
DA][ Y AVC SOLAR WIND PRII+MIN1 (VAX
F'IONI.R IO, JOVIAN TRAPP|D PAR11CL
|NCOUNIIR DATA SURMARY TAPES
[NCI)UNIIR DAIA ANAl YSIS 1APE






FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
66-07SA-O8
66-075A-OOA DO 1 06/13/67 07/19/67
66-07SA-0S
66-07.SA-OSA M• 1 08/18/66 01/31/67
66-075A-058 MO 1 08/17/66 01/28/67
66-075A-01
66-075A-OIA DO 4 08/17/66 02/2S/67
66-07SA-OIB MO 1 08/17/66 10/_9/67
66-07SA-010 DO 1 08/17/66 10/27/67
66-075A-06
66-07SA-O6A DO 8 08/17/66 1_/29/67
66-075A-O6D MP 1 08/17/66 1_/27/68
66-07SA-O6E BT 3_ 03/07/69 08/07/71
66-07SA-03
66-07SA O3A MP 11 08/17/66 0"2/09/69
66-07SA-038 BT $6 0S/2I/7S 05/21/75
66-075A 030 DO 1 08/19/66 11/28/66
66-07SA-O3D NP ] 08/19/66 11/28/66
67-123A
67-123A OOD DO 6 12/13/67 11/15/71
67-123A-DOE DO I 12113/67 11/15/71
67-I23A-OOF MP I 12/13/67 11/01/11
67-123A-03
67-123A-O3A DO I 12/14/67 0_/2S/69
67-123A-038 MO I 12/14/67 06/25/69
67-I23A-03C DO I 12/19/67 03/07/71
67-123A-030 M0 l 0"2120168 08130170
67-123A-0S
67-I23A-OSA DO 6 12/13/67 03/31/69
67-123A 058 MP 3 03/21/69 12/31/70
67-123A 01
67-123A O1A MO 1 12/23/67 12/07/68
67-123A-0IB DO 3 12/13/67 12/03/68
67-123A-010 DO ] 12/17/67 12/30/69
67-123A 07
67-123A-OlA MO 16 12/13/67 10/07/68
67-123A-07B MO 2 12/]3/67 09/23/68
67-I23A-06
67-123A 06A MP 1 12/13/67 04/10/68
67-123A-O6B MP 1 12/13/67 04/21/68
67-123A-060 8T 52 I2/01/69 0S/28/7S
67-123A-O6D MP 1 12/13/67 ]I/05/71
67-123A 06E MO 1 12/13/67 11/06/71
67-123A 02
67-123A-O2A MT 36 12/]4/67 01/0S/74
68 IDOA
68-IOOA-OOD DO 6 I1/08/68 04/16/72
6B-IOOA OOE DO 1 I1/08/68 04/16/72
68-100A-00! MP 1 11/00/68 04/01172
6B-IOOA OOC HJ 1
6B-IOOA 03
68 IOOA 03A DO 1 11108/68 07/16169
68-IOOA-03B MO l 11/09/68 07/16/69
68-IOOA O3C DO 1 11/1]/68 03/07/7]
68-IOOA O3D NO l 04/04/69 08/27/70
60-IOOA-O3E 81 3
6B IOOA-O3F DO l
68-100A OS
88 IOOA-OSA MP 2 11108/68 0_125/70
68-100A-07
68-100A-O7A HP 1 11/08/68 0"2/27/69
6R IOOA 078 NO 9 11/09/80 09/07/69
68-100A-070 HO 2 12/03/68 09/08/69
68 IOOA-O7D DO 4 11/08/68 07/03/69
60-100A Ol
88 IOOA OIA MO 2 11/08/68 0_/13/69
60-100A 06
68-100A 08A 8T 49 12/01/69 08/I8/74
68-IOOA-06B RP ] 11/08/68 09/04/71
68-100A-060 HO ] 11/08/68 09/04/71
68-100A-0_
68-100A-O2A _ 16 11/08/68 08/18/74
72-012A
72-012A-OOE DO 20 03/04/72 05/01/84
72-012A-OOF DO 1 04/10/72 08/28/67
72-012A-000 DO 1 04/18/12 08/28/87
72-012A-09
72-012A OgA DD 1 10/0S/73 I2/28/73
72 012A 090 DO I 11/13/81 12/09/81
72 O12A 13
72-012A-]3A MO 1 04/10/72 12/12/73
72-012A ]38 DO 8 04/18/72 12/31/79
72-012A I3C DO 1 04/10/72 12/1S/86
72-012A 13D DO 1 04/18/72 12/13/86
72-012A-]3F DO I 04/18/72 11/04/86
72-012A 13r FH 7 04/10/Z_ 06/2S/83
/2-012A I3C FR _ 04/18/72 06/2S/83
72 OI_A-I3tt FR 1 04/10/72 06/25/83
72-012A-131 DO l 04/18/72 1_/]b/86
12 O]2A 13J DO I 04/18/72 12/I3/86
12 O]2A 13K DO I 04/18/72 11/04/86
72 OI2A 05
7? OI2A O5A DO 6 11/25/73 12/]9//3
7P 01_A OSO DO ] 1_/04/73 12/05//3
72 012A ObC _) 3 03/03/72 05/30/77
/2-012A 05[ MP ] 01/01/72 02/09/82
$1
O SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
• • •,t, oe, e, loo,e eele, ooee, e,,oe, ooo*o,Dooooes*o*Q***o_oooo_o*o Ioe ***DO o*aooeooo.ooe**_
• IIqVESTIGATI_R NAME EXPIBRIHE_rr NAME •






















24H INHOHOO.COHPRSO IP 3UHRY DATA
PIONE]BR 10, INACE PHOTOPDLARIHTR
COLOR PRET_ RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
O/W OXlO PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
POLARIZATION DATA ON TAPE
JUPITER INAOE LOG ON MICROFICHE
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEX OF JUPITER IMAGES
B/_ PRESS R_ PHOTI_RAPItY
PIONEER 1D,UV PHOT014ETER,_OO-BOOA
E]DR PHOTON E_IISSION DATA




PIONEB_ 10, S-BAND OCCULTATION
]UP. OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LSTS HFLN
I0 OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LISTS HFLM
IO OC_N_T -- INTBql4E_.DATA, TAPE
I00COJLT -- RB).TH SIGNALS, TAPE
]UP.OCCUlT -- INTE_q_D.DATA, TAPE
• )UP.OCCUlT - RE_.TH 5IONALS, TAPE
PIONFJBR lO,_ PARTICLE TELE.
1S-NIN AVB_OED JUPITER ENCOUNTE_
6-HR AVBqUI.QED INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIONEB_ 10._ PARTICLE COHP
SOLROT COUNT RATE PLOTS. RFIL.q
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS DATA, TAPES
S-HIN AVG. COUNT RATE TAPES
PIONEI_R lO.3-AXIS HELIUM HACNETON
BqCOUNTER I MIN AV DATA PLOTS,F1-H
1 HIN, HOURLY, DAILY AVG. CRUISE
1 MIN AVOD VR MAD FIELD DATA.FIlM
JUPITER E34C.TRAJ. INSIDE 7RJ JC CO
HOURLY • DAILY MAONETIC FIELD AVC
PIDNEE_ 1•.ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTOR• IO/_qETEOR0 IO/SKY E_qISS IONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REPORT
PIO_ 10, JOVIAN CHAROE_ PARTICL
PION-IO JUPITER E_COUNTER TAPES
ONE HOUR CRUISE AVERACIE_.
24-HR CORRECTB) CRUISE AVOS.*TRAJ,
PIONF.E_ 1O.ZOOIACAL LIDHT PHOTON.
RACKCi:tom, JND SKY TAPES
04/o6/73
AI-rITUTDE _ HEC TRAJECTORY, TAF_E
ATTITUDE • HEC TRAJECTORY (VAX VR
PIONEE_ 11. FLUX•ATE MAONETOHETER
JOV. _NCOUNTER 5 NIX AVOS, TAPE
S_TUIqSq 13NCOUNTER 5 MIN AV0 DATA
JOVIAN E_NCGNLJNTERo36-S AVe. TAPE
SATURN 6NNCOUNTER, I"_2-HIN AVS. TAPE
PIONE_Bq 11, CELESTIAL RECHANICS
DOPPt-_R TRACKIN0 (JUPITER E_OqTR)
DOPPU_t TRACKIN_ DATA SATUEW E_C0
PIONEER 11,2 _JAD'SPHE_E AMALYZRS
SOLAR WIND PROTON BUCK _ DATA
FULL HISTORY° SOLAR WIND PROTONS
FIR AY(:; SOLAR WIND PROTONS+_B_TS
DAILY AVO SOL WIND PROTON+_S
FULL HISTORY SOL WIND PROT PLOTS
_4-DAY S W PROTON T.NoV PLOTS
LIST DAY AVC S W PROTON*HOHE_NT$
FULL HIS0_Y SOLAR WIND (VAX VER)
DAILY AVD SOLAR WIND PRO'(,NNT (VAX
FIR kVO SOLAR WIND PRO*NNT(VAX VER
PI_NE]_t ]1. JOVIAN TRAPPE_ PART]CL
B4COUNTER DATA SUNNARY TAPE._
E]qCOUNTER BINARY R_JCTION 1APE_
INTER_-ANEIARY DATA SL_MARY TAPES
SATURN B4CTR BIMARY RE_rION TPS
INT_RPIJ_41-rARY DATA PLOTS.MFIU4
24H INI-IO_.CO_ IP 5UNRY DATA
PIONEER 11, IMAGE PHOTOPOLARINTR
COLOR P_ESS RELEASE PHOTOORAPHY
POLARIZATION DATA ON MICROFICHE
BLACK • WHITE POLARINETER IHADERY
B_l OXlO PHOTOCRAPHY
INDEXES OF DATA
Pn_IZATION DATA ON TAPE
JUPITER IMAOE LOG ON MICROFICHE
JUPITER COLOR IMAGERY
SATURN E_NC OUNT ER
SAIURN BqCOUN]BR DATA ON HAD TAPE
INDE)( OF JUPITER IMAGES
INl_ DF SATURN IRACES
B/'_ PRESS REJ-EASE PHOT0(_APHY
PIONF-E]R 11,UV PHOT0_-TE3q,_OO-8OOA
E_L#V E_q PHOTON BRISSION DATA
U_C ULTRAVIOLET DATA PLOTS
PIONEE_ 11, _-_E-OR010 DETECTOR
METEOROID FNVIRONME]NT DATA/]UP
H[TF3_OID EXP RESULTS AT _ATURN
72-012A-OSF DO 2 03/03172 12/31/88
72-012A-07
72--012A-O7A VG 2S
72-012A-07B FR 185 04/26/72 07/20/7S
72-012A-07C YH 165 12/02/73 12/05/73
72-012A-070 YI 52 12/02/73 12105173
72-012A-07E FR 1 01/26/73 02/15/73
72-012A-DTF DO 10 04/26/72 07/20/75
72-012A-OTQ FR 1 11/2S/73 12/1S/73




72-012A-O6A DO 48 03111/72 12/31/89
72-012A-063 HP 1 03/30/72 09/25/80
72-012A-04
72-012A-O4A FR 1
72-012A-043 FR 1 06/09/72 08130/80
72-012A-10
72-012A-lOA HP 1 12/04/73 12104/73
72-012A-108 HP 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A-10C DO 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A-10D DO 2 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A-10_ DO 1 12/04/73 12/04/73
72-012A-lOF DO 2 12/04/7S 12104173
72-012A-12
72-012A-12A DO 1 11/26/73 12/15/73
72-012A-123 DO 1 03/06172 12/31/90
72-012A-02
72-012A-O2A HO 2 03/03/72 01/14/74
72-012A-023 DO 62 03/03/72 12/31/89
72-012A-02C DO 29 03/03/72 12/31/89
72-012A-01
72-012A-OID NO 1 11125173 12115/73
72-012A-01E IX) 49 02127172 11/17/75
72-012A-OIF 140 1 09/03/72 09/30/72
72-012A-OID IX) 1 12103173 12104173
72-012A-0111 DO 1 02/27/72 11/17/7S
72-012A-03
72-012A-O3A DO ,55 03/09172 01107/76
72-012A-038 FR 5
72-012A-11
72-012A-1IA DO 3 11/25/73 12/18/73
72-012A-113 DO 4 03/03/72 03/23/88
72-012A-11C DO 1 03/03/72 03/23/88
72-012A-14
72-012A-14A DO 2 0S/17/72 10/06/73
73-019A
73-OlgA-OOE DO 1 04/21173 10/2"2/87
73-O%gA-OOF DO ) 04/21/73 10/22/87
73-019A-14
73-019A-J4A DO 1 12/02174 12103/74
73-019A-143 IX) 1 09/01/79 09/01/79
73-019A-14C DO 1 12/03/74 12/03/74
73-019A-14D DO 1 09/01/79 09/01/79
73-019A-09
73-019A-OqA DO 1 04117174 12125/74
73-019A-090 DO 1 08/01/79 09/Z8/79
73-019A-13
73-019A-13A DO S 04/21/73 12131/79
73-O]9A-laB DO 1 04/21/73 05108/86
73-019A-13C DO 1 0412]/73 05/04/86
73-019A-130 DO 1 04/21/73 04/17/86
73-019A]36 FR 6 04/21173 12/0_181
73-019A-13F FR 1 04/21/73 12/06/81
73-019A-1OG FR 1 04/21/73 12/06181
73-019A-13H DO ] 04/21/73 05108/86
73-019A-131 DD ] 04/21/73 0b104/86
73-019A-13J DO ] 04/21173 04/17/86
73-019A-05
73-019A-OSA DO 4 11/26/74 12/09/74
73-019A-058 IX) ) 12/02/74 12/03/74
73-019A-05C DO 2 04/16/73 0bl33/77
7S-019A-050 DO 10 08/30/79 09104/79
73-019A-OSF HP ] 04/16/73 02/09/82
73-019A-0.._ DO ] 04116173 ]_129188
73 019A-07
73-019A-OTA VC 2_
73-019A-073 rR 256 05/30173 09/05/79
73 019A-O_C _l _88 11/30/74 12/04/74
73-D19A-OTD Y] 47 11/30/74 12/04/74
73-019A-076 FR ] ]1/_3/74 12/06/74
73019A-O7F DO 12 05/31/73 10/29/76
73 DIQA-OTD FR 1 11/23/74 12/0_/74
73-019A-OTH 71 47 ]1/29/74 1_/06174
73-019A-O_J V_ R2 08/23/79 09/0_/79





73-019A-OEA DO b5 04/06/13 12/31/89






• SPACEO_AFI NAME LAUNCH DATE •
oleeeeeeeeseeeeeoeeeeeeeleeeseeoJJeeIBeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee_oseeeeeeeeoee
• INVESTIGATOR NAME _P_IM_ NAME •






















PIONF/_ 11, S-BAND OCCULTATION
JUP. OCCULT - FINAL PLTS/LSTS MFUH
JUP.0CCULT -- INT(3q_4I_.DATA, TAPE
JUP.DCCULT -- RE]).TM SICNALS,TAPE
PIONEI_ 11,CHARCED PARTICLE TELE.
15-HIN AVB_ADED JUPITBR E]wICOUNTE]R
15-HIN AVERAGe) SATURN E_COUNTER
6-HR AVBRAO_ INTERPLANETARY DATA
PIDNE_ If,CHARGED PARTICLE CDMP
IS-MIN PULSE HEIC_ TAPES
S-MIN SEcTaRBD COUNT-RATE TAPES
SOL.ROT.COUNT RATE PLOTS. MFIIM
PIONEE_ 12,3 AXIS HELIUM MCNE'rOM.
1 MIN AVCD VR HAG FIELD DATA,FILM
1MIN, HOURLY, DAILY AVC. CRUISE
HI TIME RE5 B VRS, TAPE
SATURN I_0UNTER MINUTE AVG PE CO
JUPITBR ENC.TRAJ.INSIDE 7RJ JC CO
JUPITER BMCOUNTER-I MIN. AVCD lAP
HRLY • DAILY MAC FLD AVCS
PIONEER IT, ASTEROID ASTRONOMY
ASTEROID/NETEOROID/SKY B4ISSIONS
DATA ANALYSIS, FINAL REJ:>ORT
PIONEE_ 11,JOVIAN CHARCI_) PARTICL
PION-I1 JUPITER E_K:0UNTI3_ TAPES
SAT_ BNC.-CHAROEI) PARTICLES
ONE HOtJR CRUISE AVERAGES
24-HR CORRECTED CRUISF AVCS+TRAJ.






IONOPAUSE,8OWS CROSS TIME+LOC FIG
EPHEMERIS, TAKB FROH SEDR, TAPE
Pioneer Venus l,Plasma Analyser
OPA-SED DATE VELOCITY(ORBI1 1-740
PLASMA ANALYZER DATA 12-78
SOLAR WIND PLASMA (UADS-LFD FILE)
28DAY, I_OMIN AVC SOL WIND pLASMA
Pioneer Venue 1,Elmctn.Telp.Probe
FI ECTRON TE]qP DB_SITY (UADS-LFD)
CO OBSERVE]) IONOPAUSE LOCATIONS
12-S EL_-C TEHP DENSITY (UADS-LFD)
Pioneer Venus l,Radio Science
GAS*PLAS_ B_tIR.SICS STRITMCTH LT
Pioneer Venus 1,Gamma-Ray Dee.
OCEIO HOURLY AVERAGES
OCBO HOURLY AVERACES-MFICHE
DC00-15 MIN AVCS OF DETACTOR CNT
Pioneer Venus 1,Atmospheric OraQ
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DE]_SITIES
OAD(SE_) PV ATM. DRAG MODEL
OAD(SED) PV ATM DIq_G OBS 0RB5-620
Pioneer Venue 1,Redlo Occulta&;on
S-BAND,X-BAND RADIO OCCULTATION
Pioneer Venus 1, Retmrd.Pot. Ana|.
PLASH_ PARANE'IER (UADS-LFD FILE)
R.P.A. _ DATA
Pioneer Venus 1,Neut. H_ss Spect.
NE]UTRAL GAS COMP (UADS-LFD FILE)
VIllUS SUHHARY. LOW FRF_ DATA
12-5 N(_UTRAL GAS D_ITY PLOTS
NNS ERERCI__:TIC ION (>40EV) TAPE
NHS _ERCETIC ION (>40EV) FICHE
Pioneer Venus 1,Radar Altimeter
TOPOGRAPHIC NAPS
RADAR HF-ASURE)4B_IT (UADS-LFD FIE)
RADAR ALTIM. COMPOSITE DATA
ALTIMETRIC • RADIOHL-TRZC, LFD
SIDE-LOOK RADAR BKSCTR QTR DEGREE
Pioneer Venus ],]nt. Dens.Olstr;b.
LINE-OF-SIGHT ACCL PLOTS * LIST
GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION DATA
VENUS CRAVITY AT BETA RECTO
CRAV.FIELD OF VI_,PRELIM.ANAL
CRAVITY ANOHALIE_ ON VE]NUS
CRAVITY ANOI'I. CORRFJ_. WITH TOPOC_
Pioneer Venus 1.Magnet.)meter
24 Sr_ AVGO DATA (UADS-LFD FILE)
CD 32 SEE. TOTAL HAC FIELD DAIA
CD 32 SIC RRC MAC * PE_JK FLEC FLD
SFDR LIST OF EPHEMERIS DATA
HI R{-So 12-S, • 2-MIN B i E PLOTS
I?-S B,E FIELD, PER]APSIS
2 MIN OVFJ_LJ_PPED AVC,EV[RY MJN
HICH-RES PERIAPS]S B • [ FIELDS
DAII Y PLOTS ON M]CROF ]Cite
2BDAY IMF Pt OTS, H]CROF ICtff
Pioneer Venusl,Elecb. Field DeL.
24 SFC AVCD DATA (UADS IF]) FIEF)
CD 32 SEC HI_C MAC + PLAK LL[C I LD
HI RF_, 17 S, • 2 MIN H & E PLOTS





































































































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
FR 1 04106173 03103184
MP 1 12103174 12/03/74
DO 1 12/03/74 12103/74
DO 3 12103/74 12/03/74
DO 1 11/26/74 12/09174
DO 1 08/31/79 09/04179
DO 1 04/OB/73 12131/90
DO 5S 04/07/73 12/31/90
DO 28 04107/73 12131/8g
MP 1 04106/73 01/14/74
H0 % 04106/73 O610"2/73
DO 71 04/06173 12131/86
DO 16 04/30/73 12/14174
DO ] 0B130179 09108179
DO 1 12/03/74 12/03t74
DO 1 11/24/74 12124174
DO 1 04/06/73 12/31/86
DO 39 04/11/73 12/29/74
FR 5
DO 7 11/19/74 12/12/74
Do 1 0813o179 09105179
DO 4 04/06/73 03129/88
DO 1 04/06/73 03128/88
DO ] 05128174 09124174
FR 14] 12105/78 03118100
FR 785 17/05/78 03108190
DO I 12/O5/78 ]1/19/81
FR 1 12/O5/78 11/19/81
DO 85 12/OS/78 07/]0/90
DD 1 12/05/78 10/21/81
DO 1 12/11/78 12/11/78
DO 10 12/05/78 11/26/81
FR 2 12/06/78 12/23/86
DO 10 12/0S/78 ]1/26/81
DO I )2105178 08/07/81
DO ) 12/06/78 0"2/18/84
MP 4 12/12/78 11/28179
DO 2 05122178 I2/31/88
FR 11 0S/22/78 09/07t83
DD 1 06/11178 03/13/89
FR 1 12109178 08107179
DO 1 12/09178 08/07/79
DO ] 12/09/18 08/01/19
DO 3 12105/78 02/27/79
DO 10 ]2/05/78 11126181
DO 1 12105/78 08114/78
DO lo 12/05/78 nI/26/ol
DO 1 12124/78 08/13180
YP 250
DD 1 12/05170 0"2114184
FR 44 01112182 1]105/84
WI ] 05/28/80 05/20/80
DO 10 12105/78 11/76/81
DO ) 12/05t78 09/01/81
DO ] 12108/78 03119/81
DO I 12108178 03119181
MP 2 03/01/79 08/30/80





DO 10 12/05/70 11126181
DO ] 04104/79 06103179
DO 1 06/08/79 08/08/79
FR 95 03/05187 07/?3/83
FR }993 _2/o5/78 o6/o/t8o
DO 4 12105178 05128183
DO 3) |2/06/78 0913K)/84
DD 3] 17/05/78 10/]4/88
FR 20 17/05178 01114/83
F_ 2 Z?/06/78 _?/73/86
DO 10 17/05/7B 11/76/81
00 1 0610_/79 OB/OB/?9
FT_ 1993 _21OSlZB o6/o7/8o




• INVE_TICATOR NAME EXPBRINS_rT NAHE •









































12-S B i E FIELD Pi_IAPSIS (OER))
HIGH-RES PERIAPSIS B • E FIFJ_DS
DAILY ELECTRIC FIELD PLOTS, FICHE
Pioneer Venus 1,Celuit. Hechani¢i
HIGH-RESOLUTION YENUS CRAVITY OAT
CRAVIT POTI3NTIAL NODF_L BETA RECTO
Pioneer Venus ].IJ_ Spectroleter
FALSE COLOR INADES
AIRCL0W NEASURB_BqT (UADS-LFO)
Pioneer Venus 1,IR Radiometer
OIR RADIANCE DATA
COHP B_IANCPIW OF TH6q_4AL BIISSON
ZONAL AIR TEIqP. VS LATITUDE
Pioneer Venus 1,Ion Missis Spectr.
12 SEC AVCD ION DEN (UADS-LFD)
12-SEC ION OI_WSITII_S(REPLACESITA)
OIHS HZ-RES DATA BASE
Pioneer VEnus 1,Cloud Phot, opolar.
PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
DIGITAL NAP 1NACES ON NAC TAPE
OCPP 1NACES
Pioneer Venus 10At, m.• u.w,t, urbu#.
RADIO OCCULT ATH TURBULI_E
o81o8/78
PIO78PA. ION-NASS SPECTROHETI_R
BINS DATA, 850-14(X<H DATA ON TAPE
PI078PA,NeJTRAL PART.HASS SPECTNR
UPPBR Am. RORNING CONDITIONS
o81o8178
P1078PB, IR RADIB4ETBR
(LIR) SEt) PRE, DESC, CALIB DATA
P IOTBPB, ATHS. C IRCULAT ION PATTERNS
CD REL. C_TAL + ATHOS.VE.COHP
PIO78PB.ATlqOS. PRDPACATION (l_°RO)
SP1ECTRAL AHPS, S10+NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE _ OF SI_AL + N0]SE




LOMER ATHOSPHB_ COIIPOSITON (SI_D)
PIO78PB,CLOUD EXTBNT,STRUC. ,01STR
SED NE]q4EI.. BACKSCATTER CHAN DATA
PIOTBPB, ATNOSPH_IC STRUCTURE
PRESSURE AND TBRPE_ATURE DATA
PlO78PB.SOLAR E/MERCY PENETRATION
(LSFR) SE_ SOL., UP, ON, NET FLUX
o81o8p8
el 07ePC, ATNS. CIRCULAT 1 ON PATTERNS
SN1 CO REL.CRU_TAL+ATHOS. VEL.COMP
P IO78PC, ATHOSPH . PROPACAT I ON (HPRO)
SPECTRAL AHPS0 SIC_NOISE SPECTRA
CAS • PLASMA ENVIR. SICNL STRNCTH
P1078PC,CLOUD EXTE_,STRUC. ,DISTR
SNI(NP) SB BA_ CHAN. DATA
SED AHB. BHCR. RAD., SPECT. FUNC.
SB) TE]qP VS TIHE DATA
P1078PC ,ATHOS_IC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOt# ATHOS PROP_TIES
PIOlSPC. INFRARFn RADIOMETER
SNFR SED _ FLUX RADI_E]q
o81o8173
PZOTBPD,ATHS. CIRCULATION PA]-I'E_
CD RFI . CRUSTAL+ATHOS. VEL. CONp
P% 078P0. AT MOSPH. PROPAGAT ION (HPRO)
SPECTRAL AMPS, SIC*NOISF SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIONAL * NOISE
C,AS _, PLASMA BNNIR. SICNL STRNGTH
PIOlSPO,CLDUD E)(TE_,STR_. ,DISTR
(SN) SED BKSCAT., ANt. VT. FN.
(SN) SED TEMP. VS TINE DATA
(SN) SB AI_. BKCR. RAD., SP. FN.
PIOTBPO, ATHOSPHBR IC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LOW ATHOS PROPBTI_
PI078PD. INFRARED RADIOHETE_
SNFR SED NET FLUX RADIOME-rER
08/08/78
P 1078PE, ATHS. C ]RCULAT I ON PA_
CO REt. _TAL _'ATMOS. VE. C(_tP
P/078PE, ATHOS_ .PROPA_T ] ON (HPRO)
SPECTRAL AHPS, SIC+NOISE SPECTRA
PROBE SPECTRA OF SIGNAL +NDISE
GAS -+ PLASMA ENVIR. SICNI_ STRNCTH
PIO/ePE,CLOUD EXTE]Nn ,STRUC. ,DISTR
(SN) SED BACK_CATTB_ C_ DATA
(SN) SI_ ANB. BKO_. RAD., SP. FN.
S_ TEHP VS TIME DATA
P107BPE, ATHOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
(SAS) SED LO_ ATHOS PROPE_TIES
PIO78PE, INFRARED RADIOHETI_
SNF'R SED NET FLUX RADZOME-TE_
02/15/73
PROCNOZ 3,EN_RCET]C PART.DETECTOR
HR AVC EN_C pAR] FLUXES ON FICHE
09/_/77




FORH &_JM_T_TY OF DATA
78-051A-13E DO 4 12/05/78 05128183
78-OSIA-13F IX) 31 12/0S/78 10/14/B8
78-0SIA-130 FIR 20 12/05/78 01/14/83
78-0SIA-21
TS-O51A-21A DO 1 04/25/79 05/28179
78-OSIA~21B DO 1 04/2517_ 0S/28/T9
7B-OSJA-1S
78-O.51A_lSA YC 4 0,_/2_/79 0.5/29/79
78-051A-1SB DO 10 1_/0S/78 11/_6/81
78-051A~16
78-051A~16A DO 2 1_/12/78 0"2/14/79
78-OSIA~lSB YC ]
78-051A-160 DO 1 12/O8/78 01/13/79
78-0SIA-17
78-051A~lTA DO 10 1_/05/78 11/26/81
78-051A-ITS DD 3 12/05/78 (Y2/]8/_7
78-051A-1_C DO 4 12/05178 07/03/88
78-051A-06
78-OSIA-OSA ZC 17 12/13/78 05/28/79
78-O.51A-O6B DO 72 12/08/78 05/14/86
78-051A-060 YC 420 12/0S/78 12/28/80
78-051A-22
78-OSIA-22A DO 1 12/13/78 02105/79
7B-O78A
78-078A-02
78-078A-OIB DO 1 12109/78 12/00/78
78-07DA-03
78-07BA-O3B HI 2 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780
78-0780-05
78-0780-05A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-09
78-0780-09B IX) 1 12/09/78 12/09J78
78-078D-12
78-07BD-11A HP 1 12/21/87 02/26/_7
78-07EO-11B HP I 12/21/78 02126/79
78-0780-110 DO 1 ]2/09/78 12/09/78
78-078D-06
78-0780-06A NP 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-04
78-078D-O4A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/7B
78-0780-02
78-0780-02A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078D-01
78-078D-OIA DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-07
78-0780-07A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E
T8-O78E-03
78-078E-O3B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-07
76-078e-OTA HP 1 12/21/78 02/26/78
78-078E-070 DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
?8-07DE-(Y2
78-078E-O2A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-O2B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-020 DO 1 121091?8 12109/?8
78-078E-01
78-078E-OIA DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078E-04
/B-O78E-O4A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F
78-078F-03
78-078F-O3B DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-07
78-O78F-O?A NP I 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-OTB MP 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-070 DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-02
78-078F-O2A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-O?8F-OIB DO 1 12/0_/78 12/09/78
78-078F-(TIC DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-01
78-078F-OIA DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-078F-04
?8-078F-O4A IX) 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780
78-0780-03
78-0?8(:-038 DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-07
78-0780-07A HP 1 12/21/78 02/26/79
78-0780-07B HP 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
7B-0780-070 DO 1 12/OR/7B 12/09/78
78-0780-02
78-0780-02A DO ] 12/09/78 12/09/78
?8-078(;-0"28 DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-020 DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
7B-07_-0!
78-0780-01A DO 1 12/09/78 12/09/78
78-0780-04
78-078G-O4A DO 1 12/00/78 12/09/78
73-009A
73-009A-0}




SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
iosoeeooo*oooo_oo•_osoo_eo•••ooo_••ooooo•ooeoe•ooo•o•o*•eo•_to_eotoleoo•_
= INVESTIC, ATOR NANE EXPERIMEnt NAME *










































.%! CRI I AN
.%IVITIN
S CLJBI ]) A
CAII|I I o JR.
5-NIN AVER B-FIELD VECTOR.TAPE
10130178
PROCNOZ 7.THREE-AXIS FLUX HAG
5-MIN AVERAOED MAC FIELD VECTOR
PROCNOZ 7, pLASMA SPECTROHETER
H+ • HE++ FLUX. V, T, • DON, TAPE
PLOTS OF FIR AVC N,V,T ON MFICHE
07/01183
SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER
SOLAR X-RAY SURVEY PLOTS. NFICHE
04126185
ORBIT PLOTS, BOUNDARY X'NCS,FICHE
PRIO,TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE MAC, $0-76
IO-MIN AVER B-FIELD VECTOR
HR-AVC B • E]WEROE-IIC E ,H+.HE*_
PRIO, SOLAR X-RAY PHOTOM. (RF-2P)




HOURLY SOLAR WIND PARAMS. TAPE
10/02/72






SWEPT I_F_UE]qCY BR CONTOUR PLOTS
SWEPT FREqUBdCY BR MULTICRIO PLOT
BR MULTICRID IO-MINUTE PLOTS
FULL ORBIT BURST RECEIVER PLOTS
06/10173
RAE-0.RAD]0 AST 9 FREQ.V ANl
RYLE-VONBERC 24-HOUR PLOTS
RYLE-VONOERC 24-HOUR TAP.LS
RAE B,RADIO BURS] RCVR
LOWER ANT. DATA SUHHARY. R/FILM
LOWER ANT. DAIA sUMMARy - HACTAPL
BURST RECEIVER HOURLY PLOTS,MFILM
BURSI RFCEIVER 24-HOUR PLOTS












ATLAS OF LUNAR _OTOORAFIolS
12113/62
RELAY 1,CH/M_CED PARTICLE DE'TS
L-ORD. ELECTRON-PrOTONOA]A, TAPE
RELAy ],PROTON-ELECTRON COUNIERS
PROTON FLUX FORTRAN PROCRAR
PROTON-ELECTRON L SORTED, TAPE
10S AVER.C1N1 RATES TIME _..IAPE
10 S AVE COUNT RATE, TAPE
L_ _E_Y PROTON PI 0tO, NFIU, I
H/OH ERERCY PROTON PLOTS. NFILM
01121164




COUNT RATE, LONC, LAT, O,L, UT
S IS,GAFdNA RAY T_EOP[





CRID DLI PENETRAI TON PLOTS, FICHE
S SSR,PRESSUR]ZE]3 CELLS
PRESSURf CU.[ PENL3RATION PLOTS
DI_FCTOR PENE-1RATION LISTINCS
S bSB,COPPFN WIRE CARD
WIRF CArD D[-IECTOR PLOT
S 550.CADIUR SUI PHIDF CELL
C0 S DFIECIOR TABULATIONS
CO 5 DFTFCTOR Pt0TS. MICROFICHE
I]/06/64
S 5bC.PRE_SUI_IZID CtJ LS
PUHL ]SIIID RI PORI IN D-4284
S 5SC. ]MPAC] DFTt CIOR5
PUHI ISHID RfPORT 1N 0-4284
S bSC,CAI_]UIM SUI.F]OI CIJLS
CADHIUI4 SULI IOl -C[] I NET|OR DLC] .
S 55C.CAI'ACIIY DETECTORS
PUOI ]SItID HIPORI IN D 4_R4
1111511]





































































































FORM QUAN_ ITY OF DATA
DD ] 09126177 01124/78
DO ] 11110170 06102179
DO ) 11103/78 06112179
FR 2 11103/78 06/10/79
FR 5 07/01/83 01113184
FR 2 04130/85 11/05185
DO 2 04127185 11104185
DO 1 04/26185 Zl/OSle5
F_R 1 0412618.5 10/15/8.5
DO 1 04126185 11/05/8S
DO 1 04130/8S 10104185
DO 1 10102172 02128173
NO 308 09/25/68 12/25/72
NO 79 05/25/69 03/13/71
NO .$30 09/26/68 12/03/72
M0 1041 07/23/68 07/20/71
NO $23 07/23/68 12/2"2/72
MP 8 10/31/74 04/26/77
DO 11 07/12/73 06/28/75
MP 1 01/I2/73 06/30/7S
DO 2 07/12/73 03/09/76
MP 4q 07112173 04/26/77
MP 12 07112/73 04126/77







DO 2 12/13/62 03/31/64
CQ 3000 01/01163 07101/63
DO 1 12/14/62 10/_0/64
DO 3 12114/62 10/20/64
DO 5 12114162 10120164
NO ] 12114/62 05/10/63
NO 1 12/14/62 09/2"2/63
DO 6 01/21/64 12131165
DO 1 04128161 11/12/61
DO 2 04/27/61 11117161
FR 1 12116162 04/20163
F_R 2 12116162 05/30/63
ER 2 12116/62 07/0"2/63
BI 4 12/16/62 0712"2163
FR 1 12/16/62 0712"2163
FR 1 12116162 02/09/63
I-R 2 12/16/62 02/09/63
F_ 2 11106164 11/05165
F_ 2 11/06/64 11/0S/65
FN 2 11106/64 11/0S/65






















CDMP40N CO_J)_N_) EXPPRIMhFTR TAPES
COMMON LINCONI)ENSB) EXPRMNTR IAPES
C_ SUHNkRY PLOT TAPE.S
COMI4ON S4.8@4ARY PLOTS, MFILM
CO_ON QUICX LOOK PLOTS, NFILH
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, MFII-H
S-_ A,SRCH COIL HADTONTRS
COHNON CONDENSE]) EXPE_IHNTR TAPES
CONHON UNCONDENSED EXPRMNTR TAPES
COHNON SUMMARY PLOT TAPES
CONMON SUHHARY PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON _JICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, MFILM
S-CUBB_ A,25-B72KEVPRDT*ALPOE]
COHHON CONDENSED EXPE_]HNTR TAPES
COMMON _0_ EXPRHNlR TAPES
C0_ON ,_Y PLOT TAPES
COMMON ._Y PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON WICK LOOK PLOTS, NFILM
C_0N QUICK LOOK LISTI_S, NFILM
FLUX PLOTS ON RICROFILM
PITCH ANCLE PLOTS .S L VAL, HFIUM
PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .1+.2L VAL,FILM
S-NIN P+ • E- OIFF SPECTRA, NFILH
S-_ A.AC ELC_.FLD. HSRE
COMMON COND_E_ EXPE_INNTR TAPES
COMHON UNCONDB4SE_) EXPR_4TR TAPES
CONHON SUPIqLARY PLOT TAPES
COHNON SU_Y PLOTS, MFILH
C(W/'ION QUICK LOOK PLOTS, HFILM
COHMON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, MFILH
S-CUBED A,O.B-25KEV ELE-PRTANA
CONMDN CONOENSED EXPERIHNTR TAPES
COHMON L_NCONDENSED IZXPRPWWFTR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOT TAPES
COMHON SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LDOK PLOTS, NFILM
COHNON QUICK LDOK LIST]NCS, MTILM
FLUX PLOIS ON MICROFILM
PITCH _q_NK3LE PLOTS .5 L VAL, NI-1LM
PITCH ANCLE PLOTS .1*.2 L VAL,FLM
S-NIN P* • E- DIFF SPECTRA, NFILM
S_CUSED A,IX: ELCI.FLD. NSRE
COMMON CONDE]qSED EXPERIHNTR TAPLS
COMMON UNCONDENS_ EXPR#4NTR TAPES
CDNHON _ARY PLOT TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, NFI[_
COHHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS. MFTIM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, MFILM
S-CUBED A,35-400KE_/_CT-SS Dtl
COMMON COND_E]_ _PFRIHNIR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDE_4SED EXPRHNIR IAPFS
COMMON SUHNARY PLOT TAPES
CONI4DN SUt_ARY PL0TS, MFIIH
COMMON qUICK LOOK PLOTS, NFILM
COHItON QUICK LOOK LISTINCS, MEILM
FLUX PLOTS _ NICROFIL/q
PITCH ANCLE PLOTS .5 L VAL, MFILM
PITCH ANCLE PLOTS ,]+.2L VAL,FILM
5-NIN P_ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, NFILM
J2/03/75
53-2, ELECT. SENSOR (.I-IMEV)
O-STEP 36 3]7 KEY ELECT DATA BASE
02/I8179
SAG(-, STRAT APRO + GAS EXP
MET,EPH_H,RAW ARCH TAPE (NEROAT)
OZONE PROFILES DATA ON TAPE
NITROCB DIOXIDE PROFILE DAIA




DAILY SUMMARY DATA ON TAPES
4U CATALOO OF X-RAY SOURCES
4TH _ILIRU SLLECTED X-RAY DATA
ZI/IS/72
SAS-B,HI-ENE]_CY OAHHA-RAY TELl
G/d_4A RAY EVE]NI DATA ON NICROFIIM
COUNT RATE OF OA_ RAY BORSIS
AN¥1-COINCIO SCINT CNT RTS, NFILM
A-RATE SUMMARY IAPE




QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
SAS C. SCORPIO MONITOR 0.4 8OKEV
QUICK t DDK DATA PI OTS
Y-AXIS POINTED DBSEHVATION |.OC
SAS-C, CAL_CT]C ABS. 0.2 I_FV
QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS
Y-AXIS POINTED 0BSPRVAIION LGC
SAS C, CALACTIC MONIIOR 1.8 OKEV
QUICK LOOK OAIA I'L015




































































































FORI4 QUANTITY OF DAIA
Do 191 lz/15/71 031o5173
ix) 1879 03105173 09130174
DO 246 11/17/71 03107173
HP 5 O2110/72 03107/73
MP $9 12/09/71 07/_0/74
NP 77 1_/09171 07/2)0/74
DO 191 11/15/71 03/05/73
DO 1879 03/05/73 0'9130174
DO 246 11/17/7_ 03/07/73
NP 5 0"2/10/7_ 03/07173
MP 69 12/09/7] 071_0174
MP 77 12/09171 071_0/74
DO 191 11/1S/71 03105/73
DO 1879 03/0S173 09/30174
DO 246 11117/71 03107/73
MP S 0"2/10/72 03107/73
MP 69 12/09/71 07120/74
MP 77 12/09/71 07120/74
M• 33
MO 31 11/27/71 11/01/72
MO 42
NO 2 12/03/71 08/04172
DO 19I 11115/71 03106173
Do 1879 03105/73 09/30/74
Do 246 11/17/71 03107/73
NP 5 02/10/72 03/07/73
NP 6g 12/0_/71 07/20/74
MP 77 12/09/7I 07/2)0/74
Do 191 11/lS/71 03/0S173
IX) 1879 03/05/73 09/30/74
DO 246 11/17/71 03107/73
MP S OQ/IO/12 03/07173
MP 69 12/09171 071_0174
MP 77 12/O9/71 O7/20/74
M0 33
MO 31 11/27/71 11101/72
M• 42
NO 2 12/03/71 0B/04/72
DO 191 11/15/7I 03105/73
DO 1879 03/05173 09130/74
DO 246 11/17/71 03107/73
NP 5 02/I0/72 03107/73
HP G9 1_/09171 071_0/74
HP 77 1_10q/71 07/_0/74
DO 191 11/15/71 03/05173
DO 1879 03/05173 09/30174
DO 246 ]ilIT171 03/07/73
MP S 0211017_ 03107/73
NP 69 I_/Og/_l 07120174
NP 77 1_/O9/71 07/20174
N0 33
MO 31 11/27/71 11/01/72
NO 4_
M• _ 12/03171 08/04/72
DO 5.
DO 233 0"2121179 11118181
DO 3 0_/21/79 11118181
DO 3 0_/21/7@ IZ/]8/8I
DO 3 02/21/79 11118181
DD 1
DO 350 12116/70 0S1]7171
_ 2 12112170 03118/73
DO I
NP 169I 11120172 05/03/73
MP 15 1112017_ 06108/73
NP 30 11/19/77 06108/73
DO I 11/18//_ 06/0e/73
OT l I_llql_7 o61oe//3
Do 1 11/1q/72 06108/73
rR zsi O]l_lz6 04107/70
FN 7b! 0II25176 0410/t/_
HI 0 05130175 03123119
;R Is] OI/_5/16 o4/o///_
H] B 05130/75 03123//9
IH 751 011_h176 04107/19
ft] 8 05/30//b 03/23/19
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SEkSAT 1, LASER CUBE SYSTI_4
NASA LASER DATA
SAD LASER DATA ON TAPE
GERMAN LASER WETTZEL STA. DATA
K00TW]JK LASER OBSERVATIONS
SE.ASAT 1, S-8ANDTRACKINC SYSTEH
S-BAND DATA
06109166
RAE ORBIT FJL_EHENTS FOR SECOR
os/14/73
ATM SOLAR COVERAGE (FILM)
ATM MISSION OPERATION L0C ON TAPE
ATR MISSION OPERATION L0C - FICHE
MISC. ATN SUPPORTING DOG., FICHE
SKYLAB,CREW VEHICLE DISTURB(T013)
SUMMARY OF EXP. T-013 (MACTAPE)
SKYLAB,M-SPECI.PHOTOG.-BEP(SlgO)
]NDE_< OF EREP PHOTOGRAPHS, MFICHE
SKYLAB,CORONACRPH CONIAMIN.(T025)
SECOND GEM. POS. ON 35-HIM (COLOR)
SKYLAB,UV STELLAR ASTRONOMY(S019)
UV SPECTRA/INACERY 4XS B/W
SKYLAB _-019 FAR-UV DATA (197_)
5KYLAB,X-RAY SPECT. TELESC.(S054)
REI).CONTRAST,3RD CEN.NEG. 70HH
FILM IMAGE CATALOG (FIG) 16Pt4FILM
SELECTED FRAMES, ONE/DAY - (TORN)
SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET 1
DIGITIZED SOL.X-RAY CORONAL IMAGE
SKYLAB,WHITE Ll. CORONACPH (SO52)
WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPHY-35MM FLM
SELECTED FLARE DATAoS_ ]
SKYLAB.UV SCAN.POLYCHRON. (SO55A)
SOLAR E_V DATA ON TAPE
GRAY LEVEL MICROFICHE
DIGITAL DATA ON MICROFICHE
HLO SUPER RASTER DATA
SUPI_R RASTER DATA ON TAPE
SELECTED FLARE DATA. SET 1
SKYLAB,H.ALPHA TELESC.I(PHOTO)HA1
H-ALPHA DATA ON 35HH FILM
ATM H-ALPHA ATLAS IN 47 VOLUt_
SKYLAB.UV AIRGLOW HOR.PHOT0(SO63)
DIGITIZED AIRGLOW DATA ON TAPE
DIGITIZED OZONE DATA ON TAPE
DIGITIZED AURORAL DATA ON TAPE
AIRGLOW PHOTOGRAPHS ON FILM
OZONE PHOTOGRAPHS ON FILM
PHOIOGRAPHS OF COMET KOHOt_rrEK
AURORAL PHOTOS. (O-W) ON FILM
AURORAL PHOTOS. (COLOR) ON FILM
SKYLAB,BJW CORONA S-HELIO. (S082A)
SPECTRBHELIOCRAPH 1MAGF_ ON 70HH
SELECTED FLARE DATA , SET 1
FRAMC CATALOG ON NACTAPE
FRAME CATALOG ON MICROFICHE
HE 304 SYNOPTIC NAPS, HARDCOPY
SKYLAB, E1N SPECTROGRAPH (S0820)
SOLAR UV SPECTRA ON 70MR FILM
F_/_ME CATALOG ON NACNET IC TAPE
FRAME CATALOG ON MICROFICHE
S_YLABoDUAL X-RAY TELE,SCOPE(S056)
SOLAR X-RAY IMAGES-BLACK/WHITE
XREA PRINTOUT ON MICROFILM
BLACK,WHITE VERSION OF 13-02TAD10
PRAME CATALOCS ON MICROFICHE
SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1
07128/73
HISC CRE]d ACTIVITY, ]6MI4 COLOR
11/16/73
MISC CREW ACIIVITYo 16MM COLOR
10/D6181
LIMB VIEWING _/ OZONE SPECTRONEIR
OZONE RADIANCE DATA. TAPE
DAILY OROITAI OZONE PROFILE, IAPE
1-D 4 300 AVG OZONE VMR PFL, TAPE
ORBIT NO DENSITY PFL MAC LAT TAPE
ORBIT ND DENSITY PFL CED LA1 TAPE
SMEo INFRARED RADIOMETER
IRR, LIMB RAD PROF. 6.8 • 9.6 MIC
NLAR IR(1.27-MIGRON) SPECTROMETE]_
RADIANCE DATA, TAPE
DAILY ORBITAL OZONE PROFILE, TAPE
IR ID+30D OZONE _ PFL TAPE
SHt, VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE
DAILY AVG COLUI4N NO?. TAPE
DRBIIAI NITROGEN DIOXIDE PF[_.IAPE
30-D AVC NIIRBCF_ DIOXIDE PIT. TP
SME. SOLAR UV MONITOR
SOLAR IRRAD]ANCE DAIA, lAP!
02/]4/80
POINT INC LOC
SMM, SOFT X RAY POLYCHROMATOR
OCS L]CHI CURVES ON MICROFICHE
SMM,HARD X. NAY BURST SP_CI(HXRBS)




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
78-064A-06
78-064A-O6A DO 8 06127178 0"2128179
78-064A-068 DO 5 06/27178 12131178
78-064A-06C DO 1 07/13/78 08/05/78
78-064A-O6D DO, 1 07/10/78 11/30/80
78-064A-07
78-064A-O7A DO 4 06/18/78 10/10/78
66-0518
66-0518-000 BI 1 06/18/66 10/09/66
73-027A
73-O_7A-OOD MO 1 05/28/73 02108174
73-027A-OOE DO 5
73_027A-OOF ER 48 05/28173 02/08174
73-027A-00C FR 15 03/09/73 07/09/73
73-027A-42
73-027A-42A DO 2 08/16/73 08/16/73
73_027A-17




73-027A-O2A UG 469 05105173 01111/74
73-027A-02B DO 1
73-027A-05
73-027A-OSA IN 8400 05128/73 01131/74
73-0"27A-05B MP 1 05/28173 01/31/74
73-027A-05C TN 700 05/29/73 ]1/27/73
73-O'27A-OSE TM 600 06114/73 09/08/73
73-027A-OSF DO ,533 05/29/73 01/31/74
73-027A-04
73-027A-O4A YO 9 05128/73 02112174
73-027A-048 NO 1 07129/73 01121/74
73-0"27A-06
73-O'Z7A-O6A DO 1163 05/28/73 02/08/74
73-0"27A-06B ER 3601 05/29/73 02/08/74
73-0_7A-06C ER 13214 05/29/73 (Y2108/74
73-O_7A-O6D ER 17 01/28/74 01129/74
73-B27A-O6E DO 4 01128174 01129174
73-027A-O6F FR 122 06115173 o]/2]/74
73-027A-15
73-027A-15A MO 103 05/29/73 02/03/74
73-027A-158 BI 47 06129173 02103/74
73-0"27A-08
73-O'27A-ORA DO 2 03/02/74 03103/74
73-027A-08B DO 4 0"2126174 02/26174
73-027A-08C DO 14 03114/74 04/05/74
73-027A-ORD YO 135 08114173 09/01/73
73-(Y27A-O8E YO 95 01131174 01/31174
73-027A-OBF YO IgO 12/09/73 01/09174
73-027A-08C YO 134 09/11/73 02/07/74
73-027A-OBH VO 134 09111/73 02107174
73-0_7A-10
73-027A-3OA TR 1750 05128173 01131/74
73-027A-108 TN 700 06115/73 01/22/74
73-027A-]0C DD 1 05/28/73 0]/31/74
73-027A-lOD ER 1 05128173 01/31/74
73-027A-lOE 81 1 05/23/73 D2/02/74
73-027A-11
73-027A-118 IN 1600




73-0_7A-07C MP 50 05129173 02105174
73-027A-OlE TO bOO
73-027A-OlF FR 16







81-100A-018 DD 17 12116181 17118/86
81-I00A-01C DD 4 ]2/]5/81 12/]8186
81-]00A-OIE DO l 01/01/8_ 12/]B/06
81-100A-OIF DO 3 0]/06/82 ]2/11/86
BI-IOOA-OIG DD 3 01106/8_ 1_111/86
81-100A-02
81-]00A 02A DO 8 0]/01182 09/3O105
B]-lOOA-03
B; IOOA-O3B IX) 52 1_/16/01 1]/26/86
el 100A-03C DO 4 12/1_181 12/ZR/86
81-ZOOA-O3E DO 1 01101182 12118/86
Bl-IOOA-04
81 IOOA-O4A DO 25 01/OZlB_ ]_118106
B] ]OOA-OAO DO ? o2/]z/e2 12131186
81-I00A-04C I)D ] 01/011B2 1_/311B6
81 ]OOA-O_
81 ]OOA-OSA DD ] 01/01/82 06130188
80 014A
BO Ot4A-O00 FR R 02114180 11123180
BO-014A 04
80 014A 04A FR 25 01101189 11/10/B9
80 014A06
BO 014A-060 FR 289 02119180 09/17189
57
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SMH CORONAGRAPH / POLAR IMETBR
GREEN CLEAR H-ALPHA IMAOE.S
SOLAR CORONAL POLAROID INAC, E5
CATALOG OF HASS EJECTIONS
_, UV SPECTRDM_ER/POLARIMETER
UVSP OBSERVING CATALOG ON NICROE
UV,_ =' OBSERVING CATALOO ON TAPE
05/17/74
SMS 1,SPIN-SCAN RADZOMETERCVISSR )
B4T - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSR VISIBLE IHAGEHY, 70_4q FILM
VISSR IR IN/tOBY, 70PII FIB
AOIPS IR •VISIBLE 1HAGE TAPES
IDAHS VISIBLE * IR IMAGE DATA
02106175
SR5 2,SPIN-SCAN RADIOP_-TER(VISSR)
EHT - VISSR DIGITAL DATA TAPES
VISSRVISIBLE IMAGERY, 70MM FILM
VISSR IR IMAGERY, 70MH FILM
AOIPS IR _ VISIBLE IMAGE TAPES
IDAMS VISIBLE + IR IMAGE DATA
06/22/60
SOLRAD 1, X-RAY AND LYNAN ALPHA
X-RAY 2-BAG UV 1050 - 1350A
01111164
SOLR,_) 7A, x-MAY (2-6OA), UV DET.
MACHINE REI). 3 POINTS B PASS
HAND RE]D. 1 POINT PB_ PASS
03109165
SOLRAD 7B,X-RAY_UV DEF.
PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES
TABLES OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES
11119165
SOLRAO 8,SOLAR RADIATION
1 BIN FLUX AVG FOR 12 OETECTOR_
COMPACT ANO _DITI_) I MIN FLUX AVC
EDIT CARDS
STATION LIS1.ST_T/STOP • PASS NO
DAILY X-RAY FLUXES IN _BL. RPT.
03105168
_LRAD 9,SOLAR _IATIO_
3 X-MY FL_ES+_ VS TIRE
HOURLy AVE_RAGES PUSLIS_ IN S_
3-CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPT
5-_ X-RAY FLUXES IN PUO.RPT
REDUCED SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES (TAPE)
SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS, FICHE
X-RAY MB4ORY DATA, MICROFILM
07108171
SOLRAD IO,SDLAR X-RAY-UVDETCTS
SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS (FICHE)
06/I7/B5
SP_U_TAN-A,X-RAY PROPORTNLCOUmRS
X-RAY DATA FROM SPARTAN-A
GO/15/se
SPUTNIK 3, BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTBWT, FICHE
o_/o6/75
STARLETT'E,LASER_ SYSTER
LASER DATA ON TAPE
SAO LASER OATA ON YAK




P_E_Ic'r_z) MAC CONJUNCTIONS. m:IB
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIO0
11112/B1
STS 2,SttUT[LE I_W_ RADAR-A(SIR-A)
RADAR IMAGERY
SIR-A NOVIEo COLOR
SIR-A MOVIE ON VIOEO TAPE
STS 2,SHUT NULT INFRA RAD(SMIRR)
RADIOI_E-tR]C CALIBRATION OATA
UNCALIBRATED R_DION_TE_ DATA
BLACK AND WtIITE IMAGERY
COLOR IMAGI_RY
STS 2,OCEAN COLOR EXPERIMENI/OCE
CALIBRATED RADIANCE DATA
STS 2,NF-JU_JRE OF AIR POLU FR SAT
TROPOSPHERZC CO RIXlNG RATIO TAPE
o3/_/B2
STS 3,PLASMA DA]ONOSTIC pACKAGE
PLASMA SURVEY, COLOR SLIDES
W.B. A_U_LOC DATA (0-30 KHZ), NEC.
lOlOSle4
STS-41C,SFUl_LE IM_ RADARO/SIR-B
RADAR IMAOERY ON FILM
IMAGE DATA A ANNOIATION ON TAPE
DAIA IAKE_ LISTING DN MAC. TAPE
SIS-4]C,LARCE FORMAl C_A (LFC)
IPUtG_Y ON FIB
CO/OR IMAGERY OR FIB
SlS-410,MEASt_ AIR POLU FROM SA1
TROPOSPHRIC CO • _ MIX RATIO TP
04/29/B5
EK)-OI4A-Ol
80-014A-016 NO 13 03111180 0@/23/80
80-014A-01C NO 14 03/OelBO 09123180
80-014A-OIE FR 90 03/07/B0 11/18189
80-014A-0_
B0-014A-0"26 HP I 02/_0/80 0"2/05181
B0-014A-020 DD ] 021_0/B0 0_105/81
74-033A
74-033A-01
74-033A-OIA DO 303 05117/74 10/_0175
74-033A-OIB YH 1449 08130/74 04/19/79
74-033A-0IC YH 2838 08/_)9/74 04/19/79
74-033A-010 DO 5472 05/17/74 09/26/75
74-033A-DIE DO 786 05117/74 09/06174
75-011A
75-011A-04
75-011A-O4A DO 334 02/17/75 08/28/75
75-011A-046 YH 1822 04/19/79 0"2/01/80
75-011A-040 YM 1446 04/19/79 09/12/79
75-011A-040 DO 4278 06/12/74 09/12/79
75-011A-O4E DO 1780 02106/75 10/27/75
60-007B
60-0076-0I
60-007B-01A FR 1 06/22/60 11/01/80
64-001D
64-001D-01
64-0010-01A DO 1 01112164 08/31164
64-0010-016 DO 1 01/11/64 02/03165
65-0160
65-0160-01
65-0160-01A FR 1 03/10/65 10/31/86
65-016D-O1B FR 1 03110/55 10/30/85
65-093A
65-0@3A-01
65-093A-OIA DO 19 11/27/65 08/24/67
65-093A-016 DO 1 11/27/65 08/24/67
65-093A-010 DO 1 11119/65 08/24/67
65-093A-01D DO 1 11/27/65 08/23/87
65-093A-OIE FR 1 12101/65 11/05167
68-017A
68-017A-01
68-017A-OIA NO 2 03/14/68 12/31/71
68-OIFA-016 HI 533 02/01169 04124174
68-017A-010 FR 1 03/06/60 12/31168
68-017A-010 FR 1 01101/69 11/0"2169
68-O17A-OIE DO 36 03114/68 09/30/72
68-017A-01F FR 70 01101/70 04/30/74
68-017A-010 HP 1 11119/89 12109/70
71-058A
71-058A-01
71-OSOA-OIA FR 18 01/0t/72 06/30/73
85-048E
65-048E-01
85-NBE-O1A DO 2 06/20/85 06/2"2185
58-0046
58-0040-12
58-004B-12A FR _ 0_/30/58 12121/59
75-DIOA
75-010A-01
75-010A-OIA DO 99 04/01/75 06/29/82
75-010A-01B OD 34 02/06/75 05/31/82
75-010A-010 DO 3 04/07/78 10/08181
75-010A-OlD DO 1 04/01179 10/31/80
75-010A-OIE DO 5 08118/80 11118/84
79-007A
79-DO7A-O00 _ I 03115/79 02117/81
79-O07A-DOE FR 1 03/29/86 06/I6/66
81-111A
01-111A-01




81-111A-O_A DO 1 06/0@/81 03/01182
81-11IA-021_ DO S 11112/81 11/14/8I
81-111A-0"20 IP 250 11/12/81 1I/]4/81
81-111A-0_0 EP 250 11/I2/61 11/14/81
81-1IIA-05
81-111A-OE_A DO 2 11/14/81 11/14181
8I-1IIA-04
01-11IA-O4A DO 2 11/14/81 11/]4/01
82-022A
82-02"2A-01
82-022A-OIA RO 342 03/2"2/82 03/_7/62
82-022A-016 YM 2"240 03/_2/82 03198182
84-108A
84-108A-0]
84-10BA-OIA YI _98 10/07/84 10/13/64
84-108A-01B DO 162 10107184 10/12184
84-108A-010 DO 1 10/06/84 10/12184
84-106A-0_
84-108A-O_A IN 5000 10/05/84 10/13/84
84 IOBA-OP_ LN 2000 10/08/84 10111164
84-108A-03
84_lOBA-O3A DD 10 10/05/84 10/13/84
85+034A
58
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TRkCE+MINR C,kS NIX RATIO PROFILES
IR SPECTRA DATA, TAPE
ATHOS IR SPECTRAL ATLAS, _0PY
SOLAR IR SPECTRAL ATLAS, HARDCOPY
RAW SOLAR IR SPECTRAL DATA TAPES
07/29/85
SPACELAB 2, PLASMA DIADNOSTICS
W.B. ANALOO DATA (O-30KHZ), FILM
SURVEY SLIDES
SPACELAB 2, PLASMA DEPLETION
DEPLETIDN EXPB_ GAS DYNAMICS BOOK
DEPLETION EXPER PLASMA DATA BDOK
DEPLET. EXP. NIL.STONE. ND 1. OHS. 6300A
SPACELAB 2, SOLAR MAC/VELDC FIELD
SOUP SOLAR WHITE-LICHT IMACES
SOURCE CODE T0 READ SOUP DATA




PHOT 0S, PROCESSED 35MM
CATALDC 0F TV PICTURES, MIF]CHE







TVID DATA ON MAONETIC TAPE
PHOTOS,0R|C 7_ RECE_IE_AT[_D








ATLAS OF TELEVISION MOSAICS
PANORAMIC NOSAICS
TVID DATA ON MACNETIC TAPE
PHOTOS,ORIC 70MM REGENERATED
TELEVISION ATLAS MOSAICS 4-XS-IN
TVID ON MICROFILM
SURVEYOR S, ALPHA SCAI_ER






TVID DATA ON MA=FTIC TAPE
PHOTOS, OR IC 7OHM RECERERAI I_I
TVID 0N MICROFILM
SURVEYOR 6,ALPHA SCALIER
ALPHA SCATIER DAIA (MAC 1APE)
0].107168
SURVEYOR 7, MEClt. SURFACE SAMPLER
SFC SAMPLR NFR CURRllN]
SURVEYOR 7.SURFACE SAMPLER PHOTO
PHOTOS, 0RICINAL 7OHM
l_tDT OS ,PROCESSED 35MR




SURVEYOR 7, A].FA SCAI. SURF. ANAl
ALR_ SCATTER DATA (MAC TAPES)
8119/64
SYNCON 3, (RADIO BEACON)
TEC,PLOTS ",, TABULATIONS
02124175
SRATS, E] ECTRON TEMPERATURE
SUMMARY PLOTS, MFICHE
SRAIS, SOLAR X RAY MONITOR
SUMMARY PLOTS. HI ICHE
_ATS, HYDROCLN LYMAN At PHA
SUI_4ARY PLOTS, Mt]CHL
SHAIS, ELECTRDN DENSI1Y MEASRMN1
SUMMARY PLOTS, MFICH[
O3/] 2172
TD I,NULTICO].. CEI. UV.51,S2.SB8
_TRAVIOI ['1 SI_ CAIA].OC4J(
INTRINSIC UL TRAV]OLI 1 CO[ OUf(S
Ut TRAV]O[[I I IUXIS SKYSCAN
01/I0/62
1[1 SIAR I ,CHARC! D PAN1 ]CttS
EROIN&I l 1C COUNI Rl&! F_.BLSYS IP
o51o/'163
1EJSI_ 2,CHARCED PANI
PROT NAtJ _ c c(tUNl R1 At P_. BISYS TP
] i/v'_/6o
I ]N(|S 2,SCANN]NC RADIOMO II R





































































































FORIH _ITY OF DATA
KF 1 04/01/85 05131185
DD 22 o4129185 o51o6185
BI 1 04129185 0510"2185
BI ! 04129185 05102185
DO I 04129185 0510"2185
YM 450 07129/85 08/06/85
RO 612 06/29/85 08106185
HI 25 07/30185 07130185
HI 25 07/30/8.5 07/30/85
DO 1 O7/30/85 07/3O/65
DO 5 o81osleS 081os165
DO 1
ZP _ DO/IS/B• 08115185
IM 11000
TO 178 06103166 07113166
FR 7 O610"2166 07113166
YC 334 06102166 07113166




DO 1 0411>0167 05103167
IN 6315
IP 130






DO 1 0911216? 09124167
IM 18006
YC 173
MP 1 09/11/67 12/17/67




DO 1 11110167 11/24/67
]M 29914
MP I 11/10/67 11/24167
DO ] 11/10/67 11/19/67
MO ] 01111168 01122168
IM _O961 01110168 02121/68
IO 73
YC 244
DO 1 O1/10/68 O1/21/6D
IM _0961
MP 1 01110/68 D21]4168
DO 2 01110/68 O1/23168
FR 2 09120164 07116166
FR 7 02125/75 05119176
FR 7 02125175 05119176
FR 7 0"2/25175 05119176




DO 5 0?110162 02121163
DO 8 05107163 05107165










































CAT OF HE-FRO RADIATION DATA,FICHE
07112161
TIROS 3.SCANNING RADIOHETBR
FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
CAT OF METRo RADIATIDH DATA,FICHE
TIROS 3, OMNI RADIDHETE_
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIOMETITR TAPES
TIROS 4 A_rITUOE SIUHHARy
TIROS 4.SCANNING RADI0t_-TBR
FINAL NET. RADIATION TAPES
RAO DATA CATALOG • USERS NAN,FICH




TIROS V ATTITUDE SUI4HARY
09118162
TIROS VI AI-rITUDE SUMMARY
0611Q163
TIROS VII ATTITUDE SUHMARY
TIROS 7,SCANNING RADIONETB_
FINAL MET. RADIATION TAPES
TIROS 7 RADIATION DATA CAT, FICHE
TIROS 7,ED_CTROSTATIC PROBE
I-ANOHUIR PROBE DENSITY OATA
TIROS 7, DHNI RADIOMETER
OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIDMETE_ TAPES
12121163
TIROS VIII AT[IT&JOE SUMMARY
oi122165
TIROS 9 ATTITUDE
TIROS IX ATTITLOE SUMMARY
o71o216s
TIROS X AITITUDE SUI_ARY
0612"216o
TRANSIT 2A, IONOSPHERIC BEACON
PLOTS, TEC VS T, NR.STNFORD.FICHE
Ofi/2(U61
TRANSI1 4A, IONOSPHERIC BEACON
IONO.,TOTAL ELECT. CONTENT. HFILM
TEE _' SLAB TH OVE_R BANCKOK. FICHE
10/15/74
UK S,2-IO KEV SKY SURVEY
3A CATALOCUE OF X-RAY SOURCES
3A CATALOCUE ON MICROFICHE
2NO ARIEl_ SELECTED X-RAY DATA
03117158
VANOUARO ], ATHOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS DEN TABLES, FICHF
0_/Z7/59
VANOUARO 2.ATNOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS DEN TABLES, FICHE
O_)/IB/5Q
VANGUARD 3,PROT PREC MACNE_UM_IE]_
SCALAR NACRe-TIC FIELD VAL., TAPE
SCALAR HAC. FIELO VAL., F]CHr_
VANCUARD 3, ATHOS DRAC DENSITY
ATHOS DEN TABLES, FICHE
I2115184
HALLEY 1. ION MASS SP[_:IFJ.E¢ ANLyz
PLOTS OF HOURLY N,V,T ON Hf"ICHE
HALLE_' 2, I0N NASS SPEC/EJ_EC ANLYZ
PLOTS OF HOURLY N,V,I ON MFICHE
o712o165
VEL_ 3A,ELECT'ST ANALY _. OH TUBES
SOLAR CEOPIHYS DATA PBI_,D SOLAR 1#D
3HR AV-DEN,VI-I, DIR, TENP,ON HFIJq
3-HR-AVC DENoYEL,DIR,'_TENP, 1APE
07120165
V_J_A 3B,ELECT'ST ANALY ._ OH TUBES
3-HR-AVC DEN,VEJ_,D]R,-_TEHP, HF]LM
SOLAR OEDPHYS DATA POISD SOLAD b_








LISTINGS OF SOL EEL R,THE_A,PH]
0s12316_
SOLAR ECI ] PT ] C FJ°HENER ] S. R. [ T, I ON
GLOCENTR1C, GEODETIc E-PI4BER]S
LISTINCS OF SOL EEL R,]Hh_A,PII]
PREDICTED ORBIT PI 0TS
V_/-A hA, EL EC TRBSTAI IC ANAL Y/F_
SOLAR OESPIiYS DAIA pBI SD S0tAH WI)
VEJA SA,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .5 BOA
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X RAY AILAS
OS/23/B')
SONAR it[ IPIIC EF_([MLRIS,R,LF,ION
O[0CENIR]C, C[0DVI IC FPttIMtRIS




FOR%H QUANTITY OF DATA
60-016A-028 FR 7 11123/60 04/13/61
61-017A
61-017A-03
61-OlTA-O3A DO 74 07/12161 I0/01/61
61-017A-038 FR 8 07/12/61 09/30/61
61-017A-01
61-017A-OIA DO 5 07/12/61 10/20/61
62-002A
62-002A-000 FR 4 02/08/62 06/12/62
62-002A-03
62-O0_A-O3A DO 132 02/08/62 06/30/62
62-002A-03B FR S 02/08/62 06/30/62
62-002A-01
62-O02A-OIA DO 10 02/08/62 06/28/62
62-002A-018 CO 2 02/08/62 06/10/62
62-0"25A
62-025A-00D FR 4 06/19/62 OS/11/63
62-047A
62-047A-000 FR S 09/18/62 ]0/11/63
63-024A
63-0_4A-000 ER 10 06/19/63 08/20/65
63-024A-02
63-O_4A-O_A DO 692 06/1Q/63 06/19/65
63-0_4A-0_B FR 14 06/1Q/63 06/17/65
63-024A-03
63-024A-O3A HO 1 06/19/63 07/0Q/63
63-024A-01
63-024A-OIA DO 9 06/19/63 08/29/63
63-054A
63-054A-000 .FR 8 12/21/63 08/28/65
65-004A
65-004A-000 HO 1 01/2"2/65 06/06/$6
6S-O04A-OOE FR _ 01/_P2/65 08/31/65
6S-OS1A
65-051A-000 FR 1 07/02/65 08/31/65
60-007A
60-007A-03
60-O07A-O3A FR 3 07/23/60 10/13/60
61-015A
61~015A-03
61-01SA-O3A HO 1 09/13/61 12/24/61
6I-OI_A-O3R FR 2 03/2.5/64 32/18/64
74-077A
74-077A-02
74-OllA-O'2A DD 1 10/10/74 03/14/80




58-0028-02A f-R 6 05/17/58 10/10/61
Sg-OO]A
Sq-OOlA 02
59-OOIA O_A FR 13 02/23/S_ 03/20/70
59-007A
59-007A-01
59_OOlA-OIA DD 1 09/18/5g 12/I1/59
SQ_OO/A-OIO FR 3 09/Z815Q 12/1115Q
59-007A-04
59-OOTA-O4A FR 6 09/23/59 0_/2116_
84-125A
I84_125A-07
04-125A OIA FR 1 03/09/85 08/14/86
84_128A
84-)28A 07
84-128A-O7A F_ 1 03106185 04115185
65058A
65 O_A 04
65-O_BA O4A 81 17 01101/69 05121170
65-OSBA-04B NO ] 07/26/65 ]2/06/67
6S-OSSA-04C DD ] 07/26165 12106167
6S-OS8B
65-058804
65-0580-04A HO ] 07126165 ]2106167
65 0588-048 BI 17 01/01/69 05/2]/70
65--058fl D4C DO ] 07/26/65 12/06/67
67-040A
67-040A-000 DD 1
67-O4OA-OO! DD 1 06/_/70 02/28111
67-040A 00_ Hf" 1 Ob/OJ/67 06/30/70
67-0408
67-0408-000 DO ]
67-04OB-OO[ DO 1 06122/10 02/28/71
67-040B-OOF MP 1 OS/0]/67 OB/3)/IO
69_046D
69-046D-OOO _) I
69 046D 00[ DO I 06/?P/lO 02/PR//]
69- 046D 0OI HP 1 Ob/_3/6q O_/_B/!]
69 0461)-0(O HI' 2 01/01/18 ]P/3i/lq
6q-0460 OS
69-0460 05A BI 3] 0q/]4/69 04/]l/77
69-04611 02
69-0460 02A BI 3 Ob/_l/6_ 05/]5//0
6q 046E
6g 046[ OOD D0 !
69 0461 001 DO l 0612_110 02/V_//!
69_046E OOl MP I 05/24/69 O_/PB/I)
6O
$ $
l, SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• ••••••_•oeooeeoeos•_eeoooeeo•eoe••eeoemleoee.oeoe o•oooee•ee•eeeoeeoeee•_eo•
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPE_IME]_T NAN[ •













VENE_A 10 DESCENT CRAFT
UNKNOWN
VENLMA 13 DESCE3_T CRAFT
UNKNOWN















SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSO SOLAR WD
VELA 5B,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .S-6OA




LISTIN_S OF SOL ECL R,THE_A.PHI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
VELA 6A,SOL X RAYS,4 BANDS .5 60A




LISTINGS OF SOL ECL R.IHEIA,PRI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
VF_LA 6B,SOL X-RAYS,4 BANDS .S-6OA
3-CHANNEL SOLAR X-RAY ATLAS
06/08175
VE]MERA 9, PLASMA R ECTRST SPECTRH
I-HR AVE SOLAR WIND V * T, MFICHE
O61O8175
VENI_A 9, PANOR/_MIC TELEPHOTOHETR
LANDER PHOTOGRAPHY
06/14/75
VENB_A 10,PLASMA ELECTRST SPECTRH
I-_I_ AVE SOLAR MI_I) V * l, HFICHE
06114175
VENERA IO,PANORAMIC TFI EPHOTOMFTR
LANDER PHOTOCRAPHY
10/3O/BI
VENE_A 13, PANORAMIC TD_EPHOTOMTR
B/W SURFACE PHOTOS. pANORAMA
COLOR SURFACE PHOTOS, PANORAMA
ll/04/el
V_E_A 14, PANORAMIC TFIEPHOTOHTR
B/W SURFACE PHOTOS, PANORAMA
oB/2o/zs
B16LIOCRAPltY OF VIKING HAMS SET
VIKING 1 LANOPR,LN_DER IMAGINO
BLACK • BITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
COL0_ LNdDER PRESS RELEASE PHOTOS
TDR B/qd PHOT0(_APHY
EDR B_W PHOTOGRAPHY
PIC CAT OF PRIMEoXTND * COT E])R
TDR COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
LANDER HI-RES M0SAICS
LANDER DONUT PROJECT]0N IMAGE
MULTI-CE-LABEL LANDI-I_ PHOTOS
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG
CATALOG OF PRIHARy TDR COL IMAGES
HI-RES MOSAIC INDEX + DESCRIPTION
PRIME, EXT, CON/ MISSION PIG CAI




TOPO HAP AILAS-LANDINC SITE
RANGE DATA SET 0VI_RLAYS DATA
PLANETARy IHACI#_ DATA ON MAC TAP
PDS VLI-N-LCS-5-ATMOS-0PT-DEP- V1 .
VIKIN_ 1 LA_PR, HOLE. NWALYSIS
GEMS S01L ANALYSIS FLIOHI DATA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPECTR
VIKIND 1 LAND_, MAONETIC PROP.
INDEX OF MAC-NE_ IMAGES ON M/FICIIE
MAGNET IMAGES ON ROLL FILM
VIKIN_ I LAND_, BIOLOGY
GEX, LM, AND PR MEASURPRE}(TS
VIKING % LANDFR, RADIO SCIENCE
RANGE •DOPPLER DATA
VIKINK_ ] LANDER, ATMBSPH ST_T.
ATHOS TEMP * PRTSS LSTNGS. HEICH
VIKING I LA_LM. ATMOSPtf. COMP.
NEUT. ATHOS. HASS SPECTRA ON FILM
TABLES OF M,S. CU_RL_RS ON FILH
VIKIN_ I LANDLM,IONOSPIIE]_IC PROp
EXP.TRAJECI. -AT_ITUDF DATA, TAPE
RPA ION-_J ECTRON DAIA ON TAPE
RPA ION-EIFCI. DAIA ON 35HM FILM
VIKIN_ 1 LANO_. PHYSICAL PROP.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES RFPORTS
VIKING ] LANDI-_, HETEDROL.OCY
SANHET TE_P_VCTH WI_ VS TIME LIST
VECTOR WIND/]EHP VS TIMI(SEC)PLIS
VECTOR WINO/IEMP VS TIME(IBS)PLTS
METEDROI OCY PRESSURE TAPL
HEIEOROLOCY WNDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS OF _TNP * PR_SSL_E
PRINTED PRESS * W]NDIMP CATAIOC
WIND AND TEMPLMATURE CATAtOC
SOL AVO F_LSS,PIOIS & [ ISIINC
S01 AVBACE PR_S_E TAPE




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
69-046E-0OC MP 4 01101176 12/3)/79
69-O46E-O5
69-046E-0SA BT 33 0g/14/69 06/12/72
69-046E-02
69-0466-02A BI 5 05/27/69 05/15/70
70-027A
70-027A-0OO DO 1
70-027A-0OE DO 1 0612"2170 0"2128172
70-027A-OOF MP 1 O4101170 O'2128171
70-0"27A-0OC MP 4 011O1176 12131179
7D-027A-O'2
70-027A-O2A BI 2 04/11/70 01101171
70-027B
70-027B-OOD DO 1
70-O'27B-OOE DO Z 06/2"2/70 02/28/71
70-0278-OOF HP 1 04109170 07/28/71
70-0278-00G MP 4 01101/76 12/31/79
70-0276-02
70-027B-O2A BI 2 O4/11/70 O1/01/71
7S-05OA
75-05OA-10
7S-050A-10A FIR 2 06109/75 10131/75
75-05(X)
75-O500-O1
7S-05OD-OIA YI I 10122175 I012217e
7S-054A
75-054A-I0
75-O,S4A-lOA I=R 2 06116175 04119/76
75-O54D
7S-0S4D-O1
7S-OS40-01A Y? 1 10/2S/75 10/25/75
BI-I06D
81-106D-01
01-106D-OIA YC 2 03/01/82 03/01/82
81-106D-016 VC 2 03/01/82 03/01/82
81-1100
81-1100-01





75-075C-06B VC 12 07/26/76 10/06/76
75-075C-O6C YY 907 07/20/76 02/24/82
75-O75C-O6D IV 902 07/20/76 08/06/82
75-075C-O6E FR 5
75-076>C-O6F ZY 201 07/2"2/76 11/03/76
75-07SC-O6H YI 16
7S 075(:-061 YI 4 08/09/76 08/19/76












75-0750-06Z DO 1 04/08/76 06/23/79
75-075(:-04




75-0750-1OA FR l 07120176 10106176
75-075C-IOB UY 37 07/_N_/76 10106176
75-075C-03
75-O75_-O3F MP 13 O7/_O/76 O5/30/71
75-075C-11
75-075C-$16 DO ) 0_/20/7S 01/28/77
75-075C-O2
7S-O75,C-O2A PR 1 07/_O/76 O7/2O/76
75-075_C-]2
75-O75_-12A Mr ] 07/_O/76 07/20/76
75-O7,_-12B MP ] 07/20/76 07/20/76
7S-O75C 14
75 O750 I4A 0d) ! 07/20/16 O7/_O//6
75 07!_C-S4B DO I 07/_O/76 0?/2"0/76
75-O7_-i4C NO _ Ol/_O/Z6 07/'20/?6
7S-0750-0)
75 O750 OIA FR
7S-07bC-07
75-07_C-07A _( 15_2 07/20/76 O5/16/7/
7S O750076 MP IZ 07/_D/76 Bl/20/7B
/b-OIbC-O/C MF' b OZ/20/16 OR/2q/18
/S-OISC 0ZD l_) l 07/I9/76 O9/O_//6
75 075C-O7! _) ] O1/lq/Z6 OO/OP/Z6
7b-DISC Oll M#' ] 07/20/16 O9/O1/76
75-O75C-OIG MP ! 07/'20/16 10/18/76
75 O/SC 0711 DO l 07/20/76 09/]4/18
7S-OZSC OIl IN 3
75 0Z_C-O/J DID ] OI/_O/16 ]I/12/B?
75-075_-07K DO ] 04/06/76 08/1b/82
61
. B
• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
•••o••••o,••oe•••se••o•••••••••••••ooo••o•e•e*••*•••o•••*o•••o*••oo_•**o••o
• INVESTIC_TDRNAHE EXPERIMENT NAME •








O I E_4A NN
HARC_AVES
KLEIN




StiOll I II J l i
PDS VLI-M-HET-4-DAILY-AVC-PRES-V1
POS VLI-H-NEI-4-BIN-P-T V-CORR-V1
PUS VL I -m-ME-[-4-BINNE])-P-T-V-VI. O
VIKING i LANDER, INDRC.CHE]H. INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
CO_, SPEC/RA, TEHP H]ST HTAPE
COI'I4AND HISTORY ON M'FICHE
TEHPERATURE HISTORY ON M'FICHE
08/20/75
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKING ] ORBITER, IMAGERY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
REClILINEAR ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ORTHOGRAPHIC ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOCRAPHY
SE])R SUPPORT DATA ON MICROFILM
B/W MOSAICS
STEREO PAIRS SXS-INCH FILM
INDEX BY LAT/LON AND 10 DEC BOX
mDSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX,HFILM
INDEX TO PHOBDS, DEImOS, STAR
RECT * 0RTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
LIST OF IMAGES BY QUAD, LAT/LONC
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOGRAPHY
PRIME, EX1, CBNI mISSION PIE CAT






B/W PHOTOMOSAICS 1:500 K
USCS PHBTOMOSA]CS I:_H
IMAGING DATA ON MAGNEIIC TAP)
STF_EO IMACINC CATALOG, MFICHE
COLOR COMPOSITES OF MARS
PDS VO1-M-ISS/VIS-S-CLOUO-VI.0
INDEX TO COLOR mOSAICS OF MARS
VIK]NC 1 ORBITER, SPECTROMEIER
AIMOSPHERIC WATER DATA ON TAPE
PDS VB1/V02-M-MAWD-4-VI.O
VIKINC 1 ORBITER, RADIOMETER
DECALIBRATEI) IRTM DATA ON HAGTAPE
PUS VO1-M-IRTM-S-B]NNED/CLDS-V1.O
PUS VO]/VO2=M-IRTM-4-VI.O ON CD
VIKING ] ORBII ER,RADID SCIERCF
381MHZ RELAY LINK
RADIO OCCULTATION DATA TAPES
o9/o9/t_
RIBLIOCRAPHY or V]KINC MARS SC]
VIKING _ [ANDiI_, SEISMOLOGY
S)]SM]C DAIA PROGRAM TAPE
SEISMIC FJ)R-2 1APES
SEISHOCRAH RECORDS SOL I-8 M'FILH
VIKING 2 LANDER, I_NDFR IMAGING
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHOIQ
PMESS-RIIEASE COLOR PHO]OS
TDR LANO_ IMAGING PRODUCTS 5Xl_
EDR Bt_CK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PIC CAI OF PRIME,EXTND_CON] EDR
1DR COLOR IMAGES SX12-INCH
LANDFR HI-RLS MOSAICS
LANDFR DONU_ PROJECTION IMAGE
MULll CE IABEL LANDER PHOFOS
TDR ]PI PRIME MISSION CA1ALOG
CAIALOC OF PRIMARY TDR COL IMAGES
HI RL% MOSAIC INDEX _ DESCRIPTION
PH]Mf, l_l, CON] MISSION P]C CAT




TOP{) MAP AILAS-LANDINC SITE
IMAGING DAIA ON MACNET IC IAP[
PDS VL._-M LCS-S-ATMDS-OPI-DE:P-VI.
VIKING 2 LANDER° MOLEC. ANALYSIS
CCMS SOIL ANALYSIS FL]CIN DAIA
SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA
SOIL ANAL CONSECUTIVE MASS SPLCIR
VIK]NC 2 lANDER, MAGNETIC PROP,
INDEX Ol MAGNET IMAGES DN M/FICHE
MAGNET IHACt_ ON ROLL FILM
VIKING _ LANDFR, BIOLOCY
GFX, LR, AND PR MEASUREHL,_S
VIKING P I ANDER, RADIO SCIENCE
RANCI * DOPPI LH DA1 A
VIK]NC 2 LAND[R, AIMOSPH, SFRUCI.
AIMIIS I_Hl' + PRISS IS1NCS, HFICH
VIKING 2 IANDIR, AIMOS_I, CORP.
NIUI AIMO_ MASS SPLCIRA ON t ILM
]AHt IS OF M S.CURRENIS ON FIlM
VIKING P tANDI R, IONOSPIIER1C PROP
IXI' IRAJICI. AllIl_)l DATA. IAP[
H_)A I[IN ttICIRON DAIA [IN TAP[
RI'A I(IN tIICI DAIA ON 3SMM IIIM




FORM QU_ITY OF DATA
75-O75C-07L DO I 04106176 08115182
7S-075C-07M DO 1 04/06176 10126/77
75-07_-07N DO I 04/06/76 12/08/79
75-075C-13
7S-075C-13A FR 44 11/13/75 0"2/23/78
75-07SC-13E DO 3 07/_D/76 10/29/76
75-075C-13F PR 2 07/21/76 11/24/79




75-075A-OIA YC ,50 04/12/76 11/_')/78
75 OlSA-01B TV 33100 11/_D/76 08/15/80
75-075A-01C TV 16750 07/23/76 05/13/77
75-075A-DID VC 7 06/18/76 03/03/77
75-075A-OIE MP 4 06/23/76 09120/76
75-075A-O1F UG 504






7S-075A-OIN I..W 300 11/08/76 0,3/26/79
75-075A-010 FR S03





7S 075A-OIU EP 900
75-075A 01V Y] 1_0
7S-O7SA 01W YI l_
75 OISA-GIX DO 367 06/18/76 08/15/80
7S-075A-OIY FR 7




7S-075A 03A DO 68 06/18/76 06/IS/BO
75-075A-03C DO 7 06/22/76 07/30/80
75-075A-02
7b-O75A-O2A DO 36 06122176 0"2123179
75 O7SA-O2B DO 7
7S-075A-02C KC l
7_-075A 04
7_-O75A 04A MP 1 O7/21/76 10/O4/76




75 083C 08A DD 1
75-083C-08B DO 113 09/03/76 03/79/78




7S-083C-06C YY 879 09/03/76 06/07/77
75-083C-06D IV 1138 09/03/76 11/05/76
7S-OB3C-06E FR 6
75-063C-06F ZY 336 09/05/76 11/05/76
75-083C-06H YI 24
75 083C-061 Y1 6 09/_1/76 10/07/76
75 OB3C-06J IY 7 06/02/77 06/02/77
75-063C 06K FR 4
7S OB3C-06L FR 2
7S=083C-06M MP 1 10/08/77 10/_3/77
75 OB3C OBN FR $7
7S-083C-060 DO 87 0g/02/76 05116/78
7S-083C-06P DO 24
7S OB3C-06_ DO 12
7S-083C-06R YI 34
75-063C-06l 61 1
75 OB3C-06X DD 31 09/03/76 02/01/80
7S-083C-06Y DO 1 04/08/76 08/23/79
7S OBIC-04




75-OB3C-tOA FR 1 00103/76 10/31/76
IS-OB3C-IOR UY 47 09/03/76 10/31/76
7S-063C-03
75 083C 031 NP 11 09/04/76 05/79/77
7S-083C-11
7b-OB3C 11B DD I 09/05/76 01/79/77
7S OB3C 02
75-0B3C 02A fR I 09/03/76 09/03/76
15 083C-12
75 OB3C I_A MP l 0g/03/76 09/03/76
75 OB3C 12H RP I 0q/03/76 09/03/76
75 OB3C 14
75-OB3C 14A DD l 09/03/76 09103/76
ZS OB3C 140 DD I 09/03/76 09/03/76
15 OB3C I4C MB 2 0q/03/_6 09/03/76
75 OB3C 01
62
• SPACECRAF1 NAME LAUNCtt DATE
oo••*eoeoee•*e•*e•e*eee_ooeeeeeeoeee•* oeeoooeoeo oeoooeooo•solooososo•.o•.o_
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMENT hU_ME .





















BI 1 Ct I1 R
III(IIAI)I ll[ll
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES REPORTS
VIKIk_ 2 LANDER, MEIEOROLOCY
SANMET TB_P+VCTR WND VS TIME-LIST
VECTOR WIND/TEHP VS TIME(SEC)PLTS
VEC10R WIND/IEHP VS TIMF(HRS)PLTS
METEOROLOGY PRESSUI_E TAPE
METEOROLOGY WNDTMP TAPE
DAILY PLOTS 0F WNDTMP * PRESSURE
PRINTED PRESS * WNDTMP CATALOG
WIND AND TEMPERATURE CATALOC
SOL AVC PRESS,PLOTS & LISTINK_




VIKINC 2 LANDER,INI_C.CHEM. INVEST
SPECTRA PLOTS ON M/FICHE
COV#4ANO, SPECTRA, TEMP HIST H]APE
COMMAND HISTORY ON M'FICHE
TEMPERATURE HISTORY DN M'FICHE
09109175
BIBLIOORAPHY OF VIKING MARS SCI
VIKING 2 ORBITER, IMACEMY
BLACK • WHITE PRESS RELEASE PHDTD
B/W MOSAICS
RECTILINEAR ORBITAL. PHOTOCRAPHY
BLACK • WHITE ORTHOCRAPHIC PHOTOS
STEREO PAIRS 5XS-INCH FILH
SEDR SUPPORT DATA 0N MICROFILM
INDEX BY _T/LONG AND 10 DEC BOX
MOSAIC SUHHARY AND INDEX. M/F]IH
INDEX TO PHOBOS0 DEIM0S. STAR
RECT * ORTHO INDEX BY ROLL FILE
PRIME, EXT, CONT MISSION PIC CAT
LIST OF IMACES BY QUADo LA1/LONC
IPL PROCESSED PHOTOCRAPIW
IP[ PROCESSED COLOR PHOTOCRAPHY
COLOR PRF_SS RELEASE PHOIOCRAPHY
USCS PHOTO MOSAICS 5M
USOS PHOTONOSAICS 1:7.5 M
SEDR QUAD/_QUAD PLOTS
MARS IN 3D, MOVIE_IIM
USCS PHOTOMOSAICS 1:2M
IHACINC DATA ON HACNET]C 1APE
STEREO IMACINC CATALDC MFICHE
COLOR COMPDSITES OF MARS
PDS VO2-M ISS/VIS-S-CLOUD Vt.O
VIKING 2 ORBITER, SPECTROH[WFR
A1MOSPHER]C BALER DATA ON TAPt
PDS VO]/VO2-M-MAWD 4 VI,O
VIKINC 2 0RBITER, RADIONE1ER
DFCAI.IBNATEO IRIM DATA ON NACIAPI
PDS VO2 M ]RTM-5-OINN_D/CIDS V! .0
PDS V01/VO2-M IRTM-4-VI .O ON CD
VIKINC 2 DROllER,RADIO SCIENCE
381 HIIZ RLLAY LINK
ACCELERAIION LISTS AND PL015
.C_AV[TAI TONAL ACCH ERA] ]ON DATA
02/2"2/86
DRBIIA[. PLOIS FOR P_OH[S PERIOD
MAC CONJ W/DI-I 3X180 BINS ! ICHt
MAC CONJ W/CCE 3X180 BIN.S,I ICItF
MAC CIINJ B/CC[ 6X12 BINS f ]CHI
MAC CONJ W/DI-I 3XBO OINS F ICtlF
VIKING, UV AURORAl IHAC[N
QUICK [ OOK PLOIS, MI ICH[
VIKINC, IllOI FRE_L_NCY WAVI EXt"
QUICK LOOK PLOTS ON MFICH]
VIKING, VICION UFCTRIC I IFJD EXP
QUICK L0flK PL01S ON MFICtl[
V]K]NC, tOW FI_LQUENCY BAVL IXP
qUICK LOOK P[ DIS ON Hi ICtlI
VIKING, HIll PI ASI4A [XPERIMINT
qUICK I 00K PI DIS ON M/F ]CHI
VIKINC, MACNFI ]C F ILID EXPIRININI
gUlCK tOOK PIOIS ON M/FICHE
09/o5/7/
IRAJt CIORY PLUIS
I_'.;vc] J 6 si_ vl o
PDS VCI S 6 SPK V I. O
VOYAOIR I, PIASI4A SPICIHOMII_R
JUl'll[R PI AS,t4A SUMMARY IAP[.S (HC)
.]UPIIIR PIAS@qA SUMMARY |APIS (.'S,3)
JUP I I ! R P] ASMA DAIA 1 APi
PIA.%MA SAIUNN FNCOUNII:R (tIC CnDR)
SAIUtIN [NC[IUNIER I 1 CO[]RI)
tI[IUI¢ AVERACII) SOLAR WIND P| ASMA
PI)S VCI S t'L S .% I 1 | _N ¢#6 OSL C
PI)S VC1 S ]'IS h ION M(IM 96 OSIC
PI)S VC1 S PIS 5 ItIN I II 96 0 SIC
#_)S VCi S PIS ._ ]IIN |HF{ 96 •SIC
PI)S VCI S PIS 5 [iT #'AFT 96 OSLC
PI)S V('| J INS 5 lilT'4 MIIH 96 OSIC
I'[).':, VCI J PIS/IqTA b Ill Mt)M 96 OS
VIIYACIR I, LIV SI'ICIRIlMIILR



























































































































































































































































































































VOYAGB] 1,PLASMA WAVE (.Ol-56KHZ)
24 HR PI-ASI'IA WAVE PLOTS, RFILR
PDS V(_I-J-PWS-4-SA-40.OSEC
POS VCI- J-PWS- 2-SA- 4. OSEC
POS VC 1- S -P'WS-2- SA ~4. OSEC
PDS VC 1- S - P_tS- 4 - SA - 48. OSEC
VOYAGER 1, IR INTERFEROMETER
JIJ_=_B IRIS N_ DATA 0N TAPE
SATURn# IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE
VOYAOER ],P_T.ANALY_ITELEOPE
LOW-ONE.BY SECTOR-AVC. FLUX, TAPE






VOYAOER I, FLUXOATE HA_OM_
_. JUPITER _Y (HC COOR)
_0_4_. JUPITER SUMMARY (_ C00R)
48-SEC HAC F_ PLOTS-JUPITER,FICH
SA_ E_ICO'UNlr_R DATA (HC CODR)
SATURN ENCOUNTER L1COORD
HOUR AVERAGE INF, HC COORD, TAPE
VCI-J-POS-4-48.0SEC
POS VC1-S-POS-4-48.OSEC
PDS VOl- J-HAC-4-4B. OSE-C
POS VC1- J-HAC-4-9 . 60SEC
POS VC1- J-HAG-4-1. 92510




JUPITE_ C0LOR PRESS RE.LEASE
SYSTE_IATIC HTIS ZNACES,JUPITER
JUP]TE_ 8/W PRESS RELEASE
VOYA_ INDEX ON RFIU4
PICIURE CATALOC OF JUP ENCOUNTER
BLACK AND VIt1TE MOSAICS. JUP SATS
COLOR MOSAICS OF JUP'S SATS.
IMAOERY OF 5ATUR?4'S SATFIL]ES
SEL_I_) IPL IMAGES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTBqATIC HTIS INACES,SATURN
PICTURE CATALOC OF SAT E]_COUNTER
F00TPRINTS.AIR_ MAPS OF _P SATS
]NAOI¢ DATA ON _IC TAPE
SATURN COLOR PRESS REJ-EASE
SATURN B/W PRESS RELEASE
_S JUPITB IMAGES ON CD-RON
PDS SATURN ]RACES ON CD-ROR
VOYAGER J, COSMIC RAY TE(5.SCOPE
JUPITER FLUX TIME-HISTORY RECORDS
VOYAGER 1. COHERhrr S*X BAND RADIO
COMPLEX _J_VFIOpE OCCULTATION SIGN
ME_CI_ OCCULTATION DATA
RADIO OCCULTATION SATURN'S R1NCS
SATURN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAP
TIIAN RADIO OCCULTATION DATA,TAPE
SAT_ ENCOUNTER DATA ON MAC TAPE
RADIO OCCULT,TITAN E_COUNT (Rl_)
RADIO 0CCULT,SATURN E_ICOUIN_ (NAR)
RADIO OCCULT ,SATURN _OUNrl (NED)
OPACITY AN{) PHASE OF RI_S
OPACITY • PHASE PROFILES SAT RINC
VOYACER 1, LF RF RCVR(.O2-4OHliZ)
LOW BAND DYN SPECIRA PL OTS,JUP
HIGH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
PLAN_ARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DATA
DECAHFTRIC E_H]SS]ON CAT.I_-40 HHZ
LOW BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
HIOH BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,SAT
TRAJECTORY PLOTS
PDS VC2 S-6 SPK-V1 .0
_S VC_-J-6-SPK-V] .O
_S VC2 U-6 SPA-V] .0
VOYAOE]_ 2, PL_SHA SPECTROMrFER
JUPITE_ PLASRA SUHMARY TAPLS (1$C)
JUPITER PLASMA SUMMARY 1APE_ ($31
JUPITER PLA_A ANALYZ_ DATA TAPE
PLASHA SATURN I_K_OUNIER (PIC COOR)
SATURN FNCOUNTER I I COORD
HOUR AVERACE]D SOLAR _JND PLASMA
F_)S VC_ U PLS 5-10N-FIT-48SEC
POS ¥0_-U PLS 5 10N-ERR-48SEC
PDS VC2 U-PLS 5 _ E PAR-485|"C
PDS VC_ UPL_-5-LII-BR 4BSIC
PDS VC? J PiS 5 ]ON-HOM-96.0_IC
PD_ V02- J PL.S b-tl E_M{)M--96. OSI C
PDS VC_ S-PLS 5-1_I BR 96.OSIC
PDS VC_ S PIS 5-10N-MOH-96.OS_C
PDS VC2 S P[_S 5 ION-FIT 96 OS| C
PDS VC_ S Pi S _J. I PAR- 96. OS! C
PDS VC2 S PLS 5 ION IBH 96.0510
V_YACB 2, UV SPECIROSCOPY




























































































































































































































































































• SPACECRAFI NAHE LAUNCH DATE •
eoeeeteeeeeeoeeeeee•eeeom, o8eeoooeeeeOOeeeeeeoeeeeooeeeeeeeoeq_eeeeoe•eeeeeOes
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPE_IHENT NAME •














VOYAGER 2,PLASMA WAVE(.OI-56 KFb?)
24-HR PLASMA WAVE PLOTS, NFILM
PIDS VI_P-J-PWS-2-SA-4.0SEC
PDS VG2-J-PWS-4-SA-48.OSEC
PDS VG-'2- S- PWS- 2- SA-4 . OSEC
POS V02- S-F_S- 4-SA-48. OSEC
PDS VO2-U-F_S-2-SA-4. OSEC
laDS VC,2-U-t_I/S-4-SA-48.05EC
VOYAGER 2, IR INTERFEROMEIER
JUPITER IRIS NEROE]) DATA ON TAPES
SATURN IRIS RADIANCE, TAPE
URANUS IRIS DATA ON HACNE'FIC TAPE
NEPTUNE IRIS RII)UCED DATA RECORDS
VOYAOER 2, PART ANALYZE_/TFIESCOP
LOW-ENE3_CY SECT"OR-AVG. FLUX, TAPE





PDS VC_- J-LECP-4- IS#4IN
POS VC2-U-LECP-4- I_IIN
PDS VC2- U- LECP- 4-OR - 15M IN
VOYAGER 2,PHOTOPOLARIMETER
PHOTOPOLARINETEN JUPITER _ DATA
SATLM_N,TITAN,DELTA SCORPII E_CNIR
VOYAGER 2, FLUXCATE _CNETOMET'EN
HACNE-I. JUPITER SLI4MARY (HC DOOR)
NACNET. JUPITER SUHMARY ($3 CDOR)
4B-SEE MAC FED PLOTS JUPITER,F]Ctt
MACNET. SATURN EN<:0UNTER(HC C00R)
SATURN ENCOUNTER LI COORD
HOUR AVERAGE IMF, HC COORD, 1APE
URANUS ENCOUNTER (HC CO•R), TAPE
URANUS ENCOUNTER (UI CODR), TAPE
URANUS B FLD PLIS,48 SA9.6 S DAIA
PDS VG2-J-MAC-4-I.g2SEC
PDS VC2 J MAC 4 9.6OSEC











JUPITER B/W PRESS RELEASE
JUPITER COl OR PRESS RELEASE
VOYAGER INDEX DN MFILM
SYST_4AT]C NTIS IMACES,JUPITER
PICTURE CATALOC OF JUP _NCOUNIER
BLACK • WHITE HOSA]CS OF JUP SATS
SELECT_ IPI IMACES OF SATURN SAT
SYSTE)4ATIC MlIS IMAGES,SATURN
PICTURE CATALOC OF SAT _NCOUNTER
FOOTPRINIS*AIROR MAPS OF JUP SATS
IMAOINC DATA ON MACNFIIC TAPE
SYSII_IIC MIPL IMAGES, URANUS
NFP3URE,COLOR PRESS RELEASE
URANUS COLOR PRESS RELEASE
URANUS B/W PRESS Rfl FASE
SATURN D/W PRESS RELEASE
SATURN COLOR PRESS REL_SE
N_IUNE B/W PRESS RELEASE
SYST_]MATIC IP! IMACINC, NEPTUNE
PDS JUPITER IMAGES ON CD-ROM
PDS SATURN IMAGES ON CD ROM
PDS URANUS IMAGES ON CD ROM
AIR BRUSH MAP, l:bM, TRITON
VOYAGER 2, COSMIC RAY TELESCOP[
JUPITER FLUX TIME HISTORY 8ECORDS
VOYAGER 2, COHERNI S*X BAND RADO
COMPLEX ENVELOPE OCCULTATION SICN
NEROED OCCULIAIION DAIA
SATURN RADIO OCCUtlATION DATA,TAP
SATURN FNCOUHIER DAIA ON MAC TAPE
RADIO OCCULTATION, SATURN ENCOUNT
RADIO OCCULIAIION DAIA ON URANUS
RADIO OCCULTAI. BY NEPTUNE/TRITON
VOYAGE}( 2, LF.OF RCVR(.O2-4OMIIZ)
LOW BARD DYN SPECTRA PLOIS,JUP
HI01 BAND DYN SPECTRA PLOTS,JUP
PLANIIARY RADIO ASTRONOMY DAIA
DECAMFTRIC EHISS]ON CAT lS-4O _t1
LOW HAND DYN SP[CIRA PI O)S,SAI
H]CH BAND DYN SP|CIRA Pt HIS,SAT
07/18/65
ZOND 3, PHOTOORAPHY
AILAS 0) LUNAR fARSIDI PHOTOS
I]/]O/68
LUNAR Ptt)110CRAPHY































































































































































































































































































oe.•o_: oAoCoo_o_*F_o 0_ .......... oL_o•o(_* • o_:_• ................................. o*
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERII4E3WrF NAME •





ATLAS OF REVERSE SIDE OF THE MOON
oe/oT/sq
ZOND 7, LUNAR PHDTOQRAPHS
INDEX TO LUNAR PI4OTO(_APHS
LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOS
NSSOC - OIE_IqE_AT Et_ INDEX
ATLAS OF REVBRSE SIDE OF THE MOON
zo/2o/To
ZOND 8, LUNAR PHOTO_A_
INDEX TO LUNAR _TO_A_
S_IAL _TO_APHY
_-BBATED INDEX




F_ _RJANT ITY OF DATA









TO-OeSA -O'2A HI 2
70-088A-O2B YC 2q
70 -088A-02C HI 3






_TING DATA FROM SUPPLEMENTARY DATA LISTINGS
The data in the NSSDC Supplementary Data File (NSDF) are listed alphabetically by discipline,
source, data type, data content, and data set. The data type and data content headings group
available data sets alphabetically under the discipline and source. The NSDF is divided into
astronomy (fast listing) and all other disciplines (second listing), excluding crustal dynamics.
To locate available data in the NSDF, the user should fast determine the discipline of interest from
Table 1 (below), and the source desired from Table 2 (on the following page). This procedure will
identify a limited section of the NSDF listing. After locating the discipline and source, the user
should scan the subheadings to determine (1) if there is an appropriate data type, (2) if there is an




















Optical, UV, IR and most astronomical
catalogs
Celestial X rays and gamma rays
Maps of planetary and satellite surfaces
Includes elements and ephemerides
from miscellaneous sources
Includes solar cosmic rays
Composite data and items that cannot be
listed elsewhere
Terrestrial and planetary ionospheres
Includes magnetospheric and
interplanetary plasmas
Terrestrial and planetary atmospheres,
including meteorology
From any source
Solar proton events, etc.
Includes sunspot counts
Mostly radiation belt models and
programs
P.AGE_I NIEN I ION._LLY.I_.ANK













Reslricted to correlative data
Resu'icted to correlative data




Data obtained from more than one of the
other sources listed here
Miscellaneous computer codes
Restricted to correlative data
Data not acquired by instruments on a
single spacecraft (e.g., beacon, drag,
and multispaeecnfft data)
7O
NSDF - ASTRONOMY LISTING

ASTRONOMY
OBTAINING DATA FROM THE ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
Catalogs of astronomical data listed in the Status Report on Machine-Readable Astronomical
Catalogs may be obtained from the Astronomical Data Center if their respective status codes
indicate availability for distribution. For catalogs not having a distribution code of A,
documentation is sparse or nonexistent, and a requester will often need to examine the data
carefully for potential problems and inconsistencies. The AIM2 generally will not distribute
catalogs with status codes of C or lower, but will, as time permits, attempt to check these and
upgrade them if requested. A tape description will always be provided with a data set on magnetic
tape, along with a sample listing or a brief description of the format.
NSSDC Data Request Forms in Appendix B at the back of this publication should be used to
request astronomical data and/or catalogs. Please include the following information when
completing the form: (1) your title (Dr., Mr., Ms., Prof., etc.) and full name (first, middle initial,
last, suffix if any)-fuU names are required to avoid possible duplication in the name file; (2)
telephone number and date the form is completed; (3) catalog identification number (number and
name from the Status Report, if available - a Status Report is published in each issue of the
Astronomical Data Center Bulletin, probably available in your department, library, or the closest
university having an astronomy department; (4) a brief discussion of what the data are to be used
for (research project, educational purposes, etc.); and the maximtan block size (physical, not
logical, record length) that your computer can process. All data sets and catalogs are stored at large
block sizes (about 32K bytes) at the ADC for maximum storage efficiency and data transfer rate,
and minimum computer charges. If unblocked or very small maximum block size is requested, it
may be necessary to charge for computer time and additional magnetic tapes.
Uncertainties regarding numbers of tapes required, tape parameters, or special requests should be
clarified before requests are submitted. Contact Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr. at (301) 286-8310, FTS
888-8310, Telex 89675 (answerback NASCOM GBLT), or letter. Electronic mail may be sent to
W3WHW@SCFVM (BITNET), W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV (Intemet),
NSSDCA::WARREN (NSI-DECnet).
For general inquiries dealing with requesting astronomical catalogs, the On-line Information
System, or the Status Report Mailing List:
Gall L. Schneider
National Space Science Data Center
Code 933, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 USA
E-mail: TEADC@SCFVM (BITNET); TEADC@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV (Intemet);
NSSDCA::GAIL (NSI-DECnet)
Telephone: (301) 286-8310; FAX (301) 286-4952
For general questions concerning scientific content of catalogs and inquiries about data submission
and availability:
Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center/World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 933, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 USA
E-mail: W3WHW@SCFVM (BITNET); W3WHW@SCFVM.GSFC.NASA.GOV
(Interne0; NSSDCA::WARREN (NSI-DECnet)
Telephone: (301) 286-8310; FAX (301) 286-4952
73











1ST _ICH CAT STARS 1925.0
_) 9-YR CAT AC RB: STARS 1900
2ND _ICH CAT STARS 1925.0
CAT TOULOt,SE (P__mttE 19871
AGK3 BY RICHT kSC_ISION
AGK3 CAT (HEZ_/FINAL VEERS)
m CAT (HEZ_/FINAL VERS)
AGK3 CAT (HE.tl)__BS_/FINAL VBRS)
AQK3R CATALOQ (CORBZN 19901
ACK3t MEAN POS • PROP6t MOTIOm
AGK3R 085 21499 NORTH REF STARS
ASTROQRAPHIC CAT ",.1 TO _31(1983)
ASTROGRAPHZC CAT RE_ STARS(I9911
ASTROGRAPHIC CATS -2 T n +31
ASTROQqAPHZC CATS -2 TO -31 X,Y





BUCHAREST CAT FAINT STARS 1950.0
CALVE PHOTOGRAPHIC 2 1950.0(19881





CAPE ZONE CAT (SPENCE_/JAOKSON)
CAR_8Bq'c MERIDIAN (1989)
CAJ_SBE_C M6tZD;AN (1990)
CAT 8803 STARS 31-40 NORTH
CAT 964 ETOILES -5 TO e15/FAYET
CAT O'ABBADIA 14288 ETOILES
CAT m_RIOIEN STRASSOURG 1972
CAT OF 20554 FAINT STARS (CAPE)
CAT OF STARS RE£; OF HY_ CLL,_T
CAT PROP HOT 12590 STARS (QOI_EL)
CAT SUPPLIE)I_ITAL EO STARS
COMB CAT OCCULTATION SF_ARC)4ES
COMBIN_) LICX-VOYAGS_ RE]= STARS




DATA TRIO PAR YALE CATS 1952/68
EICHHORN PLEIADI_S CATA_
_5 MINOR PLANETS 1986
_5 H_NOR _S 1987
E].ISqE_FTS MII_OR PLANETS 1988
i=K4 AND SUPPt.JE_8_ (V. 19891
F)(5 _XC (19U)
F_H M_[_84_I_ CAT_
c_ (BOSS 1937. v_'sioR _Dc 1985)
H_ST_ 1,2,3 1950.0 (1983)
ZONE CAT -6 TO -10
H_qZ ZONE CAT -6 TO -10
Zntornmtional RoT S_;era (19911
J CAT RI_CIJCE]) AC DATA (1982)
JPL EJ%I_ME_l 'r'.19E0-2000 (DF.1181
JPL EP_IS 1960-2000 (DE1251
JPL EPHI_ERIS 1980-2000 (D_2OO)
JPL LONC EPHI_IE_IS(NE_4AJ_L 19781
JUPIT[_-VOIyA(_ REF STARS (19901
KAT 3356 ST_IIEN 19_0 (t.ARZNK)
LDS CATALO(:UE (L.UYTE_ 1940-19871
LJ4_ CATALOC, 2ND ED(LLffTBN 19791
LOVEI-L PROP_ HOTIONS NORTH H_4
LOWELL PROPI_ MOTIONS NORTH HEH
LOWELL PROPER MOTIONS SOUTH HE_
LUN DCC IRAS PT SRCS 1991-2000
LUYTE]'4 PROPER MOTION6 >0.5 ASEC
MI[LBOURNE _ CATALDQUE
HUITZPLE STARS IN T ASSOC (19801
N30 CAT OF 52t_ STANDARD STARS
N30 CAT OF 5268 STANDARD STARS
NEPTUNE-VOYA_ RE]F STARS (19861
NLTT CATALOQUE (LUYTE_N 1979-801
NLTT CATALOQUE, PUB E])ITION
NORTH INTI=I_IAT REF STARS (1990)
PI_TH 70 GA-11N SORTI=n BY DH
pBTT14 70, OBS4_VATIONS 24900 -S
PERTH 70, POSITIONS 24900 STARS
PERTH 75 POS 2689 FI(4/FK4S STARS
PERTH 83 POSITIONS 12263 STARS
POS,PROP HOT 4949 _:OOL_TIC STARS
POSITION_ • PROPE_R HOTIONS(19881
PP_ SOt,'TH (P_F_J..XJ_Z_ttRY) {_geO_
PRAE_F-J>E STD RECION(RtJ_._I_L 1(176
PROP HOT 1160 STARS (FOGH OLSB¢)









































































































































































































PROP M0T 8790 STARS KI.J_¢0LA 1971
PROPER NOTIONS LUM STARS (1990)
PTC 00'3 VISUAL DOUBLES (1987)
_JATRIE_E _E3_I0 BESANCON (1982)
RADIO SOURCE POSITIONS YLBI 1990
SANTIAGO 67 CAT 7610 STARS(J981)
SANTIACO-PULKOVO 1 (SPF 1, 1975)
SANTIAGO-PUt_KOVO 2 (SPF 2,UNPUO)
SANTIAGO-PULKOVO 3 (SPF 3, 1972)
SANTIAGO-PUI_KOVO 3 (SPF 3. 1972)
SAO STAR CATALOG (ADO 1984)
SAO STAR CATALOG (ADC/USNO 1990)
SATURN-VOYAGOR RE_: STARS (1990)
SELECTE_ COMPACT RADIO SOURCES
SOUTHI_N DURCItHUSTB_NC/BD SOUTH
SOUTHE_N DURCHHUSTI]tUNC/BO SOUTH
SRS 20488 POSTrIONS (1988)
SYDNEY PTG CAT ZONES -48 TO -54
SYDNEY SOUTHERN STAR CAT (1983)
TOKYO NITAKA CAT F_ STARS 1950.0
TOKYO PI4C 86 (1989)
TRApFTIUH-TYPE RLN_T SYS (1978)
TRAPEZIUM-TYPE NULT SYS T ASSOC
TRIG PAR PROP HOT UK SCHHZDT-11
URNCt_-V0YACe_ RE]: STARS (1985)
USN0 K CATALOG (DtJ_ 1078)
L CATALOG (DUNItAH 1989)
_0 PLEIADES CATALDO (1969)
YALE CAT TRIG PAJRALLAX_
yAIF TRIO PAR/SUPPL (USNO 1982)
YALE ZONE CAT -60 TO -70 (1981)
YALE ZONE CATS INTEGRATED (1989,)
Z(X)IACAL CATALOG XZSOJ (1979)
ZOOIACAL ZONE CATALOG (1990)
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS COtglNS) DATA
ALGOL-TYPE BINARY CAND (1984)
ASTRON CAT RADIO STARS (1990)
ASTROPHYS PARNqS (POPPE_ 1980)
BRIGHTEST STARS (1987)
CATACLYS BINARIES (RITTER 1988)
C(]N8 LIST ASTRON SOURCES 3.1
DATA FK4/FK4 SUPP STARS (NORIN)
O00,HC PHOT KPNO.CTIO (1982)
F STARS SOP
F2-K5 ONARFS BOPC FROK SUN
FIELD TYPE II CEPHEIDS (1985)
GENEVA PHOTOMFTRIC BOXES (1982)
I'IE_RY DRAPIE_ EXT 112 (ARI 1991)
HIGH-VELOCITY STARS (ROMAN 195.5)
HI(H-VELOCITY STARS/ECCE_ 1964-5
KINEHATIC DATA O-BS STARS (1981)
LATE-TYPE STARS GH,HHO,SIO ERISS
_ES,A_ STARS 88 O_ CLOT
NEARBY STAR DATA 1969-78 (1979)
NEARBY STARS(CLIESE 1989)CON DTA
NEARBY STARS(CLIESE 1989)CON OTA
NEARBR GIANTS K•M (ECCE]¢ 1986)
NE_ KIN DATA SO OB STARS TAB 2
NE_ KIN DATA SO oe STARS TAB 4
PHOTI]I4ETRY • PROP HOT H67 (1988)
PROBABLE MB'IBBqrS OF SMC
PROP HOT,UBV H,CH1 _ REC(1980)
PROP HOT.UBY REG 4 OPBM CL(1980)
PROP-HOTION STARS. UBY,RY (1987)
PTOL.E]qY 'S CATALOGUE
R_DUC_D LNOY PHOTGHETRY I1
REDUCBD uYeY PHOTO_L_TRY 11
RB)UCED UVBY PHOTOMETRY/PHZLIP
SkO AND _ARY DATA(19OG)
SKYMAP 3.3 248516 STARS (1986)
SKYHAP 3.5 248583 STARS (1989)
SKY_P SOURCE PROGRAHS
SPACE VEL VECTORS B,A STRS(1982)
SPACE VELOCITIES CA;( OI_S
SPACE-VELOCITY CAT (EGGEN 1962)
SPECT SEL STARS GALACTIC HALO
SPECTROS BIN 14 (1984)
SPECTROS BIN 15 (1988)
SPECTROSCOPIC BINARIES 8 (1989)
STARS <25 PC SUN (VOOLLEY*1970)
STARS <25 PC SUN (V00_+1970)
STELLAR CAT,V.II.1 (STEIN 1980)
SUPf_GIANT STARS (EGRET 1980)
YALE BR]GItT STARS SUPPL (1983)
YALE BRIGHT STARS. 5TH E]D (1986)
YALE CAT BRIGHT STARS, 4TH BD
(FE/H] DATA F STARS (SHEVELE'Y)
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS CROSS IDENTIFICATION
ACK3-BO CROSS INDEX/ldARRER 1978
SO-AOK3 CROSS ZN_EX/WA_ER 1978
BO/CD/CPO CROSS 1ND CHAR (1981)
SO/CO/Ce0 CROSS INDEX
CD-CPD CROSS INDEX (1987)








































































































































































































GCVS TABLE % NOMENCLATURE
GCVS TABLE 1 NI)MB_CLATURE
GCVS TABLE 10 SONNEBB_D CROSS IN
CCVS TABLE 11 SYS CROSS INDEX
OCVS TABLE 12 ROSS CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 13 INNF-.S CROSS INDEX
OCVS TABLE 14 BAHBE_C CROSS INDX
GCVS TABLE 19 ZINN6R CROSS INDEX
OCVS TABLE 2 BAYE_ CROSS ZNDEX
CCVS TABLE 20 PRAQE_ CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 21 CSY CROSS INDEX
OCVS TABLE 5 HR=BS CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 6 DM CROSS INDEX
DCVS TABLE 6 DH CROSS INDEX
GCVS TABLE 6 DH CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 6 FLAHSTEEI) INDEX
OCVS TABLE 7 lID CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE 8 AN CROSS INDEX
CCVS TABLE q I'N CROSS INDEX
OCVS TABLE I NOR_MCLATURE
GCYS TABLES 15-18 OV,VB,W,TV ID
GICLAS/80 CROSS INDEX/ME=.qMILLIOO
NO.HOE,OH OPI_I CLU_STB_S (1985)
HD-DEN_BORN CROSS INDEX (1983)
tIDE CROSS INDEX (BONNET 1978)
IDENTS NETAL-DEFICIBMT F-N STARS
INFRARED SOURCE CROSS INDEX 1987
SAO-HD-OH-CC CROSS INDEX (1983)
SAO-HO-OM-OC CROSS INDEX (1983)
SPECTROS BIN LIST TOULOUSE(lOB.5)
WDS-DH-HD-ADS CROSS INDEX (1987)
ASTRAY CATALOQS MISCFI LANE_
BIB CAT FIELD RR LYR ST/_"3(1988)
BIB INDEX PLANETARY MEB 1965-79
BIB STAY METHDDS ASTRONOMY(1988)
BIB VARIABLE STARS (1986)
BIB VARIABLE STARS SUPPL 1(1986)
CDROM TEST DISK (N)C 1989)
CONSTELLATION BOUNDARIES (1987)
CONSTELLATION DATA (1989)
DOUBLE STARS (WOS,W0RLEY 1984)
I_IE3RCY DIST STELLAR SPECTRA/1988
BROL SPECTRA GALAXIF._ (1988)
FE II REFERENCE CAT (1988)
FINDINW_ LIST 5, PUBLI,T, HE_ VER'S.
FINDIMC LIST I_S-MEIS3, ]-10
FINDINC LIST I_-NB_, 1-10
FINDING LIST OEIS BINARY STARS 5
INTERFEROP_-TRIC MEAS BIN V. 10/88
LINE SPECTRA ELB4EWTS (1980-1)
LUH STARS IN CLUST/ASSOC (1984)
MODEL ATN C,F.A.B.O STARS (1979)
HULTIPLET TABLE FOR NN 1 (1989)
OBS CAT VISUAL DOUBLE STARS 1978
OCCULTATION OOUBLE_ OBS (198._)
ORBITS VISUAL BINARIES 1984.0
PHOTOHETRIC SEJ_/ARCUEJ_OK 1973
PDSS PLATE DATA (_ 1984)
REVISB) YALE ISOCHRONES (1087)
SBNIB4PIRICAL CF VALLES FE II
SPECT/BIB BIDEU4AN-PARSONS 1985
TABLE SB41E_PIRICAL GF VALUES
SEQ SA 92-115 (LANDOLT 1973)
ASTRONOMY CATALOQS OF NON-STEIJ-AR OBJECTS
2810 NEARBY C_LAXIES (1988)
9t40 REF CAT BRIGHT CALAXIES 1976
3RD REF CAT BRICHT GALAXlES 1991
ABFI t /ZVICKY CALAXY CLUSTI3RS
ARP'S CLOBUt-NR-CLUSTE]R CATALOC
ASTEROIDS II DATA BASE (1988)
ATLAS PECULIAR CAL.AXIES (I988)
ATLAS SYNTHESIS SPECTRA GAL 1985
BIB SURFACE PHOT _LAXIES (I982)
ORICI4T NEBULAE (B T LYI_)
ORIGI-fT NEBULAE (B T LYI_)
BRIGHT NEBULAE (B T LYI_)
CAT ABSORPTION LINE]5 QSO SPECTRA
CAT POLARIZATION _RA_L RADIO
CEI)AG CLUSTBq[S OF P_ALAXIES(1984)
CFA REt)SHIETS (HUCHRA 5,/1990)
CLUST_ AND ASSDC SELECTBD DATA
CO OBS (_*ALAXIES 19_5-1989 (1991)
CO DOS OF GALAXIES (VERTER 19B5)
CO RAD VEL GAL HII REGIONS(1982)
COHA CLUSTER GALAXIES (1983)
COMPACT CROUPS CONPACT GALAXIES
COMPACT CROUPS OF GALAXIE.S(1982)
COS-B DATABASE (1985)
DARK NEB, GLOBULES 240-360 DEC
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNOS)
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)
DARK NEBULAE (B T LYNDS)






































































































































































































ES0/UPPSALA SURVEY (_S 82)
_RAGAL DATA BASE II: H I(I990)
E_(TRACAL RADIO SOURCE IDS (1983)
CAL S -30 0BS SPECTROS (1983)
GAL SI,,I RE)4NANTS/CLARK-C_ELL
C.AL SN REHNANTS/ILOVAISKY+
GALAXIES (Z_ICKY ET AL. 1961-68)
CALAXIES ROTATION CURVES (]983)
GALAXY REDSHIFTS (ROOD UNPUB )
DALAXY REDSHIFTS (ROOD UNPUB.)
GLOBULAR CLUSTI_tS (MONELLA 198.5)
OLOBULES LIST (WESSEJ_IUS 1979)
GROUPS OF CALAXIES. CFA SURVEY
HI I RECIGNS (SHARPLESS)
IR HAGS HI VF_J_ WIDTHS NEARBY GAL
ISOLATED GALAXIES (1973)
ISOLATED PAIRS GAL N HEH (1972)
ISOLATE]) TRIPLETS OF C,ALJ_XIES
KIS0 UV-E_CESS GALAXIES(1984-gO)
KITT PEAK QS0 CAT (D_VIE]MY)
NARKARIAN C,ALAXlES (1984)
NASS-STONY BROOK CO SURVEY(1986)
HASSES,AGES STARS 12 OPEN CLUST
HASTER LIST NON-ST_ 0BJ 1978
MASTER LIST NON-STE]-LAR 0BJ 1978
MASTER LIST NDN-STEL_ 0BJ 19_HD
MASTER LIST RADIO SOURCES, RA43
MERCED C,ALAXIES(KOCOSHYILI 1086)
MORPH PROP 2712 ABELL CL (1987)
HORPHDL CAT GALAXIES, PUB ED
MORP_0LOGICAL CAT GA_XIES
MORPHOLOGICAL CAT GALAXIES 5
NEAR-IR SOURCE COI.WTS GAL PLANE
NEARBY GROUPS OF CALAXIES (1982)
NEW CAT QUASIST_ 0BJ (1989)
NCC 2000.0 (SKy PUBL 1988)
NONSTELLAR OBJECTS RNCC (1973)
OPE]q CLUSTER ISH DATABASE (1988)
OPEN CLUSTERS 5TH ED(LYNCA 1987)
PLANETARy NEB (STRASBOURO 1q80)
PLANETARY NEB (STRASBOURC 1980)




QS0'S ASIAC0 (BARBIERI_ 1982)
QUASARS AND ACTIVE NUCLEI (1987)
QUASARS ANO ACTIVE NUCLEI (1989)
RADIAL V_J-OCITIES CALAXIES(1981)
RE])SHIFTS ABFIL CLUS_BRS (1982)
RI_DSHIFTS V_ DISP ABE.LL CL 1987
Rt:T)SHIF'XS Zld NEAR CLL_TB_S(1984)
REFERB',ICE CAT BRICHT C,ALAX]ES
REFLECTION NFJ]IJLAE/VAN DE]M BERCH
REV SHAPLEW-AMES GALAXIES (1981)
RICH CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES (1977)
RICH CLUSTERS OF GAt_AXIES (1988)
SEYFERT GALAXIES/WE]B_,IAN 1977,8
SO GROUPS/CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES
SOUTHERN DARK CLOUDS (1986)
SOLFTHE]q_M GALAXY CAT (1913.5)
SOUtHErN REDSHIFTS (1987)
STAR CL/ASSOC ] ASSOC (1981)
SlAR CL/ASSOC IX CLOBULARS(1981)
STAR CL/ASS0C lit OPEN CL(1981)
STELLAR VELOCITY DISP1E_RSIONS. I.
SUPERNOVA RE)_ANTS (GREEN 1991)
UPPSALA GER CAT GALAXIES (1973)
UV EXCESS GALAXIES (1982)
UV,0PT,H I DATA VlRCO GAL (1981)
WI SOFT X-RAY BACKROUND SURVEY
ASTRONOMy CATALOC_ PHOTOMETRIC DATA
IOO-MICRON SURVEY GALACTIC PLANE
13-COLOR PHOT 1380 BRIGHT STARS
13_COLOR PHOT 1380 BRI_ STAR'S
4200 A CN&C BANDS/CO-KS SPECTRA
AFGL IR SKY SURVEY REY (1983)
ASIACO SUPBRNOVA CAT (1989)
BAU4_R LINES PT4OIOMETRIC (1980)
BRICHT UVBY-BETA STD STARS(1987)
BRIGHTEST STARS 1'131 FIELD
BRIghTEST STARS M31 FOREOROUND
CAT 1O-NICRON CELESTIAL OBJECTS
CAT EARLY-TYPE STARS NARRQ_-0AND
CAI EOCER (102/65/62) PHOTDI_-TRY
CAT STARS PHOTOMETRICALLY ME.AS
CAT UBV DU CAP (NICOLEX)
CAT UHV(R) _)O PHOT01"_-TRY (lq73)
CAT UVBK',RI PHO10N['[RY
CATALOC_ MINIPHOTE (HACNI_T)
CCD SEARCH CRUX/CE]'_IA_ (1991)
C[I_ESCOPE CAT UV HAGS (DAVIS)
CELESCOPE CAT UV HAGS (DAVIS)








































































































































































































DOO eHOTON BRIONT STARS (l_l)
COO eHOTO_ _Z_tT STARS (19SI)
DO0 PHOTOHETRY (l_g)
DEARBORN OBS CAT FAINT RE]) STARS
DIFFUSE INTEREST _
DIFFUSE ZNTERSTELL BAND NEAS
ECLIPSING BIN PARAMETERS (1980)
ECXlEN UBVY PHOTONETRY (1q90)
EXTINCTION DATA (NECX]E1__ 1980)
FAINT BLUE OBJ HIOH CAL (_AT 1984
FAINT BLUE STARS IIl (1964)
FLARE STAR'S (GBq_HBB_I)
GAL 0 STN_S(CRUZ-CONZALEZ.* 1974)
GAL O-TYPE STARS (r, Juqv_NY, 1q82)
GE_ CAT VAR STARS. 4TH 8) (1968)
_A PHOTOHETRIC 4 (1988)
H-AUet_ DeS (DUCATO 1981)
H-ALPHA PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS I
H-ALPHA PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS IZ
H-BETA PHOT SOUTH _-CO (19_4)
H-LINE AB_ORP/EARLY-TYPE STARS
HST OUIOE STAR mOT CAT (1988)
HST THEO COLOUR SYSTEMS (198q)
INFe.ARI_ oss((:Eu_I ET ld.. lq, DT)
INTERIM EQ I_ CAT 1
K-LINE PHOT STARS POP I CLUSTERS
K-LINE PHOTOMETRY A STAR_/H84RY
MACELLANIC CLOUDS S-COLOR (1980)
MACNETIC FIELD NEASURB_WTS/1983
NACS/COLOURS 06B STARS _ REC
NARROV-BAND PHOT LATE-TYPE STARS
NARROV-BAND PHOTOMETRY (1981)
NON-SOLAR X-RAY MEA.,._URIE_IE_n's
0 STARS, 4TH ED (COY 1980)
OBS AP STAR HRI21T 1_10-@6(1q89)
PHOT DATA BRIGHT STARS (1986)
PHOT ORANGE-RE]) CA-I TRIPLET
PHOT STRONG CN STARS/MCCLURE
PHOT/SPEL'TROPHOT INN SOP (1978)
PHOTOM STD STARS (COUSINS 1971)
PHOTOMETRIc DATA NEARBY STARS/S1
PHOTOI_'TRIC MACS SA 40
PHOTOMETRY VIS HULT SYS (1981)
POLAR IZAT_ON CATALOG
POLARIZATION CAT_
_EDICT_D K _ OF STARS (KUAN)
i=rc MAC HZ,_-I GAL LATITUDE (le_,._)
RADIO STARS O#E_KE_ 1_87)
RE_). I_RED HACS _ SYS(1982)
LIST FOR _ SYSTE_I/NICOLE-T
SCANNER ABUNDANCE STUDIES I
STARS E_I-I'TING RADIO CONTINUUM
STELIJe_ C_ _AL AF_L SURV(Ie_)
ST_ DIAJ4ET_R5 (lq88)
STELLAR DIST SA127. 141.189(1983)








THEORETICAL COLOURS F _n- O_ARP3




(P"rc) oe'qE_ _ (zge4)
UBY BRII'(]4'T s'rNts (JOHNSON ET AL)
uev CAT (OCHSeIe_N/STRASDOUI_)
U_V CAT (IXI-ISE]_B_INIST_)
uev COLOURS StmVe]_Nl_AE (19es)
UBV FAINT STARS Iql67 (I986)
UeV _ NEONS (Ige:)
U_v K DWARFS S CAL POLE (1989)
UBV DBS _ STA/_(I_tlLLING 1989)
UBV PHOT 1890 H-P--M STARS (1986)
UBV PHOTOELECTRIC (1_86)
UBV/HR DIA(:P.AHS GLgBULAR CLUSTER
LmV/_K oem CLUSTERS (lm)
tJ_Y/UVBY BETA ORION OB 1
Z,m'WZ P_OTOm_ECTRIC (LANZ I,W_)





UVBY, BETA PeEASUR91_3eTS (1990)
UVBY-BETA A.S-(_) <8.3 _ (198,3)
UVBY-BETA RE_O_/INO DATA (1982)














































































































































































































VlLNIU5 PHOTOHETRY M.56 REGION
VIS DOUBLES EARLY-TYPE PRII_IES
WkSHINCTON O(TIT2V PHOTOMETRY
ASTRONOMY CATALOGS SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
A M _ SPECTRAL TYPES 3(1986)
ABS CAL STELLAR SPECTROPHOTOM.
ABUND NA, MC, CA K CIANTS
ABUND NA,RG,CA K GIANTS, TAB II
ATLAS OF STELLAR SPECTRA (1977)
ATLAS SPECTROIM-/OT I#-R STARS/1987
ATLAS STELL SPECTRA 2.00-2.4S UM
B E STARS (JASCHEK.ECRET 1961)
B E STARS DATA BANK (PACE 1986)
BIB RADIAL VEIL OPBN CL (1984)
BIB STELLAR RADIAL VEt. (1987)
BIBLIOGRAPHY STEI._ RADIAL VEL
BIBLIOCRAIM-IY STELLAR RADIAL VEL
BLUE OBJ HION GAL tAT (1977-80)
CA II H,K _ISSION STARS (1980)
CAT FAINT OB STARS CAR-CEN/LYI_
CATALOGUE A P AND A M STARS
F.L_S PEC SPE_ (1979)
CLASS IRAS POINT SOURCES (1989)
CLOSE VIS BIN. I. HK TYPF_.S(1984)
COOL CARBON STkRS 2 (1989)
COOL CARBON STARS/BALDONE TEL
DWARF K,N STARS(STE.I_ 1986)
EARLY-TYPE _ PEC STARS (1981)
EARLY-TYPE I_ISSION STARS
EARLY-TYPE STARS B4ISSION LINES
E_UIV WIDTI-_ INTE3RST 217-NM BAND
F._IVALENT WIDTH MEAS(I_U_ 1988)
F2iF_LIBR STARS SA28/54/106/107
FSALATER STARS SA2815411061107
F8-C2 STARS IN NORTH GAL POLE RC
FAINT BLUE STARS SGP (1962)
_JUL WOLF-RAYET STARS S (1981)
(_E_B_L CAT S STARS STEPH_ISON
H OAHNA CAT/C]R/_FrON ET AL 1973
H GAJ_ CAT/CRANP'rON ET AL 1973
H GAJq_ CAT/CRAMPTON ET AL 1973
HB_RY ORk_R CATIEXT (kDC 19_!5)
HI_Ry ORAPI_ CAT le_r ( AD(1989 )
_y BiqtAF'I_qr_ 112 (ADD 1989)
HOT _ARFS (1988)
ID LIST LINES IN STELLAR SPECTRA
INTI:ItSTE) t.AR LINES (GARCIA 1989)
IR SPECTRA FOR 3"2 STARS
LIBRARY OF ST_ SPECTRA(1984)
OBJ-PRIS;4 SURY 1969, V. 1986
STELLAR CONTBNT (1978)
UqC STELLAR CONTEH1 II1 (1978)
LUMINOU_ STMtS NO NIL.KY WAY
I_UHIN(XJ6 STARS NO NILKY WAY
LUHINOUS STARS SO MILKY WAY (LS)
LUY'rE3N WHITE ONAJRFS/PARTIAL DATA
METAL-OEFICIENT F-Iq STAR5 (1984)
MICHIC_N I,IK/HD STARS 1
MICHIGAN NKIHD STARS 2
NICHIGkN NK/HD STARS 3 (1982)
NICHIGAN NK/HD STARS 4 (1988)
NK CATALOGUE/JA..SO'I_ ET AL 1964
HK CATALOOUEJJASO'I_ ET AL 1964
NK CL3_ OB STARS (LES_ 1968)
NI( CLASSIFICATION EXTE_ISZON 1983
NK Ct.ASSIFICATION EXTENSION 1983
MK HI) STARS DEC ._25 TO ,30(1983)
ST_ STARS (cJuqtCIA 1989)
HN--H(I CAT/BIB (1(;81)
,OBS PERIOOS AP STARS (1984)
ORB _ CLOSE BINARIESJ1984
PSRKIN5 REV N;( COOL_ STARS 1989
PHYS PARA/4ETBRS SPELT BIN (1980)
RJ_ _ 889 PROP-4qOT STNRS(19B6)





RATES OF roSS LOSS (1988)
ROTATION OF EVOLVING A/F STARS
ROTATIONAL ¥EL (BOY/KOP 1964)
ROTATIONAL VEL (BOY/KOP 1964)
ROTATIOI_L VEL (_O'f/KDP 1984)
ROTATIONAL VEL B_CA 1970-73
ROTATIONAL vEL BERNACCA 1970-73
ROTATIONAL ¥EL BB_NACCA 1970-73
ROTATIONAL YEL(U;:SUCZoFUKUDA 62)
R9 BRICI'IT POP 11 F STAR5 (1985)
RV _I_ SO STARS COP.AVEL(19B.5)
RV aRIGHT SO STARS I,II,IV








































































































































































































SCANNI_ ABUND STUD II-BLDOKINQ
SCANNER ABJND STUD II-RA¥ DATk
SELECTI_ MK TYPES M JASO'_K 1978
SELE_E]) HK TYPES M JAS_ 1978
SO MILKY WAY SPELT SURV UNZFO4_M
SO MILKY WAY SP_AL SUR_CL_( %
SO MILKY WAY SOL _VE_ 11
SO MILKY WAY SPECTRAL SURVE_ III
SO MILKY WAY SURVEY (DE'YBqr 1978)
SP,LUM CLASSES SA _-48 (1979)
SPECTRA LATE-TYPE STDS 2-2.5 NIC
SPF.CTRAL CLASSIF KUIPB (1985)
SPECTROPHOT BRIo;.rr F,GoK,N STARS
SPECTROPHOT W-R STARS (1988)
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC SCANS/BREGE}_
SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC STIDS (1987)
SPECTROPHOT OMETR I C ( ADELHAN 1983)
SPECTROPHOTOME'TRY NOVA CYQ 1975
SPECTRUM OF CJ_ TAURI (1983)
STARS F2 EARLIER NOP REGION
STELLAR ABUNDANCE ANALYSES(1988)
STELLAR ABUNDANCES (1986)
STELLAR PAD V_ EV_ RAO-20 HRS
STEI_LAR SPECl ATLAS 3130-10800 A
STELLAR SPECTROPHOT DATA (1980)
STELLAR SPECTROPHOTOMETR IC ( 198,5 )
STUDIES NILKY WAY CE_-NOR IIl
SURVEY FAINT OB STARS IN CARINA
U,V,W, RAO VEL 1296 STARS (1987)
UV BRIGHT-STAR SPECTROPHOTOH
VISUAL MULT VII MK TYPES(ABT 81)
VYSSOTSKY'S CATALOOUES 1950.0
W(_) INTERSTEi-I-_I_ 2200-A (1983)
WHITE _ARJ=S (MCCOOK, SION 1988)
WHITE DWARFS 1,2 COMBIN_/LUYTB
[FE/H] DETE]_MINATIONS (1984)
RADIO SOURCE CATALOGS
1400 MHZ SKY SURVE'Y (1985-86)
3RD CAHBRIDCE RADIO CATALOG REY
ARGENTINA H I SURVEY (1979)
LABS H I SURVEY
BERKELEY H I SURVEY (1973)
EXTRACAL RADIO 5J_S 5 _ (1981)
FOURTH CANBRIDGE RADIO SURVEY
HAT OREB< H I SURVEY (1974)
OPTICAL CAT RADIO GALAXIES 1978
PARKE_ H I SURVEY (1979)
PARKE5 RADIO SOURCES, 1.1 (1990)
SPACECRAFT RELATE_) DATA
ASTROMETRIC AND POSITIONAL DATA
LUN OCt %RAS PT SRCS 1986-1990
COMBINED AND 06RIVED DATA
DATA INY SPACE-BASED 8BS (1988)
NONSTEU-AR AND EXTENDED OBJECTS
IRAS ASTEROID/COMET SURVEY(1986)
]RAS GALAXIES AND QUASARS (6/89)
]RAS SURF FPRICHT NAPS GALAXIES
IMtOTOMETR 1C CATALOGS
ANS UV POINTSOURCES (1982)
INTRINSIC COLOURS STARS UY(1982)
IRAS CHOPPEI) PHOT OBS (1989)
IRA5 FAINT SOURCES 2.0 (1990)
IRA5 POINT SOURCES 2.0 (12186)
IRAS POINT SOURCES 2.0 (12/86)
IRAS SERI3MDZPITOUS SURVEY (1986)
;RAS SBq:F_IDIPITOUS SURVEY (1986)
IRAS SHALL SCALE STRUCTURE 1. GO
IRAS SHALL SCALE S_E 1.00
OAO 2 FILTER PHOTOMETRY
DAO 2 FILTER P_TDNLCTRY
OAO-2 UV PHOTOHETRy (1978)
REV 5201 FAR-UV OBJ (PAGE-," 1982)
ULTRAVIOLET STAR CAT UCL (1978)
ULTRAVIOLET STAR CAT UCL (1978)
UV EXTINC PC 1415 STARS (1985)
UV FLUXES SKYSCAR/TD-1 (.1978)
SPECTROSCOP%C DATA
FAR-UV SPECTRA COPBqN%CUS (]977)
]UE (NASA/V%LSPA) I_Bq[QE]) 08S LnG
IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MBq_ED OBS LOG
IUE ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUE LOW DISPBRSION ATLAS (1984)
SKYLAB S-D19 FAR-UV DATA (1979)
Superseded by SA-13H
Ultraviolet Spectral At, las(1991)
ATLAS UV EXTINCTION CALAXY/1988




DCO SF}_IES SCALAR HACNETOMfETER DATA,SELECT

























































































































































































































OBTAINING NSDF NON-ASTRONOMY DATA
As noted in the Introduction, the NSDF data are not associated with individual spacecraft
insmnnents. Rather, the NSDF contains comtx)site spacecraft data sets, ground data models, and
compute=" routines. The non-astronomy data in the listing that follows may be obtained from











GROUND - BASED DATA
LABORATORY ABSORPIION MEASUREME)WTS
SULFUR DIOXIDE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
SCHUMANN-RU_OE BAND OF 02 AT 79K
_NN-RUNCE BANDS OF 02








ARIEL SELE<:TED X-rAy DATA
UHURU SELECTED X-RAY DATA
4TH UFMJRU SELECTED X-RAY DATA
4U CATALOG OF X-RAY SOURCES
ARIEL V 3A X-RAY CATALDOUE,MFICH
ARIEL V 3A X-RAY CATALOGUE, TAPE
COMPACT GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
EXOSAT OBSERVATION LOG (1987)
Ex'rRJ_GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES
HAKUCHO LIST OF X-RAY BURSTBRS
HEAO A-[ X-RAY SOURCE CAT (19_)
HEAD A-I X-RAY SOURCE CATALOO
HEAO A-2 NEW HARD X-RAY SOURCES
X-RAY SOURCE POSITIONS 2 (1983)
X-RAY SOURCES 2 (1982)
X-RAY SOURCES ACCURATE POSITIONS
CARTOGRAPHY
OROUND- BASED DATA




NAPS OF PLANETS AND MOONS
DIGITIZED EARTH NAPS





LUNAR HAPS AND CHARTS
LUNAR MAPS ON COLOR FILM CHIPS
PLANETARY AND TERRESTRIAL NAPS
PLANETARY NAPS
1989 USCS ELP4. MODEL OF NARS
COMPRESSED DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL
PLANETARY MAPS
T_ESTR IAL MAPS





COMSAT ORBIT ELEMENTS (SHF_--IS)





SATELLITE SIT RPT, HA_)COPY






F_.A.E. ORBITAL EI_EMENXS, BOOKS
SAD COMPUTED ELEREN1-S
MEAN ELEMENTS AT SHORT INTERVALS
SMOOTH ELEMENTS AT LO INTERVALS
EPHERER IDES
INS/SSC PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS DAY 1-181 77
DAILY BOlX_DARY AND LAY/LONG PLTS
DAILY N_RAL SHF_-I AND X/Y PLTS
CSE AND SM PLOTS
TRACK ING OBSERVATIONS
OPT ICAI_
BAKER-NUNN OFT ICAL OBSERVAT IONS
SATELL ITE TRACKING OBS (SAMPLES)
ERO_AMS
ORBIT CENERATINC PROGRAMS
ORB PROGRAM (MU[lI SPACECRAFF)




AECL MI 64 MUON MONITOR RATES (S STATIONS)
HUDN MON CNI RTES + PLTS (HDCPY)
AECL HUON MDN DIURNAL VECTORS









BI 140 06/01/74 12/30/90




FR 2 12/12/70 03/18/73
FR ] 10/18/74 03/14/80
DO 1 10/18/74 03/14/80
FR 2
DO 1 06119183 041o8186
DO I
HI 1 04100/79 07/15181
DO 1
MP 1



















































































81 10/13/83 12/29/83 SX-7IA
1 11/24/72 08/30/82 SX-7IB
18 01/04/74 06/30/77 SX-71C
SX-4|
6gs 12/26/83 06/19/85 SX-41A
9 01104172 12125183 SX-41B
2240 01/31/73 09/30/84 SX-41C
9 0"2/14/61 06/30/75 SX-41D
SX 31
55 01/31158 06/15175 SX-31A
4 11/18/59 05/3]/75 SX-328
4 01/31/58 01126172 SX-32A
SX-SI
198 ]0/04/57 08/16/83 SX-SIA
SX-BI
34 12/07/68 12/27/68 SX-81A
22 07/01/59 12/27/68 SX 818
SX A
SX-A1
l 01/01/17 06/30/77 SX-AIA
1 01/01177 06/30/77 SX AIB
1 01101/77 06/301Zl SX A1C
SX 1
SX ]O
4 09102161 05119/67 SX lOB






01/05/65 04/30/72 CC 31A
CC 32













DEEP RIVBR ICY _ NONITOR
D•ILY,HON-_YR MEAN NBJTRON INTERS
GRAPHS OF NI_FRON INTENSITIES
NBJTRN HON CNT RTES* PLTS(HDCPY)
SUPER NEUTRON MONITOR DATA
AECL HOBILE NI3UTRON NONI"TOR RATES AT KULA
KULA MOBILE NON CNT RTES -+ PiTS
AECL NBJTROR MONITOR DIURNAL VECTORS
NBLFTRN DIURNAL VECTR (LIST.tPLTS)
AECL NH-64 NEUTRN NONITOR RTES(4 STATIONS)
NBJTRN M0N CNT RTES_, PLTS(HDCPY)
COS RAY NH-64 NBJTRN R0N DATA (CHACALTAY•)
CHACALTAYA NH CNT RATES + PLOTS
INTI-_DISCIPLINARY AND 0TI-_ DISC
AIRCRAFT DATA
MICROWAVE RADIOHETER
MARGINAL ICE ZONE EXPERIMBWT
BERING SEA STUDIES
BERING SEA STUDIES ON TAPE
lqULT IPLE SOURCE
COMPOSITE SPACECRAFT AND GROUND-BASED DATA
PLANETARY OBSERVATIONS, HARS
B/W HARS cONSORTIUM IMAGES
COLOR MARS CONSORTIUM IMAGES
SOLAR-TE_RRESTRI•L ACTIVITY CHARTS (ST•C)
27-DAY PLOTS,7 PARAH (ST•C-B)FCH
ANNUAL PLOTS,9 PARAH (STAC-A)FCH
DAILY ULF HISSAGRAMS (STAC)FICHE
VLF WAVE DATA (STAC), RFICHE
PROORAHS
PHOTOGRAPH RECTIFICATION PROGRAH
PENN STATE PHOTO RECTIFYING PROG
ROCKET DATA
MULTIDISCIPLINE ROCKET DATA FROM JAPAN
HULTIDISCIPLINE DATA PLOTS
SOUNDING ROOKFT D•T• IN JAPAN
SPACECRAFT RELATED DATA
IMS/SSC HI ALT SAT BAR CHARTS
DEFINITIVE BAR CHARTS
DEFINITIVE DATA ON MICROFILM
PREDICTBD BAR CHARTS
PREDICTED DATA ON MICROFILM
SPACECR•FT(NON-E]=HE)_ERIS) SUPPORTING DATA





ELECTRIC FIELD ION DRIFT
ISR ION DRIFT NOOEL
1ZHIRAN ELECTRIC FIELD MODEL
IONOSPHERIC HAPPING DATA, PREDICTIONS
CCIR FOF2 AND H30OOF2 (1967)
FOF2 COEFFICI_hFTS, BCD TAPE
M(3000)F2 COEFFICIENTS, BCD TAPE
URSI, FOF2 (1988)
IONOSPHERIC MODELS - 1973, 1986
BE_T IONOSPHERIC DENSITY MODEL
CHING .,,CHIU IONOS MOOF-L, 'FICHE
INTBRN. REFInaNCE IONOS (FLOPPY)
INTB_N. REFERENCE IONOS (SPAN)
INTBRNATIONAL REF IONOSPHERE/86
TNTI3_NL REF 10N/86 (VAX VBRSION)
IRI-90 (PC VERSION)
IR1-90 (SPAN/TAPE VBRSION)
RUSH * MILLER, 1973 3D 10NOS HOD
YBdUS IONOSPHERE NI]OELS




SCALE]) VALUES TO N(H), SURFACE
SATEI-LITE IDNOSONDE DATA
SAT. IONOGRAM TO N(H) ,LONC VE_.
SAT. IONOGRAH TO N(H),SHORT VER.
IONOSPHI']_IC BEACON DATA
ANALYSIS OF BEACON DATA
M-FACTOR CALC. PROGRAM - _MFACT'
MAGNETIC FIEJ-DS AND PLAS_4AS
AIRCRAFT DATA
A]RCRAFT NACNET OMETER
SCALAR HAC. FIELD DATA ON TAPE
CROUNO- BASED OAIA
AURORAl ELECTRO JET ACTIVITY INOICES
1 .O MIN D•T•
]-MINUTE AE VALUES ON HAG, TAPE
1.0 MIN •E ]NDICES-PROHIS PERIOD
WDC-C AE INDICLS
2.6 MIN DATA
2.5-HIN •E TABULAR VALUES, FILM
2.S-HIN •E. AL, AU PLOIS ON FILM
2.5 MIN VALUES ON MACNETIC TAPE
HOURLY AVI_ACL:D AE INDICES




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
FR 4 01101166 12131/67
FR 26 12110166 12108/87
BI 20 01101158 DA130/12
eI 2O 071o9166 04130172
eI 2O 01107165 04130172
eZ 20 04101162 o413o172



































































































































































AE MAGNETIC INDICES DN HARDCOPY
HOURLY AE DIGITAL VALS. ON FILM
HOURLY AE DIGITAL VALUES ON TAPE
HR AE INDICES FOR PROMIS PERIOD
WDC-C AE INDICES
DST INDICES
HOURLY EQUATORIAL DST VALUES
EQ. DST VALUES DN MAONETIC TAPE
HOURLY DST VALUES, HARDCOPY
HOURLY DST VALUES, MICROFICHE
GE.0_0N_ IC _5
GEDMN_NE-TIC EVI_ LISTS
EVI_II LISTS IN IAGA BULLETINS
IUCC/IACA RAPID VARIATION DATA
SYDWA STATION CORRELATION DAIA
GFnMADNETIC PLANETARY INDICES
PLANETARY INDICES
KM,AM,KN.AN ETC TAPE WDCA-STP
KP, AP, CP INDICES, ESR0 TAPE
KP, AP, CP, CI INDICES,IAC, A BULL
GEOMAGNETIC STATION INDICES
LOCAL K AND C INDICES
K * C INDICES IN IAGA BULLETINS
K AND C INDICES ON MICROFILM
Q INDICES
Q INDICES ON 35MM MICROFILM
MAONET00RAM DIGITIZATIONS
AFGL MAGNETOMETERS
7 STATIONS, 5-SECOND RESOLUTION
DAILY MAGNE'TDCRAMS, MFICHE
HOURLY VALUES OF MAC. FIELD COMPONE3_TS
2.5-MIN. VALUES OF D,H./ ON TAPE
HOURLY VALUES ON 35MM MICROFILM
MAGNET OCRAHS
MISCELLANEOUS UNPROCESSED DATA
1-SEC MACNETDCRAMS, ATS-5 SIA
NORMAL MACNEIOGRAMS ON MICROFILM
RAPID-RUN MACNETOCRAMS ON NFILM
SCRATCH MACNETOGRAMS, ATS-5 STA
STORM SENSITIVITY MAGNETDC_AMS
MODELS




MOTItT MAGNETIC FIELD PACKAGE
OLSON-PFITZER MAGNEIBSPH_IC FLD
MEAD FAIRFIELD MDDEI S
M F MDDEL DATA BASE TAPF
MEAD FAIRFIELD MAC. FIELD MODEL
MISC FIELD MODELS
TSYCANENKD MAGNETIC FIELD MODEL
INTERNAL SOURCE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
CSFC FIELD MODES
GSFC (1118/) FIELD MODEL
GSFC (12/66) FIELD MODEL
CSFC (9165) FIELD MODEl
CSFC (g/B0) FIELD MOD_
ICRF GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS
ICRF 196.5 0 (GEOGRAPHIC) MODLL
IGRF lg65 0 (GEOMAGNETIC) MODEL
]GRF Ig75 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
]GRF 1980 GEDMACQNETIC E]LLD
ICRF-1985 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
MACSAT CLDMACNET]C FIELD MDDLI
MCSI (3180) INITIAl MAGSA1 FIELD




POCO (10/68) FIFID MDDF_
POG0 (3/68) FIELD MOD|t
POC0 (8/69) FIELD MOD|I
POC0 (8111) FIELD MODLL
U.S.C.S. MACNFTIC FIELD MODEJS
AWC//5 MACNEI IC FIILD MODII
BARRACI OUGH lgZ5 FIEJA) MDDIJ TP
RISU[IS FROM MAGNFTIC FIIlD CAtCUtAIIONS
MAGNI 11C COORDINAILS
]NVARIAN1 MAGNI I IC COORDINAIIS
PROCRAMS









I | U)C, Sill ! I C, ]NI Ll C PROGRAMS
flJI)C. SHIILC, INI[IC PACKAC|
F lllD. F ItIDC. [ IN1RA PR{)GRAHS




FORM QUANIITY OF DATA
BI 5 01101166 08/30178
MO 2 07/01/57 12/31/68
DO 10 07101157 12131174
FR 4 03101186 06130186
FR 43 01101178 06130190
DO 1 01101/57 12131183
HI _13 01101181 05131190
FR 8 01101157 12131/80
BT 12 01101/57 12131164
HI 82] 01101/69 07131190
DO 1 01/28/86 06/28186
DO 1 01/01/5g 12131174
DO 1 01101/32 ll/30/go
HI 746 09/01/69 01131191
BT 19 01101/40 12131/65
MO 150 01/01/61 05/31/71
MO 15 07/01157 05/31/71
DO 1 01/28183 06128/83
FR 7 01/01180 12131/80
DO 400 10101157 06130177
MO 3_b 01/01160 02/28/75
MO 4 11/13/69 07/21/70
MO 1041 01/01/57 04/10175
MO 161 01101161 10131114
MO 4 11/13/69 07/21/70








































































































































INVAR HAONETIC SHELL PACKAGE
INYARA PROORAMS
INVARA HAONETIC SHEI_L PACKACE
HACNETIC FIELD RETRIEVAL PROGRAMS
ICRF 1945-1985 B+L CALC. PROGRAM
PFITZE3R'S B L RETRIEVAL PACKACE
PRBCRA,_ TRA JLST
TSYO_ANE]MKD (19891 GEOPACK
TSYCANI_IKn ET AL. (19871
TSFORM/DIPFLD PROCR/dHS
TSFORH / DIPFLD PACKAGE






CONP _NTPL FLD & PLA.SHA (HRDCPY)
CDHP INTPL _SMA (0MNITAPE)
NAGNE-flC FIELD AV_CF._
HEDS AND IHP-J HOURLY AVEP.AOES
IMP-I AND -J I-MIH AVERAGES
MAQNETOSPHERIC BOUNDARI E_
IMP NEASURI_IENTS OF MACNETOSPHERE BOUNDS
BOW SHOCK AND MCNTOPAUSE POSZTNS
IMP M_ASURE)Ii3MTS ON MAC. BOUNDS
TB_RESTRIAL MAGNETIC FIELDS
OCO SERIES SCALAR MAONETONETE_ DATA,SELECT
HICH-L.AT DATA USED IN C_FC MAC
LOW-LA1 AVC ANOHALY FIFJ./)*E_UIV
L_Pd-LAT DATA USED IN CSFC MAC AN







RADIOSONDE AND PIBAL SYNOPTIC 0BSE_VATIDNS
UPPB_ AIR MAPS (HT,TE]'4p,PRE.._S,H20,vIND)
EQUATORIAL WIND CHARTS,7OO-2OOMB
UPPE_ AIR TABS. (WIND,HT,PRESS,TE_P.H20)
A_0LOCICAL DATA OF JAPAN
CROUND-BAS_) DATA
AURORA OBSERVATIONS
ALL SKY CAMERA DATA
HET INSTITUTE FINLAND AURORA STA
NETEOROLOO ICAL OBSERVATIONS
METEOROLDCICAL DATA, LONC TE_N
HISTDRY DATA
NMC OCTAGONAL ME1 DATA
HETEDROLOG ICAL DATA, SAJNPLES
USSR m SOLAR RADIATION ...... DAIA m
NO_
ATMOSPHERIC HODELS
COSPAR INTBqffqAL REF ATMOS(O-12OKM)
CIRA-B6 (0-120 KM)
COSPAR INTBq_NATIONAL RF-F ATMOSPHERE (CIRA)
CIRA 1961 (BOOK)
CIRA 1965 (BOOK)
HARRIS • PRIESTER REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE
1962 HARRIS • PRIESTER NODE AIM
H_DIN ATMOSPHERIC DATA BOOK
TABLES OF TERP,DLMS ..*COMPDSIT
JACCHIA REF_RB_CE ATMOSPHE_E
JACCHIA 77 STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
JACCHIA YEARLY ATHOSPHERES
JACCHIA 1970 REFER_K:E ATHOS
JACCHIA 1971 REFERB4CE ATHOS
LOCAL REFE_FtE_ICE ATMDSPHERES
IRIO RANCE REFERI_,ICE ATMOSPHERES
WS MISSILE RANGE REF ATMOS(FI. 1)
HSIS HODELS
AE-E&DE-2NB/TRL WIND HOOE(1988)
P_,FC BNGINFER. T_. (H_T) MOL
MSIS ATHOS MODEL EXTENDED VER 90
NSIS-86 NE_FrRAL ATHOS MD(FLOPPY)
MSIS-B6 NEUTRAL ATHOS MODE(I_)
MSIS-B6 NI_JTRAL ATHOS NODEt(VAX)
HSIS-@6 NEUTRAL ATHOS MODEL(VHS)
U.S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
US STANDARD ATHOSPHBE ] 962, BOOK
US STANDARD ATMOSPHE_RE 1976,BrlDK
US STD ATMOSPHERE SUPP 1966,B00K
V_NU5 THE_I40SPHERE MODELS
PIONEER VENUS RE/:, THE_!HOSPHERE
HULT ]PLE SOURCE


















BI 3 111O2163 01112176
DO I 11102/63 09/27/90
NO 2 O3/12/74 11104174
NO 2 02101/74 07/14174
FR I I1/27/63 12131168






BI 2 08100162 12100166
BI 1 01100168 0s100172
0I 1 01/oo/6z 041oo168
F_P 200 02/18/79 03/31/79
DO 3.5,8 07/01/85 01131/B9
DO O
























































































































MIMZER SU_Y ROCKET DATA SET
SMITH-THF_ON ROCKET DATA SET
SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS S, 2, IAND .4MBS
THERMOSPHERIC TERP,DENS _ COMP
HIGH ALTITUDE MRN HETF-DROLOOICAL DATA
DIGITAL +PLOT-lED PROFILES (V IND oTEMP, P-H_ )
DIURNAL EXP DATA REPORT
HIGH ALTITUDE ME'TED DATA (BOOKS)
INT ERAMER I CAN MRN
MET ROCKET NETWORK FIRINGS, IRIC
MET ROCKET NETWORK FIRINCS, EA
USSR MET ROCKET PROBES
HIQH ALTITUDE NON-Pg_N METEOROLOGICAL DATA
DIGITAL 4 PLOTTED PROFILES(WINO,TEMP,P-HT)
AUSTRALIAN FALLING SPHERE DATA
CRENADE _. PITOT DBS-NASA "+ ARMY
NASA GRENADE * P PROBE OBS(TAPE)
NASA GRENADE OBS, 66-68
REV AUSTRALIAN F SPH DATA(BOOK)




WIND PLOTS, I950-65,VAPOR TR,ODOK
SPACECRAFT RELATE]) DATA
IMAGING MEASURERENT S
VIS • IR RADIANCES
AVHRR CAC GAP FILL DAT W/CAL,LOC
SATELLITE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY DATA
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VALUES
SOUNDER MEASUREHE_ S
IR • MICROWAVE RADIANCES




JOVIAN DEC RADIO OBS
JOVIAN DEC RAD DBS AT ZAO,MFICHE
JUPITER DAM CATALOG
JUPITER RADIO ERISSION DATA CAT.
SOLAR FLARE REPORTS,NON-VISUAL WAVELE_THS
RADIO FLARE REPORTS
100 FtHZ SOLAR RADIO EVENTS
32 GHZ B_ST/MAPS, RRL (JAPAN)
DISTINCTIVE EVENTS - RADIO
EVENT LISTS * SPECTRAl 0BS
FIXED FRE_ EVEN'rs .,, SPECTRAL OBS
SOLAR RADIO - OUTSTANDING OCCUR
SOLAR RADIO EHISSION-EVENTS
SOLAR RADIO EVE)d'rS - BELCILIM
SOLAR RADIO EVE_fTS - IOWA
SOLAR RADIO EVE]MTS - PEKIN STATE
SOLAR RADIO FLUX MEASURE_4i_fTS
SYNOPTIC SOLAR OBSERVATIONS° NON-VISUAL
RADIO NAPS, SCANS, TABLES
ATLAS OF QUIET SUN RADIO...MEAS.
DAILY AND MONTHLY MEANS
DAILY SOLAR RADIO FLUX
FLUX, POLARIZATION, AND MAPS
SCANS, MAPS, AND DAILY FLUXES
SOLAR INDICES IO./CM NSFC RPT.
SOLAR RADIO FLUX * VAR. BELCIUH
SOLAR RADIO FLUX - PENN STATE
SOLAR RADIO FLUX AT 3000 HHZ
SOLAR RADIO NOISE OND_EJOV
SYNOPTIC RADIO NAPS - 3.3PW4
SOLAR PART ICLF_
MODELS
MODELS OF SOLAR PROTON EvBcrs
SDLAR CYCLES
SOLAR PROTONS-SOLAR CYCLES 20-t2!
SOLAR EVENTS
ENERGETIC SOLAR PROTONS AT 1 AU
SOLAR PROTON PROGRAMS
SOLPR0 (IAU, IQ, F, INAI E) PACKAGE
SOLPRO PROB.SOLAR PROTON ROUT]N[
SOEAR PROTON RATIOS




ASTRONOMY CATALOGS SPECTROSCOPIC DATA
ATLAS UV EI(TINCTION CALAXY/)gBB
RADIAL VELOCITIES 3 FIELDSIIgB7
DE 2 TOTAl INIF_4SITY DATA,MODEIG
SOLAR PARTICLES
PROGRAMS
SOLAR PROTON FLUX ROLNINIS
ROU_INES CALCULATING FLUX Of SOLAR PR010NS
PROGRAM SOl PRO




FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
DO I 07/09/60 08/17/72
DO I 05/12/60 08119/64
FR 3 07/07/76 06/29/77
FR 2
FR 2 03/19174 03/20/74
BI 62 OllO0/6g 12131176
BI 3 01/OO167 12/00/68
BI 1 10/OO/59 12/00/63
BI 58 01100164 12100168
BI 3 02/00/62 12/00/67
BI 7 O4/15/64 O6/15/72
Bl 12 11/12/56 05/17172
DO 1 07/09160 05117/72
BI 1 O1/24166 03125/68
FR 6 03100162 11121173
O
BI 1 00100147 00100169
DO 1 00/00/47 00/00/69
O
BI 1 00/00/$9 OO1OO165
DO 882 10/29/78 04/11/8S
FR l iGlOO/s7 oo1oo158
DO _2'59 10/29/78 04/I1/85
FR IO 10/27/74 12/19/87
DO 1 01101178 12/31/8I
DO I 12105/57 12/31/78
FR I7 O9/O1/69 12/31/73
FR IO 04/03/80 08/08/83
HI 624 01/01/67 11/06/74
FR 109 O1/O1/64 09/30/74
HI 903 12/0S/74 01/23/85
HI 1451 07/01/74 08/31/84
FR 4 01/01/68 12/31/7I
FR 2 01/O1/66 12/31/68
E_ 1 06/29/67 O3/]O/10
FR 9 01/01/65 12/31/67
HI 1 09/01/65 09/30/85
BI ] 01/01/66 12/31/74
HI 93 01101167 12131/74
FR ] 11/06/51 12/31/74
FR 109 01/01164 09/30/74
ftl 336 12/O1/74 O1/31/85
FR 10 01101155 12131169
FR 1 01/01/68 12/31/68
PR I o51oI16_ 08/3I/6B
PR 14 07/01/69 01/31/72
FR 1 03/01/74 03/31/74







































































































SOLAR FLARE REPORTS, VISUAL WAVF_LE]WOTHS
HYDROGEN ALPHA FLARE REPORTS
CHROMOSPHERIC FLARES
CONFIRMi_) SOLAR FLARES
SOLAR FLARE LISITINC, S, _J_CETRI
SOLAR FLARE LISTINOS-PRELIMINARY
SOLAR FLARES - OPTICAL OBS
SUMMARIES OF ACTIVITY
ACTIVE REGION SUMMARIES
REGIONS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
LISTS OF SOLAR EVBNITS (MULTI-DISCIPLINARY)
EVBWI LISTS IN COSMIC DATA
OUISTANDINC EVI_TS IN SOD BULL
SUMMARIES OF OVERALL SOLAR ACTIVITY
ABBREVIATE]) CALENDAR RECORD
SYNOPTIC SOLAR O_ERVATIONS
CALCIUM K NAPS, CHARTS, TABLES
CALCIUM FLOCCULI
CALCIUM NAPS + INDICES
CORONAL OBSERVATIONS
DRAWINGS OF THE SOLAR CORONA
INT_ITE DE LA COURO_E SOLAIRE
ISO_OTB OF 5303 CORONAL LINE
SPECTROORAPHIC CORONAL DOS
HYDROGEN ALPHA NAPS,CHARTS,TABLES
H-ALPHA SYNOPTIC CHARTS + PHOTOS
HYDRDCEN FLDCCULI
HAC_NETQCRAHS AN{) OTHBSO_ fC_CNETIC 08S
SOLAR MACNEIOCRAMS
SYNOPTIC CHARTS-SOLAR MAC FIELDS
SYNOPTIC CORONAL OPEN HAG FIELDS
SUNSPOT HAPS, CHARTS, TABLES
SOLAR INDICES-SUNSPOTS HSFC RPI
SUNSPOT DRAWIN_CS AND _POI TAB
SUNSPOT NUHBE]_ MEASURENENTS
SUNSPOT NUMBERS
SUNSPOT OBSERVATIONS - 0REI_4WICH
SUNSPOT OBSENVATIONS, ARCE-TRI
SUNSPOT OBSERVATIONS, ROME
SUNSPOT RELATIVE NUMBERS, AREAS
SUNSPOT TABLES AND DRAWINCS
ZURICH SUNSPOT NUMBER DATA
MODELS
REFERENCE SOLAR SPECTRA
3000-25000 A. SOLAR IRRADIANCES
3000 25000A SOLAR ]RRAD., MTAPE
ASTM STANDARD SOLAR SPECTRA (THE)_AE_ARA)
ASTM SPECTRUM 0.3 TO 0.61 MICRON
ASTM SPECTRUM. 0.115-1000 MICRON
MISCELLANEOUS REFERENCE SOLAR SPECTRA
1-3000 A SOLAR FLUX - NOAA
HI RES. UV • VISIBLE SOLAR ATLAS
REVISED SERF2 SOLAR ELtV FLUX MDL
SOLAR SPEC.-OAMMA RAY THRU RADIO
SOLAR SPECTRUM AT CROUND LEVEL
CSFC MODEL OF C_OUND LEVEL SOLAR SPECTRUM
GROUND LEVEL SOLAR IRRADIANCE
MULTIPLE SOURCE
SUMMARIES OF ACTIVITY - SOLAR
ENERCETIC EVENI-S
SMM-NOAA EVDCr LISTING
SUMMARIES OF OVERALL SOLAR ACTIVITY
SMH ACTIVE REC. HIST t 5YNOP 0BS
PROGRAMS
SOLAR HAGNEIIC FIELD COMPUIATIONS
QUIET SUN MAC. FLD, COMPUTATIONS
ROCKET DATA
SOLAR SPECTRA OBTAINED FROM ROCKET FLICHIS
SOLAR EDV SPECTRA (IOOA - IOOOA)
EUV FLUX REF SPEC SOL UV BEL_OOO
SPECTRAt ATLAS OF SUN 1175-2100A
TERRESTRIALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES
MODLL S
RESULTS FROM 0RBIIAI EtUX INTEQRATIONS
SPECIAL OROIIAL FLUX INTEGRATIONS
EFFECTS OF PERIGEE ROTATION
OPTIMIZATION _F PARAMETERS
SPECIFIC MISSION RESULTS
AE E TRAPPED PART. RAD. EXPOSURE
CHRGO PARTCL.RAD_LENELS ON LDLF
ERIS/NIMBUS RADIAT. ENVIRONMENT
ISE_ (IME) RADIAIION STtJDY
PROJEC1 SOt.WIND RADIAT.EXPOSURE
PROJECTS SOLRAD AND TIHATION
RAD. ENVIRONH OF 0SO MISSIONS
RAD.HAZARDS TO SYNCHR.SATELt ITES
RADIATION ENVIRONMLIVT fOR ATS F
SPACE RADIAIIDN DN SATS MISSIONS
IIROS-N RADIATION lEVELS
IJK 4 RADIATION STUDY
UK 5 RADIAl]ON EXPOSURE





FORM qUANTITY OF DATA
HI 427 01101167 12131174
HI 1123 07/01/74 01/27/_
FR 2 01/03/67 12131167
HI 33 10103174 07130/77
FR 17 09/01169 12131/73
HI 180 11/01/74 03101177
FR 14 07/01169 01131/72
FR lOg 01/01164 09/30/74
HI 498 06101174 03131/7q
PR 2 01/031e7 12131167
HI 5658 11101174 12131/84
HI 565,8 11105174 12131/84
FR 3 01101167 12131/74
FR 3 01101/67 12131174
FR 109 01101/64 09/30174
HI 6653 11101174 12131184
FR 2 01103167 12/31/67
HI 1687 11/01/74 02128177
FR 3 01101159 12124/74
PR 5 08/01/59 01/01/74
FR 10 01/01/55 12/31/69
FR 17 0g/01/59 12131173
HI ] 09/01185 09/30/85
FR 14 07101/59 01131/72
FT_ 1 01101162 12/31/64
FR 2 01103157 12/31/67
FR 2 07101172 08/31/73
FR 3 01101157 12/31/74


































































































































FORM QUANTITY OF DATA
ELECTRON MODEL AE-2 FR 2
ELECTRON MODEL AE-2, BCD TAPE DO 1
AE-3 MODEL, SYNCHRONOUS ALT.
ELECTRONHODEL AE-S F_ 2
AE-4 MODEL, OUTE]_ ZONE
ELECTRON MODEL AE-4, BCD TAPE DO ]
ELECTRON MODEL AE-4, HARDCOPY BT 1
AE-5 MODEL, INNBR ZONE
ELECTRON MODEL AE-S, BCD TAPE DO 1
ELECTRON MODEL AE-5, HARDCOPY BI 1
AE-S MODEL, SOLAR MIN-INNER ZONE
MODEL FLUX CARPET PLOTS, MFILM MO I
ORB INTEGRATED FLUX CARPETS,FILM MO 1
SOLAR MINIMUM ELECTRONS BI 1
SOLAR MINIMUM ELECTRONS-BCD TAPE DO 1
AE-8 MODEL, SOLAR MAX-INN_ ZONE
ELECTRON MODEL AE-6, BCD TAPE DO 1
ELECTRON MODEL AE-6, HARDCOPY BI 1
AE-B MODEL, INNER AND OUTI_ ZONES
AE-8 MAX OHNIFLUX(>E,B,L) FR 28
AE-8 NIN OMNIFLUX(>E,B,L) FR 27
ELECTRON MODEL AE-BHAX, BCD TAPE DO 1
ELECTRON MODEL AE-aHIN, BCD TAPE DO 1
AEI-7 MODEL
ELECTRON NOBEL AEI 7, _OPY HI 3
ELECTRON MODEL AEI-7 HI,BCD TAPE DO 1
FIECTRON MODEL AEI-7 L0,BCD TAPE DO 1
SOLAR MINIHUH ELECTRON MODEL
MODEL OF STARFISH ELECTRONS BI 1
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL- B_IVIRONHI_fTS
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-1 (30-50 ME'V)
PROTON MODEL- AP-1, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODEL AP-1, FICHE BI 1
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP 2 (15-30 MEV)
PROTON MODEL AP-2, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODFI AP-2, FICHE FR 14
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-3 (ABOVE SO HEY)
PROTON MODEL AP-3, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODEL AP-3, HAM1) COPY FR 14
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-4 (4-15 MEV)
PROTON MODEL AP-4, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODEL AP-4, FICHE FR ]4
TRAPPED PROTON NODEL AP-S (0.1-4.0 MEV)
PROTON MODEL AP-5, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODEL AP-5, FICHE FR 14
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-6 (4-30 MEV)
PROTON NOBEL AP-6, BCD 1APES OD 2
PROTON MODEL AP-6, HARD COPY OI 1
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-7 (ABOVE SO ME-V)
PROTON MODEL AP-7, BCD TAPES DO 2
PROTON MODEL AP-7, HARD COPY BI 1
TRAPPED PROTON MODEL AP-8 (0.1-400 NEV)
COMP. PROT. MOL. AP-B MAC(FICHE) H1 14
COMP. PROT. MOL. AP-8 MAC(HAGTP) DO 1
CQt4P. PROT. MOL. AP-O MIC(FICHE) HI 14
COMP. PROT. MOL. AP-8 MIC(HACTP) DO 1
PROTON MODF_. AP B _¢AX BI I
PROTON MODEL AP-8 MAX (MAC TAPE) DO 1
PROTON MODF-L AP-B MIN BI I
PROTON MODEL AP-8 MIN (MAC TAPE) DO ]
PROTON MODEL APOMAX J-PERP DO 1
PROTON MODEL APBM]N J-PERP DO 1
WORLD MAPS Ot FLUX ISOINTBSITY CONTOURS
SPECIAL MAPPINGS
ITOS-A/NOAA-I ELECTRON WORLD MPS FR 1
STANDARD MAPPIhK_S
CONST.O,L,FLUX CONTRS,WORLD MAPS BI
PROGRAMS
DATA DISPLAY AND COMPRESSION Pt_OCRAMS
CARPET PLOT (CRP) DOCUMENT B] ]
CARpEl PLOT (CRP) PACKAGE DO 1
TRAPPF_ RADIATION PROGRAMS
AE-B/AP-B/RADBELT ON FLOPPY DISK KF 2
FLOL_ OHN] L_] TRANSFORMATION FR 3
TRAPPL_D RAD EVAi 'MDD_ _ PACKAGE DO 1
OHSHLD PROGRAMS
C,HSHID PACKAGE DD ]
ORP PROGRAMS
ORBI]AL FLUX Ibr[LCRAIIDN - 'ORP' DO 1
SOFIP PROGRAMS
SflFIP PACKAGE DO 1
SPACE SHIFLDINC RADIATION DOSE CALC.






















































































NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM
(NCDS)
lr_GE 9_L, INTErITIONALLYB(.AI_K PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED

NASA CLIMATE DATA SYSTEM 0NCDS)
Data sets supported by NCDS have been divided into four subdisciplines for ease in locating data
of interest within the listings in this appendix. These subdisciplines are 1) Solar Irradiance, 2)
Clouds and Radiation, 3) Global Climatologies and Oceanographies, and 4) Atmospheric
Constituents.
The data sets listed here include a descriptive rifle, followed by their identifying parameters, their
temporal resolution and coverage, and their spatial resolution and coverage. The next column
gives the estimated volume of data available.
Many of the data sets are held in more than one form as specified in the "Output Options" column.
Data are often available in both their original format (usually as a tape copy) and on optical or
magnetic disk (usually in Common Data FormaO. Some small data sets can also be distributed on
floppy disks. The display functions of NCDS are based on the Comn'mn Data Format (CDF)
concept, a self-describing format for scientific data. Data are either already in this form on line or
software is in place to transform these data from their original format to CDF "on the fly." The
data set name used within NCDS is specified in the last column.
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FutureDataSets
ASAS,
First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE),
Geology Remote Sensing Field Experiment(GRSFE)
IX-pth
SAR (SeaSat & SIR-A&B),
NDVI
SE 590/393
PLDS User Support Office




PLDS User Support Office
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Mail Stop 183-501
Pasadena, CA 94035
PLDS User Support Office
NASA Ames Research Center
Ecosystem Science & Technology
Branch
Mail Stop 242-4
















PLDSG3, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
USO: 9:00 AM-5:00 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours, Monday through Sunday
Computer Operator: 24 Hours, 7 days a week
PLDSJ2, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
USO: 9:00 AM-4:00 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours, Monday through Sunday
Computer Operator: 7:30 AM-3:00 PM (Pacific Time),
Monday through Friday
PLDSA1, NASA Ames Research Center
USO: 8:00 AM-4:30 PM, Monday through Friday
Computer: 24 Hours (pacific time), Monday through Sunday







The Crustal Dynamics Project (CDP) was formed by NASA to apply space methods and
technology to advance the scientific understanding of Earth dynamics, tectonophysics, and
earthquake mechanisms. As part of its data management, the project has designed and
implemented a centralized Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). The CDDIS has
been fully operational since September 1982. The main purpose of the CDDIS is to store and
distribute all CDP geodetic data products in a central data bank and to maintain information about
the archival of all CDP data. Authorized project investigators and staff can access the CDDIS by a
dial-up telephone line and an alphanumeric terminal connected to a 300-, 1200-, 2400-, or 9600-
baud modem. In addition, CDDIS is accessible through the NSI (both DECnet and TCP/IP
protocols) and GTE SprintNET networks; electronic mail access is also provided through BITnet.
The CDDIS tape library retains an archive of preprocessed laser data, correlated preprocessed Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data, and preprocessed Global Positioning System (GPS)
data. Tape library information about the preprocessed data as well as the analyzed, ancillary, and
project management data can be accessed through the ORACLE data base management system.
The CDDIS archive of laser, VLBI, and GPS data sets falls into four major categories:
preprocessed data, analyzed data, ancillary data, and project management data.
Preprocessed data
CDDIS's preprocessed data archives include satellite and lunar laser ranging (SLR and LLR) full
rate and normal point data, fixed and mobile VLBI data, and GPS data.
SLR information includes catalogs of data, stored on line in the ORACLE data base, from 1976 to
the present. The actual data are stored off line on magnetic tape. Table 4 (on the following page)
shows available SLR data by satellite, source, and dates.
Preprocessed LLR data are received from the University of Texas. Spanning from 1969 to the
present, these data are stored off line on magnetic tape. Catalogs of the data are available on line
through the ORACLE data base.
Both fixed and mobile VLBI data are stored in the CDDIS. Experiment listings are available on
line through ORACLE, while the actual VLBI experiment data files are retained off line on
magnetic tape. Table 5 (on the next page) lists the sources, types, and dates of VLBI data.
P_.___I_iT£NTIONALLY IN,kNK
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TABLE 4
CDDIS PREPROCESSED SLR DATA
Satellite From To
LAGEOS May 1976 Present
LAGEOS Npt Jan 1988 Present
STARLETYE Mar 1975 Present
AJISAI Aug 1986 Present
ETALON-I Feb 1989 Present
ETALON-II Jul 1989 Present
BE-C Jan 1975 Jul 1986
SEASAT Jul 1978 Dec 1978
GEOS-1 Jan 1975 Dec 1981
GEOS-2 Jan 1975 Jun 1977





GSFC Apr 1979 Present
USNO Sep 1988 Present
NGS Sep 1980 May 1989
JPL Jul 1979 May 1981
The CDDIS has recently begun to archive GPS data, both raw and RINEX (Receiver Independent
Exchange) formats, of several experiments from 1986 through the present. Experiment, site,
session, and satellite information are available on line through the ORACLE data base; data from












Currently, analyzed data include SLR, LLR, and VLBI analyzed results. These data products span
different periods between 1976 and the present; they come from various science support groups
and institutions, such as investigators at GSFC, JPL, National Geodetic Survey (NGS), the
University of Texas, and many other sources. Accessible through ORACLE, these analyzed
results include precision baseline distances and station positions, Earth rotation and polar motion
determinations, and length-of-day values.
Table 7 (pages 119 through 124) shows analyzed data sorted by data source, institution, and dates.
 ula 2amdala
This information includes descriptions of CDP site locations, a priori monument coordinates and
calibration data, and a priori star coordinates. Ancillary data sets are available on line through
ORACLE.
Pl'oiect management data
Project and CDDIS management information is available only to authorized project personnel.
Accessible through the CDDIS data base, these data include mobile system schedules, site
occupation information, and configuration control data. Also, CDDIS operational information is
kept in the data base, with accessibility limited to CDDIS staff. The data include logs of all laser,
VLBI, and GPS tapes received from CDP's many global sources, logs of all tapes created by the
CDDIS for outside users, and listings of CDDIS back-up tapes.
MAKING DATA REQUESTS
A chief mission of the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System and its staff is to disseminate
geodetic data. To acquire data from the CDDIS, the user should submit a written request to the
staff. NSSDC Data Request Forms are available in Appendix B for requesting data; however, any
written format will be sufficient as long as enough information is forwarded concerning the desired
data and format. To process a request, the staff needs specific information concerning the user,
i.e., the user's name, address, phone number, and network information (if any). The data will be
sent to this address. The user should indicate the type (e.g., SLR, VLBI, GPS, SITE, etc.) and
dates (e.g., March 1982 through April 1983) of the data desired. The user should also describe the
specific data required, for example, TEXAS LUNAR LASER DATA. The output format for the
data al_ needs to be specified. In general, users are interested in data transmitted electronically
over networks, on hard copy reports or on magnetic media (9-track tape or IBM DOS-formatted 5-
1/4 inch floppy). If magnetic media are desired, the user must specify the characteristics, i.e.,
density and format. The request can be sent by postal service or mailed through one of the
computer networks available to the CDDIS staff. Requests will be fulfilled as soon as possible.
For information on the status of a user request, users should contact the CDDIS staff directly, as
follows: Carey E. Noll at (301) 286-9283, FAX (301) 286-4952. On the NSI DECnet network
please address mail to CDDIS::NOLL or 6281::NOLL. On the NSI-TCP/IP network please
address mail to NOLL@CDDIS.GSFC.NASA.GOV or NOLL@128.183.10.141. On the BITnet
network please address mail to NOLL@CDDIS1. On the TELEMAIL network please address





CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End Table Name/
Data Type Contact Rec. Date Comments























































CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End Table Name/


























31-OCT-84 MERIT solution from
01-MAY-86 operations site




31-OCT-84 MERIT solution from
01-MAY-86 operations site
CSR/U. of Texas 01-JUN-76 BASELINE SLRCSR










CSR/U. of Texas 01-MAY-76 ROTATIONIERS SLRCSR












CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End Table Name/







28-FEB-91 Annual IERS solution
01-APR-91










GAOUA 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM SLRGAOUA
31-MAY-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86








NAL 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM SLRNAL
31-OCT-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86
SHA 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM SLRSHA
31-OCT-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86
UPAD 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM SLRUPAD
31-OCT-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86
ZIPE 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM SLRZIPE
31-OCT-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86
Positions CSR/U. of Texas 01-JUN-76 POSITIONS SLRCSR
Michael Watkins 28-FEB-89 None
01-MAR-91
CSR/U. of Texas 01-MAY-76 POSITIONSIERS SLRCSR













CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End Table Name/


























































CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End






31-DEC-92 Annual IERS solution
01-MAR-91






28-FEB-90 Annual IERS solution
01-MAY-90
01-SEP-88 COVARIANCEIERS VLBIUSNO
28-FEB-90 Annual IERS solution
01-MAY-90












31-OCT-84 MERIT solution from
01-MAY-86 operations site




31-OCT-84 MERIT solution from
01-MAY-86 operations site
SAO/CFA 01-SEP-83 PMOTIONM VLBICFA
31-OCT-84 MERIT solution
01-FEB-86











CDDIS Analyzed Data Holdings -- Ordered by Data Source
Institution/ Start/End Table Name/










31-DEC-92 Annual IERS solution
01-MAR-91




























NSSDC Data Request Forms
The following Data Request Forms are used to order data from NSSDC. An explanation of how to
complete the form and where to send it is included in the introduction under the heading, "Requests
for Data from NSSDC." The Astronomical Data Center and the Crustal Dynamics Data
Information System discuss, in their respective sections, specific details that users need to know




NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requester= WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 933,4





Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 930.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
TELEPHONE: (301) 286-7354, FAX: (3Or) 286-4952
NSI.DECneI: NCF::REQUEST
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last) TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,






ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
STATE
TELEPHONE (A, ea Code) INumber) (Extension)
DATE DATA
DESIRED
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
w_ cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research end analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[] Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
[] Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
[] Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.















NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE g33J,





Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCXE'I'S AND SATELLITES
CODE 930.2
GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT. MARYLAND 207"/I, USA
TELEPHONE: (301) 286-7354, FAX: (301I 286-4052
NSI-DECneI: NCF::REQUEST
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
TITLE/POSITION (Dr.. Prof., Mr., Ms..





ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
STATE
TELEPHONE (Alea Code) INumber) (Extension)I
I DATE DATA
DESIRED
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
O Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
O Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
D Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
[3 Educational purposes (explain below)
O Preparation of Master's thesis
£3 Preparation of Doctoral thesis
Other:
O Exhibit or display
El Reference material
O Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research project= in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any article=
based on this research.





















NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE gO3A





Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 93O.2
GODOARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT. MARYLAND 20771. USA
TELEPHONE: (301) 286.7354. FAX: (301) 288-4@52
NSI-DECna: NCF::REQUEST
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last) TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,












TELEPHONE (A=ea Code) (Number) (Extension)
(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
E] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No,
E] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
O Releerch and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
r'l Educational purposes (explain below)
O Preparation of Master's thesis
O Preparation of Doctoral thesis
O Other:
C] Exhibit or display
O Reference material
O Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of Ill publicattons resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
"This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
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